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FOREWORD TO SECOND EDITION 

SINCE this book was first published in 1934 the 
Army, and indeed all three fighting Services, have on 
many occasions been called on to exercise their police 
functions. The principles and doctrines which the 
book set out to define and illustrate, appear to have 
been confirmed by recent experiences; I have there
fore not revised it, but in this edition have merely 
added two new chapters recording episodes of special 
interest. Chapter XIII deals with the first phase of 
the revolt which broke out in Palestine in 1936. I 
have confined the chapter to that phase because it 
illustrates the difficulties troops encounter when 
their action is severely restricted in furtherance of 
an extreme conciliatory policy. It also shows how 
subversive movements spread, and become more 
highly organised, if not firmly dealt with in their 
initial stages. I have, however, added an Appendix 
describing in outline the course of subsequent 
events, up to the end of 1938, where one must leave 
the intractable problem of Palestine still unsolved. 

Chapter XIV describes some of the more notable 
events in Waziristan in 1937. They furnish an 
example of the extension of operations, designed to 
restore order, into what had many of the character
istics of a sma)) war. 

I should like to point out that the illustrative 
chapters of this book are not intended to give 
examples of the application of particular principles 
or doctrines, but rather to show the various forms 
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police duties may take. Although I have attempted 
to draw the attention of the reader to cases where 
lessons may be learnt, either from departures from 
principles or from their correct application, I prefer 
to leave it to him, in the main, to draw his own infer
ences. It was certainly not my intention to provide 
a book of reference to which an officer might turn for 
guidance when confronted with a particular situation. 
All I can hope for is that those who have read it will, 
in such circumstances, find themselves on fairly 
familiar ground and will instinctively take correct 
action. C. W. G. 

PREFACE 

I HOPE it will be understood by my readers, especi
ally those in the Defence Services, that this book 
has no official authority. The opinions expressed 
and the interpretation of Regulations and of Service 
traditions are my own, though my intention has been 
to follow the general trend of orthodox doctrine. 

In commenting on specific events I have had to 
commit myself to a number of " armchair" criticisms. 
Not, however, with the intention of either awarding 
blame or praise, but in order to suggest reasons for 
consequences and to stimulate thought on the prob
lems involved. Without a much fuller knowledge 
of local circumstances.than it was possible to acquire, 
criticisms are necessarily to some extent guesswork. 

The narratives given make no claim to complete
ness, but aim at presenting salient features of the in
cidents and at giving some idea of the setting and 
atmosphere in which they took place. 

I should like to take this opportunity of express
ing my thanks to those officers on whose experiences 
I have drawn, and to those who have been good 
enough to read and criticise what I have written. 

C. W. G. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE NATURE OF THE ARMY'S POLICE DUTIES 

MATERIAL for this book was originally collected with 
the intention of giving to officers of the Army and of 
the other fighting Services, often called on to co
operate with them or to carry out similar duties in
dependently, examples of the police work they may 
be required to carry out; so as to provide some 
historical background to their study of a subject 
which is of increasing importance and about which 
there is very little literature of a permanent or easily 
accessible character. The subject, however, concerns 
a much wider circle. Officials of the civil government 
in the exercise of their duties, police, magisterial or 
political, have to work, when the Army is called in, 
in the closest co-operation with it; on occasions even 
under the orders of the military authority. A know
ledge of the military point of view, and in general of 
the military aspects of the problems to be dealt with, 
would eliminate many possible sources of friction 
and facilitate co-operation in such cases. 

Moreover, the general public, so far as it is in
terested in the maintenance of law and order in the 
outlying countries of the Empire, should realise what 
an important part the Army plays as a reserve of 
force in support of the civil administration. There is, 
unfortunately, an element of prejudice against the 
employment of military force to maintain order. A 
suspicion of ruthlessness in military methods exists, 
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and this is perhaps increased by the fact that as a 
rule much less attention is paid to the circumstances 
which have in various cases necessitated the inter
vention of the Army than to the controversy which 
occasionally arises over the action troops have taken. 
I hope that the narratives I have compiled will show 
that the Army can be trusted to act with good sense 
and restraint, and will tend to allay prejudice. Fear 
of this has often led to the intervention of the Army 
being postponed till a situation has developed which 
called for the exercise of force on a scale greater 
than timely intervention would have required. It 
should, I think, be widely recognised that the Army 
can be employed to prevent a situation getting out 
of hand, and not merely to restore one that has 
passed out of control. 

In drawing up the narratives, I have attempted to 
give a picture of the circumstances which led to the 
crisis, the reasons for military intervention, and the 
military action taken to restore order and to re
establish normal conditions. I have been more con
cerned in showing the general nature and purpose of 
military action than in describing details of a tactical 
nature. As regards the latter indeed, practically no 
records exist. Police operations, unless they attain the 
dignity of small wars, are not recorded in despatches, 
and seldom even form the subject of military reports. 
Official records are often confined to reports of com
missions of enquiry set up as a result of political con
troversy to ascertain how far the use of force was 
abused or necessary. Press reports arc apt to deal 
only with the more acute stages of incidents; and 
furthermore, when an incident extends, as it often 
does, over a long period, interest soon wanes and no 
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permanent impression as to how it arose or how it 
was dealt with is left. Details of tactical methods used 
by troops in the small encounters which may take 
place in the course of police operations can, as a rule, 
only be obtained direct from those concerned in them. 

I have said that the police duties of the Army are 
of increasing importance, but they have to a large 
extent changed their nature under modern condi
tions. They may be roughly grouped in three cate
gories, though in the course of events an incident 
may pass from one category to another. In the first 
category are small wars: deliberate campaigns with a 
definite military objective, but undertaken with the 
ultimate object of establishing civil control. The con
duct of such wars differs in no respect from defen
sive or punitive wars undertaken to check external 
aggression. No limitations are placed on the amount 
of force which can legitimately be exercised, and the 
Army is free to employ all the weapons the nature of 
the terrain permits. Such campaigns are clearly a 
purely military responsibility. They involve opera
tions of a military character for which the Army 
receives training, and there is an extensive literature 
dealing with their conduct in all its aspects. I have 
not, therefore, included any example of tlus type. 

The second category, and it is this which I have 
tried to illustrate in this book, includes cases when 
the normal civil control does not exist, or has broken 
down to such an extent that the Army becomes the 
main agent for the maintenance of or for th~ r~stora
tion of order. To a greater or less degree It IS then 
vested with responsibility for the action to be taken. 
In certain cases, as when martial law is proclaimed, 
the civil authority abdicates its position temporarily 
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and is superseded by military government in the area 
proclaimed. l\lore commonly, responsibility is shared 
ben, eer, the nYo authorities in giving effect to measures 
required to restore control. Special powers which 
they do not ordinarily possess may be given to mili
tar} officers; but in any case they are required on 
their own responsibility to take such action as the 
necessin' of the situation demands.-To the third 
category belong those occasions when the civil power 
continues to exercise undivided control but finds the 
police forces on which it normally relies insufficient. 
In such cases the Army is employed "in aid of the 
civil power" and its responsibility goes little further 
than for the methods the troops adopt to give effect 
to the directions of the civil magistrate.-In both 
these latter categories the Army is bound to exercise 
the minimum force required to attain its object. 

Of these three categories of police duties, it is the 
second which has become of special importance in 
modern times. In the Victorian era, when the Empire 
was in process of expansion, small wars were of 
frequent occurrence and at that time might well have 
been considered the Army's principal police task. 
Now that civil control has been established in prac
tically all parts of the Empire, small wars are of less 
frequent occurrence, and when they do occur, are 
generally defensive or punitive operations to protect 
our frontier regions from aggression. But the civil 
control which has been established still rests on 
insecure foundations; the edifice in some cases is 
liable to collapse and to require rebuilding. In others 
where the structure appeared to be secure it has de
veloped weaknesses. The principal police task of the 
Army is no longer to prepare the way for civil control, 
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but to restore it when it collapses or shows signs of 
collapse. Subversive movements take many forms and 
are of varying intensity; but even when armed re
bellion occurs, it presents a very different military 
problem from that of a deliberate small-war cam
paigl: .. There is an absence of a definite objective, and 
condItIOns are those of guerrilla warfare in which 
elus.ive rebel bands must be hunted dOW;, and pro
tective measures are needed to deprive them of 
opportunities. The admixture of rebels with a neutral 
or loyal element of the population adds to the diffi
cu.lties of the task. Excessive severity may antagonise 
this element, add to the number of the rebels and 
leave a lasting feeling of resentment and bitte:ness. 
On the other hand, the power and resolution of the 
Government forces must be displayed. Anything 
which can be interpreted as weakness encourages 
those who are sitting on the fence to keep on good 
terms with the rebels. 

In less serious cases, where armed rebellion is not 
encountered but disorder is of the nature of riots 
communal or anti-Government, which have passed 
out of civil control, there is the same necessity for 
firmness but an even greater necessity for estimating 
~orrectly the degree of force required. Responsibility 
IS often thrown on quite junior officers for the action 
necessary. Mistakes of judgment may have far-reach
ing results. Military failure can be retrieved, but 
where a population is antagonised or the authority of 
Government seriously upset, a long period may elapse 
before confidence is restored and normal stable con
ditions are re-established. 

The responsibility of officers engaged in police 
duties is of a very different order from their responsi-

8 
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bili!) in militan- operations. In the latter case it is 
mainh- tor the ~ethod with which they give effect 
to definite orders; for produci11g the maximum 
effect with the force at their disposal; and for the 
extent of the demands they make on their men. 
In the former they are often confronted with an un
fore~een situation' and must rely on their own judg
ment to reconcile military action with the political 
conditions. They must be guided in most cases by 
cC11ain general principles rather than by definite 
orders, and, as a rule, they have to decide what is the 
minimum force they must employ rather than how 
they can develop the maximum power at their 
disposal. 

How are the officers to be trained for such duties? 
I t is hardly possible to draw up exercises in which 
the work can be practised. One can formulate general 
principles, but the difficulty lies in providing op
portunities of learning to apply them. In the absence 
of literature on the subject, tradition becomes the 
only means of broadcasting experience, and tradition 
is apt to be based on experience limited to a small 
number of cases. Tradition on the whole, as I think 
will be shown in subsequent chapters, has produced 
remarkably satisfactory results, but it has its dangers. 
It may, on the one hand, lead to excessive action; the 
traditions of the Indian Mutiny, for example, would 
hardly be a safe guide for officers called on to deal 
with a modern revolutionary outbreak. On the other 
hand, the experience of officers whose action has 
come under criticism may lead to inaction of others 
through fear that they will not be supported if they 
take measures obviously necessary. Failure through 
i.naction is the worst offence. 
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I have attempted in the next chapter to give some 
of the principles and doctrines which have been laid 
do~. in official manuals or are generally accepted by 
tradItIOn. Subsequent chapters aim at broadcasting 
experience of their application, and in some instances 
of the evil results which have followed their neglect 
or misapplication. 
. The r.na~ object of military literature and military 
InstructIOn 1S to show how an army can develop the 
maximum of power with the resources at its disposal 
under varying circumstances. This book, on the other 
hand, is designed to illustrate military action achiev
ing i.ts result with the minimum exercise of force. 
Its imperfections may, I hope, show the desirability 
of recording the experiences of the fighting Services 
when so employed, and of publishing illustrative 
cases from time to time in a form easily accessible. 

To minds trained to think in terms of the events 
of the Great War, the police duties of the Army, even 
when they take the form of small wars, may appear 
of insignificant importance. It is well, however, to 
remember the emphasis laid on them when Presi
dent Hoover suggested to the Disarmament Con
ference in 1932 that the strength of armies should be 
considered as providing a police component and a 
defence component (though not, of course, separately 
organised bodies). His suggestion was, that in the 
armies of all nations a police component, bearing the 
same ratio to population as has the German Army 
under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, should 
be allowed. Numbers in excess of that ratio would 
be treated as a defence component, which alone would 
be reduced by disarmament agreements. This ac-
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knowledgment of the vital importance of the police 
function~ of an am,y, even in the case of homo
geneous nations, has still gr~ater weig~t ~hen applied 
to the British Empire, affected as It IS by all the 
currents and eddies of racial, religious and political 
interests. Yet the numerical strength of the fighting 
Services of the Empire falls far below the ratio to 
population which the President proposed for a police 
component alone. 

The hypercritical may object to the inclusion of 
the Chanak, and perhaps also the Shanghai, in
cidents among the examples I have given, either on 
the grounds that they did not take place within the 
Empire or (especially as regards the former) on the 
grounds that they were cases in which the Army was 
employed to support diplomatic action rather than 
as a police force. Both incidents, however, demanded 
much the same qualities of restraint and patience as 
are required in police work, and they afford interesting 
examples of the value of the Army for purposes other 
than war. Their inclusion was certainly not due to 
lack of other material; India could supply an almost 
unlimited number of incidents. In Iraq what amounted 
to a small war on a considerable scale took place 
before the mandatory regime could be firmly estab
lished; and, subsequently, since the Royal Air Force 
took over responsibility for the security of the coun
try, there have been numerous interesting cases of 
the employment of ground troops in co-operation 
with air action to suppress disaffection, apart from 
cases where air action alone was sufficient. 

I have thought it inadvisable to draw on experi
ences in Ireland, instructive from a military point of 
VlCW as many of them were. Those who desire to 
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study irregular operations of a guerrilla character 
will, however, do well to read books which have ap
peared giving the personal experiences of some of our 
opponents. Such books, for example, as With the 
Dublin Brigade throw an instructive light on the 
psychology of irregular forces and give an oppor
tunity of seeing events from the other side which is 
generally lacking. They reveal mistakes made by the 
regular forces and also the measures taken by them 
which proved most effective. 



CHAPTER II 

PRlNCIPLES AND DOCTRINE 

WHEr\ the Army becomes temporarily the chief agent 
for maintaining law and order and for the restoration 
of the authority of the civil power, it requires to 
know: What principles should guide its action? What 
methods can it legitimately and effectively employ? 

Certain principles are laid down in King's Regu
lations dealing with the action of troops when called 
out in "aid of the civil power", but the situations 
which may confront the troops vary so greatly in their 
nature and intensity that no hard and fast regulations 
would cover every case. To a very large extent the 
Army must depend on traditional doctrines, on dis
cipline, and on its own common-sense. 

In this chapter I shall attempt to discuss some of 
the leading principles and doctrines which have be
come well established and are illustrated in their 
application, or misapplication, by the incidents nar
rated in subsequent chapters. 

Before doing so it may be well to consider the 
nature of ~e forces of disorder which may have to 
be dealt wlth. There are three main classes: 

I. ~evolutionary movements organised and de
sl?n:d to upset established government. 

2 . Riotmg or oth~r forms of lawlessness arising 
from local or Widespread grievances. 

3· Communal disturbances of a racial, religious or 
10 
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political character not directed against Govern
ment, but which Government must suppress. 

Revolutionary movements, again, may be divided 
into violent and, professedly, non - violent move
ments. The former may be on a scale which amounts 
to fully organised rebellion, necessitating operations 
in which the Government forces employ all the 
ordinary methods of warfare. More commonly, how
ever, they imply guerrilla warfare, carried on by 
armed bands acting possibly under the instructions 
of a centralised organisation, but with little cohesion. 
Such bands depend for effectiveness on the capacity 
of individual leaders; they avoid collisions of a de
cisive character with Government troops. Their aim 
is to show defiance of Government, to make its 
machinery unworkable and to prove its impotence; 
hoping by a process of attrition to wear down its 
determination. Their actions take the form of sabo
tage, of ambushes in which they can inflict loss with 
a minimum of risk, and attacks on small isolated 
detachments. By terrorising the loyal or neutral 
elements of the population, they seek to prove the 
powerlessness of the Government to give protection, 
and thus provide for their own security, depriving 
the Government of sources of information and secur
ing information themselves. 

The suppression of such movements, unless nipped 
in the bud, is a slow business, generally necessitating 
the employment of numbers out of all proportion to 
the actual fighting value of the rebels, owing to the 
unavoidable dispersion of troops and the absence of 
a definite objective. It becomes a battle of wits in 
which the development of a well-organised intel-
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ligence service, great mobility, rapid means of inter
communication and close co-operation between all 
sections of the Government forces are essential. 

Non-violent revolutionary movements which aim, 
by other methods, at making the machinery of 
Government unworkable concern the Army little so 
long as they retain their non-violent character. Such 
movements, however, almost inevitably lead to riot
ing. often of a dangerous nature, due to the wide
spread character of the agitation and the difficulty 
of anticipating where or when violence may occur. 
Sometimes trouble may arise through an excitable 
mob getting out of the control of its leaders; at 
others it may be in consequence of the removal of 
their controlling influence. Government action must 
sooner or later be taken against the leaders to break 
up the organisation of the movement, and their arrest, 
causing simultaneously excitement and the removal 
of control, is the frequent cause of an outbreak. News 
and rumo.ur travel quickly, and where a widespread 
agItatIOn IS concerned disorder will seldom be con
fined to one locality. There is generally an extremist 
element an~ious f?r purposes of propaganda to bring 
about colliSIOns WIth Government forces, and in some 
cases the criminal element of the population will take 
advantage of prevailing excitement to start riots which 
o~er oPP?rtunities of loot. Whenever a widespread 
agttahon IS on foot, reasonable precautions and close 
co-operation between civil and military autllorities 
~re reqrured t? e.nsure th~t if the assistance of troops 
IS needed thetr InterventIOn should be timely. It is 
the ~uty o! Army officers to keep in touch with the 
po!ttl:al sltu.ation in order to be prepared to act 
llltclhgently ill any situation which may arise. 
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Rioting and disorders arising from grievances may 
occur in all degrees of intensity. In such cases the 
Army is seldom called in as a precautionary measure, 
but only when the situation has got out of hand and 
the police require reinforcement. Stern measures may 
be required to restore order and to protect life and 
property, but as a rule violence is due to a small 
minority and the mere display of adequate force and 
discipline will bring the more law-abiding elements, 
who are merely excited, to their senses. Judgment 
as to the amount of force it is advisable to employ 
and as to whom it should be directed against is par
ticularly necessary, and troops must rely to a great 
extent on the advice and directions of the civil 
officials. 

Communal riots of all sorts are distinguished by 
their bitterness and by the fanatical passions they 
arouse, with the consequent danger to life. There is 
therefore no excuse for hesitation or delay. The com
batants must be separated at once and measures taken 
to prevent the renewal of fights and to check rioting 
or destruction of property, a common feature in these 
outbreaks. The impartiality and good temper of 
British troops is an invaluable asset 011 such occasions. 

Although the character of the outbreaks with which 
the Army may have to deal in carrying out its police 
functions vary to such a great degree, there are certain 
general principles which must be adhered to common 
to them all. One is that questions of policy remain 
vested in the civil Government and, even when the 
military authorities are in full executive control, the 
policy of the Government must be loyally carried 
out. It is, however. the duty of the soldier to advllie 
the Government and its subordinate officers as to the 
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effect of the policy, contemplated or pursued, on 
rnilit.lf} action. Attempts to force the hand of the 
Government, or silent acquiescence in a mistaken 
employment of the troops, are equally blameworthy. 
The duty of giving advice may often fall on quite 
juntor officers, as for example in the Cyprus incident 
in the matter of the arrest of the leaders of the sub
versive mOYrment. It was for the soldier to advise 
whether, with the small forces available, disturbances 
immediately consequent on the arrests could be dealt 
with, and, on the other hand, whether, if the leaders 
were left to spread disorder, the situation would pass 
beyond the power of military control. Frequently 
advice turns on the question of dispersion of troops 
in small protective detachments, as opposed to a 
policy of greater concentration to enable counter 
measures to be taken. The former course often appeals 
to civilian officials who from their training hardly 
appreciate the ineffectiveness of passive defence or 
the crippling effect of undue dispersion of force on 
military plans. 

Another equally important principle is that the 
amount of military force employed must be the mini
mum t~e si~ation demands. It should always be 
borne m mmd that the hostile forces are fellow 
~itizens of th~ Empire, and that the military object 
lS to r~-estabhsh the c?ntrol of the civil power and 
secure Its acceptance Without an aftermath of bitter
ness. When armed hostile bodies are encountered 
troops can without hesitation use every method and 
weap?n nec~ssary for their defeat or capture, but 
drastic pumtlve measures to induce surrender or in 
the nature of rel?risals, may awaken sympath~ with 
the revolutlonanes, and in the long run militate 
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against the re-establishment of normal conditions, 
although at the moment they may prove effective. 
Such measures should never be initiated by sub
ordinate officers without due authority. 

Allied with the principle of the minimum use of 
force is that of firm and timely action. Delay in the 
use of force, and hesitation to accept responsibility 
for its employment when the situation clearly de
mands it, will always be interpreted as weakness, 
encourage further disorder and eventually neces
sitate measures more severe than those which would 
suffice in the first instance. Subversive movements, 
or disorders of any nature, do not break out fully 
organised. Leaders in the early stages are apt to be 
more distinguished by their oratorical powers, and 
perhaps by capacity of political organisation, than 
for military qualities. Given time, leaders who are 
men of action will assert themselves, and a knowledge 
of the best means of countering Government mea
sures will be acquired. 

A further principle is that of co-operation. Even 
when martial law is in force the task of restoring 
order does not rest on the Army alone. The machinery 
and forces of the civil power are then at the disposal 
of the military authority and should be used to the 
utmost, not only to increase its power but in order 
to initiate at an early stage the process of re-establish
ing civil control and respect for it. When unity of 
control, which is perhaps the most important result 
of proclaiming martial law, is not provided, the neces
sity of close co-operation and of mu:ual. understand
ing is all the more important. Anything I~ t?C natu:e 
of jealousy or competition to secure credit IS cer~am 
to lead to lack of co-ordination in courses of actIOn. 
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These four are, I think, the general principles 
to which the Army should adhere on all occasions 
when it is called on for police duties; but the extent 
to which civil control of the situation has been lost 
or is retained affects their application. 

There are three different conditions under which 
the Army may be required to act: 

(a) When martial law is proclaimed or is in force, 
and the civil machinery is placed at the disposal 
of the military commander. 

(b) When the civil power retains its independence 
but co-operates with the Army in giving effect 
to special legislation, designed to meet an 
emergency and giving both Army and the civil 
authorities abnormal powers. 

(e) When the Army reinforces the police in giving 
effect to the ordinary law. 

I do not propose to discuss the legal aspects of 
these three cases, but to examine them from the 
military standpoint. The sole justification of martial 
law is ':necessi~"; an? the great advantage of 
proclalmmg mart13l law IS that it recognises the con
tinuity o.f "necessity" and establishes unity of con
tro!. Ulllty of c?ntrol makes the military authority 
the sole responsible agent for carrying out the policy 
of the Government. There is therefore less room for 
mj~understandings and misinterpretation of that 
policy than wh~n t~e civil and military authorities 
are merely actlllg III co-operation. Decisions can 
be arrived at quickly and the danger of plans being 
the result 0: compromise is reduced. Recognition of 
~he contlllUlty of necessity is also an important factor 
III formmg plans and in framing orders for the con-
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duct of the civil community. For although troops 
are at all times justified in taking, and are bound to 
take, the action which the immediate necessity of the 
situation confronting them demands, their right to 
take action to prevent further outbreaks is very 
limited unless continuity of necessity is officially re
cognised. They can do little more than adopt such 
precautionary measures as would enable them to 
intervene again should necessity recur. 

Other advantages of martial law are that actions not 
normally offences can be made criminal, or the scale 
of punishment for crimes can be raised. This par
ticularly applies in the case of things done to hamper 
military action. Similar advantages accrue from the 
fact that judicial machinery is under military authority, 
and judicial procedure can be speeded up to ensure 
that a maximum deterrent and moral effect will be 
produced by punishment. The establishment of mar
tial law, furthermore, greatly facil itates the estab
lishment of an efficient intelligent service. It places 
the police intelligence organisation at the direct dis
posal of the military and also enables pressure in 
many forms to be exercised which will elicit informa
tion or check information reaching the hostile leaders. 
The advantages conferred by martial law in dealing 
with a serious situation are so great that they shou Id 
be widely appreciated. Hesitation to apply it on 
account of political prejudice has often led t? a 
worsening of the situation. It is all the more Im
portant for the Army to ensure that when martial 
law is applied no abuse of the powers conferred by It 
should occur, likely to lead to an increase of preJudice. 

When it is impracticable, owing ~o ~he sma~l force 
available, or for other reasons it IS IIICXpcdICnt to 
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prodaim martial law, it is incumbent on the civil 
authority to see that the military commander is given 
the necessary powers to enable him to work on a 
systematic plan, Emergency legislation often exists 
and can be hrought into force with this object, but it 
can seldom prm-ide in anticipation for all develop
ments of the situation. Amendments should be made 
"ithout delay, and it is the duty of the military com
mander to make his requirements known. Emergency 
legislation establishes the continuity of necessity, but 
it has the grave disadvantage of involving dual control 
of the siruation. As a result, plans are too often based 
on compromises and sudden reversals of policy occur. 
Not infrequently these reversals take the form of a 
lightening of repressive measures in the hope of in
ducing submission. Such steps not only upset the 
plans of the military commander but are generally 
interpreted as signs of weakness, of lack of determina
tion and of loss of confidence in military action. 
The release of prisoners is particularly dangerous, as 
they, as. a rule, emerge more hostile than ever, and 
often WIth new plans conceived while in confinement. 
Sudden drastic increase of repressive measures, un
less consequent upon accessions to the resources of 
the Government, or designed to meet new forms of 
rebel activity, is also to be deprecated. It is indicative 
of panic and will generally be followed by a reaction 
towards excessive leniency. The ideal to be aimed at 
is continuity of policy carried out with a firm hand 
and in atta~ing this ideal much depends on a good 
understanding between the civil and military authori
ties, such as to ensure that measures are well con
ceived from the first and sufficiently firm to give 
assurance of Government's resolution. Some of the 
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points on which mutual understanding between the 
two authorities is very necessary may be worth 
discussing. 

I have said elsewhere that civil and military views 
on the degree troops should be dispersed are often 
at variance. The civil inclination tends towards dis
persion in defensive detachments, and the military 
towards a more offensive policy and concentration. 
It may be readily admitted that a greater degree of 
dispersion in police operations is justifiable than in 
ordinary operations of warfare. The initiative in the 
first instance must in the nature of things rest with 
the forces of disorder, and many vulnerable points 
are exposed to their attack. The first business of the 
troops is to render secure such vu Inerable points as 
are essential to the conduct of Government and to 
the organisation of counter measures. This in itself 
generally necessitates a considerable degree of dis
persion, and where the forces necessary to initiate 
counter measures are not immediately available, dis
persion may be increased by the necessity for protec
tion of life. This is, however, a different matter from 
scattering detachments to protect valuable property, 
or in the hope that the mere presence of troops will 
prevent disorder. The military view is, that once 
essential measures of security have been taken, further 
protection and the prevention of disorder is best pro
vided by taking positive measures against the hostile 
elements. Anything that savours of passive defence 
encourages the other side and wastes power. Isolated 
detachments are themselves vulnerable, and the ser
vice by which communications are maintained with 
them and by which they are supplied is even more 
so and involves escorts and other wasteful defenSive , 
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me.1Sure,;. Concentration of eHort to regain the initia
tive and to eliminate the source of trouble should be 
the aim from the earliest possible moment. This does 
not necessarily imply concentration of large numbers 
at any particular spot. The weapons and power of 
Government forces are, as a rule, so superior to those 
of their opponents that numbers required for offen
sive action are dictated by the nature and extent of 
the area to be dealt with rather than by the fighting 
nlue of the hostile elements in it. Excessive numbers 
may be cumbrous and detrimental to mobility, which 
is ~f primary importance. The co-ordination of all 
counter offensive measures is the really important 
thing, and the sum total of the troops required may 
reach a high figure in order to achieve simultaneous 
action. To economise force, defensive measures must 
therefore always be subordinated to and directly con
nected with those taken for the suppression of resist
ance. When large areas are affected by disorder and 
the Government resources are insufficient to deal 
effectively with the whole at once, it is almost always 
advisable to concentrate effort in dealing with suc
cessive parts systematically. Complete restoration of 
order and the re-establishment of civil control in each 
successive part goes far towards convincing the loyal 
and doubtful elements of the popUlation in it of the 
power of the Government, and renders them un
willing to do anything to cause a recrudescence of 
disorder when troops are withdrawn to deal with 
other parts of the area. 
. In fact, in police work the ordinary military prin

Ciples of concentration and offensive action hold good, 
an~ ?nly require ,,?odification in the handling of the 
stnking force prOVided by concentration. Its ubiquity 
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and concerted action over a wide area have greater 
importance than the concentration of superior power 
at a decisive point. Mobility and continuous energetic 
exercise of pressure on a definite plan must be de
veloped, as there is often no target against which a 
decisive blow can be delivered. 

Closely connected with the development of striking 
power is that of reserves. Large concentrations of 
reserves, except as a preliminary step towards the 
initiation of a new phase in a plan, are seldom 
necessary. On the other hand, the elusive character 
of the enemy and their capacity for appearing un
expectedly makes it necessary that every commander 
should retain a reserve to meet unforeseen develop
ments. The provision of reserves is especially im
portant in the opening phases of disorder, before the 
Government forces have by positive action recovered 
the initiative. Since at this time there is, as a rule, a 
shortage of troops, the difficulty of forming reserves 
is great, and this is a further argument against dis
persion and the multiplication of protective detach
ments. Such detachments as must be formed should 
have a reserve, however small. 

I have already laid stress on the importance of 
an efficient and well-organised intelligence service, 
especially in the case where organised movements 
involve operations approximating to guern Ua warfa~e. 
The intelligence service is highly specialised and Its 
organisation lies outside the scope of this book. 
There are some aspects of it, however, to which 
attention may be drawn. In all internal trouble the 
basis of the intelligence system must depend on 
police information. In the case of ordinary rioti~g 
the military authority relies almost exclUSively on It, 

o 
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and a separate military organisation for procuring 
information is seldom desirable and may lead to con
fusion. It is, however, essential that the Army should 
maintain close touch with the police organisation in 
order to form an intelligent anticipation of events 
and to satisfy itself that the information the Army 
requires will be available, and that the procedure for 
communicating it is satisfactory. When the situation 
demands military operations, although information 
will probably still come chiefly from police sources, 
it may be necessary to have a separate military 
organisation working in close collaboration with the 
police; or military personnel may be added to the 
police organisation. Such arrangements will vary ac
cording to circumstances, but the main object to be 
attained is that there should be no delay in com
municating intelligence of military importance, and 
that the police should have assistance in judging what 
information the military commander requires. The 
police may have very full information but have diffi
culty in judging how it correlates with military plans. 
It may often therefore be advisable to allow military 
officers, with a knowledge of the military dispositions 
and plans, to cross-examine the police sources of 
information. It is, however, of the utmost importance 
that secrecy as regards such sources should be main
tained as the police may still rely on them after 
military operations have closed. Although the average 
officer may not be directly concerned in intelligence 
wor~ h~ will be greatly affected by its results, and he 
c.an mdirectly he.lp by intelligent and loyal co-opera
tlOn m mamtammg secrecy, and by not interfering 
Ill. any way with intelligence agents. Information 
will not always be accurate, and reasonable judg-
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ment must be exercised as to the extent it can be 
relied on as a basis for action; excessive dependence 
on it, and complete rejection of all information from 
intelligence sources because of previous failures, are 
equally unwise. 

The extent to which the intelligence service can 
obtain information depends greatly on the attitude 
adopted towards the loyal and neutral population. 
These must be made to realise that concealment of 
information is a punishable offence; but every pre
caution must be taken not to expose to terrorism 
those from whom information is obtained. Com
munication of information to the enemy requires to 
be severely and promptly dealt with. Outbreaks of 
sabotage stand on much the same footing, and, owing 
to the difficulty of fixing individual responsibility, it 
may frequently be necessary to deal with them by 
collective punishments. It is in these matters particu
larly that officers should be vested with special powers, 
but these must at all times be clearly defined and used 
with discretion. In the absence of special powers, 
officers may rely with confidence on receiving support 
if they take such reasonable measures as are dictated 
by obvious necessity. Such measures as the detention 
of suspects, forcing the inhabitants to repair with
out payment damage caused by sabotage in their 
neighbourhood, or, attimes, infliction of fines to pay for 
labour brought from elsewhere, are typical of reason
able measures which have often been justified. (When 
it can be avoided, troops should not be employed to 
repair damage caused by sabotage.) On the other hand, 
superior authority seldom approves physical chastise
ment or destruction of property, except in the course 
of quelling aCtual resistance. Individual officers are 
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forbidden to invent punishments; though at times 
punishments, not normally recognised, are authorised 
by responsible autbority. In that case they are 
awarded and recorded in tbe same way as normal 
punishments. Punishments of a nature humiliat
ing to a community, or which outrage religious 
susceptibilities, are contrary to tbe principle that no 
lasting feeling of bitterness should be caused. A 
policy of reprisals is always dangerous, as irregular 
forces are always likely to be more ruthless than 
those of an established Government. Defenceless 
loyalists are apt to become the chief sufferers, and the 
powerlessness of the Government to give protection 
has a bad effect. When reprisals are undertaken, the 
reasons for doing so should be publicly stated and the 
acts should be duly authorised. In the situation created 
by guerrilla warfare or by a widespread subversive 
movement the difficulty of codifying rules for the 
conductoftroops is obvious. The good sense of officers 
and a sense of discipline must be relied on, and martial 
~aw, which invests the Army with full responsibility, 
IS perhaps the best guarantee that these qualities will 
be exercised and that all measures will be taken 
under the direction of proper authority. 
. As regard~ 0e conduct of actual military opera

tions .there I~ little to be said. It is a question of 
adaptmg ordmary military training to the circum
stances. Mobility, surprise, co-ordinated action, 
energy and relentless pressure are the factors which 
must ~e. exploited to the utmost, while tbe difficulty 
of antiCIpatIng the enemy's action makes constant 
precau?ons against surprise essential. Neglect of 
tbese gIve tbe. enemy opportunities of achieving minor 
successes which have an encouraging effect out of all 
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proportion to their magnitude. Certain operations, 
such as the search of towns or areas in which rebel 
bands are concealing themselves, present special 
features, but although they must be undertaken in a 
systematic manner, the system may require modifica
tion, either from the characteristics of the hunted or 
the nature of the area to be searched. 

Rules for the conduct of troops when employed 
merely to suppress riots or disorder can be much 
~ore clearly defined.t~an in the cases where something 
In the nature of mtlItary operation is involved; and 
they are well recognised. Most of them are directly 
connected witb the principle of the minimum exercise 
of force, or its corollary that every effort should be 
made to prevent rioters committing themselves more 
deeply. The difficulty of applying nIles and of de
ciding, in the noise and confusion of a riot, on the 
amount of force necessary should, however, also re
ceive recognition. 

Troops may be called out as a precautionary 
measure when trouble is anticipated; but often the 
situation has passed out of hand before they appear 
on the scene. In the former case they should be 
moved early, and unostentatiously, to positions of 
readiness in the background, and if possible out of 
sight. Any marshalling of crowds that may be neces
sary is better in the first instance left to the police. 
To bring troops into contact with a crowd before it is 
necessary exposes them to provocative usage and in
sults. Moreover, the crowd becomes accustomed to 
tbeir presence and is encouraged to think that stronger 
measures will not be used. To keep troops too far 
away may, however, make it difficult to produce them 
at the right moment, and tbose in charge of them 
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\\;11 be without full knowledge of the situation and 
of the ground. 

'Yhen military assistance is not sununoned until 
police control has been lost, immediate use of force 
may be necessary, but often the appearance of dis
ciplined anned hodies will produce the desired 
re~ults. As excitement is contagious in a crowd, so 
also a display of discipline has a steadying effect. 
l'nkss, therefore, fire or other extreme measures to 
save life or valuables are necessary, precipitate action 
should be avoided and should not be taken with the 
object of inflicting punishment for what has occurred. 

Troops employed in the suppression of riots are 
often required to stand much provocation, and even 
casualties, before they themselves use force; but ex
treme risk of their being overwhelmed by numbers, 
or of indiscriminate firing occurring through loss of 
control, should not be accepted. Certain occasions 
in which troops should employ fire may be specified, 
though all are governed by conditions. Fire should 
be directed against leaders or dangerous individuals. 
It should never be opened except under the orders 
or authority of a responsible commander, if possible 
an officer. It must be strictly controlled and not 
continued a moment longer than necessary. The 
use of blank cartridge is forbidden, and to fire over 
the heads of assailants may endanger harmless 
people. Warning must, if practicable, be given before 
fire is opened. Subject to such conditions, it is clear 
that troops are justified in firing when property which 
they are posted to protect cannot otherwise be saved, 
also to prevent the rescue of prisoners in their charge, 
or to prevent individuals falling into the hands of 
a mob. Similarly, when other means have proved 
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insufficient or cannot be applied in time, fire may be 
necessary to disperse rioters who have evidently be
come a danger to life and valuable property. More
over, troops have the same right as other people to 
use weapons in self-protection when their lives are 
seriously endangered by attack. 

As a rule when rioters have to be dispersed the 
civil official in charge of the situation advises the 
military officer when he considers it necessary to open 
fire and gives warning. The military officer is not, 
however, compelled to accede to a request for fire, 
but must exercise his own judgment. He may, too, 
on occasions fire to disperse a mob entirely on his 
own responsibility, but he should rarely do so without 
the concurrence of a responsible civil official if one 
is present. The amount of fire to be used and the 
method of using it is always the responsibility of the 
soldier. 

The military officer is the best judge of the necessity 
of opening fire when there is serious risk of troops 
being overwhelmed or being seriously weakened 
by exhaustion or minor casualties. He should, how
ever, if possible without further endangering the 
situation, obtain the concurrence of the civil officer 
before adopting extreme measures. Another well
established rule is that a crowd should never be 
allowed to come into close physical contact with 
troops, involving a hand-to-hand struggle. If it were 
permitted there would not only be danger of troops 
being overwhelmed by numbers, but it would also 
become impossible to control men in the use of their 
weapons. For somewhat similar reasons troops should 
not, when it can be avoided, be required to effect 
arrests. Although they can be used to support the 
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police and prevent attempts at escape, the actual 
arrests should if possible be carried out by the latter, 
eyen when the plans for arrest are made by the 
military authority. 

It will be readily understood how great is the re
sponsibility of the soldier in every case in which he 
may be called on to use his weapons in support of 
the civil power. The presence of the civil official does 
not relieve him of responsibility; in some cases, as 
when it is necessary to override advice, it may add 
to it. Cool judgment, patience and a knowledge of 
the difficulties and point of view of his civil colleague 
are essential, but to have thought over all aspects of 
the problem beforehand will prove of assistance. In 
any case the soldier cannot afford to be intimidated 
by the responsibilities of his position, or by the fear 
that his actions will not be supported. He will rarely 
fail to receive support if he has acted with reasonable 
moderation and in accordance with what he con
scientiously considered necessary. On the other hand, 
inaction and refusal to accept responsibility is likely 
to shake confidence in him even when he is not 
directly censured. 

Befo.re closing this chapter my non-military readers 
may Wlsh me to say a little about the use of modern 
weapons and equipment in connection with police 
dutIes. When armed rebellion is encountered the 
?nly limitations to their use, as I have said, are ~hose 
Imposed by the nature of the terrain and the char
acteristics o~ the enemy. What has been gained is 
perhaps the mcreased mobility that modern weapons 
directly or indirectly confer. Increased fire power 
of nfies and automatic weapons enables columns to 
be kept smaller and less encumbered with trans-
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port. Defensive detachments of all sorts can be 
reduced in size, releasing more men for offensive 
duties and simplifying the supply question. Motor 
conveyance where it can be used is of inestimable 
value, not only in speeding up movement but by 
bringing men fresh to the ground where they have 
to operate. Wireless has added immensely to the 
possibilities of co-ordinated action. The Air Service, 
even when the nature of the ground and of the enemy 
reduce its potentialities for offensive action or for 
reconnaissance, removes some of the danger which 
arises where ground communications with detached 
posts are interrupted. Both as a rapid means of con
veying troops to a critical point and in co-ordinating 
movements of Army troops it has frequently been of 
great value. All these factors tend towards mobility and 
increase possibilities of rapid offensive operation, but 
infantry still remains the chief offensive agent; and it 
is the one which has gained most by increased mobility. 
Armoured fighting vehicles require special and favour
able conditions to enable their full potentialities to 
be exploited, though they may often prove a useful 
adjunct to an infantry or mounted force. Armoured 
cars, with their speed, silence and protection, given 
suitable country, can be put to many uses, and when 
infantry are moving by motor transport they become 
almost an essential addition. Acting alone, the limita
tions to their power of taking prisoners and to their 
cross-country capacity are obvious disadvantages.The 
tank in its present form has, I think, few advantages 
over armoured cars for police operations, unless there 
are sufficient track vehicles available to enable a 
composite mobile column to be formed possessing 
cross-countr) capacity. 1\luch, of cours~, dcpcnds OIl 
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the natm' of lh(' country and character of the opposi
n'ln expected; but, speaking generally, the tank is an 
ullneccssaril~' powerful weapon for police work and 
has the dis:l(h-antage of noisiness; and in many areas 
tht use of hea,), armoured vehicles is restricted by 
th" nature of bridges which exist or could be con
,tmckd with limited resources. In most cases of in
tUllal risings artillery can play little part, though a 
fe,," light howitzers to deal with resistance in houses 
or fortified strongholds may be necessary. The prob
lem for the military commander in the circumstances 
we are considering is, however, seldom what resources 
he would wish to have, but how he can make the best 
use of what is actually available. 

When it is a matter of suppressing rioting some 
of the ad,'antages conferred by modern weapons and 
their limitations should be understood. The rifle and 
bayonet are still the weapons chiefly to be relied on. 
The sight of cold steel has a calming effect, and the 
steady advance of a line of bayonets has often sufficed 
to disperse a mob without resort to firing. When the 
temper of the rioters is very violent or the detachment 
?f troops small, the risk of these becoming engaged 
III actual bayonet-fighting must, however, not be 
taken. 

The effect of fire is generally not due to the 
casualties it causes, but to the fact that it demon
strates the determination of the authorities. Unless 
~he use of ~re is too long delayed, a single round often 
IS all that IS necessary to carry conviction. Rifle fire, 
again if used in time, is easily controlled and can be 
directed against dangerous individuals whereas 
th~ugh sing~e shots can be fired from ma;hine guns: 
bemg fewer III number it is less easy to ensure that the 
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selected individual can be picked out by them. A cer
tain prejudice exists against the employment of machine 
guns in dealing with internal disturbances, due per
haps to the fact that in other countries they have on 
occasion been ruthlessly used and on account of their 
potential destructive effect. This prejudice is, I think, 
mistaken and due to misapprehension. Machine guns 
can be usefully employed without ' any suspicion of 
ruthlessness. Their volume of fire can be easily con
trolled, and they have the great advantage of firing 
from a steady mounting. They can be laid to deny 
access to a street which has been cleared, to cover 
parties forcing entrance to houses, and for many. 
other special occasions when rifle fire of excited men 
is insufficiently accurate. Moreover, the intimidating 
effect of machine-gun fire is so great that some relaxa
tion of the rule that fire should never be directed 
over the heads of the crowd is, I think, permissible; 
as the steadiness of the weapon makes it easy to find 
a stop butt which eliminates the danger of casualties 
to unofi'ending people. Machine guns are also of 
value, especially in their deterrent effect, when there 
is a question of protecting Government buildings or 
other vulnerable points. 

The question of the employment of armoured 
fighting vehicles will be discussed in the chapter de
scribing riots in Peshawar. They are undoubtedly an 
adjunct of great value, but it is possible to ~ttach too 
mueh importance to the moral effect o.f their appea~
ance, and the dangers which may anse when therr 
mobility and fire power cannot be e.xpIOlte? sho~ld 
be recognised. Speaking generally, m dealing With 
mobs, it is the weapons which are easy to control a~d 
have the quality of selectiveness which arc most sult-
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able. Great destructive power is seldom required, and 
the more powerful the weapon the greater the neces
sJty for pre:venting a crowd closing on it. Artillery 
hre for ObVIOUS reasons practically never comes into 
the picture, bu~ it is well to remember that cavalry may 
stlll be used WIth great moral effect. The slipperiness 
of modern streets, the ease with which wire obstacles 
can be constructed, and the probability that some of 
thecro,:d WIll possess automatic pistols tend, however, 
to restrIct theIr use. 
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. It. is sometimes advocated that troops called out 
m. aId of the civil power should be specially armed 
WIth non-lethal weapons, such as batons. This has 
occasIOnally been done in view of particular circum
stances-the streets of Cairo have, for example, been 
~Ieared by cavalry armed with the hafts of entrench
mg tools; but the arguments against such a course 
are generally very strong. The moral effect of the 
appearance of troops depends largely on the fact that 
they ~a~ ~ethal weapons. It is a warning to spectators 
that It IS tIme to get away and it awakens the more 
~~derate element to the seriousness of the situation. 

le u~~ of non-lethal weapons also implies the 
probabIlIty. of troops becoming engaged in hand-to
han~ confll~ts of a nature for which they are not 
speCIally tramed nor physically specially fitted. More
over, whden ?rder has been again restored troops mix 
unarme WIth the "1 I' ' d f I ClVl popu atIOn and reprisals on 
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ess men are apt to occur, as the action of 

roops oses mu h f' . hand-to-hand COltS Impersonal character when 
on the . . . struggles have taken place. The effect 
leth I dIscIplIne of troops is generally bad when non-

a weapons are used b h to the diffic I '. ot . at the moment, owing 
u ty of mamtammg control, and sub-
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sequently due to excitement engendered by their use. 
There are many other reasons which can be advanced 
against the adoption of such a course, and it should 
never be followed without the sanction of the highest 
responsible military authority. 

This does not, however, preclude relieving a certain 
number of men of a party of their more cumbrous 
weapons when engaged on a particular duty, such as 
carrying out arrests, though fully armed men should 
be in close support. Similarly in certain circumstances 
it may be better to post a sentry without his rifle, but 
covered by a second man fully armed in a less ex
posed position. That is a common-sense measure 
which may be advisable when attempts to rush 
sentries in order to secure their weapons are possible, 
and it has the further advantage of reducing the risk 
of innocent persons being shot by a "jumpy" man. 
It is not a matter of policy. When, as a matter of 
policy, troops with non-lethal weapons are employed, 
a reserve of fully armed men should always be at hand. 
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The weapons the enemy employs in modern con
ditions also requires some consideration. Automatic 
pistols, or grenades, used by a small number of ex
tremists in a crowd may greatly increase the diffi
culties of the situation. It is, however, the weapon of 
propaganda which has made the task of the Army 
harder, encouraged as it is by the trend of modern 
sentiment and the growth of the power of the press. 
The increased part taken by women in subversive 
movements is an additional complication which re
quires careful handling or it will be used to strengthen 
the propaganda weapon. The Army cannot alford to 
ignore propaganda, but it requires the support of public 
opinion to reduce the effectiveness of that weapon. 
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FEW incidents connected with the employment of 
troops to restore order have given rise to so much 
bitter controyersy or have left such a lasting im
pression as General Dyer's action at Amritsar. Con
tnwersy and propaganda have tended to obscure the 
issue. The !mpres~ion left on the minds of many not 
fully acquamted With admitted facts is that an officer 
who decides to take finn action may be sacrificed 
und~r political pressure. On the other hand, many 
sectIOns of public opinion have drawn the conclusion 
that military control involves ruthlessness and re
pri8al~ .to an exten~ which brings all action inspired 
by mlh.tary authonty under suspicion. The facts of 
the. mCIdent were investigated, but the investigation 
wh~c~ took place after a regrettable delay, and under 
polItIcal pressure when feeling ran high, was con
ducted by a Committee (generally known as the 
Hunter Committee) so composed that its findings 
were al~ost bound .to be divergent and confusing. 
~he maJonty.and mmonty reports presented by the 
Committee did httle to allay the prejudice aroused 
by controversy, and the divergent findings were more 
closely studied than the actual facts. 

A study of the f~cts enables one to see why the 
GO\ crn~lent and mI~tary authorities could not sup
port t~e extreme ac.tl~n taken by General Dyer and 
to reahse how far Ius Judgment was at fault and his 
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action at variance with accepted principles. It is, of 
course, asserted by many competent judges that 
General Dyer prevented an extremely serious and 
dangerous situation from developing into something 
far worse, and that the casualties he inflicted were 
insignificant in comparison to those which a spread 
of disorder would have entailed. That is a conclusion 
which there is no means of verifying and does not 
affect the question whether General Dyer was within 
his rights. Whether his action was justifiable or no, 
thus remains a matter of opinion; whether he was 
within his rights as a matter of principle can be 
tested and lessons deduced accordingly. 

General Dyer'S action dominates the whole of the 
Amritsar incident, but the events which led up to it 
are of interest in illustrating the task of troops quite 
apart from their bearing on his decision. They. are 
recorded in the report of the Committee of Investiga
tion together with incidents which occurred practic
ally simultaneously at other places in India. 

The beginning of 1919 found India in a condition 
of acute unrest. Hindus, Moslems and Sikhs were 
united to an unusual extent in their hostility to 
Government. The doctrine of self-determination, the 
future of Turkey, the new Government of India Act 
and other subjects which had been much in the 
press served to encourage political feeling and ex
pectation of great chang~s, while other consequences 
of the war, such as the fiSC of cost of IIvmg and war
time restrictions, caused discontent. The conditions 
were favourable for agitation, and any Government 
measures which could be described as reactionary 
and opposed to the demand for Home Rule or an 
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increased degree of freedom lent themselves to attack. 
The passing of the Rowlatt Acts, which were con
sidered to confer power on the executive uncontrolled 
by the judiciary, and therefore to be a check to con
stitutional reform, gave agitators an opportunity of 
exciting opposition to the Government. Wild mis
representation of the effect of these Acts was in
dulged in, the press was full of bitter abuse, and as 
a protest against them Mr. Gandhi inaugurated his 
civil disobedience movement, calling a general hartal 
which led to fierce rioting at various centres. As a 
consequence the Government ordered his arrest and 
that of other leaders who had committed clear breach 
of the laws. Gandhi was actually arrested on 9th 
April following on his disobedience of an order not 
to proceed to Delhi. 
. The original hartal called by him had taken place 
m some cases on 30th March, in others on the 6th 
April, and not, as had been intended, on one day. It 
had been planned that the hartal should take place 
on the Sunday immediately following the passing of 
the Act, but as it was found that this did not give 
sufficient time to broadcast the order, an attempt was 
made to postpone the demonstration for a week. The 
consequent confusion had the unfortunate result of 
spreading the disturbances which occurred in con
nection with the hartals over a longer period, and 
~ews of events which took place on the first date 
mcreased hostility of crowds on the second. Gandhi's 
arrest was the signal for fresh hartals and fresh dis
tu.rbance~, and large parts of India were now seething 
WIth eXCitement, while wild rumours intensified the 
suffiCiently serious situation. The British community 
was not unnaturally alarmed, not only by atroci-
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ties which had been committed in the course of the 
rioting, but by the possible development of such 
widespread disorder. When rioting results from an 
organised movement, the Mutiny becomes present 
to all European minds. 

In the prevailing conditions Amritsar was likely 
to prove a danger point. It is an important trade 
centre in the Punjab with 150,000 inhabitants, 
Moslems and Hindus both strongly represented. 
Sikhs also have special interest in it from its position 
and because the Golden Temple of their sect is 
situated there. The rapprochement between the three 
communities existing at the time made it a con
venient centre for political demonstrations, and it 
had been selected as the meeting-place of the All 
India Congress in December 1919. Everything, in 
fact, conspired to make Amritsar politically minded, 
and its most active and influential leaders were Drs. 
Kitchlew and Satyapal, both of whom had been 
vigorous in their complaints against the Government 
and had joined the civil disobedience movement. 

The hartal called by Gandhi was duly held on 
30th March and proved successful beyond expecta
tion. It stopped the whole business of the city but 
did not lead to violence of any kind. 

Doubts, however, arose as to whether the hartal 
had taken place on the right date, and it was decided 
that a second hartal was necessary on the 6th to 
comply with Gandhi's amended instruction. This 
hartal again went off quietly, though again all busi
ness was stopped. Drs. Kitchlew and Satya pal were 
probably responsible for the decision to hold it 
against the views of more moderate leaders, as 
previously the Deputy Commissioner (Mr. Irving) 

D 
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had been informed by leading citizens, who were 
alarmed by riots which occurred at Delhi, that it 
would not take place. 

Although the two leaders do not appear to have 
openly disobeyed orders which they had received 
prohibiting them from speaking in public, yet Mr. 
Irving was disturbed by signs that they were able to 
override the more moderate members of the local 
Congress Committee, and he looked on the hartals 
as a mere step to test their influence and organisation 
with a view to more extreme methods. 

On the 8th of April he wrote to the Punjab 
Government expressing his views and pressing ur
gently for an increase of the garrison. He stated that 
resolute action could not be taken in the city without 
leaving the civil lines undefended, and that in any 
case, in the event of a riot, nine-tenths of the city 
must be abandoned; even to defend the civil lines 
and railway station while maintaining communica
tion open with the police station would be difficult. 
lIe had given up hopes, which he had formerly held, 
that he could by personal communication restrain 
Dr. Kitchlew. 

The garrison at the time consisted of some 180 
men of the Somerset Light Infantry and 40 to 50 
mounted men of a Royal Field Artillery column 
stationed in the cantonment north of the city. This 
and the civil lines are separated from it by the main 
line of the North Western Railway. The chief police 
station (Kotwali), the Town Hall and the Post Office 
are situated together in the centre of the northern 
half of the city and the main road connecting them 
with the civil lines runs along Hall Bazaar, through 
Hall Gate and across the railway by Hall Bridge; to 
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the west of this route and between it d h ~R. 
way station is an iron footbridge Oth

an 
t e .rall. if h . . er crossmgs 

o t e dIrect route, are shown on th k h' m~. e s~ 
In consequence of Mr. Irving's letter the P . b 

Gov~mment on the 9th April ordered the deport~d~n 
and ~n.ternment of the two suspect leaders under the 
~roVlslOns of the Defence of India Act, and at the same 
tIme agreed. to the necessity of early reinforcement 
o.f the garnson. On that day, too, further indica
tIOns of the abnormal state of the political atrno
~.h~e ~as. g7en as it happened to be the date of a 

m u estJva. Under ordinary conditions Moslems 
~~e no pa:r, o.ther than hostile, in the festival, but on 
d s occasl~n It was seized on as an opportunity of 

t 

eI?onsht:ahtmDg and promoting the Hindu-Moslem 
lfiltyW lC r Kitchl h db . . f . . . ew a een actIve in encourag-
~g 0dr pollt1cal motives. Again, however no un-
owar events occurred d h ' halted whil h b an t e procession actually 

front of the ~te e and pla~e~ God Save the King in 

f 
puty CommissIOner, who was watching 

rom a verandah. 
The orders for th f . d e arrest 0 the two leaders were 

receIve on the ni h f h held by M I .g tot. e 9th, and at a conference 
mandin ~. rvl~g, whIch Captain Massey com
instructgtht e statIOn attended, it was decided to 

ern to corne to MI" h 10 o'clock the {: ll' r.. rvmg sown ouse at 
be quietly a ~ owmg mornmg, where they would 
police esco:;e~~d a~d removed by motor-car under 
enable th . e ope was that this plan would 

e arrest to be c . d . . interference A arne out qUIetly and wIthout 
prevent atte~ ~rangements were made, however, to 
measure in thP s at a rescue; and as a precautionary 

, e event of trouble when the news of the 
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arrest became known, troops and police were to take 
up positions prescribed by the internal security 
scheme. That these precautions were treated seriously 
is shown by the fact that the officer left in command 
at the fort received definite orders not to hesitate to 
fire in case of an attack on the railway station, or to 
secure the safety of women and children. 

The disposition of the forces were: British infantry 
in reserve at Rambagh Gardens; a police reserve of 
75 men in the city at the Kotwali; mounted pickets 
on the railway at the Rego Bridge, Hall Bridge and 
the Hospital level crossing; and a police picket at the 
police Barracks level crossing. Three European magis
trates were detailed to watch these crossings and to 
prevent a crowd attempting to approach the district 
Court House. Peaceful persuasion was to be used as 
far as possible, but military force if necessary. 
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No body of persons exceeding five were to be 
allowed to cross the railway, though under the cir
cumstances it was not practicable to promulgate this 

order in advance. 
Arrangements were also made for the removal of 

women and children to the fort by ambulance if there 

were danger. 
These arrangements, provided that the constituent 

elements understood what was expected from them, 
were probably as good as the size of the force avail
able permitted, except in certain details which will 
be commented on later. The question obviously arises 
whether the arrests should have been postponed till 
the reinforcement of the garrison, asked for and ap
proved, had been carried out. It was admitted that 
nine-tenths of the city must pass out of control in 
the event of serious rioting, and the measures taken 
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were nearly all defensive in their nature for the 
plotection of the cantonments and civil lines. 

The majority report of the Hunter Committee 
considered that the opportunity of effecting the 
arrests quickly and quietly was rightly taken and that 
the extent and nature of the disturbances which 
followed could not have been foreseen. It is legitimate 
to doubt whether in arriving at this conclusion the 
Committee attached sufficient weight to the defensive 
nature of the precautions and to the danger lest a 
mob, deprived of its most influential leaders, should 
get oU! o~ control of moderate influences to a degree 
necessItating control by force. In this connection it 
should be noted that the British infantry were practic
ally ~~ to ~e protection of the European quarter 
and Its inhabItants. Th~ police reserve of 75 armed 
men was the sole and madequate force to maintain 
control within the city in support of about 100 un
armed constables employed there as usual. 
. ~ orniBllion to warn Europeans not to enter the 
~ty 18 presumably p~rtly accounted for by the neces
SIty of 8ecr~cy; but It may also have been due to the 
fact that hitherto no strong anti-European feeling 
had been shown and to the theoretically non-violent 
~ature. of the political movement. The omission is 
mcon~IStent WIth the arrangements made for the 
securtty of women and children, but it must be re
membered that ~he latter arrangements were to some 
extent automattcally made under the prearranged 
plan. 

The arrests were duly carried out at about 10 A.M., 

and half an hour later the prisoners were on their 
way to I?haramsala, where they were to be interned. 
A few friends of the prisoners who had accompanied 
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them to Mr. Irving's house were detained for a short 
time to give the car a fair start. 

About 11.30 A.M. news of the deportation spread in 
the city; shops began to close and crowds to collect. 
A large crowd made its way to Hall Bridge, evidently 
in an angry and excited mood and intent on making 
its way to the civil lines to see Mr. Irving. It did not, 
however, interfere with, or show hostility to, Euro
peans who passed it. The crowd had not armed itself 
with lathis or sticks, and though threats of violence 
towards the Deputy Commissioner appear to have 
been uttered by individuals, they were not general. 
On the whole it was a spontaneous gathering, not 
organised and with no very definite purpose, but 
certainly not a mild and inoffensive demonstration 
of protest as was subsequently represented. 

At Hall Bridge the crowd encountered the small 
mounted picket posted there, 4 British mounted men 
and 3 Indian Sowars under a British N.C.O. This 
picket quite correctly stopped the mob, and very 
soon Mr. Beckett, an assistant Commissioner, arrived 
and attempted to explain that it could not be allowed 
to pass. The crowd were within a few yards of the 
picket and, in spite of the efforts of Mr. Beckett, 
assisted by three moderate leaders, continued to 
press forward and forced it back, the horses becom
ing restive. This gave the crowd access to heaps of 
stones on the bridge approaches and exposed the 
flanks of the picket, which was heavily stone~. At 
this stage Mr. Irving arrived and withdrew the pIcket 
some hundred yards to get them clear and sent. Mr. 
Beckett for reinforcements. A second mounted pIcket 
under Lieut. Dickie was sent up, followed by infantry 
under Lieut. Brown-the latter directed on to the 
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railway station, ,,"ith orders to keep the crowd south 
of the rail\\ay line. Captain Massey had himself been 
up and. seeing the situation at the bridge, had given 
instructi,)fls for the protection of the station. Lieut. 
Dickie's picket, on arrinl in the neighbourhood of 
the bridge, attempted to stop the crowd but fell back 
on being stoned. l\Ir. Irving had before this gone 
away to arrange with Captain Massey for further 
assistance, and when he left, the original picket appears 
to haye withdrawn under a misunderstanding. While 
withdrawing, Dickie's picket was met by Mr. Connor, 
an assis~nt Commissioner, who was endeavouring to 
make his way to the police station in the city. Mr. 
Connor told Lieut. Dickie that he must stop the 
mob from reaching the civil lines at all costs, and 
should fire on it. Consequently two British soldiers 
dismounted and fired three or four shots, inflicting 
that number of casualties. 

The shots brought the crowd to a standstill at once 
but did not disperse it. ' 

About I P.M., however, a body of some 24 foot 
pohce and 7 Sowars arrived under a British police 
officer and advanced towards the rioters with 
muskets, loaded with buckshot, at the ready. On 
seeing this, some local lawyers came forward and 
vol~nteered to t~e. the crowd away. An oppor
turuty to exert their influence was given to them and 
th~y succeeded in getting the crowd baek across the 
raxlway. Infantry arriving at the same time re
estabhshed the defence of the railway line, although 
by thIS tIme huge crO\~ds, estimated at over 30,000 

people, had. collected m the neighbourhood of the 
statIOn, commg out of all the gates on that side of the 
city. 
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After an interval, probably less than an hour, the 
mob again began to press the infantry pickets now 
established on the railway line. All efforts of the civil 
officers, although they were assisted by a few of the 
moderate leaders, failed, and as the rioters threatened 
to rush the crossings, warning was given that fire 
would be opened. 

Finally a rush, accompanied by stoning, was made 
and it was met by fire, with a result that some 20 

more casualties were inflicted. The crowd by this 
time had become more violent and determined, and 
there is no doubt that the use of fire was absolutely 

essential. 

While these events were in progress an even more 
serious situation had developed within the city, where, 
it will be remembered, there was only the police 
reserve of 75 men stationed at the Kotwali. 

The outrages which were perpetrated need only.be 
recorded in the light of their influence on Bnush 
public opinion and on General Dyer's subsequent 
action and his estimate of dangers threatell1ng. The 
exact course of events has never been quite clear, but 
it is certain that they occurred synchronously w~th, 
and not in consequence of, the riotin~ outside the cI~y, 
Briefly, the mob took charge of the CIty and the pohce 
remained completely passive till most of the nuschief 

had been done. 
As a consequence three British bank officials. were 

murdered in their offices and their bodies burnt In the 
street about two hundred yards from where the police 
were stationed. Another bank, still nearer and III full 
sight of the police station, was attacked, though 
fortunately its two British officials were able to take 
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refuge in the top of the building till the police ulti
mately made an effort to prevent it being burnt. The 
Hunter Conunittee commented very severely on the 
extraordinary inaction and lack of initiative of the 
police, who were under the command of two senior 
Indian officers. 

There were other outrages which the police could 
not, however, have prevented. Miss Sherwood, a lady 
missionary, was bicycling into a school in the city 
when she was set on by a crowd, knocked down several 
times, beaten when on the ground and left for dead; 
subsequently she was picked up and her life saved by 
some Hindus, though others had refused her refuge 
in their houses when she was trying to escape. The 
crowd also broke into the Zenana Hospital and 
searched for Mrs. Easdon, the lady doctor in charge, 
till they were diverted from their object by news of 
loot at the banks. Two British subordinate officials 
were also brutally murdered in the neighbourhood of 
the railway goods yards. 

Whatever their original attitude was, it is certain 
that the mob soon developed anli-European ten
dencies; and something like a general massacre would 
have occurred if the defence measures had failed. The 
influence of their moderate leaders was ignored and 
the hysterical mob was further excited by unchecked 
outrages conunitted by the hooligan element. In 
addition to murders, much damage was done to all 
buildings or institutions connected with British 
activities, and telegraph and telephone communica
ti?ns were cut. Towards the end of the day, when 
disturbances had spread to neighbouring villages, 
there was senous danger of Amritsar becoming iso
lated and of railway communications being destroyed. 
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Fortunately, reinforcements soon began to appear. 
The first was a windfall in the shape of 260 men of 
the 1/9th Gurkhas, who arrived at the railway station 
between 1 and 2 P.M. on their way to Peshawar. 
Although they were unarmed, that deficiency was 
easily rectified, and it was then possible to strengthen 
the pickets on the railway line and make the station 
quite secure. Another windfall took the shape of a 
party of native offic~rs and me.n who ha.d been ~ttend
iug a horse fair which was bemg held m the city and 
who, volunteering their services, were attached to the 
garrison of the fort. 

It was not till late at night that reinforcements pro
vided by definite orders arrived; but by early on the 
11th 225 British and 375 Indian troops drawn from 
Lah~re and Jullundur had been added to the garrison. 
Major Macdonald, who came with the party fro~ 
Lahore, took over military command from Captam 
Massey before midnight, and hewas informed v.erb~lIy 
by Mr. Kitchen, the Commissioner of the DiVISIOn, 
who had arrived by car late in the afternoon, tbat the 
situation had passed beyond civil control and that the 
measures necessary to restore it had become a mlhtary 
responsibility. . 

Prior to this, about 5 P.M., a message was recelv~d 
from the city that all European survivors were safe m 
the Kotwa!i. This message came in time to cause the 
postponement of a proposal to send .a party to fight 
their way in to ascertain the situation and rescue 
Europeans. 

When however, Major Macdonald assumed com
mand, h~ was asked by the Commissioner. to send a 
party into the city to get fm-ther information and to 
bring out the Europeans. It was cl'pectcd thll; party 
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would have to fight, but in fact they found the streets 
empty and had no difficulty in carrying out their 
mission. Four Europeans were brought out. 

On the 11th the situation had quietened down, 
although wild rumours of mutinies of troops else
where began to circulate. The chief cause of anxiety 
lay in connection with the burial of the ten Indians 
who had been killed in the firing on the previous day, 
and a deputation saw the Commissioner in the civil 
lines to arrange for the funerals. Restrictions imposed 
by the Commissioner to prevent large processions and 
to settle the hours and places of the funerals were not 
accepted by the emissaries, but they were eventually 
obeyed. Burials took place outside the city and pro
cessions formed within the city did not pass the 
gates. The emissaries, mostly truculent young 
lawyers, had been given a notice for general circula
tion that troops had been ordered to restore order, 
using all force necessary, that processions and gather
ings were prohibited, and that gatherings would be 
fired on, as would also persons leaving the city in 
groups of more than four. Respectable people were 
advised to stay indoors. 

During the lIth, roo Rifles were sent to hold the 
Kotwali and to picket the approaches to it. Measures 
were also taken to prevent innocent strangers from 
outside entering the city while it was in a disturbed 
state. 

In the evening the Commissioner returned to 
Lahore, and Brigadier-General Dyer, who com
manded the Julhmdur Brigade, arrived and took over 
control. 

As subsequent events were affected almost entirely 
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by General Dyer's decision, it may be well at this 
point to form some estimate of his characteristics. 

An officer with an admirable record as a fighting 
soldier, a leader of men with determination and 
initiative, he was in addition what is sometimes 
termed an educated soldier and a Staff College 
graduate. Possessing a personality marked and excit
able almost to the extent of eccentricity, he was apt 
to hold very positive views based on opinions which 
he had formed for himself. He was in short one from 
whom energetic action might be expected and who 
would not often seek advice. With great confidence in 
his own judgment, he was prepared to act on it. 

The 12th of April, the first day of General Dyer's 
command, passed off fairly quietly though vigorous 
action was initiated. Police, escorted by small parties 
of troops, were sent into the city and successfully 
carried out important arrests in connection with the 
riots of the loth. Also, as crowds were collecting out
side the city, General Dyer marched a strong column 
round it and induced the people to disperse quietly. 
At one point some opposition was encountered, but 
though the advisability of opening fire was con
sidered, the General decided that warning by pro
clamation should be given before extreme action was 
taken. A proclamation was accordingly drawn up 
announcing that violence would be punished by 
martial law and prohibiting all meetings and gather
ings. The proclamation was duly signed by a staff 
officer, but the records did not show the IIunt.er 
Committee what steps were taken to en.sure Its 
publication. Although Amritsar itself was agam under 
Control on the 12th, several cases of sabotage affecting 
railway and telegraph communications occurred dur-
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ing the day in its neighbourhood, and the police had 
difficulty in dispersing a crowd in an outlying village. 
These c"ents helped to confirm the view General 
Dyer was forming that a widespread conspiracy 
existed endangering British lives and rule, not only 
locally but throughout India. 

On the morning of the 13th April he took further 
measures to warn people and to strengthen his con
trol. Accompanied by the district magistrate, he went 
through the city and, collecting people by beat of 
drum at a number of points, had the following pro
clamation read out: 

"It is hereby proclaimed, to all whom it may con
cern, that no person residing in the city is permitted 
or allowed to leave the city in his own or hired con
yeyanc~ or onfo~t witho~t a pass. No person residing 
m Amntsar City IS perrmtted to leave his house after 
8 P.M. Any persons found in the streets after 8 P.M. 
are li~ble to be shot. No procession of any kind is 
pernutted to rarade the streets of the city, or outside 
of It at any tlme. Any processions or gatherings of 
four men will be looked upon and treated as an un
lawful assembly and dispersed by force if necessary." 

It would appear that many people did not treat the 
proclamation seriously, and remarks were made that 
"it was all bluff, that the General would not fire and 
not to be afraid". ' 

At the time thi~ proclamation was being read, a 
coun~er proclamatIOn ,:"as made announcing that a 
meetmg would be held m the afternoon at the J allian
wala Bagh, an enclosed open space within the city 
whi.c~ was frequen:ly used for large gatherings. The 
deCISIOn to hold this meeting had been arrived at the 
evening before. 
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Unfortunately, General Dyer's proclamation was 
read only at points all within the western half of the 
city, as he decided that the heat had become too try
ing to the escort to allow a complete circuit to be 
made. Still there can be little doubt that it was 
widely known that the proposed meeting was illegal 
and liable to lead to a clash with the Government 
authority. 

After perambulating the city General Dyer re
turned to his headquarters and about I P.M. heard of 
the intention to hold a big meeting at the J allianwala 
Bagh at 4.30 P.M. According to his own evidence, he 
then took some time to think out his course of action 
and the dispositions he should make. 

By 4 o'clock, having received definite information 
as regards the meeting, he took personal command of 
the troops designed to disperse it. Marching through 
the city he dropped pickets at various points, retaining 
a special force of 65 Gurkhas, 25 Baluchis and two 
armoured cars to deal with the meeting. Forty of 
the Gurkhas were armed only with kukris. 

On arrival at the Bagh he found a large gathering; 
he himself estimated it at 6000 people, but other 
estimates ranged from 10,000 to 20,000. 

The Bagh was in no sense a public garden as its 
name might imply, but was simply a piece of waste 
ground, the greater part of whose surface laysom: four 
feet below the normal ground level-possibly It was 
the remains of an old tank. The sides of the depres
sion formed a considerable obstacle and in many 
parts the backs and enclosures of houses made the 
obstacle complete. The whole enclosure formed a 
cul-de-sac to which ways of access were few and 
narrow. At the end where the troops entered the 
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ground leyel was for a short distance normal, provid
ing a sort of platform commanding the rest of the 
area. Leaying his armoured cars in a street outside as 
the approaches were too narrow to allow them to get 
farther, General Dyer at once deployed the 50 men 
of his party who were armed with rifles at each side 
of the entrance on the higher ground and opened fire 
on the crowd without warning or calling on it to 
disperse. The people were on the lower ground listen
ing to an address delivered from a staging some 100 

yards from the troops. Probably some of the crowd 
had sticks, but they made no hostile movement. 
Firing, independent but controlled for direction from 
time to time, was continued for about ten minutes 
and in all 1650 rounds were fired, almost exhausting 
the supply carried by the men. 

The tragic feature of the whole affair lay in the fact 
that the crowd were unable to disperse rapidly when 
fire was opened. Panic added to the difficulties of 
escape which the nature of the enclosure created. 
~onsequently the number of casualties was greatly 
mcreased and it is believed 380 is a fairly accurate 
estimate of the killed. When fire ceased the troops 
were marched away without attending to the wounded 
or making arrangements for their treatment. 

General Dyer's explanation of his reasons for 
omittin~ to give speci~c warning before opening fire 
or allowmg the gathermg an opportunity to disperse 
~as that he had already given warning by proclama
hon and that the meeting had been held in defiance 
of his orders. He claimed too that the safety of his 
troops called for immediate withdrawal when fire 
ceased. 

Why fire was continued for so long is still open to 
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doubt. General Dyer in his evidence claimed that it 
was to produce an unforgettable moral effect and was 
deliberate. But there is reason to believe that by the 
time his evidence was given he had unconsciously 
become confused as to his motives and some of the 
facts. Those in close touch with the affair incline to 
believe that in the prevailing noise and confusion his 
men for a time were out of hand, and also that he con
sidered there was some danger of attack. The truth 
can now never be kno,'VIl, but as it was on his own 
evidence that General Dyer was judged and as it 
might have estal:ilished a precedent, his account will 
be accepted as correct. 

Subsequent to these events no further collisions 
with Government forces occurred at Amritsar. The 
city was kept under martial law for some time and 
active steps were taken to bring the perpetrators of 
the outrages of the loth of April to justice. In a few 
days the normal life of the city had been resumed. 

The forces of disorder in Amritsar were un
doubtedly cowed by General Dyer's action, but it 
should be noted that in other places where fierce 
rioting had occurred, order had already been restored 
by courses not comparable in any way with his. 

The news of General Dyer's action, however, 
created a wide impression and soon gave rise to con
troversy the echoes of which have not yet died down. 

On the one side he was condemned as a murderer 
and a brutal soldier, and on the other he was hailed 
as the saviour of India from a second mutiny; and it 
was argued that the sacrifice of life entailed by his 
action was as nothing compared to the slaughter on 
both sides that would have followed from another 
mutiny. Strictly speaking, soldiers need consider only 

E 
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how far, if at all, General Dyer 'violated the principles 
"hich should guide officers in similar circumstances: 
but it is of interest and instructive to attempt to 
analyse the motives of his action and mental pro
cesses. 

Before the Committee of Investigation General 
Dyer gave his evidence frankly and made no attempt 
to excuse his action. He made it quite clear that he 
considered that the meeting was held at the Jallina
wala Bagh in deliberate defiance of Government, and 
after due warning of the consequences of such de
fiance had been given. Moreover, that he had formed 
the opinion from events in other parts of India and 
from the acts of sabotage occurring in the districts 
surrounding, that an organised conspiracy to upset 
Government by violence was on foot which en
dangered all Europeans and that the outrages of the 
10th could not be looked on as merely the result of 
local riots. That he had deliberately and after full 
consideration gone to the meeting with the intention 
of firing without further warning, not solely with the 
object of dispersing the meeting but in order to take 
the opportunity, presented by the deliberate defiance 
of his orders, to inflict such punishment as would 
have far-reaching effect and show that the Govern
ment was prepared to meet force with force and to 
demonstrate the consequences. 

There can be little doubt that General Dyer had 
formed an extreme and positive opinion on the 
general situation and that his action was the result of 
his views on the general rather than the necessities 
of the immediate local situation. It is characteristic 
of the man that his action appears to have been guided 
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by his individual views, and it would seem that he 
consulted no other opinion. 

It is fair to admit, however, that large parts of 
India were actually in a highly inflammable condition 
and that many well qualified to judge shared his 
views on the dangers of the situation and held that 
repetition of atrocities such as those that had been 
committed at Amritsar could be checked only by 
mass punishment of the most drastic nature. 

Although his general intention is clear, it is open 
to doubt how far he meant to carry his action to the 
extremes he actually did. It did not come out in his 
evidence but it has since been stated on good authority 
that Ge~eral Dyer was horrified when he discovered 
subsequently that the crowd were pract~ca~ly un~b~e 
to disperse when he opened fire. If thIS IS so It IS 
quite possible that at the moment .he may ~ave 
thought the failure of the crowd to dIsperse rapIdly 
was due to a continued attitude of defiance. 

There is general agreement that Genel:al Dyer's 
evidence was given perfectly honestly, but It ~ust be 
remembered that it was given after a conSIderable 
lapse of time during which his attitude must have 
been subconsciously influenced by the controve~sy 
which raged. The support given to him, coupled V:Ith 

the attacks made by extremists on the ~ther ~I?e, 
tended to exalt General Dyer into a herOIC pOSItIOn 
which cannot have been without its effect on the 
latent element of vanity which exists in everyon~. 
There is some reason to think that in consequence hIS 
evidence may have exaggerated the ruwes.sness of 
his attitude and the deliberateness of his actIOn. 

It must always be a matter of regret tha.t the wholt 
incident was not investigated by an impartial trIbuna. 
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The.Hunter '?ommittee contained members avowedly 
hostile, and m many respects the investigation de
generated into the trial of a prisoner unprotected by 
the safeguards of formal legal procedure. Many of the 
9uestions put to him would hardly have been allowed 
I? a court of law. For example, the hypothetical ques
tIon put to General Dyer whether, if he had been 
able to bring his armoured cars into the enclosure 
he :would ha:ve used ~achine-gun fire was evident!; 
designed to mduce him to further incriminate him
self. Unfortunately, he did not refuse to answer the 
questio~ ~d his.reply in the affirmative strengthened 
the hostIlity to him. Characteristically, General Dyer, 
alt~ough permitted and pressed to employ legal 
asslstan~e, refused to take this obviously desirable 
precautIon. 

Before commenting on the lessons to be drawn 
~ro~ the ,,:hole episode at Amritsar, one further 
mCldent which occurred after the situation was well 
~der control.may be mentioned, as it did much to 
mcrease the bitterness engendered. In the course of 
measures ~en to bring to justice those who had been 
concerned m the attack on Miss Sherwood General 
Dyer cau8~ a tri~gle t? be erected at the 8;Ot where 
she fell, ~Ith the m~ntIon of puhlicly flogging there 
those guilty ?f takmg part in the assault. He also 
pla~ed two pickets in the street with orders that no 
Indi~ was to be permitted to pass between the points 
a~ which they were posted, and in giving his instruc
tJ.~~ added ~?at if Indians had to pass they must go 
on all fours . General Dyer's intention was to deny 
the street to pUblic use, but unfortunately for several 
r~ons the order was interpreted literally and gave 
flse to what became known as the crawling incident. 
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Police escorting prisoners through the streets made 
them go down on "all fours". More unluckily still, 
certain houses opening on to the prohibited section of 
the street had no back entrance and the occupants had 
to undergo the indignity when they went out on their 
ordinary business, although they were not suspected 
of being concerned in the outrages or of taking part in 
the rioting. When the order had been in effect for 
about a week it was brought to notice, and cancelled 
by order of the Punjab Government. 

In India the civil government relies to such an 
extent on military support that it is difficult at times 
to distinguish where the responsibility of one begins 
and the other ends, and there must be the closest co
ordination of plans and action. It is, therefore, well to 
consider the course of events at Amritsar from the 
outset when responsibility for decision was still vested 
in the civil authority. The following points strike one: 

It is clear from his letter to the Punjab Govern
ment that Mr. Irving had an accurate appreciation of 
the situation at Arnritsar, not only of the danger of 
disturbances but also of the fact that in the event of a 
serious outbreak the forces at his disposal would 
necessarily have to adopt a purely defensive attitude 
and that the greater part of the city must pass out of 
control. 

The problem he had to deal with was 5hreefold: 

(a) To effect the arrests of the leaders with the 
minimum chance of interference, and to pro
vide, in case of subsequent disturbances, for: 

(b) The safety of the European lines. 
(c) The maintenance of control within the city and 
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protection of the Government offices in it and 
the railway station. 

In view of the acceptance of his appreciation by 
the Punjab Government, there appears to have been 
some lack of co-ordination between the decision to 
arrest the leaders and the decision to reinforce the 
garrison. To arrest the leaders before the arrange
ments for reinforcement had been fully matured was 
like poking a stick into a wasps' nest before taking 
steps to stupefy the insects. 

Riot is at all times endemic in India, but there were 
indications that an epidemic had broken out. Some
thing more than the application of the local defence 
scheme appeared necessary, especially in view of the 
rapprochement between the various communities and 
the proved lack of influence of their more moderate 
leaders. Jullundur and Lahore were not far off and 
communications were good. It would be interesting 
to know if the military authorities at those stations 
were notified of the impending arrests or warned to 
have reinforcements standing by as a reasonable pre
caution. The actual timing and arrangements for the 
arrests seem to have been decided locally. 

The military side of the local defence scheme was 
evidently designed, as must be the first consideration 
in India, for the protection of the European com
munity and railway communications, and as Mr. 
Irving considered that the garrison was barely ade
quate for that task, this probably explains why no 
steps were taken to provide a backing of troops for 
the police force within the city. 

The role assigned to the mounted troops of the 
garrison is curious. Why were they employed to picket 
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the railway crossings? Surely a task for infantry. 
Mounted troops of any nature as a mobile reserve and 
to disperse a mob would have been valuable, but to 
expect a few horses, untrained to the police work, to 
face a mob passively is asking much from them and 
they not unnaturally became encumbra~ces rather 
than of assistance. A few mounted orderlies attached 
to infantry pickets might also have saved the necessity 
of the civil officials having to leave threatened points 
at critical moments in order to obtain assistance. 

The inaction of the police reserve inside the city 
has been ascribed to the age and lack of initiative of 
its Indian commanders. The unarmed police seem to 
have vanished at an early stage, but that seventy 
armed men should have made no attempt to control 
rioting immediately under their eyes or to have pre
vented the burning of the Town Hall and Post O~ce 
buildings, which actually abutted o~ to ~e police 
station, exalts lack of initiative to an mcredlble pItch. 
No disloyalty was insinuated in the . report of the 
Hunter Committee, and when the pollee finally took 
action they behaved well. In view o~ the comm~nly 
alleged lack of initiative among Indian o.~cers ill a 
crisis, it is somewhat surprising that no B~)t1sh offiCial 
was placed with them, though three were ill charge of 
the situation on the railway. Mr. Connor's attempt to 
get into the city was obviously belated. . 

It is not clear what instructions had been ISsued to 
this body of police; they are termed a police reserve 
- presumably a reserve to support.theu~armed'poh.ce; 
but the term rather implies the mtentlon of.lssu~g 
orders according to the development of the SituatIOn 

f . t" n It would and may have bcen a reason or mac 10. . 

have been easy to fritter away the small force 10 an 
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attempt to mamtam ClOI'luol Oft!' the whole city, and 
r Jrvmg evidendy hoped only to maintain order 

and Iteql commumcation open in the northern part of 
CIty. Thia may have been well understood, but the 

preaaion left is of an absence of clear instructions. 
That, of course, IS no excuse for the lack of initiative 
hown when communications were cut and there was 

an obVIOUS and urgent need of intervention. 
The best excuse for the police officers is that they 

were confronted with a situation which could prob
ably not have been dealt with without firing and that 
the custom forbade the use of fire without the author
ity of a British officer. 

The isolation of the purely Indian police force in 
a position where the exercise of control was especi
ally called for must, however, be looked on as a weak 
point in the dispositions, even making due allowance 
for wisdom after the event and lack of knowledge of 
all the local conditions. 

To tum now to later events. 
The problem General Dyer had to deal with when 

he took over command was to prevent further dis
order, to bring the guilty to justice and to restore 
normal civil 00Dtr0I within the area of his command. 
He was well on his way to a solution when unfor
tunatel:r he decided to enlarge the scope of die prob
lem to mclude what lay outside his province. 

The main queatiODl which arise are: 
(0) Was General Dyer justified in opening fire at 

the Jallian~ Ba~ ~diout giving specific warning 
to the crow,d m additiOn to the general warning con
~ ~ his proclamation? In principle, he was not. 
Fire without sperific warning is only ju&tified when 
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the mob is actively endangering life or property. 
Even when actively defying authority, as occurred 
previously in the attempt to force the railway cross
ings, they should if possible be warned before fire is 
opened. 

(b) Was he justified in continuing to fire when the 
crowd was attempting to disperse? 

Clearly prolonged firing violated the principle 
that the minimum amount of force only should 
be used. There is, however, the possibility that 
General Dyer misunderstood the attitude of the 
crowd owing to the difficulty of dispersion, although 
his evidence did not suggest that he feared 
attack. 

(c) Was the motive which General Dyer claimed 
in his evidence inspired his action, that is of inflicting 
a lesson which would affect the situation in the whole 
Punjab, perhaps through all India, a legitimate reason 
for violating the ordinary well-recognised principle? 
It clearly was not. His business in the absence of 
other orders was to deal with the situation of which 
he had been placed in charge. It would produce an 
impossible state of affairs if every subordinate officer 
adopted a similar attitude. The ground would be cut 
from under the feet of higher authority and any con
sistent policy would be out. of. t~e quest~o~. Quite 
apart from divergence of mdivldual OpmlOn,. the 
amount of information obtainable by subordmate 
officers must be limited. If exceptionally drastic 
action is necessary to produce a widespr~ad impre~
sion, then higher authority must or~er It. Subordi
nates cannot be allowed to dictate policy. Acceptan~e 
of General Dyer's motives as a justification for hiS 
action would have established a precedent not merely 
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dangerous but one wruch would have enormously in
creased the burden of responsibility on subordinate 
officers in the future. 

It would appear that General Dyer's motives were 
based on his own judgment of the situation and not 
on the consensus of opinion of those round him. In 
this he appears to have departed from the general 
rule that the military commander called in to replace 
the civil power should make the utmost use of the 
knowledge and judgment of the civil authority he 
replaces. Decisions must rest with him, but con
sultation and co-operation are necessary to provide 
the data on which decisions are based. Firm measures 
to restore order are essential, but the situation must 
be desperate indeed before drastic punitive action 
can justifiably be initiated on the judgment of a 
single individual. 

The "Crawling Order" for which General Dyer 
was held responsible was apparently due to the mis
application of a hasty remark of his, added as a rider 
to his original order. At the same period, however, 
at other places certain "fancy punishments" (as they 
were called by the Hunter Committee) were in
stituted or employed by junior officers. Most of such 
punishments were designed to cause humiliation and 
had the effect of leaving much bitterness behind 
them. For that reason "fancy punishments" are un
desirable expedients; at best they can only be justified 
by success and when carefully devised to meet a real 
need. Experience has shown that if employed at all . ' as may sometimes be necessary to avoid arresting and 
imprisoning unwieldy numbers, they should be 
clearly defined by responsible authority and recorded 
when imposed. In the all-important interests of discip-
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line their invention and infliction by subordinates, 
however trivial the punishments in themselves may 
be, must be strictly prohibited. 

The Amritsar episode as a whole will always be 
remembered as one which gave rise to most intense 
and widespread propaganda and one which left an 
exceptional aftermath of bitterness both from the 
nature of the outrages committed and from the 
methods applied in restoring order. 

Probably as a result of the controversy and the 
claims put forward in support of General Dyer's 
action, a deep impression was made on the minds of 
many officers. It was, and perhaps still is, widely felt 
that an officer who takes strong action which he 
genuinely considers is necessitated by the circum
stances cannot rely on the support of the Government, 
and that his career will be ruined. The composition 
of the Committee which investigated the circum
stances, and the manner in wruch General Dyer was 
examined, did much to deepen trus unfortunate im
pression. It is hoped that it has been made clear tllat 
he did depart from well-recognised principles to an 
extent which made it impossible for the Goverrunent 
to support and approve what he had done. He had 
acted on his own judgment and responsibility-not in 
accordance with orders subsequently disowned. He 
had therefore to stand or fall by his decision, and 
could not expect the responsibility for his decision 
to be shared by others. That he acted from the highest 
motives and not through callousness or momentary 
panic is generally agreed, but there can be little dou.bt 
that his judgment was at fault. The actual penalties 
inflicted on him were no more severe than those to 
which an officer convicted of lack of judgment in 
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c:arrymg out important military duties is at all times 
exposed. There is nothing in the case which should 
~~ an offic;er.h~itate .to act with necessary finnness 
WIthin the limitatIOns Imposed by principles which 
have become traditional in the Army. 

CHAPTER IV 

EGYPT, 1919 

THE widespread outbreak of disorder in Egypt in 
March 1919 came as a disappointment to people in 
England who had hoped that the establishment of a 
deDnite protectorate over the country would do much 
to eliminate the unrest which prevailed in it during 
the decade preceding the war. The curiously indefinite 
terms on which British occupation had continued for 
80 many years had appeared to encourage intrigue and 
aspirations aimed at getting rid of foreign control. 
But with Egypt as an integral part of the Empire, 
control would cease to be, in the same sense, foreign, 
and its gradual relaxation, giving the Egyptians by 
degrees a greater measure of self-government, could 
now more easily be effected. There would no longer 
be the danger of another Power stepping in to assume 
a position abandoned by Britain. 

Two causes contributed to the outbreak. First, the 
circumstances under which the protectorate had been 
declared, coupled with the concessions made to the 
racial ideals of small nations in post-war settlements, 
awakened the ambition of the Nationalist Party in 
Egypt, and gave rise to a violent agitation for com
plete independence among the politically minded 
classes. Secondly, the Fellahin, to whom independ
ence meant little or nothing, were nursing griev
ances against British rule arising from measures 
~ during the war, and were in consequence 
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ready to listen to the propaganda of the Nationalist 
Party. 

As regards the first of these causes, it may be 
admitted that the declaration of the protectorate in 
December 1914 was to some extent a war measure , 
necessary to define the position of the Egyptians and 
the nature of the British occupation of the country 
during the course of the war. An acknowledgment of 
Egypt's independence of Turkey would have enabled 
her to ~~opt an attitude of neutrality, compromising 
the posItIOn of bellIgerent troops in the country; while 
to have allowed Turkish suzerainty to continue would 
have placed the Egyptians in an equally false position 
as enemy subjects. Nevertheless, England had no 
inten~on of treating t~e protectorate as a temporary 
expedIent, but meant It as a final definition of her 
status in Egypt. The terms of the proclamation of the 
protectorate made this clear: 

"I~is Brit~nnic Maje~ty's Secretary of State for 
ForeIgn Affairs gIves notice that m view of the state of 
war, arIsmg out of the action o~ Turkey, Egy t is 
placed under the protectIOn of HIS Majesty- an~ will 
he~ceforth constitute a British protectorate: 

. 1.'he suzeramty of Tur~cy over Egypt is thus 
tel mmated, and HIS Majesty s Government will adopt 
all meas.urc,s nec~ssary for the defence of Egypt, and 
protect ItS mhabltants and interests." 

-:rhe Egyptian Nationalists, on the other hand, 
claImed that the protectorate was purely a device to 
relIeve ~n anomalous situation during the \\ ar, and 
tlus clam),. perhaps naturally, was pressed with in
creasmg vigour when it was seen that other races 
released from Turkish domination would receive 
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recognition as independent nations in the final settle
ment after the war, 

The proclamation of the protectorate was accom
panied by an assurance that Britain took upon herself 
"the sole burden of the present war without calling 
on the Egyptian people for aid therein", and this lent 
some colour to the contention that the protectorate 
was of a temporary nature. Moreover, as the assur
ance was not, owing to the exigencies of the war, fully 
honoured, it did little to render the protectorate 
acceptable to the masses of the people. It will be 
remembered that Egypt, though her contribution of 
combatant troops was limited to the loan of four 
battalions of the Egyptian Army in the later stages of 
the fighting in Palestine, supplied labour corps in 
large numbers which were exposed to, and suffered 
casualties from, tllC risks of war. Heavy requisitions 
were also madc from the people for transport animals, 
food and forage. It was not, however, chiefly resent
ment of exposure to danger that gave rise to the second 
cause of unrest in the country and was responsible for 
the readiness of the fellahin to listcn to the agitator~ 
of the Nationalist Party. Provided he is well paid, the 
fellah is prepared to accept risks. His grievances 
arose chiefly from the failure to keep promises made 
to him when his labour and property were requisi
tioned. When he was enlisted in a labour corps for a 
definite period and was not returned punctually at its 
termination, or when he found that the time he was 
kept waiting for a ship was not included in the term 
of his engagement, he was filled with resentment. J.li~ 
heart was set on getting back to his land (to wl~Jch 
his devotion is fanatical), and when the promISed 
day of his release passed he became hopeless and 

'\ I 
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aggrieved. Again, a promise was made that after the 
war he would be given an opportunity of buying back 
at a cheap rate camels and donkeys requisitioned from 
him, but they were often sold off in Palestine to save 
the expense of returning them to Egypt. Nor did 
the fellah always receive all the money due to him. 
Lab~ur~ produce and animals had generally to be 
reqUlsitlOned through village headmen or other local 
o~cials, and there was not a sufficient supply of 
B!'Itish officers to ensure that requisitions were fairly 
dIstnbuted or payment made individually. Money 
was often extorted from those who could afford to buy 
themselves off, with a consequence that too large a 
proportion of the demands was made on the poorest 
men. 

The. village authorities naturally attempted to shift 
t~le odIUm .on to British. shoulders, and a story which 
;mgs ~rue IS told of a VIllage Omdah who devised an 
mgeruous plan of earning merit and cash for himself 
at the expense of British reputation. He gave out that 
the British recruiting sergeant demanded fifty piastres 
from every man enlisted, but that the sergeant had 
agreed to accept thirty piastres if the Omdah wou ld 
collect the money and pay it in a lump sum. The 
sergeant naturally got nothing but curses while the 
Omdah was blessed and kept the money. For such 
cau~e.s and others connected with the rise in the cost 
of hvmg at the beginning of 19I9, discontent was rife 
among the masses; and though no doubt in time as 
go.od and sympathetic government was re-established, 
g.nevances would have been forgotten, political agita
tIon for llldepend~nce became acute before discontent 
and the antI-BntIsh feeling it gave rise to could die 
down. 
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The immediate signal for the intensification of 
agitation was the somewhat brusque refusal to allO\" a 
deputation of the Nationalists, headed by Zaghlul 
Pasha, to proceed to England to urge Egypt's claims 
to treatment similar to that received by Arabia, 
Palestine and Mesopotamia on the dismemberment 
of the Turkish Empire. But the spark which caused 
the conflagration was the arrest and deportation, on 
8th March, of Zaghlul and other instigators of the 
agitation. 

As usual, the students caught fire first, and as soon 
as the news of the arrests reached them they deserted 
their desks and urged the people to violence. By the 
evening of the 9th, cases of sabotage and destruction 
of property began, and on the loth the military were 
called to assist the police. The situation rapidly be
came worse: officials deserted their posts, rioting 
spread to the provinces, and the lives of foreigners, 
especially British, in isolated localities, were in grave 
danger. The nature of the outbreak will best be 
understood if a few outstanding incidents are men
tioned here, although some of them occurred after the 
measures taken to restore order, which will be de
scribed later, were well in train. 

The first riot resulting in serious loss of life occurred 
at Tanta on 12th March to be followed by another on , . 
the 16th at Damanhur, some twelve rioters bcmg 
killed in each case. Both these are important towns on 
the main Cairo-Alexandria Railway. 

On 17th March disorder in the Fayum bcc~me 
acute and an encounter took place near lVIcdmct 
betw~en Bedouins and Egyptian police. '1'hesc bad to 
be reinforced by light armoured cars before the 
Bedouins fled. On the following day Bedoums aUlI 

r 
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other rabble armed with guns and knives, in a mob 
estimated as 4000 strong, attacked the railway station 
at Medinet and also two houses in which some 200 

Europeans had collected. The mob was, however, 
successfully counter-attacked and driven off with 
heavy casualties by some ISO men of the 46th Pun
jabis who had been sent to garrison the town. 

On 18th March eight British and Dominion 
officers were murdered, in circumstances of particular 
brutality, when they were travelling unarmed by the 
railway from Assiut to Cairo. The attack was un
doubtedly deliberately planned, but that the men who 
actually committed the atrocity had been worked up 
to it by propaganda which they did not understand 
is evident; for it is known that they attacked the 
officers with shouts of "give us independence", as if 
it were something concrete concealed on the persons 

of their victims. 
On 23rd March an organised attack was made, 

by a large mob armed in part with rifles, on a party 
of Europeans marooned at Assiut. Here again a de
tachment of the 46th Punjabis saved the situation, 
beating off the attack and overcoming an attempted 
outbreak in the native prison. The arrival of a relief 
column on its way to Assuan, and some air action, 
prevented renewal of the attacks. 

In other places the insurrectionary movement took 
a less violent form, but attempts were made to set up 
local Soviets in the name of the "Free Egyptian 
Governmcnt". These Soviets announced that they 
were prepared to maintain order, and carry on 
government, provided no British troops approached; 
and in some cases they began to collect taxes ... 

These various outbreaks were, of course, additIOnal 
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to the ,,;despread symptoms of disorder, such as 
sabotage committed by small parties, and general 
flouting of authority and disobedience of orders. They 
represented the more extreme cases, where the mob 
or local leaders got beyond control and indicated 
what was likely to occur with increasing frequency if 
control was not quickly re-established. 

How far the outbreak was the result of a definitely 
planned attempt to upset British rule is uncertain. 
If it was, the plan matured prematurely in conse
quence of political events before the country was 
denuded of troops. It is more probable that the out
break took a violent form beyond the expectations of 
the political agitators and beyond their power to 
control it owing to the prevailing discontent. Fortun
ately w~en the outbreak started, in Lower Egypt there 
were sulliarge numbers of troops, Indian, Dominion 
and British; though, as demobilisation was in progress, 
both their organisation and equipment were in a some
what chaotic condition and special measures were 
required to re-equip and reorganise units for duty. 
Farther south there were in Upper Egypt some small 
detachments on the line of communication to the 
Sudan, and in the Sudan itself there were still some 
Indian troops. 

In ~ower Egypt the greater portion of the troops 
were ill the Canal zone from Ismailia to Port Said 
and .there conditions were consequently quiet. Th; 
garnsons of Cairo and Alexandria were also strong, 
an? guara~teed the safety of the foreign population in 
spite of nots, but railway communications between 
those places and to Ismailia were vulnerable and for 
a time almost completely interrupted by acts of 
sabotage. Collisions between detachments of troops 
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and rioters occurred at several of the main stations on 
the lines, and it may be said that the whole of the 
Delta province, except where there were detachments 
of troops, was completely out of control, the large 
town of Tanta being perhaps the centre of disorder. 

Such was the situation General Bulfin was called 
on to meet when, on I2th March, Lord Allenby's 
departure for Paris left him at Beirut temporarily in 
command of the British Army in Palestine and Egypt. 

Reports from Egypt indicated coming danger and 
he set out at once from Palestine to the scene of the 
trouble, arriving on the morning of I6th March. His 
journey was actually interrupted. betwe~n the Suez 
Canal and Cairo, as, on reachmg Mma-el-Qarnh 
about noon, he learnt that, less than two hours before, 
that station had been rushed by a mob of some 3000 

men, armed with knives, hatchets and stones, who 
attempted to set fire to the station. Th~ mo~ had been 
dispersed by a party of fifty AustralIan ~smounted 
cavalry who had arrived by an earlIer tra~, but nOl 
until it had been necessary to open fire. fhe Aus
tralians had two men severely wounded and the mob 
suffered some fifty casualties. 

Proceeding fmiher, General Bulfin found that the 
railway and telegraph lines had b~en cut, and to 
enable him to complete his journey It was nec~ssary 
to order an aeroplane from lsmailia to fly to Cairo to 

P
rocure a motor and an escort of armoured cars. 

. G I Bulfin an These experiences must have gIven cncra 
appreciation of the violent temper of the ,People, and 
on arrival in Cairo, in consultation With General 

. h . E' g)'pt he at on<.:e Watson, conunandmg t e troops m • 
formulated his plans. . 

There were two main dangers to be dealt With. 
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On the one hand there were indications that the 
rioters were acting with the definite idea of isolating 
Cairo by cutting all telegraph and railway lines lead
ing into it. The effect of this would be to cause, as was 
probably intended, a critical food situation, for Cairo 
receives its grain, oil and supplies mainly from 
Alexandria, and to a lesser degree from Port Said, 
while its meat comes from Southern Egypt and the 
Sudan. . 

The Nationalist leaders no doubt counted on food 
riots occurring in Cairo which the Government would 
find great difficulty in suppressing, as hungry men do 
not listen to reason and will face dangers when in 
search for food from which normally they would 
shrink. 

The other danger lay at outlying stations where 
garrisons were weak or non-existent. The situation at 
Assiut, Luxor and Assuan in Upper Egypt was 
especially critical. 

When these immediate dangers had been met, there 
remained the further task of restoring order through
out the country. As usual, measures to make the 
situation secure, followed by counter measures to 
restore normal conditions, were required. 

General Bulfin's plan feU into four phases. First, to 
restore immediately communications between Cairo 
and ~exandr~a by securing, guarding and repairing 
~he raIlway. S,multaneously, collecting river boats, he 
mtended to despatch a small column, under Brigadier 
General Huddleston, by water to Assuan to evacuate 
the families of European officials and bring them to 
CaIro under escort. Secondly, the railway to Port Said 
was to be reopened; and thirdly, the line to the south. 
Finally, when railway communications had been re-
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established, he proposed to move out eighteen flying 
columns to clear the country in the neighbourhood 
of the main railway lines, restoring order and re
establishing civil government. 

Superimposed on this general.plan, which had. as 
its primary object the re-estabhshment and m~m
tenance of communications, early steps were reqUired 
to secure control over the Fayum. The Fayum is a 
curious area some 7500 square miles in extent, lying 
thirty-five miles south-south-west of Ca~ro .. In some 
respects it is in the nature of a large oaSIS, masl'?uch 
as it is separated from the N tie vaUey by a stnp of 
desert; but it is not a true oasis, as it is permanently 
irrigated with Nile water by t~e Yus~fi Canal. Over 
IlOO square miles of the area IS cultIvated land and 
there are several large towns and viUages, Medinet, the 
chief town, containing over 37,000 inhabitants. The 
total population of the area amounts to nearly half a 
million, of whom some 60,000 are Bedouins .. The 
Fayum is connected with the main Southern ~allway 
line by a branch line from Wasta, on the .NIle fif~y 
miles south of Cairo' but it lies so much of! the ma~ 
railway system, and 'is so important a district: tha~ It 
required separate and early treatme,nt .. The SItuatIOn 
there, which developed into the mCldents already 
described, was menacing, and the Bedoum popula
tion especiaUy were giving trouble. Columns. were 
accordingly concentrated at Wasta by :oad, raIl and 
water with a view to this special operatIOn. 

Although disorder was in general confined to the 
large towns and agricultural areas, General Bul~ 
had to consider the danger of a fanatical outbrea 
among the Bedouins' and to watch their mo~ements 

, R I Ai Force he placed bombing squadrons of the oya r 
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at the strategic centres, Ismailia, Amiriya (S. W. of 
Alexandria), Cairo and Wasta. 

To carry out this far-reaching plan it was evident 
that large numbers of troops would be required. The 
men were there, but many had handed in their arms 
and equipment and were scattered in the demobilisa
tion centres. 

Mounted troops were especially needed for the 
projected operations, but it was not so easy to bring 
men and horses together. In units, which had begun 
to demobilise, horses might be in one camp, men in a 
second, and saddlery in a third. Even when units had 
~een re-as~embled and equipped, broken railway 
hnes necessitated considerable marches to bring them 
to where they were required. Time was clearly needed 
~o get the plan into full operation, its length depend
mg on the progress made with the re-establishment of 
communications. 

The check in the arrangements for demobilisation 
must have come as a heavy blow to troops anxious to 
get home; and it would not have been surprising if 
they had shown temper in dealing with the people 
who were the cause of the delay. The war-time soldier 
however, accepted the situation with all the philo~ 
sophy ~nd good ~emper which on~ has learnt to expect 
from Ius profeSSIOnal prototype. rhe Egyptians were 
no~ made to suffer and orders were loyally carried out. 
It IS true that a proposal to increase the number of 
~ountc.d troops, by turning heavy artillery-men into 
l1nprovlsed cavalry, had to be abandoned; the men 
tllough quite willing to be employed so long as the; 
walked, protestmg that they had not learnt to ride, 
and expressing unwillingness to face a new risk for 
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which they had not been trained. This, however, was 
a minor incident, and an objection sufficiently under
standable to be received with some sympathy and 
amusement. 

While waiting for his arrangements to take shape, 
General Bulfin attempted to persuade the Egyptian 
ex-Ministers and leaders of the Nationalists to use 
their influence to calm the people. In this he had little 
or no success, for although the leaders had begun to 
realise the harm they had done, and the extent of the 
risks to which they had exposed many innocent 
people, yet they had not the moral coura~e to alter 
their attitude materially. Even a proclamatIOn which 
they drafted, and proposed should be dropped by 
aeroplane in towns and villages, was more in the 
nature of propaganda than a sincere appeal for the 
restoration of order. 

The preliminary measures which h~d been taken to 
ensure the security of threatened pomts worked out 
according to plan. 

The small detachment of Punjabis in the Fayum 
inflicted a severe defeat on the rebels; Brigadier
General Huddleston's river column gave timely assist
ance at Assiut, where on the 27th March he also got 
in touch with troops sent north from t?C Sudan; 
communications from Cairo, to Alexandna and the 
Canal zone, were made safe and Cairo itself soon 
regained its normal condition. . . . 

There remained still the final ta~k of re-cstabhshJllg 
civil government throughout the count.ry and .of 
making such a display of force as would bnng convlc
lion that conflict with the Government was hopeless. 
Pending the return of Lord Allcnby on 25th March, 
General Bulfin had elaborated his scheme for effcct-
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ing this. and Lord AlIenby approved it on his alTivaL 
The plan provided for the subdivision of the country 
into seven areas, each under the command of a general 
officer who would be given sufficient troops to bring 
to punishment those concerned in the disorders and to 
re-establish civil control. 

In the case of Lower Egypt columns of troops were 
sent [0 the larger towns. Using these as bases, small 
mobile detachments, accompanied by a political 
officer and a party of police, were pushed out to make 
tours lasting three or four days. Their orders were to 
show themselves over as large an area as possible' 
visiting villages, interviewing their Omdahs, and 
holdlllg summary courts; all arrests being carried out 
by the police. The troops lived as far as possible on 
the country and their passage was marked by the re
establishment of civil authority. 

In the case of Cairo, Alexandria and the Canal 
t?wns, measures taken were more definitely protec
tive. In the two former the maintenance of order was 
entrusted to the police, reinforced by military parties 
m reserve at the poli~e stations and finding pickets 
on some of the pnncIpal routes. Outside the towns 
troops ,,;'ere stationed at vital points and in villages 
where disturbances had occurred, constant patrolling 
was mallltamed. 
. In the towns on the Canal military protection was 

gIVen to the European quarters and to the various 
points of primary importance, such as dock en
trances, water-works and electl·ic light and power 
statIons. 

The Fayum, and the country between Wasta and 
Cairo, were treated in much the same manner as 
Lower Egypt; though, owing to the nature of the 
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communications, bases for operations were succes
sively, instead of simultaneously, occupied. 

On 5th April the operation of clearing up along 
the line of the Southern Railway commenced. Major
General Sir J. Shea, with a strong mobile column 
consisting of a regiment of cavalry, a brigade of 
infantry and other attached units, moved south from 
Wasta and reached Assiut on the I !th, arresting and 
trying rebels and re-establishing civil government as 
he went. 

In less than a month from the commencement of 
the outbreak it may be said that order had been 
completely restored throughout Egypt, and civil 
government was again able to exercise its functions. 

With the exccption of those cases in which a 
definite attack which had to be repelled was made, 
there was little loss of life. No steps in the nature of 
vindictive or oppressive punitive measures were 
taken, and the troops showed admirable restraint. 
Their conduct furthered the clear-cut policy which 
was adopted of avoiding anything likely to leave a 
permanent feeling of bitterness among the people. 
Firm rapid action and the presence of an adequate 
number of troops had made these results possible. 

The troubles that were still to come in Egypt arose 
from political vacillation and were brought about by 
the Nationalist Party and their following am~ng t~e 
youth of the country, who came under NatJonaiJst 
influence in educational establishments, rather than 
by the mass of the people. 

This chapter has shown a war-time arn;y suddenly 
diverted to police duties. Yet the prll1clples which 
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guide our normal peace-time army, when it is called 
on to re-establish order, held good in almost every 
respect, 

Although martial law was still in force, there was no 
high-handed action or quick resort to shooting, which 
might have been expected from troops accustomed 
to the battle-field and still carrying ammunition as 
normal procedure. Under the conditions existing 
there was a real danger of troops resorting to un
authorised reprisals, as soldiers had been murdered, 
and it was almost impossible to identify the murderers. 
Not only may reprisals lead to destruction of lives and 
property of the innocent; they are a highly infectious 
form of indiscipline and to avoid this calls for watch
fulness and tact in handling troops. In extreme cases 
it may be necessary to order something in the nature 
of reprisals, to avoid the danger of the men taking the 
law into their own hands, with consequent excesses. 
An incident which was currently believed, thouO'h its 
historical accuracy cannot be vouched for, m~y be 
quoted as an example of the extreme cases which may 
require handling. 

A soldier of a Dominion detachment was murdered , 
and. as there was no chance of bringing the guilty to 
Justice the other men were determined to take their 
revenge on the village inlplicated. Knowing that his 
men were set on obtaining satisfaction, tlle officer in 
charge accepted the responsibility of taking a course 
which, while in the nature of a compromise, avoided 
the danger of serious excesses. His action took the 
form of rounding up the village and administering a 
fioggmg to all Its male lllhabitants of a respon
sible age. 

Rough justice of this sort may have occasionally 
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been used, but, on the whole, such cases, even if they 
occurred, were exceptional and the principles of 
avoiding unnecessary use of force and of all action 
likely to cause permanent bitterness were carefully 
observed. In dealings with the people the fullest use 
was made of civil authorities and of the police; and the 
aim of restoring civil control as quickly as possible, 
and as opportunities offered, was adhered to. 

When our Army is at its peace strength and wide
spread disorder occurs, it is generally impossible to 
make a sufficient number of troops available to deal 
with all areas affected simultaneously. Consequently, 
areas must be treated successively and there is always 
a danger of fresh outbreaks as troops are withdrawn, 
or in areas not yet taken in hand. This necessitates the 
retention of a strong reserve which further reduces 
the force actively employed in restoring order. The 
fact that General Bulfin was not short of men enabled 
him to take simultaneous action all over the country 
and also to dispense with a strong central reserve; 
though no doubt in each area the responsible com
mander saw to it that he had an adequate local reserve. 

Except in so far as he was able, throug? the strength 
of his force, to operate simultaneously m the varIOUS 
areas into which he had divided the country, General 
Bulfin's plans followed normal lines. Security first, 
followed by firm and rapid counter action. 

The Army, especially officers of the Staff and 
Departmental services, may well take note of the 
extent to which war-time grievances were ~'espon
sible for the extent of disaffection which clUsted m 
Egypt. Officer~ in charge of labour, and other units of 
a similar nature, working with the Army sho~ld 
rcalise that they are no less responsible for lookmg 
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after the interests of their men than for getting work 
out of them; to the same extent, in fact, as officers of 
comhatant units. Where it was possible to find officers 
with a knowledge of and sympathy for Egyptians 
emplo)ed. work was hetter done, and generally some 
way of aroiding, or making amends for, breaches of 
promi~es could be found. 

CHAPTER V 

THE MOPLAH REBELLION, 1921 

THE telegraphic correspondence dealing with the 
Moplah rising was published for the information of 
Parliament. The first telegram in the series runs: 

From Viceroy, 22nd August 1921 

"Following from Madras has been received: 
"District Magistrate at Malabar, in making arrests 

under Moplah Outrages Act of dangerous leaders, 
was assisted by troops and police, who have been 
heavily attacked at Tirurangadi by armed bodies of 
Moplahs, Up to the present reported casualties are: 
An officer of the Leinster Regt., and an assistant 
Superintendent of the Police and two constables 
missing. Post offices at Parapandi and Tanur attacked 
and looted, also railway stations at Parapandi and 
Kadalundi. Arrangements to send reinforcements 
made with General Officer Commanding. Apparently 
detach~ent .of Leinster Re~. at Malapuram are on 
defenSive with commumcatlOns cut, also troops and 
police at Tirurangadi." 

The next telegram, two days later, gives further 
communications from Madras announcing the safe 
withdrawal of the Tirurangadi detachment to Calicut; 
interruption of telegraphic, railway and road com
munications; a critical position at Cali cut; steps taken 
to secure naval and military assistance; and that the 
District Magistrate in Malabar haJ reported that 
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"situation is beyond civil control and asks that the 
military should therefore now take charge". The 
Madras Government states that, "the reports received 
satisfy us that there is a state of open rebellion, and 
that in the Ponnani, Walluvanad and Ernad taluks 
Martial Law should be established. We consider the 
conditions now correspond to the state of affairs 
described in Martial Law Manual and that regular 
measures should be taken as contemplated in that 
Manual. We accordingly suggest that Governor
General introduces Martial Law by ordinance." 

These telegrams give a pretty good idea of the 
circumstances in which the military authorities find 
the "baby" suddenly passed to them. 

Let us examine the nature of the "baby"; in this 
case a distinctly obstreperous child. 

Malabar is a district on the coast of the Madras 
Presidency lying between the western slopes of the 
Mysore plateau and Nilgiri Hills and the sea, well off 
the track of the average soldier serving in India. 
Along the coast there is a narrow strip of sandy plain, 
but inland the country rises to the east in successive 
steps of low hills, interspersed with paddy fiats 
fringed with coconut gardens, till the spurs and deep 
ravines of the main escarpment are reached on the 
eastern borders of the district. Here the jungle and 
forests become dense and the country difficult; in most 
parts uninhabited. The rainfall is very heavy as the 
mountains, which average 5000 feet on the eastern 
boundary and rise in places to over 8000 feet, catch 
the South-West Monsoon. 

In general, then, the physical conditions made it, an 
exceedingly difficult arena in which to wage guernlla 

G 
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warfare, providing ample cover and numerous places 
of refuge for rebel bands. The climate, very hot and 
stuffy, was at its worst when the rebellion broke out, 
and heavy rains, amounting at times to ten inches a 
day, added to the difficulties and discomforts of the 
Government troops. Being a backward area, roads 
were for the most part little more than country tracks 
adapted only to the normal requirements of the 
people, with a consequence that bridges could not be 
relied on to bear even light lorries, much less armoured 
cars, a factor which gave rise to many difficulties in 
planning surprise movements, and necessitated careful 
reconnaissance or very reliable in tell igence concern
ing routes to be followed. 

The Malabar district is divided into nine taluks, of 
which Ernad and Wallavanad in Southern Malabar , 
to the east and south-east of the port of Calicut, chiefly, 
concern us. These two taluks have always been seats 
of Moplah disturbance. Ernad especially, to the cast 
of Calicut, is a hot-bed of fanaticism; more than half 
its population are Moplahs and the country is wild, 
difficult, and towards its eastern limits practically 
unsurveyed and uninhabited. 

Out of a population of a little over three million in 
the district, nearly one million are l\Iahomedans; and 
these arc practically all "Mapillas" or l\loplahs, a 
people which owes its origin to A rab traders ,md 
sailors taking to themselves women uf the COlUltn-, 
presumably on a temporary basis ill most cases, as the 
~lal~lc "l\'Iapilla", signifying "mother's SOil", seems to 
mdlcate. Malabar has an anci~nt and important com. 
11Ien;ia~ c~JI1ncctjon with l\Iesopotamia and uther 
c~\Ultnes 111 the west, lar~el)' based on its production 
of pepper; a commodity which has always commanded 
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a high price in proportion to its bulk, and therefore 
attracted Arab traders distinguished for their adven
turous seamenship. Naturally the native potentates 
did all in their power to encourage these traders, and, 
as a permanent community came into existence, low
caste Hindus saw in conversion to Mahomedanism 
an escape from caste restrictions. Converts were 
welcomed and the new community increased rapidly, 
partly through this cause and partly due to thc virility 
of the Arab stock. Owing to their origin the Moplahs 
are of varying racial type; near the coasts signs of 
Arab ancestry are more apparent, whereas inland 
many appear to be of nearly pure Indian descent. 
All, however, both in their manner of dress and 
characteristics, are easily distinguishable from tllc 
llindu population. 

The l\Ioplahs arc described to bc as a rule frugal, 
industrious and enterprising. They excel the ordinary 
Ilindu ill hem" manual labour and hecome effici,·nt 
in crafts rCl\llir'iJl~ both strength and skill. They Wk.,' 
r 'adily to trude and mORt of the trade o~ ~lalohar IR 
conuucted by them. Still, Ule great majority of the 
l\[,Jplahs arc poor. In the interior of the country th('y 
:In! cultlvators either working on the lstat~·, of large 
landnwnnR, or on knseholds, where they do m~r<'h 
plolll;ning worl;, bringing more land Hnder cultiva
tion f rOIll thc jungle. A~, ho\\ e\er, the' Cll~toltl. of 
mhurtanc(' pro\·iclc for dr. tributinn of prop' rl ' to all 
members of tlJl' family, jT}\'ariahly large, accumulated 
wealth is 600n Ji persed. . 

The SVMclll of land tcnure in Malahar I :.1 II u~
fJyourahle to the :'vJoplahs acquiring. b~IJ ,,/ theIr 
own and" ith it the .. nse I,f r pon II1IillY "llIeil ,I 
ddinite take III the country lmllb'\!' AIllanJ ill • lala-
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.Ir' up po d to bdon~ to the chid landlords called 
1<01011 ,~ho all' as.1 nile Nambudiri Brahmins. In 
their . ,e n strict law of primogeniture holds; the 
cldt t son ovlv may contmct a legal marriage, so 
propert; passes from father to eldest son and tends 
continually to g-row. as it is the trauitional custom for 
the l\ambudiris to buy land when pogsiblc but never 
to sell it. 

The Kambudiris let out their land on twelve-year 
leases called Kanams. The tenant (Kanamdar) has a 
ri"ht to compensation for improvement if his lease is 
not rt'newed: but on the other hand his rent may be 
raise,1 at each renewal. Leases are generally renewed 
and a refusal to renew is bittedy resented. 

The Jemmies are easy-going landlords as a whole, 
but the uncertainty of conditions makes for agrarian 
discontent among the Moplahs and throughout those 
Hindu castes which provide the tenantry. 

The i\Ioplahs are not only a poor people but are 
educationally backward to an extent exceptional even 
m India. Such education as they have is mostly 
religious, and the schools attached to mosques are 
c~ntcnt to teach the children to repeat passages of the 
1"oran by heart. Attempts to interest the Moplahs in 
secular education have had little success owing to the 
refusal of the Moplahs to attend the same schools as 
the Hindus, and the inability of their own religious 
teachers to give even elementary secular instruction. 

Poyerty and the contrast between the wealth and 
ea,y life of the J emmies and the uncertain tenure of 
the Kanamdars' holdings, prepare the ground for 
unt:est; hut it is the religious fanaticism of the Moplahs 
which has ~ade them notoriously a turbulent people. 
Smce Bntlsh rule was established there have been 
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thirty-five scrious Moplah outbreaks, and two special 
Acts are in force designed to provide for disarming 
and levying fines on Moplah villages when outrages 
occur. 

Their extreme fanaticism has also imposed a bar to 
the enlistment of Moplahs in considerable numbers 
for the Army, though their courage and physical 
efficiency would otherwise make them good fighting 
material. The pressing necessities of the war led, 
however, to the relaxation of the bar, and demobilised 
men who had acquired some military training added 
to the formidable character of the people. 

The political conditions in 1921 all tended to pro
duce a Moplah outbreak of a novel and widespread 
character. Previous outbreaks had generally been 
spasmodic and local, arising spontaneously over some 
religious dispute, usually through the desire of a 
recent convert to revert to Hinduism. Outrages of 
communal origin awoke fanaticism which turned 
every non-Moslem into an enemy to be destroyed; 
but such disturbances did not imply an attempt to 
upset Government. 

In 1921 things were different. The Moplahs, as 
devoted members of the Sunni sect of Moslerrusm, 
listened to the propaganda of the Khilafat movement, 
then in close alliance with the Congress SwaraJ and 
non-co-operation agitation. The doctrines preached 
were: (I) that the Hindus and Mahomedans should 
unite to paralyse the" Satanic" Government of India 
and thus achieve Swaraj; (2) that the Government of 
India was the enemy of Islam; (3) that nevel~heless 
both Hindus and Mahomedans should exercise the 
virtue of non-violence in striving for their ideals. 

These doctrines were eagerly accepted by all but 
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the most sober-minded and enlightened of the re
ligious leaders and teachers of the Moplahs. A few 
held that rebellion against constituted authority was 
contrary to religion; but on the other hand to the 
more extrcme leaders and to the people themselves 
the doctrine of non-violence was an insignificant and 
hardly understood part of the programme. 

At conferences held in April 1920 in Ernad, and in 
WaIIavanad in April 192r, inflammatory speeches 
were made and resolutions passed in support of the 
Khilafat in spite of the opposition of a small minority. 
Some of the principal agitators in the movement were 
not allowed to enter Malabar, but their meetings in 
other districts in Madras had been marked by 
speeches of great violence and had been attended by 
not a few Moplahs. 
T~e doctrines sprea~, arousing fanaticism and 

holdrng out an expectatIOn of an early end of the 
"Satanic" Government and the approach of Swaraj. 
It bega~ to be apparent .that an outbreak could hardly 
be aVOIded; and that 1t would be to some extent 
organised was evident when, in June and July, bands 
of Volunteers wearing a sort of uniform and some
time~ with s,~'ords, were observed in various places. 
PartIes espeCially began to assemble at Tirurangadi 
~'here there ,:"as a mosque with a far-reaching reputa
tion for holiness, and special political associations 
with an outbreak which occurred in 1894. Incidents 
?ccurred in which armed crowds not only committed 
lllcgal acts but defied the police and prevented them 
from carrying out arrests. In each case it was evident 
that the mob was not only armed but was working on 
an organised plan. 

The District Magistrate therefore decided that 
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action must be taken against the leaders of the move
ment under the Moplah Outrages Act, and thus 
brought matters to a head. Obtaining a small rein
forcement for his police by calling on the detachment 
of the Leinster Regiment stationed in Malabar,' the 
magistrate planned a raid to arrest certain leaders 
believed to be assembled at Tirurangadi. The raid 
was carried out in the early hours of 20th August, and 
although as a surprise it succeeded, only three wanted 
men were found. Search of the town was continued 
till 10 A.M. when the main body was withdrawn to the 
collector's Court House with a view to visiting another 
village later in the day, some twenty-five police only 
being left to continue the search. Up to this point the 
town had been quiet, and though it had been neces
sary to enter mosques, often used by Moplahs as 
hiding-places, the search was carried out with due 
regard to religious susceptibilities; only policemen, 
themselves Moplahs, entered the building after re
moving their shoes. Reports were subsequently spread 
by agitators that mosques had been violated; but this 
was clearly propaganda, and the search of the mosques, 
quite legitimate if properly carried out, was in r:o 
way the cause of the rioting which followed later rn 
the day. . 

So far nothing abnormal had occurred, but a htde 
before noon news was received that a large crowd of 
Moplahs was approaching from the railway line (i.e. 
from the west), and the District Magistrate took a 
party of police supported by troops out to meet and 
disperse it, leaving a platoon of Leinsters to guard the 

1 This detachment nonnally consisted of one company ~t Calicut. 
dd d . . OW of tho but recently two extra platoons had been a e to lt LO VI 

prevailing unrest. 
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Court House. A cflllision between the police and the 
mob occurred. the police charging with fixed bayonets 
ns the crowd continued to advance when called on to 
(iJsp rse The police were met with sticks. and in self
defence unordered firing began. producing some 
casualties. This caused the crowd to yield a little and 
the police were able to push it back and effect some 
fort)' arrests. 

Returning with his prisoners about 3 P.M. the 
magistrate learnt that the police party in the town had 
been driven in and the party at the Court House had 
been attacked by a large mob coming from the east. 
This attack had been driven off by Lewis gun and 
rifle fire, but a police officer and a subaltern of the 
Leinsters had fallen into the hands of the rioters , 
apparently when attempting to parley with the mob 
to induce them to disperse, and a Royal Army Medical 
Corps officer had assumed corrunand. The mutilated 
bodies of the murdered officers were shortly afterwards 
discovered close to the camp. 

It was evident that the little column could make no 
further movement that day and it took defensive 
measur.es for the night, as large crowds were reported 
to be 111 the to~n. The night passed quietly but 
reports were received at 7 P.M. that stations on the 
railway had been sacked and the line cut. The country 
was evidently "up" and the magistrate handed over 
~he siruation to the officer commanding the troops, as 
It .h~d passed beyond civil control. How to get the 
rmdmg detachment back safely to Calicut was the 
immediateyroblem, as it was threatened by attack of 
overpowermg numbers and was without communica
tions and near the end of its rations. Speedy return, 
moreover, was necessary, as the protection of Calicut 
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had become a matter of anxiety; the police and 
volunteer detachments which formed its sole protec
tion, in the absence of the column, were quite in
adequate to deal with a mob invading it from the 
country round. 

In view of these considerations the column started 
on its return march the following morning, the 21st, 
making west towards the railway line, and during the 
first three miles it had to beat off attacks delivered 
from all sides. On arrival at the railway, the line was 
found to be cut in various places, evidently with a 
view to isolating the column, which had in conse
quence to continue to march towards Calicut. Ferokh, 
on the Beypore River, some six miles south of Calicut, 
was reached at 8 P.M., and there a train was waiting, 
but owing to the necessity of repairing damage to the 
line the party did not get to Calicut till midnight. Its 
arrival probably saved Calicut from being looted, but 
the force there was still too small for anytIling beyond 
local protection. Pending the arrival of reinforcements, 
nothing could be done to bring assistance to European 
planters or the Hindu population, who, throughout 
the country, were in imminent danger from the 
fanaticism of the Moplahs. Moreover, a platoon of 
the Leinsters and some police were complete! y 
isolated at Malapuram, a town some twelve miles east 
of Tirurangadi, where they were in charg~ of Govern
ment offices and also the sole protectIOn of some 
European families. The arrival of reinforcements w~s 
bound to be delayed as the railway line was cut m 
many places as far a~ Shoranur, fifty miles south of 
Calicut, bridges broken and roads blocked. 

This then was how the situation indicated by the 
telegrams quoted at the opening of this chapter arose. 
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The military authority directly responsible for taking 
o\'('~r control and restoring order was Major-General 
Sir J. Burnett-Stuart, the G.O.C. Madras District 

. . ' WIth headquarters at Wellmgton. 
General Burnett-Stuart had under his command: 

I British cavalry regiment, I brigade of Field Artillery, 
2 British and 7 Indian battalions (including I battalion 
of Pioneers), and I Company Madras Sappers and 
Miners. 

A small proportion only of these units could be 
mad~ available. Reorgarusation of the Indian Army 
was m progress, and in many directions the after 
effects of the war were still felt. The Indian bat
talions were all either in process of de mobilisation, 
on furlough after return from overseas, or reorganising 
as training battalions; moreover, in the prevailing 
unrest, other parts of the Madras district could not 
be entirely denuded of troops. Obviously, too, there 
could be little scope for the employment of either 
cavalry or artillery under the conditions likely 
to be encountered. The area to be dealt with in 
Malabar was not large and the inhabitants were not 
provided with fireanns, so it was fair to assume that 
norma] measures would suffice. In any case, the in
terruptIOns of railway communications prohibited the 
employment at first of large forces. On all counts, 
therefore, it was neither practicable nor obviously 
desirable to employ larger numbers than were actually 
despatched to restore the situation. 

The G.O.C. received the call for assistance on the 
21st, and at once ordered the 2nd Bn. Dorset Regi
ment, followed by a squadron of the Queen's Bays' 
and a section of artillery, to move to Podanur where 

J. This squadron was not actuaUy made use of. 
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the force concentrated on 23rd, under the command of 
Colonel Humphreys, Leinster Regiment. Podanur was 
selected as a base in the first instance, as it was neces
sary to repair the railway line before a further advance 
or active operations could be undertaken. As, how
ever, a patrol train, sent out from Podanur on the 
22nd found the line clear as far as Shoranur, troop 
train~ were pushed on to that point on the 23rd, 
dropping a few detachments fo~ protection of dan?er
ous points on the way. Reassurmg news was received 
as regards the situation !It Calicut, an? the most urgent 
task was to relieve the detachment Isolated at Mala
puram. It was hoped to get the railway line enough 
in order to start a column for this purpose on 24th, 
but owing to damaged bridges it was the 25th before 
troops left Kuttippuram. . . 

Meanwhile the detachment at Cahcut was active. 
Working southwards, progress was made wi~h the 
repair of the railway, and a column was orgalllsed to 
attempt the relief of Malapuram from the north. The 
arrival of H .M.S. Comus on the 25th and a march of 
90 naval ratings through the streets, m~de the local 
situation sufIiciently secure to enable thiS column to 
start the same day. On the 26th it met wi.th determmed 
resistance, and after a regular battle lastmg five l~our~, 
in which the rebels suffered some 400 casualties, It 
succeeded in relieving Malapuram and in joining 
hands with the Kuttippuram column that day. 

This early resumption of offensive action by the 
small and isolated detachment at Calicut is worthy of 
note and reflects great credit on the commander, 

R · t To the Captain McEnroy of the Leinster egJmen. 
local civil authority it seemed that the town was so 
directly threatened and the force available so weak 
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that a defensive attitude was still necessary. Captain 
l\IcEnr~y, however, accepted responsibility, not only 
for leanng the t~wn somewhat weakly guarded, but 
also for wldertakmg to force his way with about 100 

men for a distance of thirty miles through a difficult 
countr~ swarming with fanatical rebels. He correctly 
appreciated the danger of inaction, which would not 
only ha\'e given the rebels encouragement but entailed 
the risk of exposing .the little party at Malapuram to 
attack by overwhelming numbers. His advance natur
ally djyerted the attention of the rebels from that 
objective and established a sense of the moral superi
onty of Government which a defensive attitude would 
have shaken. 

The relief of Malapuram may be said to mark the 
end of the first defensive stage of the operations. 
Planters and other Europeans whose lives had been in 
danger had either been murdered, or made good their 
escape, some of them with the greatest difficulty. 
There was plenty of mischief still for the Moplahs 
to .do.' by destroying Government property, such as 
bU1l~mgs: telegr.aph lin~s. and bridges, and even more, 
by. dlrectlllg their fanatiCism against the Hindu popu
latIOn. This action opened the eyes of some of 
the :ongress .leaders to the dangers of Swaraj, and 
shm\ ed a possIble result of their agitation which they 
~ad o~erlooked; so much so, that the agitators found 
It a.dvlsable to insinuate that the rising had been 
engmeered by the Indian Government in order to 
mtroduce discord into Congress Khilafat alliance. 
The Hmdu population had to suffer heavily; many 
were murdered and much property looted or de-

, " str~yed. People escaped from their houses leaving 
t?elr crops neglected or at the mercy of the rebels. . 
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E en worse the Moplahs had embarked on a definite 
Vmpaign of forcible conversion, the effect of which 
~ . f h ould not terminate with the suppressIOn 0 t e 
~:bellion. Readmission to Hinduism entailed m~y 

enalties and readmission into the castes to which 
fhe victi~s belonged was still more .difficult. More-
ver the Hindu who, after converSIOn, reverted to 
~induism stood in daily terror of his life. To the 
Mahomedan he became an apostate whom it was a 
sacred duty to kill. . 

Clearly a strong and rapid cour:ter-offenslve to sup
press the rebellion and re-establish order was neces
sary. The rebels had ~eclared tha~ Swarai had bee?" 
established, and proclaImed one Ali Musaliar, as Rap 
of the Ernad and Wallavanad Khilafat Kingdoms. 

On the 27th, although the railway line had not yet 
been restored throughout and he was force~ to walk 
some miles, Colonel Humphreys succeeded III reach
ing Calicut, and proceeded to organise the openmg 
moves of the next phase of the operatIOns. 

Ali Musaliar had established his headquarter~ at 
Tirurangadi and his early capture was the obvIOUS 
objective. Columns from Malapuram ?n the east and 
Tirur on the south converged on Tlrurangadl, and 
in the early morning of the 30th joined hands at 
the town where the rebels took refuge U1 the 
mosque. . d 

On account of its holiness it was not consldere 
advisable to attack the mosque, but it was surrounded 
and blockaded. The Moplahs sniped the troops from 
the mosque during the day, and at night a small party 

d kill ' one man of made a sortie, rushing a post an mg 
the Dorsets. Their position was, however, hopel~~p,~> 
and next day, induced by an inspector of police, ,,,,~, 
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self a J\loplah, the whole party, including Ali Musaliar, 
surrendered. 

This highly successful operation broke ilie centre 
of the rebellion, but in doing so eliminated tile chief 
military objective. The Moplahs became henceforth 
roving .bands of marauders of varying and ever
fluctuating size. Conditions of O'uerrilla warfare set 
in, which, at all times when the e~emy is determined 
take long to bring to an end. In this case there was n~ 
doubt about. the. determination of the Moplahs, 
although their object was rather to prove the impo
tence of Government than to harass its forces, with 
whom they endeavoured to avoid collision' and in 
thi~ the characteristics of the terrain gave th~m every 
assistance. Fortunately for ilie troops, so far as it was 
a questIOn of casualties, ilie Moplahs had few fire
arms-. o?ly those weapons looted from European or 
J emmles houses~ for the most part they carried 
swords or war knives only.-That the capture of Ali 
1\1 usaliar by no means meant tile end of the rebellion 
wa~ f~lIy realised, but perhaps there was some over
optimism as to the number of troops required to 
~omplete tile task. There had been a proposal to re
mforce the Madras contingent with two additional 
battalions but this was for the moment dropped 

This decision should, however, not be ascribed 
solely ~o over-optimism; it was arguable that an over
powe~mg number of troops might merely drive the 
re~elhon ~nderground, and in the absence of a definite 
obJectIve, It ~vas n?t clear what troops should do if the 
rebels remamed mactive. Large numbers of troops 
could not permanently be kept in ilie district, and on 
tIlelr Withdrawal outbreaks would probably 'f h .. f recur I 
t e spmt 0 the rebellion were not effectively broken. 
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In the absence of definite objectives there remai~ed 
the alternative of "trailing a coat", i.e. of employmg 
parties of troops strong enough to hold their own but 
mall enough to tempt the rebels to offer oppOSItion. 
~o induce an enemy to show fight in order to inflict 
on him serious losses has been a well-estabhshed 
gambit in India frontier warfare. . 

How far the gambit either conSCIOusly or. sub
consciously influenced the decision of the mlhtary 
authorities in this case I do not know, but It IS a pomt 
of view which requires consideration. The Moplahs, 
however, showed little disposition to engage Govern
ment troops seriously, and preferred to confi~e their 
activities to sabotage and outrages directed agamst the 
Hindu population. . 

In order to grasp more clearly the reasons which led 
to an unexpected prolongation of subsequent opera
tions it may be well to consider some of the character
istics of guerrilla warfare. Guerrilla warfare seldom 
starts fully organised as such; it results from. the con
viction generally after defeat, that combat m sta~d
u p co~flicts is no longer possible. In the opelll.ng 

. f h ered by exceSSive phases guernllas are 0 ten amp 
numb~rs which cannot easily evade regular trooPd and many of the men are not wholeheartedly dlsPdosffje 

. f ply are I 1-to continue the contest. QuestIOns 0 sup . . 
. . I fi . f the bUSiness m cult· leaders wlili a specw air or d' . 

. . d t f ons an It IS hand have not yet estabhshe repu a I, d 
not yet known who among those not actively enghagcd ' 

, h The met a s, can be trusted not to betray t e cause. 
I . t f the regular troops 

limitations and vulnerab e pom s 0 hn' 
. f t the whole tec Ique have not yet been learnt; m ac, d 

of guerrilla warfare has still to be dev~lope . shave 
It is in this early phase that the regu ar trOOp 
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an opportunity of forcing a decision, but tardiness in 
proyiding sufficient numbers and hesitation in apply
ing martial law may lead to the loss of the opportunity. 
To acrue\"e rapid success, operations must be relent
lessly carried out, great activity shown, and the 
military authority must have powers to deal with non
combatants abetting the guerrillas. Equally important 
is it that rebels, especially rebel leaders, should be 
~ed and. sentenced .by summary courts, preferably 
nuhtary, III order to Illtensify the shock produced by 
capture. Delays entailed by trials under normal civil 
procedure deaden the shock, and belated punishments 
have little moral effect. In reviewing the Moplah 
rebelli?n after th~ .event it was generally admitted by 
both cml and m1litary authorities that if the case of 
Ali Musaliar had been disposed of in a few days 
instead of, as actually happened, after months of 
delay, much of the subsequent trouble would have 
been avoided. 

Numbers are required to make the pressure exer
cised s~fficiently widespread to increase the difficulty 
of evaSlOn. Over-optimism at this stage is common as 
surrenders in considerable numbers are likely' to 
occ~, and ~e natmal proneness of regular troops to 
desp1se. the1r guernlla enemies leads to neglect of 
precautlOns. If, however, the guerrillas do not throw 
u~ the sponge, there will probably be a recrudescence 
of trouble marking a new phase. The fighters will 
have shed their faint-hearted brethren become more 
mobile and made .good many of their 'original weak
nesses; III fact, W111 have acquired the technique of 
guerrilla warfare. 

This second phase, if there has been over-confid
ence on the part of the regular troops, is liable to be 
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introduced by regrettable incidents, which on one 
hand give fresh heart to the rebels and on the other 
necessitate belated reinforcement of the Government 
forces and the tightening-up of repressive measures. 

In the final phase we find the guerrilla bands 
steadily decreasing in strength, but composed of 
desperate men. Evasion is easier and mobility is 
increased. The task of the regular troops is increas
ingly difficult even if the danger of serious regrettable 
incidents has gone. It is not unusual at this stage for 
public opinion to show impatience, which does not 
make the lot of the soldier any easier. The use of a 
large and expensive steam-hammer to crush a very 
small stone is taken as a sign of inefficiency. A few 
determined guerrillas have occasionally won surpris
ing concessions from a Government anxious under the 
circumstances to end the struggle rather than to lose 
face by continuing it with such unequal expenditure 
of effort. 

The moral to be drawn is that neither the troops 
nor the Government should ever, from over-optimism, 
relax their efforts in the first phase when the going is 
good. It is a safe rule that, so long as guerrilla forces 
remain in being, they are never more dangerous than 
when a lull in operations enables them to mature 
plans for effecting surprise. . . 

In the case of the MopJah rebellion the ID1htary 
authorities may have at first underestimated the force 
required but the Government of India must take a 

, 'b'I' 't ti d the considerable share of the respons1 11ty as 1 e 
. . . t'o s on the hands of the troops by 1mposlllg restnc 1 n 

full exercise of martial law. . il 
When the rebellion first broke out, and the C1V 

authorities handed over control to the military, the 
Jl 
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GVyt'mnlC'nt at once considered the question of pro
c1aimmg martial law in the area affected. A proposal 
that the de /atlo state of martial law which had come 
into being should be allowed to continue was rejected 
and it was decided that, in order to regularise the 
position and to indenmify military and civil authori
ties, martial law must be proclaimed. But the Govern
ment of India had only recently had to face the 
controversy and political propaganda inspired by 
the Amritsar incident and it was unwillin<T to take 

b 

the responsibility of entrusting full martial law powers 
to soldiers. Not that it distrusted the soldiers, but it 
feared there might be a political outcry. 

The martial law ordinance which was published, in 
consequence, contained certain provisos to the effect 
that summary courts should be conducted by civilians, 
that prisoners might be represented by counsel and 
hav~ ~ights of appeal. In fact, the normal procedure 
of CIVIl courts was to be followed as far as possible, 
supplemented by extra civil courts for the trial of 
offenc~s. against mar?al law orders. The military 
authontIes were permItted to issue martial law orders, 
but not to go beyond making arrests for their breach. 
Their powers stopped short of punishment. These 
provisos were to have far-reaching effect, as they 
~am~ered the steps taken by the military to obtain 
mtelligence, to prevent spying, and in other directions. 
They. also tend~d to reduce the moral effect produced 
by.mIlitary action: on the part of the population not 
actIvely en~aged In the struggle. It was quite im
pOSSIble, WIth the shortage of civil personnel avail
able and for other reasons, to provide mobile courts 
to accompany ~olumns. In consequence all prisoners, 
suspects and WItnesses had to be sent back to centres 
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where courts were sitting, and punishments, if in
flicted, came long after they would produce the moral 
effect required. Experience and the course of events 
led to the withdrawal of these provisos at a later stage. 

To return now to the narrative, which has been 
interrupted and to some extent anticipated. 

For some days after the capture of Ali Musaliar no 
considerable bands of rebels were met with, and 
columns of troops, moving about the country, were 
able to effect a number of arrests. Good progress was 
made with repairs to the railway and arrangements 
were made for its protection, extra troops being 
brought into the area for the purpose.. . . 

It was evident, however, that the spmt of rebellion 
was unbroken as, after the passage of columns, roads 
and bridges which had been repaired were again 
damaged and outrages of various sorts .continu~d. to 
occur, although in general the rebels aVOIded colliSIOn 
with the troops. 

By 12th September it was known that there were 
fifteen bands of rebels at large, estimated in all to 
number about 3000 men, in an area lying some thi~ty 
miles east and south-east of Calicut, and a defi111te 
recrudescence of rebel activity became marked. To 
deal with this situation, small columns, chiefly formed 
from the Dorset Regiment and police, operated from 
various centres. The troops in the district at thIS time 
consisted of I section Royal Field Artillery, 2nd B~. 
Dorset Regiment 1~ companies the Leinster ~egl-

, .. . h Ie at 
ment, and a company of 64th PIOneers, ~v 1 

Cannanore the 83rd Light Infantry (IndJan) was
f . . f h rthem portIOn 0 available for the protection 0 t e no d 

k . ally threatene . 
Malabar where outbrea s occaSIOn , . d b the 
Extra detachments were provided as reqUIre Y 
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64th Pioneers and the Suffolk Regiment, the latter 
carrying out the relief of the Leinsters, due for a 
normal change of station. 

Attempts to ambush the mobile columns now 
became frequent, but the rebels achieved no consider
able success and the columns collected a certain 
number of prisoners and inflicted casualties. No 
shortage of troops was felt and difficulty was chiefly 
experienced in obtaining accurate information of the 
designs and movements of the enemy. 

This state of affairs continued for about a month 
and the Madras Government, realising that little 
progress was being made-in fact, the activity and 
efficiency of the rebels was increasing-appealed to 
the Government of India for a stiffening-up of the 
measures to be taken for the suppression of the re
bellion. The following extract from a telegram, dated 
lIth October, from India to the Home Government 
is illuminating: 

"Throughout the interior of Walla van ad and Ernad 
taluks, so the Madras Government state active war 
against the British Government is openly being 
waged by a number of armed bodies of Moplahs. 
They estimate that these bodies include from 8000 to 
10,000 fI!e~ whose policy is to avoid open encounter 
and to be m ambush and snipe at the troops. The 
M~dras Government also state that the Moplahs have 
spies everywhere, that their information is very much 
better concerning the movements of our troops than 
any information obtainable by our troops, and that 
they attack and plunder the houses of Hindus and 
maltreat the inmates as they will and are to a great 
exte~t masters o.f the country. More isolated cases of 
forcible conversIOn and looting by wandering bands 
alone occur outside this area, but the Moplah popula-
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tion is in an uncertain and sullen frame of mind. The 
Madras Government therefore urge as being abso
lutely necessary, systematic military measures with 
adequate forces, and, as an inevitable and necessary 
corollary to such measures, that means should be 
provided for the sp.ee?y trial and pu~shment of those 
found actively asslstmg men fightmg aga1I1St H.M. 
forces or those taken in arms against troops. The 
opinion of the chieflocal civil officers has bee~ e.Jicited 
and is to the effect that the absence of all provlSlon for 
speedy trial and punishment has materially fortified 
the rebels in their resolute defence. They further 
report that the policy which releg~tes to Calicut, with 
the possibility of further proceedmgs on appeal, the 
Moplahs caught spying or suspected of le~ding tr?ops 
into ambush is not understood by the ordmary Hmdu 
population, which consequently shrinks from re~d.er
ing any active assistance to the troops or authontles. 
The Madras Government urge that the p~oposed 
summary Courts Martial are only the appr?pnate and 
ordinary accompaniments of such operatIOns as are 
now being conducted in Malabar." 

The telegram goes on to state that additional 
troops had already been despatche~ to Malabar and 
that any further reinforcements reqUired would besent, 
that Madras had been recommended to strengthen 
the police force in order to occupy area~ cleared by 
the troops, and, most important, that It had been 
decided to issue a further martial law ordmanc~ :0 
meet the views of the Madras Government. 1 hiS 
ordinance would provide that trials f?r certain ~ate"
gories of offences, especially affectmg operations, 
"Will be by the military Commander, or by an ?fficcr 
not being below the rank of field officer who IS cro-

d . h" behalf by powered by the military Cornman er m t IS " 

writing". These were wise decisions but belated. I he 
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rebds had acquired confidence and had been given 
opportunities of perfecting their organisation. 

A general summary of the situation between 27th 
September and 21St October by the G.O.C. Madras 
District IS interesting. 

""The rebels change of tactics from open to guerrilla 
warfare has developed steadily and increasing signs of 
more efficient and intelligent handling are apparent. 
::'>lore people become implicated as rebellion con
tinues. New recruits are brought in by terrorisation 
and attraction of loot. Portions of Ponnani and Calicut 
and the whole of the Ernad and Walluvanad taluks 
are involved. Actiye rebellion is not adopted by every 
~Ioplah,. bu~ be~~ the ~ands ambushing, dacoity 
and lOOTIng IS participated ill by remainder as oppor
tunity offers. I':l the intervals they revert to peaceful 
life. In the mlittary sense the situation is not out of 
hand, but ten~ency will be for bulk of population to 
becom~ part-time, as opposed to whole-time rebels, 
for aCTIve bands to become smaller, more elusive and 
numerous and for dacoity to increase. Accordingly 
G.O:C. ask~d for max!mum number. of ~roops h~ 
conSiders will be :eqUired. . . . Thls wIll permit 
( I) Contilluous actl,ve opera~ions, (2) Rebels against 
whom these ope~atlOns are ill progress will be pre
vented from movillg to another place, (3) Repair and 
safety of bndges, roads and commumcations being 
secured, (4) Immediate action to be taken on local 
information." 

Reinforcements now began to arrive and were 
troops obviously selected as suitable to the nature of 
the country. By 16th October a Chin-Kachin battalion 
and the 2/8th Gurkhas had appeared, to be followed 
by I/39th Garhwalis and 2/9th Gurkhas. The Gurkhas 
were not long in displaying their characteristics. On 
21St October a detachment was attacked by some 100 
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Moplahs. The Gurkhas retaliated with kukris, killing 
45 and capturing some firearms and swords at a cost 
of three casualties. 

Reinforcements enabled operations to be more 
actively carried out, and a drive in which several 
columns co-operated was organised. The results of 
the" drive" were somewhat disappointing for reasons 
which will be given later, and it was decided to revert 
to the policy of individual operations from various 
centres, but in greater numbers and strength than had 
been possible before the arrival of more troops. 
Several sharp encounters resulted, among others, on 
27th October, a column composed of Dorsets, 
armoured cars and artillery surrounded a village a 
few miles west of Malapuram and, meeting deter
mined opposition in the village and surrounding 
jungle, inflicted 246 casualties on the rebels. 

These measures did not, however, by any means 
bring quick and decisive results; the rebellion was 
now too well organised and the temper of the rebels 
at white heat. Some surrenders took place, but on the 
other hand there were cases in which those that 
surrendered again took the field. The lot of tho.se who 
rendered assistance to, or were in sympathy With, the 
Government became increasingly hard. Still, the con
tinuous pressure was bound to have e~ect .in the 
long run. Many engagements took place 111 ~vhich th~ 
rebels lost heavily. The results of operatIons on h 
larger scale by degrees became apparent. By t e 
middle of November surrenders became more genmn~ 
and frequent and the attempts of the detenrune 

residue to hit back had no great success. 
On 13th November the Moplahs again were to find 

that Gurkhas are dangerous to meddle with. A post 
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held by a company of 2,8th Gurkhas was surprised 
and heaYily attacked by some 2000 of the rebels, 56 
of whom penetrated the post before the men were 
properly awake. Severe fighting took place in which 
the Gurkhas suffered about 40 casualties, including 
one British officer and three other ranks killed. Of 
the l\Ioplahs, however, 234 were killed, including 
all those who had succeeded in penetrating the 
post. 

Although this affair resulted in such heavy casualties 
to the rebels it illustrates the danger of any neglect of 
precautions in guerrilla warfare. The Gurkhas' post 
had been established in a native market-place en
closed by a mud wall nearly five feet high, and it had 
been assumed this afforded sufficient protection 
against a :ush. In fact, the wall was pushed down by 
sheer weIght of numbers, proving again that an 
obstacle not covered by fire is unreliable. Thegarrison, 
fortunately, was strong, consisting of Battalion H.Q. 
with four machine guns and one company. 

By. the first week in December the final stage of 
guerrilla warfare began to develop. Increasing pres
sure and surrenders had broken up the larger bands, 
ru:d the small~r bands tended to seek refuge in the 
hIlls, from whIch they moved out from time to time 
to loot and inflict what damage they could. Their 
leaders still continued to exercise control and their 
capture :vas the chief object to be aimed at by the 
troops. Under these circumstances each battalion was 
allotted an area in which it could rapidly deal with 
any rebels who appeared and by its continuous 
presence help to restore confidence in the civil 
population. There were sufficient troops to cover in 
thIS way the whole area affected by the rebellion. 
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Heavy casualties were constantly inflicted and there 
was a constant flow of surrender. 

Still, the final phase of the operations was to be 
long-drawn-out. The difficult nature of the country 
became increasingly favourable to the rebels, and 
though their parties decreased in size their desperate 
spirit remained unaffected. For example, in the second 
week of December one platoon of the Suffolk Regi
ment, operating with a platoon of the 83rd Light 
Infantry, found a party of rebels who counter-attacked 
fiercely from houses they were hiding in, losing 81 
killed. 

By the end of the year some of the chief rebel 
leaders had surrendered or been killed; capture of fire
arms began to be more frequent; but there were still 
two leaders with reduced bands to be accounted for and 
it became increasingly difficult to bring them to action. 

In January, however, the situation had become 
sufficiently satisfactory to enable the number of troops 
to be reduced on a continuous programme and opera
tions fell to a greater degree into the. hands of the 
police. As a matter of policy the asslst~ce of t~e 
police was called in gradually so that theIr authonty 
should be well established before troops were finally 
withdrawn. It was not, however, till the end of Febru
ary that the police and civil authorities finally resumed 
charge and martial law was withdrawn. 

The approximate number of casualties suffer~d by 
the rebels during the course of operatIOns were. 

Killed 23
00 

Wounded 1650 

Captured 5700 

Voluntary surrenders 39,000 
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Casualtie.~ to the troops numbered only 137, but 
creat numbers of the peaceful Ilindu population were 
killed by the rebel" though how many it was impos
sible to ascertain. 

These are striking- figures, especially when the 
nature of the operatiflllS are considered, and they bear 
witness both to the determ.ination of the Moplahs and 
the acth;ty of the troops. 

The Moplah rebellion produced what was definitely 
a small war; that is to say, that the troops were called 
on to act ,,;th the maximum force they could develop 
under the conditions imposed by the terrain and the 
methods adopted by the enemy. 

There was, however, no strategic objective the 
capture of which would decisively affect the enemy's 
operations, and the will of the Government could be 
imposed on the enemy only by a process of attrition 
and exhaustion, the result of continuous unrelenting 
pressure. 
Althoug~ in the nature of a small war, it may be 

noted that It opened with a purely police operation in 
aid of .whic~ ~ smaU. detachment only of troops was 
caUed ill. Sumlarly, It was left to the police to sweep 
up the las~ fragments of resistance when the troops 
had suffiCiently restored order to permit the civil 
pO\yer to resume control. The military intervention, 
although It mvolved war-like operations, was in 
css~nce, therefore, police work on a large scale. 

. l.he operatIOns clearly divided themselves into four 
distmct phases: 

(a) The initial phases in which the police and small 
detac~ents of troops in the area were thrown on the 
defenslye. 
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(b) The first offensive phase undertaken on the 
arrival of the first reinforcements. 

During this phase the disturbed district was sub
divided into areas, small garrisons were placed in the 
most important village in each area and from this 
small punitive columns radiated. Numbers were, how
ever, hardly sufficient and columns were greatly 
hampered both in procuring information and in deny
ing information to the enemy by the limitations 
imposed on the exercise of martial law. The moral 
effect of their action was also nullified by legal delays. 
There was a distinct danger during this phase of small 
columns being overwhelmed by superior numbers. 

(c) The arrival of further reinforcements and the 
full exercise of martial law introduced a third phase, 
which took the form of a systematic attempt to clear 
the country by a "drive" sweeping it in a co-ordinated 
effort. This operation failed to give decisive results 
largely owing to transport difficulties and the obstacle 
formed by the Beypore River slowing up the move
ment. Coolie transport only could accompany the 
troops, and marches were not longer than five miles 
per diem, while not more than two marches could be 
carried out before the next line of supply was reached. 
The difficult nature of the country and the necessity 
of extending troops on wide frontages, of course, also 
affected the length of marches. The drive occupied 
three weeks and was carried out by four Indian 
battalions, each less one company employed to main
tain the garrisons in the villages previously occupied. 

Comparable to the Thames in size, the Beypore 
River, though forming an obstacle to rapid advance, 
afforded compensating advantages. By requisitioning 
native boats from Calicut it was made a convenient line 
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for replenishing supplies, while the boats were also 
used as a means of ferrying troops across. Moreover, 
two launches armed with machine guns provided as 
an escort to the boats were able to inflict casualties on 
Moplah strongholds established to resist the crossing. 

It could hardly be expected that a deliberate drive 
of this nature would produce tangible results in the 
absence of any important objective which the rebels 
would defend. Either by hiding or retreating the 
re?els had many opportunities of escaping the troops. 
StilI, the operatlOn as an effective means of showing 
the ~lag and the determination of the Government, 
had Its.value. The results, however, did not justify the 
repetJtlOn of tile drive on a large scale. 

(d) The fourth phase was marked by a reversion to 
the method. of punitive columns, each acting in its 
?wn area with redoubled activity, made possible by 
mcreased numbers, confirming the impression of 
strength p~oduced by the drive. The later periods of 
thiS stage mcluded the re-establishment of civil con
trol an~ the authority of the police. 
. Durmg this p.hase the good effect of the estab

lishment of mIlitary courts with the' 'd 
procedure was very noticeable both I.f

ll 
m] or de rapl 

d d · ,I eamgto surren er an m stimulating the flo\ f' C • 
V 0 mJormatlOn. 

~he ?utstanding lesson of the episode is the dan er 
of hmltmg the powers of the military authorities W1J 
~~rtlallaw. Long ~xperience has shown what powe;; 
It IS necessary to give, and the consensus of 0 inion 
thal a mMake had been made in wiiliholdin Pthose 
powers .1I~ the first martial law ordinance is sfrikin 
The opm.lOn was as strongly expressed by the civil !~ 
by the mlhtary authorities. 
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Except perhaps in the case of captured leaders, the 
powers are required, not so much for the purpose of 
inflicting punishment on those caught in open rebel
lion-the casualties inflicted by the troops provide for 
that: they are needed rather to bring home to the 
people not engaged in active resistance that it is 
dangerous to aid and abet the enemy, and that they 
must assist the Government forces. 

In guerrilla warfare there is a ~truggle of ~its in 
which information plays a declSlve part. WIthout 
information as regards the presence of the enemy, the 
most active troops are condemned to aimless wander
ings. The guerrilIas, on the other hand, are never safe, 
nor can they plan offensive coups unless they have 
sure and early information of troop movements. Each 
side aims continualIy at achieving surprise; and s~r
prise, if it is not purely fortuitous, depen~s ?n m
telligence. Spying and the rapid commu~cat1on of 
information obtained by spies becomes all-Important 
and, obviously, professedly non-combatants become 
the chief instruments for each side to employ. 

The mi litary authorities must have power to br~g 
quick and exemplary punishment, not merely to sp~es, 
but to those who provide them with false mformatlOn 
or who refuse information which Government IS 

entitled to demand. If a man is caught spying or is 
suspected of giving false informati?n it is me~ely 
vindictive to send him away for tnal and possIble 
punishment at some future date. Immed!~te. punish
ment is not merely exemplary but may eliCit lllforma-
lion of the utmost importance. . 

How far the I\Ioplah rebellion was prolon.ged, WIth 
unnecessary sacrifice of life, by t?e cur~ilment of 
martial law powers it is of course ImpossIble to say, 
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but it is evident that the employment of a larger num
ber of troops at an earlier stage would have achieved 
little without adequate control over the intelligence 
system. 

The far-reaching effects of General Dyer's action 
at Arnritsar should be noted by soldiers. The Govern
ment of India appears to have allowed itself to be 
d~awn into the common error of altering well-recog
Dlsed and tested procedure in consequence of one 
exceptional incident. 

Apa~t from the question of providing the military 
authonty With adequate pOwers to elicit information 
there. is the further problem of deciding on th~ 
machinery that should be employed for its collection 
and. dissemination. If troops are working in an un
~amihar area and ~o not know tlle languages spoken in 
It, as was the. case III Malabar, and indeed is very often 
the case,. eVIdently they must reIy on the police as 
Illtermedlane~. When the proclanlation of martial law 
?nngs the pohc~ force directly under military control, 
It may be pOSSible to rely exclusively on the police 
Ultel1.lgence. system, but on the other hand when 
marllal law IS ~lOt proclaimed, as in the Burma rcbcl
hun, a co-?rdlnatlllg organisation becomes essential 
38 th~ ~~ltce arc .tIlm mcrely CO-opcmting with the 
~roor". 1he solutIOn adopted by Colonel IIumphreys 
~n Malahar was to employ the police as his sole 
IJ1lc;hgcn(c organisation. The District Supcrinten,i<:nt 
of I nllec became the chief intelligence on.:c . d 

nd . 'I I" III cr, an 
u n 11m liS Inspectolll suppli~ll Ul' til' ffi 

I ' C Igrncc 0 cers 
to "ac 1 of the sub-areas. It Was a case of absorb' 
1I1~der lIulrtl"ll"w .the existing civil machinery into ;~; 
nuhtnry orgamsatlOn and alth If' . , 

' oug 1 Or a tll1l.C a Imli-
tary officer was detailed to check and c II t . < 

o a e Ill.orma-
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tion, this was found unnecessary and merely added a 
fifth wheel. No hard-and-fast rule can of course be 
laid down as to how far the intelligence service can 
be entrusted to the police, but the general principle 
holds good that under martial law every use pos~ible 
should be made of existing civil machinery prOVided 
it is, or can be made, efficient. In this case the police 
were efficient· but in an area where part of the popula
tion was opel;ly hostile and the remainder t~rrorised, 
information was particularly difficult to obtaUl so long 
as the legal machinery was inadequate. 

We may again note how essentially the t.ask of re
storing order was one for infantry. ~lcchamc.'lI trans
port was employed on various occasIOns to give cxtra 
mobility to infantry columns, a.nd armoured cars had 
their uses especially for patrollmg roads, both Impro
yiscd and serYi~e vchicles being cmployed. Thcre was 
little scope for employment of artillery, and prohahly 
infantry trench mortars would havc met all reqUire
ments" at an early stage 3'7" howitzers Wl're sub~tl
luted for field artillery, as more suitahle ~or dca.ling 
with buildings into which the 1\ 10pLlhs had U1 prevIOus 
risings heen in the habit of shutting themHdve8 up to 

fight it out. ., , . 
Tile air H'rvice dots not app~ar In the picture and 

tIl(' nature 01 thl operations and of the country l~ft 
little cope f"r its cl\lployJl1~nt either for rccunnal, -
ane e or otfcn~i,'c action. 

SinIllarly tanks, if they bad bn'n al'allahl(', w(luld 
hal had ~o mle. 'J he nature of the country would 
baH' conhn<'d thClr action. and armol1:cd carB were 
mOT" sUltahle- (m in/( to the ~jleJ1(c "I their movcments, 
th,·if spced am! Cl"Onomy in maint .. n~/lcc. I~\UI 
,lrmourcJ ~.trs hac their linutatlons, and III a country 
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where rivers form considerable obstacles the existence 
of bridges capable of standing the weight of the cars 
is an essential point requiring attention. 

It has been noted that punitive columns, more 
especially in the earlier phases of the rebellion, were 
always liable to be rushed or sniped on the march, and 
protective measures had to be adapted to the circum
stances and nature of the country. The governing 
principle was that the column with its protective 
detachments should cover sufficient ground to prevent 
the whole column being rushed simultaneously, but 
each of its components required to be a compact body, 
in immediate readiness to stand a rush till it received 
assistance from portions not attacked. Distances 
between protective detachments and the main body 
were reduced in the interests of mutual support to the 
extent consistent with covering a sufficient area, and 
often did not exceed 100 yards. Compactness and 
instant readiness were points that admitted no relaxa
tion in the protective bodies. 

It will be readily understood that inter-communica_ 
tion between various outlying posts and between 
det~chments and headquarters presented many diffi
cultIes. Telegra~h and telephone lines were constantly 
desl:oyed, and ill the earlier stages it was not worth 
makmg the effort to maintain them. In the later 
stages! :"hen a measure of Control was established and 
~he m~htary courts possessed full powers, regulations 
Impo~mg the heaviest penalties for interference with 
Im~s lI"?prove~ the position, and military lines were 
mamtamed. SImilarly, little use could be made of 
despatch riders until conditions became fairly settled. 
The obvlOus necessity in such conditions is extensive 
use of wireless. At the time of the Moplah rebellion, 

1 
I 

J 
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wireless for mobile operations was in its infancy, and 
only one unreliable set was available. Even to-day, 
under similar conditions, the normal wireless equip
ment of small forces would require to be supple
mented, especially in the early stages of an outbreak; 
and it is clearly a point that must receive attention in 
despatching troops to a disturbed area when the 
nature of the country renders visual signalling im
possible. The use of wireless is, of course, simplifie~, 
as messages in operations of this sort can be sent ill 
clear. 

Where the country lends itself to their employment, 
armoured cars present possibilities for inter-com
munication, but much depends on how far ~ppor
tunities for road blocking and ambushes eXlst. A 
service on a regular time-table and restricted routes 
evidently is dangerous. 

I 



CHAPTER VI 

CHANAK, 1922 

HO\~ exa:tly to c1a~sify the part played by our fighting 
ServIces III \1'hat IS generally known as the Chanak 
incident of 1922 is a little difficult. Police work of a 
sort it was, but of an international rather than an 
Imperial character, although the mandate for our 
action was assumed by our Government rather than 
imposed on us by international agreement. Mahan's 
remark to th~ effect t~at the British Navy has won 
many wars Without firmg a round perhaps defines to 
so~e extent the situation, in so far as it shows that the 
eX1ste~~e of force combined with a determination to 
use It it ,necessary may often suffice to impose the will 
of a natl?n without the actual exercise of force. 

The display of ~orce at .Chanak brought one war to 
an end and effectively eliminated the danger of the 
recrudesc.ence of other wars whose ashes were still 
smouldenng. 

~lthough . the incident hardly comes within the 
s~bJect of t~lS book, it is worth recalling in these days 
~'hen there IS such a marked tendency to treat armed 
~r,:es as th~ cause of wars and to forget their value 

~ elr essential raison d' eire, as guarantors of peac~ 
~ternal and external. Qualities which are developed 

Yd armed forces in their duty of maintaining internal 
or . er may ha~e equ~l importance when it is necessa 
to ~~ervene III the mterests of international order. ry 

Ithout gomg too far back into post-war history 
uS ) 
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let us recall the salient facts which led to the Chanak 
cnsls. 

The Treaty of Sevres had been imposed on a de
feated and exhausted Turkey, but Mustapha Kemal 
was not the man to acknowledge defeat, and the 
Turkish soldier has apparently unlimited capacity to 
recover from exhaustion. Kemal and his Nationalists 
broke away from the nominal Turkish Government 
and withdrew into Asia Minor to consolidate a new 
regime, leaving Britain, France and Italy occupying 
Constantinople and the Straits under Armistice con
ditions, and Greece busy taking over new territory 
assigned to her, while the more outlying portions of 
the old Turkish Empire fell to the Arabs or to the 
rule of mandatory powers. Kemal was, however, far 
from acquiescing in these conditions. He could face 
facts, and realised that the Turkish Empire was a thing 
of the past; but he was determined that the Turkish 
nation should survive to be revitalised and modern
ised. At all costs he refused to accept either political 
domination or dismemberment of purely Turkish 
territory. 

It was soon apparent that the terms of the Treaty 
of Sevres framed in the interests of minority com-, 
munities and to serve the ambitions of European 
nations, would not become a reality unless Kemal 
was eliminated. But the Western Powers were not 
prepared to embark on new wars in the wilds o.f .Asia 
Minor and were anxious to return to peace conditIOns. 
Inspired by ambition, Greece, with the consent of 
the Allies, undertook the task, and in June 1920 ~d
vanced into Asia Minor and Thrace-overcommg 
the ill-equipped and ill-organised resistance of .the 
Nationalists. Far from supporting the Greek actIOn, 
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however, the Allies soon showed signs of jealousy of 
Greek aspirations, and a halt was called when the 
Greeks had occupied Thrace, and in Anatolia had 
reached the line of the main railway to the east. Fresh 
efforts were initiated by diplomatic pressure to induce 
the Turkish Government to exert its authority over 
the Nationalists, and it was given six months grace to 
bring them into line. The respite merely gave Kemal 
time to consolidate his position and to establish con
nections with Soviet Russia which relieved him of 
anxieties in his rear and did much to enable him to 
re-equip and concentrate his forces. 

At the end of 1920 Venizelos fell, and the restora
tion of Constantine gave France and Italy a good 
excuse for pursuing their own policy irrespective of 
the interests of Greece. But the return of Constantine 
re-enflamed ambitions, and Greece resumed opera
tions in the spring of 1921. The Allies now definitely 
stood aloof and proclaimed a neutral zone round their 
area of occupation on the Dardanelles and Bosphorus. 
The Greek operations met with a large measure of 
success, and after a hard fight the Turks, forced to 
abandon their position on the railway line, were with 
difficulty rallied by Kemal on the line of the Sakaria 
close to Angora. 

Here at the end of August a battle was fought for 
three weeks which decided the fate of modern Turkey. 
Both sides fought to exhaustion, but Angora was 
saved and the Greeks fell back on the railway line. 
Another long pause occurred during which France 
made a separate treaty with Angora and political 
dissensions recurred in Greece. 

In the early summer of 1922 Greece withdrew two 
divisions from Anatolia and proclaimed her intention 
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of occupying Constantinople. To this the Allies pre
sented finn opposition, and the French and British 
troops occupied the Chatalja lines to resist an attempt. 
Kemal seized the opportunity provided by the disper
sion and demoralisation of the Greek armies, and 
with one crushing blow, prepared with the utmost 
secrecy, broke through the Greek position in Anatolia. 
The Greek deblicle was complete, the main army, 
pursued by Kemal, took refuge in ships at Smyrna 
while a northern detachment fell back on the Sea of 
Marmora to be ferried across to Europe. 

Kemal entered Smyrna on 9th September, and it 
soon became apparent that he would not be satisfied 
with his victory, but was determined to recover Thrace 
and to extort terms from the Allies very different 
from those of the Treaty of Sevres. 

The situation was curious. Kemal was at war with 
Greece but was on Armistice terms with the Allies. 
T~e Gre~k Army had been able to escape by sea 
Wlt~out vlOlatlllg the neutral zone established by the 
Allies, but the only routes by which Kemal could 
pursu.e it into Thrace, as he possessed no shipping, 
lay either across the Dardanelles at the Chanak 
Narrows or across the Bosphorus. The former was 
the sh~rter and stratcgicaIly the more effective route, 
~)Ut neither route could be followed without travers
fig the neutral zone and passing through the Allies' 
army of occupation. 

What attitude should the Western Powers adopt in 
the face of Kemal's intentions? They were not parties 
to the later development of the Greek war and were 
III no way called on to act as a rear-guard covering the 
<?rcek retreat. So far as they were concerned Armis
tice conditions governed their relations with Kemal. 
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Should they, at the risk of being drawn into active 
war with him, insist on his observance of the neutral 
zone in order to maintain as far as possible the Sevres 
terms, pending a final peace settlement? If, on the 
other hand, Kemal were allowed to carry war into 
Europe the danger of setting the whole Balkan 
Peninsula again alight was obviously great. 

The force available on the spot to support a decision 
to call a halt to Kemal, even if unanimous, was very 
smaIl. It consisted of nine battalions and one cavalry 
regiment of French troops, about one battalion of 
I talians and four battalions and a cavalry regiment of 
British. Of this force three French battalions were 
holding the Chatalja lines as a safeguard against 
Greek movements. One British battalion was at 
Chanak, and one French battalion on Gallipoli; the ' 
remainder, about 7000 rifles and sabres, were at 
Constantinople ready to support the Turkish police in 
maintaining order in the city and to hold the defences 
which had been constructed on the Ismid Peninsula 
to deny access to Constantinople and the Bosphorus 
from the Asiatic side. The Ismid position would 
require two brigades to hold it, but could be sup
ported by ships' guns from the Gulf of Ismid. For 
the protection of Constantinople and the line of the 
Bosphorus it was essential that this position should 
be held, as in the narrow waters ships could not 
manceuvre and would be exposed to gun-fire to which 
they could make no effective reply. Moreover, Seutari 
on the Asiatic shore was practically an integral part 
of Constantinople. 

In the Dardanelles, too, much depended on the 
troops retaining possession of the Asiatic shore of the 
Narrows at Chanak. Although warships could prob-
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ably operate without much risk, passage of transport, 
store-ships, etc., would be endangered if the Asiatic 
shore was in hostile hands. This would inevitably 
entail a \\;thdrawal from Constantinople and the loss 
of the freedom of the Straits, perhaps the most 
important result achieved by the defeat of Turkey. 
Chanak was therefore a key position on the lines of 
communication of both the Army and Navy. 

The maintainance of order in Constantinople was 
a serious responsibility as much of the population was 
in sympathy with Kemal and made a constant danger 
to the Christian communities, especially the Greek. 
The Turkish police were very efficient, but their 
efficiency .was in itself a source of peril, as they were 
Kemalls~ ~ sY~lpathy and would be quite as capable 
of org~II1smg dist~rbances as of suppressing them. 

. Agamst the AllIed forces Kemal, if he was deter
nuned to push matters to extremes, could bring an 
army of upwards of 100,000 men, well armed and 
strengthened by captures of war material from the 
Greeks. A very cri~i~al situation had obviously arisen 
both fr?~ the. polItical .a~d military standpoint. On 
the political SIde a declslOn was required as to the 
attltu?e to be adopted towards Kemal. On the mili
tary SIde the immediate problem was, how the limited 
force ava.llable should be disposed in view of the 
approachmg danger and to meet existing commit
ments. 

Bo~h .the political and military problem called for 
un~~nuty a~ong the Allies, as divergence of opinion 
wou not on y weaken their action but form a direct 
encouragement to Kemal to gain hi d b f 
General Harin to C s en s y orce. 
All' d f g n, as ommander-in-Chief of the 

Ie orces, suffered from the d.i d h sa vantages t e 
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commander of allied forces always experiences. He 
was responsible for the operations to which the force 
was committed, but he had not the authority to 
commit Allied troops to a course of action which their 
Government disapproved. The respective Allied 
Governments were far from being unanimous on the 
proper course to pursue. Politically all were deter
mined not to be drawn into active war if it could be 
avoided, and all realised the danger of allowing the 
Turco-Greek war to spread to Europe. To minimise 
the latter danger two courses were open. To exert 
pressure on Greece to withdraw from Thrace, and 
allow Kemal free passage to occupy that territory 
which was his objective. Or alternatively, to compel 
Kemal to halt until an ultimate settlement had been 
arrived at in conference . 

The first alternative would have been damaging to 
the prestige of the Allies and have prejudiced the final 
settlement; but France, having already come to an 
agreement with Kemal in matters affecting her own 
direct interests, leant towards this solution. Britain, 
on the other hand, was more concerned for the effects 
of loss of prestige and for the final settlement which 
involved the question of the freedom of the Straits. 

As regards the military situation the politicians of 
both countries at first hardly realised that if the Ismid 
position and the Asiatic shore of the Dardanelles 
were abandoned it would be impracticable to prevent 
Kemal continuing his pursuit of the Greeks or to 
remain in occupation of Constantinople. Our own 
Government issued no definite instructions, but fear
ing that General Harington's weak force might be 
involved in disaster it authorised him to make no 
attempt to hold these positions and to withdraw from 
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Constantinople to Gallipoli if he considered it advis
able. General Harington had other views. He was 
confident that, provided the Allies showed a united 
front, Kemal, though he might threaten, would not 
attack. He was deeply concerned forwhatmighthappen 
if Constantinople were abandoned and foresaw the 
disastrous effects of yielding to threats. Consequently, 
in the absence of a definite indication of policy from 
either our own or the Allied Governments, he set on 
foot immediate measures that he considered necessary; 
and in a conference on the loth September with the 
French and Italian commanders it was agreed to show 
more definite Allied forces both at Chanak and on the 
Ismid Peninsula. The French reinforced Chanak with 
a battalion and arranged to occupy half of the Ismid 
position, while the Italians also produced a small 
detachment to show their flag at Chanak. General 
Harington also asked that a battalion and a battery of 
6" howitzers should reinforce him from Malta imme
diately. 

Reports were received at this time that Nationalist 
troops were assembling at Bali Kesri. This confirmed 
the information as to Kemal's intentions and there 
was evidently no time to lose, as Bali Kes~i was only 
100 miles from Chanak and the leading Turkish 
troops might appear i!l a few days. The strength of 
the force at Bah Kesn was still uncertain but it was 
known that the main Turkish Army had begun to 
move from t?e Smyrna area. Constantinople was 
~ecommg. eX<;ltcd, but General Harington's proclama
tIOns forblddlllgdemonstrations were obeyed G I H . . encra 

arlllgton had thus given a lead and his views had 
re~el:'ed powerful Support from Lord Plumer, who at 
tlus time \'Jslted Constantinople and impressed on the 
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Government the necessity of presenting a definite 
policy to Kemal and of securing Allied support for it. 
After some brief hesitation Harington's action was 
confirmed by our Government and steps were taken 
to send reinforcements to him, the garrisons of Malta, 
Gibraltar and Egypt all being drawn on in the first 
instance, to be followed if necessary by the mobilisa
tion of two divisions at home. Great importance was, 
however, attached to the importance of the Allies 
showing a united front, and already doubts were 
beginning to arise whether this could be achieved. 

So far the action which had been taken was in 
conformity with similar measures adopted earlier in 
the year in face of the threat of a Greek advance on 
Constantinople. On that occasion British troops rein
forced the French holding the Chatalja lines, in order 
to secure the integrity of the neutral zone. On the 
15th September the Turks, by annexing that part 
only of the Sandjak of Chanak which lay outside the 
neutral zone, tacitly acknowledged the zone's exist
ence, which appeared a favourable sign. 

Still the Allied Generals and Commissioners were 
very anxious, and General IIarington in an apprecia
tion of the situation placed the danger points in the 
following order: 

(a) Chanak. 
( b) The Ismid position. 
(e) An upheaval in Thrace. 
(d) An outbreak with incendiarism in Constanti

nople. 

In consequence, at a conference on the 19th Sep
tember, he appealed to his colleagues to strengthen 
their detachments at Chanak and Ismid as they were 
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so groall as to be little indication of Allied unity. This . , 
however, they refused to do without the consent of 
their respecti"e Governments, and on the 20th the 
French Government not only refused consent, but 
ordered the small detachments shov.ing the flag to be 
withdrawn from the Asiatic side. The Italian Govern
ment adopted the same course. This was a heavy blow, 
as it was on the restraining effect of Allied unity rather 
than on power of resistance that General Harington 
and Sir Horace Rumbold, the British Commissioner 
relied. Information that Britain was now standin~ 
alone would soon reach Kemal and act as an incentive 
to him to push matters to ell.'tremes. At the same time 
if Britain withdrew from the attitude she had taked 
up, i: would be m~re than ever damaging to her 
~restlge, an~ greatly mcrease the danger to the Chris
ban populatIOn of Constantinople. 

General Harington decided to recommend his 
Government to stand firm but pressed that reinforce
m.ents should be expedited. He was confident that 
wl~h the support of naval guns he was, for the time 
bemg, secure at Chanak, and the Turks, except 
part.les of marauders, could not reach the Ismid 
Pe~sula ~or some time. For the moment he was 
chldly afraid of an outbreak in Constantinople, from 
which he had moved troops to Chanak. 

The G?ver~ent decided to endorse General 
Har~g~on s pohcy, and, making the freedom of the 
Straits Its prImary object, agreed that Chanak must 
be held. The security of Constantinople was placed 
second and the integrity of the neutral zone at Ismid 
third ill order of importance. 

b On the 21st Septe~ber the anticipated situation 
egan to develop rapidly. Nationalist troops on that 
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date occupied Bigha some forty miles north-east of 
Chanak close to the neutral zone. On the 22nd General 
Harington informed Kemal that the neutral zone which 
his representative had already recognised would be de
fended. But Kemal was assured that the preparations 
for defence were being made in the interests of peace and 
not in anticipation of war, and was invited to a personal 
interview. On the 23rd the Allied Governments tele
graphed their peace proposals, which included certain 
important assurances, to the Angora Government and 
invited its representatives to a conference. But on the 
day the telegram was despatched and before any action 
on it could be taken, a force of about IIOO Nationalist 
cavalry entered the neutral zone at Erenkeui. Warned 
by Colonel Shuttleworth, commanding the troops at 
Chanak, to withdraw or he would engage them, the 
Turkish commander replied asking for an interview 
under a flag of truce, and this was arranged. At this 
interview Colonel Shuttleworth explained that the 
violation of the neutral zone constituted an act of war 
and that he would be compelled to fire on the Turks 
if they failed to leave. This explanation was received 
by the Turkish commander in a correct and reasonable 
manner and he withdrew his troops on the morning 
of the 24th. 

The Chanak detachment now consisted of four 
battalions, two holding a position round Chanak on a 
four-mile perimeter with one and a half battalions in 
reserve; the other half battalion being detached to 
secure Kum Kali at the entrance to the Straits. A 
defensive position had, with the assistance of the 
Navy, been well entrenched and wired, and it was 
supported by two field batteries and the guns of the 
Navy. There were, however. as yet no British aero-
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planes, and the greater part of General Harington's 
cayalry regiment were required at Ismid. So far the 
only reinforcement General Harington had received 
was one battalion from Malta. But other reinforce
ments were in sight-two battalions, a brigade of 
Field fuiillery, and two pack batteries and one squad
ron R.A.F. from Egypt, another battalion and a 
battery medium artillery from Malta, and a battalion 
from Gibraltar. All these were due to arrive before 
the end of the month, while from England an infantry 
brigade, a considerable amount of medium artillery, 
a battalion of Royal Marines and three squadrons of 
Royal Air Force were under orders and might be 
expected early in October. As an emergency rein
forcement, R.A.F. personnel en route for Iraq were 
diverted to the Straits and formed a useful addition to 
rifle strength. Another emergency contribution was 
being despatched from England in the shape of some 
naval guns on mountings designed for coast defence. 
Altogether as a basis for his plans General Harington 
c~u.l~ count on having the infantry strength of a 
dlVlSlOn, and any deficiency of field guns would be 
more than made up by the heavier artillery, which 
could, from the Gallipoli side, cover the Chanak 
posItIon. Coupled with the support of ships' guns this 
\~ould make the small force of infantry on the Asiatic 
Side secure, though a larger and more mobile force 
would be necessary to prohibit entrance into the 
neutral zone. Further reinforcements would be neces
sary too in order to hold the Isrnid Peninsula and to 
LOver Constantinople. Such reinforcement it was 
~tended, however, would be despatched only if 
Kemal w~re determined to embark on war. If that 
occurred It was more than doubtful whether General 
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Harington's force and the Navy could, pending the 
arrival of reinforcements, delay a Turkish advance 
long enough to save Constantinople, and General 
Harington was authorised to concentrate the whole of 
his force for the defence of Chanak and Gallipoli if 
and when he deemed it necessary. 

Meanwhile on 22nd September the troops on the 
spot and in sight were placed directly under a recon
stituted 28th Division Headquarters with General 
Marden in command, responsible for the organisation 
of the defence of the Dardanelles. Colonel Shuttle
worth continued in subordinate charge of the Chanak 
group. Pending the arrival of reinforcements there 
were on the Ismid Peninsula only a squadron of 
cavalry and I! infantry battalions with two field 
batteries in support, and in Constantinople only Ii 
battalions for police duties. 

The Turkish concentration at Bali Kesri which was 
still proceeding threatened both Chanak and Ismid 
but could not reach the latter for ten days. Kemal's 
forces were organised in three armies. The 3rd army 
on the right consisted of three di visions totalling some 
II ,000 rifles and sabres, and it was considered that 
this army would be directed on Ismid. It represented 
about the maximum force which in the first instance 
could be deployed on that narrow frontage. From 
Smyrna the 2nd army was known to be moving north 
and, allowing for detachments left to maintain control 
at Smyrna, might amount to 36,000 rifles and sabres. 
With this there was a strong independent cavalry 
corps. The whole of this army could reach the Dar
<ianelles area before the end of the month and could 
be supported a few days later by some 18,000 men of 
the 1st army, also from Smyrna. There was little to 
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indicate Kemal's further movcs. The area of concen
tration at Bali Kesri was suitable for an advance either 
on Ismid or Chanak, but a double line of advance with 
a central reserve available to reinforce either appeared 
probable. 

On the 26th it began to look as if Kemal was de
termined to force the issue. His cavalry, raised to 
a strength of 2000 men with machine guns, again 
entered the neutral zone and again occupied Erenkeui. 
Three squadrons also crossed the neutral line south
west of Kara Bigha, and these detachments eventually 
pushed on to Lapsaki on the coast-line at the Mar
mora end of the Straits. 

To counteract these moves Colonel Shuttleworth 
sent o~t a mo?ile column to Kephez, and he had 
~uthonty ~o dnve back the Turkish cavalry by force 
if, after bemg warned and given time to communicate 
with t~eir superiors, they did not withdraw. At the 
same ti~e further requests were made to Kemal to 
order hls,troops to respect the neutral zone. 
. ~emal s reply received on the 27th was not con

CIliatory. He denied knowledge of the neutral zone 
and a?cused Britain of standing in the way of his 
purSUit of the Greeks who in their retreat had devas
t~ted Anatoha. He complained that they were being 
gIVen an. opportunity of re-forming in Thrace and of 
m~ltreatlllg the Turkish population there As an 
e~lde~e of a British pro-Greek attitude he stated 
~ at t re~k warshlps were pennitted to remain at 
I=e:mople, ~nd as re~ards British action he com-

P f the arnval of remforcements of d I' . 
of Turkish ' emo ltion 

d bl 
property at Chanak, of fortification of 

roa s to ock Turki h . 
fi d' s purSUit and of guns being 

re fito the area where his troops were. At the same 
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time he admitted that the principle of the freedom of 
the Straits had been accepted by his Government, and 
requested that no actions such as he complained of 
should be continued, as they would give rise to mis
understandings detrimental to a settlement at the 
forthcoming Conference. 

General Harington's reply contained a further in
vitation to a personal meeting to clear up misunder
standings, explained that the Greek ships had been 
already sent away under British pressure and that no 
shots had been fired in anger, only a few rounds for 
registration of guns; that arrival of reinforcements was 
to ensure peace, and that demolitions were only such 
as were necessary as a military precaution. 

While this correspondence was still passing, Shuttle
worth's mobile column at Kephez was endangered, as 
on the 27th a Turkish column two miles long was 
observed moving with the evident intention of cUltin~ 
it off. This was perhaps the most critical moment of 
the whole incident, as it looked as if General Marden 
would have to open fire if Coloncl Shuttleworth, who 
had been sent out to meet the Turkish column, con
sidered an attack was intended. The Turks, however, 
adopted a conciliatory attitude, and although now in 
close contact showed no disposition to fight, moving 
under white flags or sometimes with arms reversed. 

Within the next three days General Marden was able 
to strengthen his position, extending it to hold a garri
son now consisting of six battalions in line, well en
trenched and covered by outposts. All the Turks in 
close contact with the outposts were cavalry, estimated 
to be 4500 strong, but no guns had apparcnt~y been 
brought up and their infantry were kept well I~ rea.r. 

While this critical position had been devdoplll~ III 
K 
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the East the Allied statesmen in London and Paris had 
been busy in an endeavour to find a common policy 
which w~uld reconcile the British and French diver
gencies of opinion. That Eastern Thrace and Con
stantinopleshould eventually be Turkish was common 
ground, but the British Government was determined 
that Kemal should not be permitted to prejudice the 
settlement at the final Peace Conference by presenting 
a fail accompli achieved by threats. It was anxious 
for the safety of the Christian population in Con
stantinople if the city fell into the hands of Kemal's 
victorious army; but perhaps most of all it was de
termined that the Turkish pursuit of the Greeks 
should not again carry war into Europe with conse
quences which could not be foreseen or limited. 
Nothing which might imperil the principle of the 
freedom of the Straits, established at such cost could , 
be tolerated. 

France, on the other hand, was determined under 
no circumstances to be drawn into a renewal of war 
with Turkey and was prepared to accept the assur
ances of the Turks as to the limits of their objectives. 
She, .not having .opposed Kemal, could not appear to 
be wlthdrawmg ill the face of threats and she was not 
unwilling to establish exceptionall; good relations 
With th~ victor in the Turco-Greek struggle. Her 
chief object was to clear the Greeks out of Thrace as 
qUickly a~ possible in ~rder to leave the ground open 
for Turkish reoccupatlOn and to give the Greeks no 
cha~ce of reorg~nising their armies and consolidating 
their hold on 1 hrace. A compromise was eventually 
reached, and, as has been mentioned earlier on the 
23rd anot~had been addressed to the Angora Govern
ment. ThiS note had contained the assurance that in 
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the final peace settlement which the Allied Powers 
desired should he made at a conference to be held as 
soon as possible, Eastern Thrace, up to the line of 
the Maritza, and including Adrianople, would revert 
to Turkey, and that allied troops would be withdrawn 
when peace was signed, leaving the freedom of the 
Straits to be guaranteed by the League of Nations. 
The reassurances were, however, subject to the con
dition that, pending the conclusion of the Conference, 
Turkish armies should not enter Thrace but should 
respect the neutral zone which had been provisionally 
established, and should not cross the Sea of Marmora. 
The Allies undertook to apply pressure on Greece to 
withdraw before the opening of the Conference be
hind a line to be fixed in consultation between the 
Allied Generals and the Turkish and Greek repre
sentatives. In order to fix the line of Turkish halt 
and Greek withdrawal it was requested that Kemal 
should meet the Allied Generals at lVIudania or 
Ismid. 

This last proposal had converted General Haring
ton's invitation to Kemal to a personal meeting into 
one for a preliminary conference which all the Allied 
Generals would attend. As has been seen, the Allied 
note produced no immediate effect. The Turkish 
forces had continued their movement and, acting 
under orders, were closing in round the British troops 
at Chanak to such an extent that it became a questIOn 
whether fire would not have to be opened if they 
continued this course. An ultimatum demanding 
immediate withdrawal was contemplated by the 
Government. Fortunately, when things looked at 
their blackest on or about the 28th, Kemal began to 
adopt a more reasonable attitude and General Hadng-
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ton was allowed to exercise his judgment as to the 
necessity of presenting an ultimatum. The situation 
was far from satisfactory, but Kemal gave an assur
ance that, although his troops could not withdraw, he 
had ordered them to avoid anything that might lead 
to a collision. Their attitude indicated that his orders 
were being obeyed, and at one time they even moved 
off ground which the British commander wished to 
include in his position. One must in fact pay a high 
tribute to the discipline, good sense and patience 
shown on both sides. In British troops one has learnt 
to expect such qualities, but it was surprising to find 
them so well developed in the Turkish Army recently 
organised and containing fanatical elements flushed 
'with victory, while the memories of disastrous defeats 
must still have been rankling. Evidently the tradi
tional good understanding and mutual respect between 
the two nations is not merely superficial. 

Why Kemal should have become more amenable 
at this moment it is difficult to say with certainty. 
There were various influences at work. Probably the 
most potent was that he realised that Britain was not 
going to yi~ld to threats. General Harington, though 
very conclhatory, had been quite firm; and the arrival 
of rcinforcements, coupled with the response of the 
DommlOn~ ~o the Prime Minister's appeal to consider 
the posslblhty of supplying contingents, must have 
convll1cecl K~mal that General Harington had the full 
support of hlS Government. France too, though shc 
had refu.sed t~ opP?se Kemal with force, was actively 
ncgotlatmg With hIm to Secure his acceptance of the 
te~'ms of the Allies' note, and one need not be too 
cntlcal ~f French n:lO~ivcs which were probably some
what mixed. Ull\nllll1g to abandon her ally entirely, 
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France was unwilling also to see her emerge unaided 
with increased prestige from a difficult situation. 

During the last few days of the month a fresh com
plication arose from the truculent attitude which the 
Greeks began to assume in Thrace. Taking advantage 
of the relief of pressure they began to bring in rein
forcements, reorganise and generally tighten their 
hold on the country. Rumours that they were mal
treating the Turkish inhabitants were not confirmed 
but caused the Nationalists to resent being held back. 
As a consequence, some small bodies of Nationalists 
succeeded in filtering into Thrace and there was 
danger that this might lead to violent clashes. 

At last, on the 1st October ,information was received 
that Angora had agreed to meet the Allied Generals 
on the 3rd October at Mudania. Kemal himself would 
not attend but detailed Ismet Pasha as his representa
tive. General Harington accordingly arranged with 
the Allied Generals to proceed to Mudania and pres
sure was put on the Greek Government to scud a 
representative. 

On the 1St October too, M. Franklin Bouillon, the 
semi-official agent of France who had been in touch 
with Kcmal, reported that after a 27-hour conference 
with Kemal the latter had given definite "halt" orders 
to his armies. Generally he confirmed the impressions 
General Harington had received as regards Kcmal's 
action. A further hopeful sign was given hy slight 
withdrawals of Turkish cavalry from immediate c~n
tact with our troops. This was in accordance With 
Kcmal's promises. . . 

Kemal had impressed on 1\1. Franklin BouIllon ,hIS 
anxiety for the safety of the Turks in Thrace, urgmg 
the immediate withdrawal of the Greeks and the 
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assumption of control there by the Allies pending 
Nationalist occupation. To relieve these anxieties 
three Allied Commissioners were sent to Thrace on 
the 3rd to use their influence in calming the situation. 

The conference at Mudania met on 4th October and 
it is beyond the scope of this narrative to record the 
various points which were argued out. It opened 
promisingly enough, but political questions were 
raised by the Turks and demands made which lay 
outside the terms of reference with which the Generals 
were authorised to deal. Their task was to secure ac
ceptance of the lines which the Turks should halt on 
and the Greeks withdraw to. Consequently General 
Harington on the 5th adjourned the conference till 
the 6th, pending instructions from his Govern
ment. By this time the military danger point had 
shifted from Chanak to Ismid. At Chanak the Turks 
had withdrawn from close contact and there were no 
signs of reinforcements there, but at Ismid there was 
information of a Turkish concentration which gave 
weight to the Turkish threat that their advance would 
be continued through Constantinople into Thrace if 
their demands were not conceded. Small detachments 
began to appear and the British force at Ismid and at 
Constant!noplc was quite inadequate to oppose an 
advance 111 strengtil. Evacuation of the British per
som;tel at Constant111oplc could probably be carried 
out 111 safety but that was about all that could be done. 
British families had already been removed. 
. Matters looked critical when it was found impos

s:hlc to reop~n the conference on the 6th as arranged. 
(,eneral Hanngtou's telegrams had been received in 
London in mutilated form and further telegrams 
were exchanged before the British Government could 
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review the situation. Still further delay occurred when 
it became evident that the British and French repre
sentatives at Mudania had divergent instructions as 
to the degree to which Turkish demands could be 
conceded. The matter had to be thrashed out in Paris 
and there was considerable difficulty in arriving at a 
formula satisfactory to both Governments. The British 
Government would not agree to an unconditional 
entry of the Turks into Eastern Thrace until the final 
peace settlement had been made, whereas the French 
Government was more complaisant. Eventually a 
formula was arrived at, whose chief provision legis
lated for the control of Eastern Thrace by a limited 
force of Gendarmerie under Turkish command when 
the Greeks withdrew, but only after an interval not 
exceeding one month during which Allied troops and 
missions would be responsible for maintaining order. 
The Allies would, after the establishment of Turkish 
Gendarmerie, continue to maintain troops at certaiu 
points until the final peace treaty was signed. 

It was not until the 9th that this formula could 
be presented in its final shape, and on that date the 
conference, which had been postponed from day to 
day, reassembled. At this meeting the draft conven
tion which General Harington had drawn up and 
which now included the final provisions as regards 
Thrace, was given to Ismet Pasha, and all the Allied 
Generals pressed him to accept it. Ismet, however, 
had to refer to Angora for instructions and it was 
not till the morning of the I I th that it was finally 
signed. 

How critical had been the military situation while 
the fate of the conference hung in the balance during 
the days of postponement from the 6th to the 9th can 
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cult broken ground, it would have been outnumbered 
by something like ten to one by the northern wing of 
the Turkish Army now concentrated opposite it. 

In Constantinople itself, in the event of a rising, the 
British could count with reasonable confidence on 
receiving assistance from the French. Moreover, the 
appearance and bearing of the British troops, especi
ally a Guards battalion and the R.A.F. contingent, 
had had an admirable effect. The Chanak force was 
sufficiently strong to hold its own and was not now 
seriously in danger, but as it was responsible for the 
key position it could not be drawn on to assist the 
other detachments. 

By the r nh, when the convention was signed, the 
Chanak position had been further strengthened by 
two battalions, two pack batteries and four medium 
batteries, and another battalion had been added to the 
Constantinople group. 

The signing of the convention removed the danger 
of war. Kemal had agreed to halt; and the Greek 
Government, under the sensible and powerful in
fluence of M. Venizclos who had returned to power, 
had agreed to carry out their withdrawal from Thrace; 
it only remained for the Allied troops to see that 
the new Turkish administration took over con
lrol without incident pending the final peace settle
ment. The Chanak incident may be considered as 
having closed at Mudania, and fortunately it had 
been handled in a manner which improved the rela
tions between the parties concerned and gave rise to 
no bitterness, It has re-established the Turkish belief 
in the firmness and fairness of the British Government, 
and though British troops remained in occupation 
of Constantinople many months while final peace 
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negotiations were in progress, no resentment was 
shown to them. 

In taking stock of the whole episode, what immedi
ately strikes one is the helplessness of the diplomatist 
without the backing of force when dealing with a 
determined opponent. There was little in Kemal's 
attitude to indicate that he would have yielded to 
diplomatic pressure or have attached more importance 
to the representations of the Allies than Japan has to 
those of the League of Nations in Manchuria. Un de
ter~ed by.the p~tential strength of the nations arrayed 
agaillst hIm, Kemal knew that he could achieve his 
object if the Allies were unwilling to make use of their 
strength. It was only when convinced that force would 
be met by force that he held his hand. 

The weakness of Kemal's position lay in the fact 
tha~ force could be brought into play against him, 
whIle the strength of that of Japan turned on the im
practicability of employing force against her. Kemal 
relied on bl~ff, while Japan relied on the real strength 
of her pOSItion and refused to yield to what was little 
more than bluff. Kemal's bluff and display of force 
extorted notable concessions, and it is all the more 
remarkable how small a demonstration marshalled 
against him finally secured the points of essential 
lffiportance to the Allies. The little British contingent 
Without finng a shot prevented the spread of war to 
Europe, saved Constantinople and the Christian ele
ment of its population from very real dangers, and 
secured the freedom of the. Straits. Incidentally it 
did much to re-estabbsh BritIsh prestige and friendly 
relatlOns with :he new Turkey. These were results on 
which the fightmg S~rvices may well pride themselves, 
Willie the whole lllCIdent was a triumph for a policy 
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of firmness based on a solid foundation of force and 
carried out with restraint and control of temper. As 
is so often the case both in actual war and purely 
police operations, the event turned on a contest of 
wills in which a correct appreciation of the weakness 
as well as the strength of the opponent was a deter
mining factor. 

When the contest opened Kemal held a strong 
hand and it was not difficult for him to see the weak
ness ~f his opponent's position. He was well aware of 
the lack of unity among the Allies and of the smallness 
of the forces they held on the spot. He had little 
reason to fear that they would undertake far-reachi~g 
offensive operations against him. His wea~ess lay 111 
his own camp. How far could he be certa111 that ~e 
could control his own army inflamed by victory If 
the Allies offered determined opposition? He might 
achieve initial successes, but it was hardly ~onceivable 
that the Great Powers with their potential strength 
would tolerate defeat. 

Kemal could bluff, but General Harington rightly 
appreciatcd that he could not afford to go. to extremes. 
In holding the initiative Kemal had an Immense ad
vantage. So long as he could control his own ~rmy, 
he could choose his own moment to call a halt If the 
situation became too dangerous, and his ~hole career 
shows that, in spite of a somewhat erratic character 
and great determination, he possesses to a n:m~rk~ble 
degree the faculty of appreciating the IlffiltatlOns 
within which he must act. 

Kemal's bluff developed in three stages. First, the 
attempt to frighten us out of Chanak. When that 
failed to achieve immediate success, there was sull a 
hope that a prolongation of the threat might break his 
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opponent's nen'c; but the continuous arrival of British 
reinforcements must have convinced him that Chanak, 
at any rate, would not be abandoned. Tbe third phase 
of the bluff, the threat of attack along the Ismid 
Peninsula, was probably designed only to extort the 
ma."limum concessions, from the M udania Conference. 
With the Allies in fujI command of the Dardanelles 
an advance on Constantinople could hardly be seri
ously contemplated. 

General Harington originally held a vcryweak hand. 
He could only guess how far Kemal was bluffing 
and how far he would be able to restrain his army; 
moreover, he had no certainty as to the backin 0' which 
would be given to him by the Allies or even" by his 
own Government. If he had misappreciated Kemal's 
attitude, he ran a grave risk of exposing his small force 
to what might have been much more than a minor 
disaster, and have brought about an unwanted war. 
The ~act that the initiative lay with Kemal evidently 
c~nstItuted the mam danger, and the temptation to 
Withdraw to the safety of Gallipoli must have been 
all the greater from the knowledge that such a course 
would become necessary if reinforcements were not 
given him, and that it would provoke little criticism. 
In the first instance General Harington met Kemal's 
bluff with bluff, but when Government support was 
forthcommg and remforcements began to arrive, his 
hand was made, though the cards required to be 
played carefully, and there was always an element of 
nsk from the absence of certainty as to what Kemal 
might do. 
. The ?ispositions of General Harington's force are 
~nte~estmg. It was at all times much too small to 
Justify any attempt to prevent the Turks entering the 
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neutral zone; that would have entail~d vicious di~-
persion. But by concentrating the ma~ body of his 
force at Chanak, where with the assistance of the 
Navy a determined stand could be mad~ e~en agamst 
greatly superior numbers, the commUnicatIOns. of the 
weak detachments required for the protectIOn of 
Constantinople were secured, a~d th~ way was kept 
open for more extensive operatIOns If an attack on 
Constantinople materialised. . 

Kemal was too good a soldier not to reahse the 
strength of the British position both actual and ?oten
tial' but it is understandable that his subordmates, 
flu;hed with victory, might easily have got out of 
hand if they had been allowed to co~e. m large 
numbers in close contact with the small BntJsh forces. 
His use of his cavalry and the way in which he kept 
his infantry and guns in the background was an 
indication that, though bluffing, he was not prepare~ 
to gamble wildly. Cavalry alone could not attack, an 
so long as he was only threatened by caval~ ~encral 
Harington was able to refrain from dehve~mg a~ 
ultimatum difficult for Kemal to comply With an 
difficult for the British to enforce. . 

The responsibility thrown on General Han~~on 
and his subordinates on a larger scale was very Similar 
to that which may fall on officers when troops are 
called out in aid of the civil power. The maglstrahte 

. d' h use of fire but t e may sanctIOn or even a vise t e '. d 
ultimate responsibility falls on the soldier to dec I e 
whether it is necessary. In this case the. Govern-

. f C ce but It was for ment had sanctIOned the use 0 lor , . d d 
the soldier to decide whether it could be avO! e i 
Moreover the situation was so critical that Gencra 

, . 'bTt to hiS Harington had to delegate IU9 responsl 1 I Y 
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subordinate commanders and trust to their carrying 
out his policy. Definite orders could not be given, and 
on Generall\Iarden and Colonel Shuttleworth rested 
on seyeral occasions the decision to fire or not to 
fire~ and theirs was the necessity of exercising tact, 
patience and restraint, while at the same time judging 
how far the .p~:~ly tactical position was imperilled. 
The responsIbIlities of war and those of police duties 
can seldom have been so closely combined. 

The position of the troops is also worth considering. 
On the one hand great demands had to be made on 
then~ to prepare for action at high pressure-to dig, 
to WITe, to move guns into position and to exercise 
vigilance on a war standard. On the other hand 
discipline and control of the highest order was re~ 
qUl.red to chec~ any tendency to excited or panicky 
actIOn. In daylight when the bearing and intentions 
of their opponents could be seen, and when the 
hu~our of the situation would no doubt appeal to the 
soldl~r, t.he test was not so high, but at night imagina
tl~n IS stimulated ar:d the conditions were sufficiently 
dangerous to permIt no acceptance of risk. Not all 
tr?OPS would ~ave come through the nervous strain 
wIthout excurSIOns or alam1s. Discipline and mutual 
confidence between the troops and their leaders were 
the essential factors and the newly resuscitated 
regular army showed that it possessed thcse attributes 
whde the war exper~ence of the leaders of all grade~ 
must h~ve been of Immense value in ensuring that 
precautlO~ary measures were adequate. 

That h.emal hoped to present a fait accompli to the 
final peace conference can hardly be doubted. When 
natJons .are unwilling or unprepared to fight, such a 
gambIt IS obVIOusly effective and most difficult to find 
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to A much greater effort is required to an answer . . d 
undo what has been accomplished than I~ neede to 
prevent its accomplishment. The attractIOns of the 
gambit are likely to give rise to troublesome problems 
in the future. Prompt counteraction to prevent the 
situation getting out of hand is gen~rally the ?est 
preventative; and in our overseas garnsons, prOVIded 
that they are maintained at reasonable strength, we 
have a source from which reinforcements can often 
be rapidly concentrated at points where an. ugly 
situation may develop. Chanak affords a fresh Illus
tration of their value in this respect; the remforce
ments drawn from them not only strengthened the 
hand of the commander on the spot but also gave an 
indication of the determination of the Government. 

The old recipe "send a cruiser to show the Flag 
and look after British interests" is still a good one, 
and the overseas garrisons fulfil on occasion n~uch the 
same functions. They supplement the impreSSIOn pro
duced by naval dispositions, or provide a substJtute 
when the scene of trouble cannot be reached by the 
Navy alone. It is too often assumed that our overseas 

. f r naval garrisons are merely for the protection 0 .ou . 
bases and lines of communication; theIr police dutIes, 
often of an international order, are frequently over-
looked in the demand for economy. I 

Those who have read the study of Mustap ',a 
Kemal's career contained in Grey Wolf, by 11. C. 

. I' d th·nk. that I have Armstrong may be mc me to I 
. ' f for thc results claImed too great a measure 0 success ., 

b . d b B .. I . . the ChaJlak InCIdent. o tame y the ntIs' actIOn III 
. . II lete success to The author attnbutes pracuca Y comp . 

'1 1 ear beIng Kemal's bluff, and comes pen ous y n . 
. Iff' . h' art'son of the char-gratllltous y 0 enstve m IS comp 
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acter of General Harington and his opponent, without 
adducing evidence to support his estimate. That 
Kemal extorted concessions from the Governments 
of the great Powers concerned I have admitted; but 
this was due to the unwillingness of the latter to 
support Greece at the risk of becoming involved in 
war, rather than to the local military situation which 
Kemal's attitude towards the British force pro
duced. 

Mr. Armstrong admits, as General Harington 
correctly appreciated, that Kemal recognised the 
danger of attempting to overcome British resistance 
by force, and admits also that the attempt to frighten 
General Harington into withdrawal failed. He is 
inclined, however, to exaggerate the amount of force 
at General Harington's disposaJ, in order to cover the 
failure of his hero. His statement that the orders 
issued to the British troops at Chanak "were a weak 
compromise-to hold up the Turks but not to fire or 
use force" would carry more conviction if he had 
suggested that the Turks would have withdrawn 
without fighting if fire had been ordered, and if he had 
made it quite clear whether these were the orders 
General Marden had received or whether they were 
those issued by the local commanders for guidance of 
troops in immediate contact with the Turks. In any 
case the pl'oor of the pudding is in the eating and 
the troops carried out their orders with remarkable 
success. 

It is interesting to note that the German amhor of 
1I111stilpha KUllal. Betn·ec71 Europe and .'1.,ill acknow
ledges the Success of the British action ami claims 
that it re-established British prestige in the East. He 
perhaps hardly realises how mucb these results were 
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ft 'Ii . d d . udgment of the ml -due to the initiative an SOUll J d 'th the 
d b' more concerne WI tary comman er, elOg d b Mr Lloyd 

. t the comman er Y . 
support gn,:en 0 f ultimately the decisive 
George, which was 0 course 

factor. t of incidents which 
A very interesting accoun .. I I st days of 

d CI ' k dunng the cntlca a 
occurre at lana . 'b tion by General 
September will be found 10 a contn u b His 
Marden to the Army Quarterly, ?~tons~~:;~~~tion 

. I how many OCC,lSIO 
narrative S lOWS on d e and discipline 
was saved by the restraint, goo sens. nd diffi
of the troops. And how full of anxieties a 
culties was the sitllatlOn. 



CHAPTER VII 

KHARTUM, 1924 

No one who ever served with the Egypt· A thO k ·th Ian rmy can 
m~ke~1 th°ut the. de~pest regret of an episode which 

e termlllatlOn of a long comrad h· . arm .. es IP-IIl-
s ~allltal1led through fierce fightin and man 

hardshIps: a comradeship \ h· 1 g Y 
territory from chaos an . v IC 1 rescued a great 
mirt G d mIsery and, under a purely 

I ary. overnment, gave it a fresh start towards 
prospenty. ~eorganised by Sir Evelyn Wood and 
commanded III successIOn b G f II . ' 
Wingate and Stack the y. ren e , Kltchener, 
of which the British A~gyptla.n Army was a force 
which many British offi Yl wdas Lust!y proud, and of 
C 

ceTS la allectlOnate . 
ompetition to serve· . memones. 

ally in the Sudanese ~a~~~::;~~s k~en, al1d,especi
British officers and th ' e re atlOns between 

e men were of th h . 
It may fairly be claimed that . e ~pplest.l 

originate within the A the. d,sruptIOn did not 
among the people of r:~ n;r :as It due to discontent 
quence of the clash of p I·Ut· ani·. It w~s the conse-

I
. 0 I lea Ideas E 

an ear ler chapter the co d·t. III gypt. In 
E f n I IOns which . d· gypt a ter the war are de It . h eXlste III 

they may be briefly reca it~la;;~t mor~ fully, but 
show how the trouble spr~ad t h hSere In order to 
,. 0 t e udan. 

For the mformation of tho h o ,- se w 0 arc f rga~llsat10n of the Egyptian Ar h nOt amiliar with th 
or with tha~ of the Sudan Dcfl!:~ewF~n under: British command: 

ha~dcd to thiS chapter giVillg SOme notc:~c~ a"1
1 ~ppl!ndix hns been 

lstor)'. lelr composition and 
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Egypt up to the outbreak of the war had been a 
vassal State of Turkey; but Turkey had made no 
attempt either to prevent the loss of the Sudan to 
Egypt through the Mahdist rebellion, or to take part 
in its reconquest, effected by British and Egyptian 
Army troops in the closing years of the nineteenth 
century. When, therefore, Egypt in 1914 became a 
British protectorate, no consequent change took place 
in the ownership of the Sudan. Similarly, when the 
British protectorate of Egypt was terminated in 1922, 

the Anglo-Egyptian condominion established in the 
Sudan was unaffected. 

When, however, after the war, the agitation for 
complete independence arose in Egypt and led to the 
termination of the protectorate, it included a claim for 
the recognition of the Sudan as an integral part of 
Egypt. This claim was denied by the British Govern
ment on the grounds that both the reconquest of the 
Sudan and its modern · development resulted from 
British initiative and expenditure of British lives and 
money. The condominion fairly represented Egypt's 
share in the enterprise, and the disappearance of 
Turkey and independence of Egypt in no way affected 
Britishrights. Moreover, the British Governmentcould 
not possibly have consented to hand back the Sudan 
to purely Egyptian control, at the risk of a recurrence 
of the conditions of misgovernment and oppression 
which had given rise to the Mahdist revolt. Neither 
the interests of the Sudanese, nor British capital which 
had been invested in the Sudan, could be risked. 

Nationalist sentiment in Egypt saw things in a 
different light. It was easier for it to remember the 
original conquest of the Sudan than its subsequent 
loss and the circumstances of its reconquest. There 
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was, too, the question of the Nile water. Egypt was 
Jealous of. the share the Sudan might take, and, more
oye:, proJected control works in the Sudan, though 
?eslg.m,d for the benefit of Egypt, would, it was 
Ima!?ned, gi\-e the Sudan Government the power of 
turnl~g ~ff the. tap at critical periods and thus of 
bnngmg IrreSlstlble pressure on Egypt. Such fears are, 
of course, exaggerated, but they were played on to the 
utmost for propaganda purposes. 

The termination of the protectorate and the ac
kn?wlcdgment of Egypt's independence did not 
satl~fy the Egyptian Nationalist Party, as Britain still 
retau:ed her mterest in the Sudan, and still claimed 
the ~Ight of maintaining British troops in Egypt to 
provide for the security of the Canal route and the 
safety. of foreign lives and interests in Egypt. Both 
these Issues she treated as subjects reserved for settle
ment at a future date. Agitation continued and no 
~hole-hearted effort was made to establish ~onstitu
~IOnal government under the conditions which Britain 
Imposed. It was not till early in 1924 that the first 
Egyptfan parliament assembled, and when it met its 
attentIOn was directed rather to furth .' .'. h . . elmg agitatIOn 
t an to settling down to Its legitimate business 
Zaghlul Pasha, who had. returned from banishmen~ 
unde~ the general amnesty granted to political offen
ders m 1923 and had become Prime M' . . d d mIster, was 
m ~ce to come to London to discuss the reserved 
subjects m the hope of reaching an acceptable _ 
p,romlse: . but negotiatio~s soon broke down. l\~~:-
\\ III Ie, With mcreasmg mtensity Egy t' . I . ,p Ian agItators 
em eavoured to stir up a movement I'n tl S d 

,h' h Id le u an \\ IC cou be represented as a demand by th S d 
If" euan 

peop es or Unity With Egypt. These efforts did not 
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produce much effect at first, but ea~ly in 1924 a 
"White Flag" Society was founded m the Sud~n 
whose object was to spread the move~ent for u~lty 
with Egypt by organising demonstratIOns. EgyptIan 
officers and Egyptian officials of the. S~dan Govern
mentwere enlisted as agents of the agitatIOn, and every 
effort was made to capture young Sudanese un~er 
training for Government employment, or anyo~e With 
a grievance or thwarted ambitions. It was not difficult 
to represent glowing prospects of a Wider ~areer If the 
European element in the Governmen~ dIsappeared. 
The great mass of the Sudan pOlilUl~tIOn was, how
ever, entirely unaffected by the agltatl.on, and showed 
no desire at all for exclusively Egyptian government 
in spite of religious affinities. Heads of tribes an~ the 
chief notables were aware of what the Sudan suflered 
under the pre-Mahdist Egyptian rule, and were not 
slow in expressing alarm at the idea of a Withdrawal 

of British authority. 
As a result of the White Flag movement, demonstra-

tions were held in June and July 1924, but the first 
events of a serious nature did not occur till A:r~ust. 
On the 9th of that month the stud.ents of the Military 
School at Khartum became mutlllOUS and marched 
under arms through the streets, causing much excite
ment both in Khartum and Omdurman. Fortunately 
the authorities of the school were able to impound all 
ammunition on charge while the students were 
parading the streets, and on t~e return of thc1atter a 
company from the British garnson had trttle dlfficu!ty 
in surrounding and disarming the cadets. The police 
were also able to disperse the crowds; but to allay the 

B .. I were 
gcneral excitement and unrest ntis 1 troops 
marched through Omdurman. 
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On the same date an even more serious occurrence 
took place at the railway works at the Atbara junction, 
where the Egyptian Railway Battalion got out of hand 
and commenced damaging Government property. At 
Port Sudan also some disorder was caused by a small 
detachment of the Railway Battalion. 

These cYcnts were sufficiently serious to cause Mr. 
Sterry (acting as Governor-General in the absence of 
Sir Lee Stack) to recommend the immediate rein
forcement of the British garrison of Khartum (one 
battalion) by a second battalion, and the despatch of a 
warship to Port Sudan, as he was uncertain how far he 
could continue to rely implicitly on the Sudanese and 
Egyptian battalions if called on to repress disorder. 
As will be seen, it proved exceedingly fortunate that 
this precautionary measure was taken at an early 
stage. 

To deal with the outbreak in the Railway Battalion 
two platoons of British infantry and a dismounted 
company of Arab mounted infantry were despatched 
from Khartum, and arrived at Atbara late on the lOth 
August. Next morning the men of the Railway 
BattalIon started fresh demonstrations, but were sur
rounded and forced back to their barracks by the 
British and Arab detachments. However, they re
newed attempts to break out, and after a hand-to
hand struggle in which the Arabs used the butts of 
their rifles, brick-throwing commenced, with the 
:esult .that the Arab company eventually opened fire, 
mfllctmg ~ome twenty casualties. Fire was apparently 
opened Without orders but under great provocation. 
These events, which gradually became known in 
Egypt, caused much excitement there, especially as 
the press reported that the shooting had been carried 
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out by British troops on unarmed Egyptians. Actually 
no British troops had taken an active part. 

The Egyptian Government took no satisfactory 
steps to allay public excitement, and allowed the 
incident to be used for further anti-British propa
ganda, claiming that a British officer was in charge 
of the situation, and that the Sudan Government was 
responsible for sending troops to put down the out
break by force. While encouraging the idea that the 
Sudan Government had fomented the disorders in 
order to show the necessity of British troops and 
control, the Egyptian Government itself tried to use 
the incident to establish a right to override the Sudan 
Government. It demanded that an Anglo-Egyptian 
commission of enquiry should be held, ignoring the 
courts of enquiry held under the orders of the Sudan 
Government, and called for direct report from the 
acting Sir dar as if he were a direct subord.inate. The 
British Government, however, firmly resisted these 
demands and other attempts to make capital out of 
the situation. 

The Railway Battalion was disbanded and deported 
to Egypt by detachments, suitable steps being taken 
to prevent demonstrations on the way; and m resp~nse 
to Mr. Sterry's recommendation the British garrison 
in the Sudan was reinforced by the Argyll and 
Sutherland Highlanders from Egypt, while ano~her 
battalion was prepared for despatch at forty-eight 
hours' notice a battalion from Malta replacmg the 
Argylls in Eg;pt. In the Sudan those concerned in the 
outbreaks were tried and sentenced by courts-marttal, 
and certain disaffected officers and officials concerned 
in the White Flag movement were arrested and 
deported. 
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Under these firm measures conditions in the Sudan 
showed signs of improving, though propaganda in 
Egypt, if anything, intensified. 
. During th.e next three months the only event of any 
~mpo.rtance III the Sudan was a demonstration organ
Ised III September by some disaffected officers of the 
12th Sudancse: stationed at Malakal near the junction 
of the Sobat River with the White Nile. The situation 
was sufficiently serious to necessitate sending half a 
company of the Leicester Regiment from Khartum 
to cover the arrest of the instigators of the trouble 
almost all Egyptian officers or clerks. The battalio~ 
itself remained quiet and arrests were effected with
out difficulty. Somewhat similar trouble threatened 
Juring the summer in the battalion at Wau in the 
Bahr.-cl-<?huzal,. but the officer commanding lhe 
uIslnct DIpped It so sharply in the bud that it never 
ll1ate~ialis~d. Th~se incidents arc notable chiefly as 
shOWing, III :he hght of later events, how widespread 
and deternllned was the effort to undermine the 
loyalty of Sudanese troops. 

On 19t h November the rnu[ckr of the Si rdar Sir 
I.,'e ~tac~,whcn driving home from the Minist:V of 
Via: III Catro, shocked thc worlu und slmleu a ~~w 
CI'ISIS. It was t'villent that the murder WJ$ a direct 
t:mSL"!Ul'nCC of the anti-British agitation anu of 
!\gypt s prcposterous claims on the ::luuan, I I was 
sllspc,t'tcd .cH·n that cCliain highly placed Egyptial1~ 
"l'le nnpltcatt'd, and the Egyplian GOH'rnmcnt could 
no; ,e,cape responsibility for th . outrage. 

I 0 "nne. this hOlu'·d ,t· . . . . h' (, ra::> lC aCllon was nL·(\.'~sary, 
.10l1 LOld ~lkllhy. who had retuTlH:d from kaye anti 
rl'suml'd \118 post as I1igh Commissioner in ltg\ pt. 
prCSl'lIlt:d. on behalf of the British <';o\unmcnt, eight 
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demands for reparation. Zaghlul Pasha accepted four 
only of these, and am~ng t~ose he rejected was ~he 
demand for the immediate withdrawal of all Egyptian 
troops from the Sudan, including all.Egyptian officers 
in whatever capacity they were servrng. 

Orders were, however, issued on 23rd November 
to the acting Sirdar (Huddleston Pasha) to give effect 
to this demand. The problem which the enforcemc.nt 
of this order presented to him were extraordinanly 

difficult. 
The units to be evacuated were the 3rd and 4th 

Egyptian infantry battalions and three b~t~eries of 
artillery, all stationed at Kharlum: In addition wc;re 
a number of Egyptian officers either serving wl.rh 

Sudanese battalions or employed in ,·arious ad mllllS
tralive capacities scattcred through the Sudan. Of the 
three battcries of artillery two were commanded by 
I3ritish oUieers, and they constituteu the only artlJl.cry 
in thc country with the ~xccrtion of one or two uu
mobile guns mounted in the fort ncar the British 
barracks in Kharturn. 

The troops availahle to cnforce the order Wtrt; tW() 

British battalions, I he Lc:ic<,sters, whl) formed tile 
. . . ., tl c Ar,,)'IIs r~ccndy normal British g:JrnNon, anu 1 1- " 

hrou~ht in as a reinforcement. , . 
Tlw,~ hattalions would, howe' a, In Jddllton to 

. ' . Kit rn hwc cnforcing the order /01 l"ntrJlfinILtII'lt lUI" .• " 

tu finu dttachmenls to act as escort" 011 till' tram .lIld 
. . 1 ·1 w ·ltId at tlte tn ~t:cllre IIllportant p{/lnt~ on t lC ral \\~ J ' 

plat" s of ,iltrainmcnt. 
!1I addItion to the British tmop' Ihlr< \len.:, "f 

c\Jur,e, a, .• iJahk the Suuanl"'Sc hatt:lhons anu s"m< 
,\rah lIllIt . It \\;1' illlpos,ihil', hOWCYl"I. t(~ sa) ,bow 
lar thl l' could be rdied on; m.IJi) of thur otllCtfS 
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"ere EgyptIans and it was known that efforts had 
been made to shake their loyalty, At tite best they 
were to.a large,extent co-rcli!<ionists of the Egyptians, 
and theIr rchrous fanaticism was easily aroused, 

\Iofem'er,1ll consequence of the withdrawal of the 
Egyptian,; and the preoccupation of British troops in 
supernslllg the evacuation, Sudanese had to be en
trusted "ith the task of finding nonnal guards over 
Government property and maintenance of law and 
order an:ong the civil population, which might well be 
worked mto a state of excitement by the events. 

Apart f.ro~ the question of the adequacy of the 
force at hIS disposal to carry out the order, the per
sonal problems of the acting Sirdar were even more 
difficult. He had a threefold responsibility. As Sirdar 
he commanded the Egyptian Army and was respoll
SIble to ,the Egyptian Government for the conduct 
and efficl~~cy of Egyptian troops; yet, as commander 
of tJ:e BntIsh garrison in the Sudan he was called on 
to gn'e orders w~ich Egyptian troops must resent as 
contrary to the Will of the Egyptian Government and 
whIch they mi.~ht, with some show of reason, r~fuse 
t~ obey, HIS tlurd and perhaps his greatest responsi
blltty was for law and order in the Sudan and the 
secU!:ty of B~itish and native lives not con~erned in 
the ~JSput~. 1 he result of the orders he was called on 
to give rrught well be to imperil internal security, 
Clearly great tact and judgment would be required 
not only from the Sirdar but also from the British 
officers wh? would be called on to overcome any 
sho~ of reSistance on the part of the Egyptian troops 
dunng t~e process of covering their entrainment and 
~ escortIng them out of the country. Regarding the 

udanese troops, nothing could be done. They re-
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mained a somewhat uncertain quantity, and the wisest 
course was to continue to show confidence in them 
and avoid unsettling them by any indications of 

SuspIcIOn, " ' 
Huddleston Pasha, on receipt of his mstructlOn~ , 

decided that he must move British troops into POSI
tions which would render any resistance on the part 
of the Egyptians hopeless before he communicated 
the decision to them. He fully reahsed that the 
Egyptian troops might refuse to .obey orders; and if 
controlling force was not immedmtely. avaIlable, a~y 
delay in producing it would give them tlI?-~ to ,organ,lse 
resistance and draw ammunition. A colhSlOn m whIch 
many Egyptian and British lives would be lost would 
then almost certainly occur. He accordIngly at once 
called a conference of British officers concerned and 
issued orders to them to make the necessary dispos!
tions. They were warned, however, to move theIr 
troops as unostentatiously as possible~ and as far as 
circumstances permitted to keep their men out of 
sight, so as to avoid unnecessary display of force. W~en 
these steps had been taken, orders ~or the ev~cuatl.on 
were put into force, The 4th EgyptIan ~attahon with 
some hesitation obeyed and were entramed for Port 
Sudan by 24th November, but the artillery and 3rd 

Egyptians refused to entrain without a dIrect order 
from their own Government. No attempt was made 
to use force to compel immediate obedience; ~uch a 
course would almost inevitably have resulted m loss 
of life; for although they had little ammu~ition, the 
troops to be evacuated, in accordance With speCIal 
instructions given by Lord Allenby, had n,ot been 
disarmed. As an alternative, in order to relIeve the 
troops of their scruples and to satisfy their sense of 
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honour, a telegram was sent to Cairo asking that 
confirmation of the Sirdar's order should be obtained 
from the Egyptian authorities. During the consequent 
delay, however, an unexpected and very serious 
mutiny occurred in the 11th Sudanese Battalion in 
khartum, and another less serious in the loth Sudanese 
at Talodi in the N uba Hills. The situation was com
plicated, too, by a mutiny among the political prisoners 
in the prison at Khartum North, which could not be 
effectually crushed while the Egyptian troops were 
awaiting entrainment. 

It is certain that in Khartum the outbreaks were 
instigated by Egyptian officers waiting entrainment, 
and were a result of a conspiracy at the head of which 
was Rifaat Bey, a senior artillery officer. 

The main object of the conspiracy was to bring 
about a Sudanese mutiny in furtherance of the policy 
which aimed at sho.wing that the sympathies of the 
Sudan were pro-Egyptian and anti-British. Although 
the conspirators promised the Sudanese direct sup
port by the Egyptian units assembled for entrainment 
at Khartum North, it is doubtful whether there was a 
real intention on the part of the latter to commit them
selves. The British machine guns covering them were 
a restraining influence, but the timely arrival of an in
struction from the Minister of War to comply with the 
evacuation order may have proved the decisive factor 
in preventing active participation. Enquiries subse
quent to the mutiny revealed, however, that the 
Sudanese mutineers had received definite promise of 
support, especially from the artillery, which were to 
fire across the river at the British barracks, Govern
ment buildings and other highly vulnerable pomts, 
when shooting started in Khartum itself. 
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.Before gi,-ing-an account in detail of what happened, 
It IS well to remmd readers how small was the British 
force 3\-aiJable to deal "ith such a critical situation 
There were still only the two battalions at Khartum' 
weakened by detachments on the railway· and al~ 
though. a third battalion was now on its' \~ay from 
E;g-ypt. It was not due to arrive at Port Sudan till 26th 
Noycmber-two days later. 

Much the most serious event was the mutiny in the 
Ilth Sudanese. ?ut in P?int of time it was preceded 
b) th~ outbreak m the pnson, which will therefore be 
descnbed first. For some time the prison had been a 
source o~ trouble as, in addition to ordinary criminals, 
It. contamed many whose offences were connected 
with the political agitation. Chief among the latter 
were cadets, arrested on account of the August disturb
ance, an~ 0ey.had proved very truculent, especially 
after a VISit patd to them early in November by an 
Egyptian officer who was acting as "prisoners' friend" 
to those still awaiting trial. Even as early as 18th 
November, before the murder of Sir Lee Stack 
occurr~d, the political prisoners were in a mutinous 
and highly ~xclted state, so much so, that it was 
th?ught adVisable to transfer anum ber of ordinary 
pnsoners to gaols at Port Sudan 0 d '1 . r er was tem-
poran y resto~ed by persuasion and the grant of some 
small concessIOns, but a spark only was required to 
cause ~ conflagration, and this the news of the re
patnatlOn of Egyptian units provided. The close 

f
Proxli·.in1ityd O! the prison to the artillery barracks 
aCI tate Signalling b t h b 'Id' e ween t e two groups of 
UI mgs and ensured early communication of the 

news under most inflammatory conditions. 
In consequence disturbances again broke out on 
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23rd November, but it was not till 6.30 A.M. on the 
24th that the situation became out of han.d. Order 
could easily have been restored by shootmg, as a 
prison guard from a Sudanese ba~talion un~er a 
British officer had replaced that prevIOusly furnished 
by Egyptian troops. To have resorted to shooting 
would, however, almost certainly have led to an 
immediate outbreak in the artillery barracks, a very 
serious complication. Throughout the next few days, 
therefore, the situation inside the prison was not 
brought under complete control, and signalling to the 
artillery barracks could not be stopped. It was, how
ever, possible to segregate the mutinous. ~rom well
behaved prisoners and to make the pOSition secure 
against any attempts at escape. On the repatnatlOn of 
Egyptian troops, order was restored without ?iffic~lty, 
but the prison staff had had a trying and a~x!Ous time. 

The next event to indicate how precanous was the 
general situation took place at Talodi in the Nuba 
Hills, some 170 miles south of El Obeid, on 25th 
November when orders for the repatriation of Egyp-, . 
tian officers were received. Not only did the Egyptian 
officers refuse to surrender, but certain of the Sudanese 
officers demanded also to be evacuated to Egypt. 
When arrested these officers broke out again and 
attempted to cause a mutiny in the two companies of 
the loth Sudanese forming the garrison. There were 
two British officers only at the station, and t~ough 
they were able to dissuade the troops from vIOlent 
action and were themselves left unmolested and at 
liberty, they could not prevent the mutinous officers 
taking command of the troops. An immediate attempt 
to force the issue might well have cost the officers 
their lives and have led only to the troops commlttmg 
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themselves more deeply and to a general worsening 
of the position. The problem presented must have 
been desperately difficult and unpleasant. 

To suppress this outbreak eight armoured cars, 500 

men (three companies) of the Camel Corps and some 
Lewis gunners from the British detachment were 
immediately despatched from EI Obeid, while other 
.Lewis and machine gunners of the Leicesters with 
Ford cars were sent by steamer and road from Khar
tum to support them. This show of force proved 
sufficient and no resistance was offered, but the 
incident proved how little Sudanese battalions could 
be relied on. 

At Khartum further proof was given by the mutiny 
of the I Ith Sudanese, which had more serious con
sequences. 

Brought from Omdurman to Khartum in order to 
take over guard duties consequent on the evacuation 
of Egyptian units, this battalion on the 27th Novem
ber was finding a guard of one platoon at the War 
Office, another on the military prison (not to be con
fused Witll the prison at Khartum North where the 
cadets were) and two platoons were in Said Pasha 
Ba.nacks (vide sketch plan of Khartum). The moving 
spmts were the Sudanese officers in charge of the two 
latter detachments, who were prepared to give effect 
to the plot planned by Rifaat Bey and other Egyptian 
office.rs. They were in touch with another group of 
disaffected officers at the musketry school, and this 
~ch~ol was t~e meeting-place of cUsaffccted clements 
1ll },.hartum Itself. Final decision to take action was 
an:lved at apparently about noon on the 27th, waverers 
belllg mduced to believe that the moment had come 
by a false report that a platoon of 9th Sudanese, find-
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ing a guard on the bridge, had mutinied, and that the 
artillery were ready to open fire as soon as the first 
shots were heard in Khartum. 

The sequence of events was as follow~:. . 
At 3 P.M. the officer in charge of the .nuhta~ pnson 

took steps in readiness to release nulitary pnsoners, 
which was part of the plan. 

At 3.30 the two platoons at Said Pasha Barracks 
were paraded and marched to the prison where they 
were joined by the platoon on guard there. Thence 
the whole party marched to the musketry sc~ool 
where they were joined by four officers of v~nous 
units. The magazine was broken into an~ two V.lckers 
guns with ammunition were taken. Making their way 
through the market, where a native cart was com
mandeered the mutineers moved towards the War 
Office, app~rently intending to pick up the platoon 
there. This platoon was under the command of a 
Sudanese officer who from his demeanour, would 
appear to have had ~very intention of joining the 
mutineers. Fortunately, before he had time to take 
action a British officer on the Headquarters Staff of 
the Ei;yptian Army, on duty at the War Office, a~
preciating the situation, ordered the men to fall m 
and marched them rapidly to the bridge befor~ they 
had time to fully understand what wa.s h~ppenmg .. 

Meanwhile Mr. Carless, Assistant Dlstnct Co~~
sioner Khartum who had met and been threatene Y 
the m~tineers o~ their way through the market, had 
hastened to the War Office where he found the actmg 
Sirdar Huddleston Pasha. The latter, when Mr. 
Carles~' report had been confirmed by an orderly who 
stated he had seen Sudanese soldiers moving towards 
the British barracks, immediately despatched Colonel 

>1 
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l\IcCo,,"an (Officer Commanding Khartum District, 
Egyptian Army) by car to ascertain what was happen
ing. At the same time he telephoned to warn the 
Leicesters in the British barracks and the Argylls at 
the Gordon College to sound the alarm and stand to. 
It was no,," about 4.30 P.M. Colonel McCowan drove 
first to the bridge to warn the guards there, and 
returning by the Khedive Avenue found the Argylls 
already turning out and taking position across the 
road. Proceeding westwards he met the mutineers, 
who had been somewhat delayed by their endeavours 
to seduce the platoon at the War Office, on the 
Khedive Avenue some 700 yards from the Gordon 
College near the military hospital. 

The party were halted by their officers and Colonel 
McCowan spoke to them, endeavouring to induce 
them to return to their barracks, warning them they 
would be fired on if they advanced further. Colonel 
McCowan was personally well known to the mutinous 
troops, as Omdurman was included in the Khartum 
district and they therefore were part of his command. 
The men would probably have obeyed his orders if 
the officers had not interfered' but the officers told 
him that they were on their way'to join "their brothers 
of the 3rd Battalion," and threatened him with their 
revolvers. They did not fire, however, and he was able 
to get away safely by the road along the river, and 
reported to Huddleston Pasha. The latter then set out 
in his car to take personal charge of the situation 
thre~tening to develop at the Gordon College, and 
findl~g Major Couper of the Argylls, he ordered hinl 
to remforce his party on the Khedive Avenue with 
six Vickers guns, all that were available. By the time 
this was done it was almost dark. 
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Huddleston Pasha now went forward alone to meet 
the Sudanese, calling to them that he was the Sirda.r. 
Receiving no reply, he continued to advan~e till 
within about sixty yards of them. He called agam that 
he was Huddleston Pasha. This time the reply came 
in an officer's voice, "We do not know Huddleston 
Pasha, we only know Rifaat Pasha". Huddleston 
Pasha then said, "Will you take my orders?" :rhe 
same voice answered, "We will only take Rifaat 
Pasha's orders". 

On this he returned to the Argylls and immediately, 
at about 6 P.M., ordered fire with all machine guns to 
be opened. The fire was answered by the Sudan.ese 
but the shooting was erratic and caused no casualties. 

Platoons of the Argylls and Leicesters now ~d
vanced down both sides of the Avenue, outflankmg 
the mu tineers who broke up, leaving their two machine 
guns on the road where they were recovered by :he 
platoon of the Leicesters working along the north Side 
of the road. Although the Sudanese had broken, th:y 
continued firing from what cover they could find III 

the darkness, and it was not till 10 o'clock that ~re 
ceased on both sides. During the night the majority 
of the mutineers scattered, some making their way 
back to Omdurman. It was hoped that in the mornmg 
there would be no further resistance, but, as was 
subsequently found, a very determined remnant was 
left to be dealt with. . 

Meanwhile deplorable events had taken place. III 
the hospital close to the scene of the encounter. Major 
Carlyle, the senior medical officer, when he heard 
firing, ordered wards to be prepare.d for the wounded 
and sent two British N.C.O.'s to bnng stretchers from 
the store. At the store the N.C.O.'s found a Sudanese 
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,entry who did not interfere with them while rc
monngstrt'tchcf>'; but inside they discovered Sergeant 
Renshaw dying, having apparently been attacked by 
the sentry. One of the N.C.O.'s (Sergeant Perkins) 
ran at once with two stretchers to report to !l1ajor 
Carlyle and, when re-entering the hospital, was 
accosted by a Sudanese officer with a revolver. Push
ing the stretchers into the officer's face, Sergeant 
Perkins ran inside to Major Carlyle. He was almost 
immediately followed by the officer, who, threatening 
Major Carlyle with his revolver, ordered him to get 
out. Pretending not to hear, Major Carlyle closed 
with and threw the officer, Sergeant Perkins securing 
his revolver arm. While the three were struggling on 
the ground a party of Sudanese carne in and fired, 
killing Major Carlyle and wounding Sergeant Perkins. 
All this must have happened soon after shooting on 
the Avenue commenced, though it is not known 
exactly when Sergeant Renshaw was murdered. 

At dawn the following morning the British troops 
advanced to search for the mutineers, not in much 
expectation of opposition. When, however, they 
approached the Medical Corps Compound adjoining 
the hospital, firing broke out. The compound contains 
a nun:-ber of ~mall b~ildings, and great difficulty was 
experIenced III locatlllg where the fire was coming 
fro.n:-' Several casualties occurred, including two 
BntISh offic~rs killed, and it was eventually found 
that the mutllleers had taken refuge in the Egyptian 
office~s' mess, a building surrounded by small trees. 

ThiS pa.rty put up a desperate resistance. Bombing 
and ~achine gun fire had no effect, so the single 4'5" 
hOWitzer on charge at the Fort was brought up at 
8 A.M. and fired 30 rounds at 100 yards range. Even 
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this proved insufficient, and an attempt. to rush the 
building resulted only in further casualties. 

In the end slow fire from the howitzer had to be 
continued for seven hours, 170 rounds being fired 
before the building was entirely demolished and all 
sign of resistance ended. None of the desperate 
garrison was found alive., ., 

One cannot withhold one s admlratlOn and regret 
for these men fanatical though no doubt they were, 
who had bee~ seduced from their allegiance, and 
then deserted by their Egyptian co-religionists. 

With the suppression of this mutiny peace was 
again established in the Sudan, and by the 4th De
cember the last Egyptian unit had left the country, 
followed as soon as distances would allow by such 
Egyptian officers as were statione~ at ou.tlying points. 

The enquiries and courts-martIal wluch were held 
all confirmed how completely Egypt was responsible 
for the outbreak and how little it was inspired by any 
genuine desire on the part of the Sudanese for closer 
union with Egypt. . 

Malakal and Talodi were the farthest pomts at 
which the virus of Egyptian propaganda. produced 
serious results. All the irregular Arab. ullltS. prove.d 
quite reliable and even Sudanese battalIons With their 

, ff d' the percentage of Egyptian officers were una ecte m. 
Equatorial provinces, if we exclude the abortIve 
trouble at Wau . The morale of the Sudanese batt~I!Ons 
was however so shaken that it was probably WIse to 
make a fresh ;tart in the new Sudan defence for<;e and 
to include in it none of the old units. The truth IS that 
the Sudanese black man is, as Egyptians well know, 
easily worked on. He is credulous and simple-mmded 
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to a degree, and his religious fanaticism is easily 
aroused. With all his gallantry and his genuine affec
tion for his British officers, he is in times of peace a 
dangerous custodian of law and order if there are 
subversive influences about. 

With such combustible material, and taking account 
of the inflammatory influences at work, a single 
British battalion was a perilously small fire extin
guisher. It was fortunate indeed that the mutiny of 
the Railway Battalion in August had led to the re
inforcement of the garrison and that the chain of 
l\:Iediterranean garrisons, capable of mutually sup
porting each other, enabled reinforcements to be 
provided quickly in response to successive calls. 

It is well, however, to recognise the risk that was 
taken and the element of chance which accounted for 
the presence of the Argy lls in Khartum. Financial 
pressure and political conditions produce demands 
for the reduction of overseas garrisons, and there 
must always be a tenden{:y to estimate the minimum 
strength required by purely local conditions and to 
lo~e. si?ht of the factor of mutual support. 'A local 
cnsls IS apt to come as a bolt from the blue and 
if reinforcements do not arrive promptly a se~ious 
disaster may easily occur. 

It may be claimed as a justification of the weakness 
of the British garrison in the Sudan that great con
fidence was felt in Sudanese troops, and that as an 
element of risk, Sudanese and Egyptian troops can
~ell~d each other. If that view was held it was not 
Justified by history. In 1900 an incident occurred 
wh!ch foreshadowed the events of 1924, and although, 
owmg to the South African War, it attracted little 
notice at the time, may be recalled here. The Khedive , 
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Abbas Hilmi, always hostile to British control, seized 
the opportunity provided by the South African War 
to foment trouble in the Sudan, from which many 
senior British officers of the Egyptian Army had 
departed for South Africa. His technique was very 
similar to that employed in 1924, though more secret
ive. His aim was, through Egyptian officers, to stir 
Sudanese battalions into mutiny, and he so far 
succeeded that an outbreak did occur in the same 
11th Sudanese Battalion. Fortunately the outbreak 
was premature and the plot was revealed by some of 
the old Sudanese officers who were loyaL The ele
ment of young and excitable Sudanese ~fficers had 
not then been developed, and the Egyptian officers 
concerned in the plot relied more on stirring up the 
fanaticism, and working on the credulity, of the 
Sudanese rank and file than on securing the co-opera
tion of Sudanese officers. Prompt arrests were made 
and the plot broke down. Enquiries revealed, however, 
how seriously the mutiny might have devel?~ed. Onl? 
during winter months was there then a. ~rlt1sh ga~n
son at Khartum and at other times Bntlsh Egyptian 
Army officers w~uld have been at the me~cy of their 
men. As it happened, the fate of the mutmy to some 
extent turned on how far mercy would be shown. 
Many of the Egyptian officers who were approac?ed 
by the Khedive's agents had no feehng of hostility 
towards their British officers, though they were 
willing enough to take action which would open the 
Sudan to unchecked exploitation by Egypt. The fate 
of the British officers became therefore a matter of 
controversy among the conspirators: one party 
advocated their murder others that they should be 
collected and deported.' One very senior and highly 
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educated Egyptian officer who was on particular 
friendly terms with senior British officers was ap
proached and consulted. His advice was quite firm. 
"No British officers must be left alive; if 100 of them 
are collected fo r deportation they will undoubtedly 
regain control." This belief in the initiative of others 
and lack of confidence in tlleir own marked the action 
of Egyptian officers again in 1924. 

Abortive though it was, the mutiny of 1900 had 
many features in common with that of 1924, and 
one wonders how far it was forgotten when Egyptian 
efforts to undennine the loyalty of the Sudan 
threatened danger. For the future, now that sub
versive external influences are removed, the Sudan 
defence force should be able to produce troops of 
the same quality as the old Sudanese battalions and 
with an officer cadre of undivided loyalty. Still, the 
steadying influence of a British garrison is always 
likely to be required. 

Although the mutinies recorded may all be ascribed 
to Egyptian political influences, it is fair to examine 
whether there was any element of what might be 
cla~slfied as contributory negligence on the part of 
Bntlsh authorities which gave the subversive influ
ences an opportunity. 

Three possible contributory causes may be noted. 
T he first ~as that in 1919 Egyptian officers who 

showed mutmous tendencies during the outbreak in 
Egypt ,:,ere treated with a leniency which may have 
be.e~ IDlstaken for timidity, and certainly appeared to 
mmlmlse the seriousness of the offence. Secondly, we 
had acce?ted a law passed by the Egyptian Govern
ment whIch prOVIded that, by April 1927, all foreign 
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officers, with a few special exceptions, should be 
retired from Egyptian service. Acceptance of the law 
did not, of course, apply to those British officers 
serving in the Egyptian Army in the Sudan, but no 
specific reservation on the subject was made; and the 
fact that at the time those officers whose contracts 
expired were not being replaced, may have inspired 
false hopes in Egypt as to the future of the Sudan. At 
the date of the outbreak, this policy, which was pre
sumably merely in the interests of economy, had left 
the Egyptian Army in the Sudan thIrty shor.t of Its 
establishment of British officers, and steps whIch had 
been initiated to remedy the reduction had not yet 
matured. A third factor which contributed to the 
mutiny arose from the fact that, after the reconquest 
of the country, enlistment in the Sudanese battalIons 
was for a long time at a standstill. This presuma.bly 
was due in part to a desire to reward g?od serVIce, 
and partly to the absence of any threatenmg dangers. 
The result, however, was that by 1917 smne 80 per 
cent of the other ranks were unfit for active servIce 
owing to age, and consequentl~ a. large numbe~ of 
young recruits were enlIsted wlthm a short perIod. 
Among these were many Nubas from South Kordo
fan, physically very fine men and to all appearance 
excellent material. Individually they actually were 
first class, but away from their own district they dis
played a strongly marked clannishness, so that I~ @c 
Nuba in a battalion had a gnevance or was glvmg 
trouble all the others followed suit, and there were 
practically no old soldiers left to have a steadymg 
effect. 

The moral, I think, to be drawn from these three 
contributory causes is that one's intention should 
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be firmly and clearly expressed and acted up to, and 
that economy and over-confidence can be pushed to 
dangerous extremes. 

It has, I hope, been shown that the regrettable 
mutinies, so far as they occurred in Sudanese units, 
were all the work of officers and were not the result 
of grievances among the men or in the indigenous 
civil population. The lesson that seems to stand out 
is the nec~ssity of checking. strictly political propa
ganda whIch makes a specIal appeal to the native 
officer class. The higher, though limited education of 
the class renders it more approachable. It has ambi
tions which can be played on, and it is sensitive to 
slights, however unintentional. The relations between 
a foreign officer and the rank and file of a native army 
are comparatively simple and depend on elementary 
human factors. Those between the foreign and native 
officer are much more complex. 

I t is easy for a foreign officer who is confident in 
~is own influence over his men to forget how much 
mfluence can be exercised by native officers whom 
the men appear to look up to in a less degree. They 
have channels of connection which are closed to the 
foreign officer. 

. The tendency to ignore the native officer or to treat 
hIm merely as an unavoidable necessity, a mere detail 
of the m~chanis,?: offends his amour pl'opre and 
renders hIm sensItIve to hostile political influences. 
The Bntlsh officer who comes in contact with native 
troops for the first time finds his approach to the men 
so easy that the temptation to ignore the importance 
of t1~e natIve officer and to fail to establish sound 
relatIOns with him is great. 

It is not implied that the defection of Egyptian and 
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Sudanese officers was due to inconsiderate treatment 
by British officers. The point to which I wish to direct 
attention is the influence which even junior native 
officers exercised over their men when in opposition 
to British officers. When men are in a state of excite
ment, racial feelings come into play which at other 
times are masked. 

The first outbreak in the Railway Battalion at 
Atbara was in a different category from the other 
events. Although under military discipline, the bat
talion was little more than a labour corps. The out
break was analogous to an outbreak of rioting among 
the employees of a Government railway, and its 
importance, apart from the political aspect, lay in its 
threat to interrupt railway communications. 

The problem was neither that of dispersing the 
riotous mob nor of dealing with a mutiny of armed 
or even fully trained men. 

To get the men back to their barracks, as ~as done, 
was clearly quite the correct course. The pomt anses 
whether it would have been better to restrain the 
attempts to break out again by a threat of shoot.ing 
rather than by physical contac1:. The rule that phYSIcal 
contact between troops and an excited mob should be 
avoided, if possible, is based quite as much on the 
diHiculty of maintaining control of the troops when 
their blood is up in the excitement of a melee as on 
the danger of their being overwhelmed hy numbers. 
Normally also mutineers should he cowed and made 
to realis~ the enormity of their olIence by the threat 
of fire backing the issue of orders. It wag pr.esumably 
the exceptional nature of the Hailw.ay Battahon whIch 
suggested the departure from ordmary practice, but 
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the departure produced a hand-to-hand scuffle and 
resulted in the troops firing without orders. 

It is worth noting in this corulection that the 
Egyptian units assembled for deportation and the 
Sudanese at T alom, although armed, were success
fully cowed by the threat of the use of fire. Possibly 
if there had been sufficient light for the I rth Sudanese 
to see how much fire power Huddleston Pasha had at 
his back, they also would have been cowed and have 
taken his orders. As it was, Huddleston Pasha, having 
at great personal risk made his appeal, was fully 
justified in firing at once when his orders were dis
regarded. The problem in that case was the purely 
military one of overcoming armed resistance to orders 
as decisively and quickly as possible. Hesitation would 
almost certainly have led to a conflict on a much 
larger scale. Complete darkness must have added 
enormously to the difficulties of the situation and its 
approach made the need for immediate decisive action 
all the more imperative. To have left an armed force 
free to move about during the night after successfully 
defying authority and with such opportunities of 
mischief would have been courting disaster. 

T he extraordinarily difficult problems with which 
Huddleston Pasha was confronted when ordered to 
carry out the evacuation of the Egyptian officers have 
already been indicated, and the amount of tact and 
human understanding required to produce a satis
factory solution to them is manifest. 

As far as. the conditions permitted, everything was 
done to aVOId woundtng the susceptibilities or affront
ing the honour of the Egyptians. At the same time it 
was essential to make plain to them that active resi~t
ance was hopeless. The passive resistance offered was 
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sympathetically dealt with and the steps taken to have 
the orders for the evacuation confirmed from Egypt 
were generous and prudent. Lord Allenby's decision 
not to disarm the troops was perhaps risky, the more 
so as it was taken at a distance, but it was a concession 
to their sense of military honour and removed an 
excuse for active resistance. Hasty action by the acting 
Sirdar to enforce immediate compliance with the 
orders could hardly have failed to have caused blood
shed which would have embittered for years all 
relations with Egypt and have caused excitement 
locally. The outbreak among the Sudanese gives an 
indication of what might have happened. 

It is legitimate to wonder how far Lord Allenby 
and the Home Government realised the full difficulty 
of the task they had given the acting Sirdar. The 
political situation demanded p:ompt and drastic 
action which left little opporturuty for consultatIOn 
with Sudan authorities. Pursuing the speculation a 
step further, one may ask, Would the same orders 
have been issued if the British garrison had not 
already been reinforced by the Argyllsl Cou~d they 
have been given effect to safely, with the backmg ~f a 
single battalion only, especially if the 4th Battahon 
had taken a stand as firmly as the other Egyptian 
units? We area lucky nation, but those who would 
like to cut down our insurance premium should 
recognise how far we have won through by luck. We 
cannot expect luck always to hold. 

Khartum on the night of 27th November presents 
a dramatic scene. On the one bank of the Nile we see 
British troops exercising restraint, courtesy and t~ct, 
ready to spring but effacing the~s~lv~s and aVOJdmg 
anything which would cause Irntatlon or further 
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embitter feeling. On the other bank a few hundred 
prds away troops are in action using every weapon 
they can bring to bear to hunt down and extermi
nate actiyc opposition. Between lies the Nile bridge 
guarded by Sudanese, still loyal to their British 
officers in an association whose death warrant was 
being signed by the events on either hand. 

APPENDIX 

The Egyptian Army and Sudan Defence Force 

After the collapse of Arabi Pasha 's rebellion in 
1882, the old Egyptian Army was disbanded and a 
n~w one fo~ed. under the command of Sir Evelyn 
~ oo?, recrUited m numbers proportionate to popula
tlO~ .m eac~ of the provinces, on a ballot system. 
Ongmally eIght Egyptian battalions were formed but 
in the course of the long wars with the Khalifa'this 
number was increased and Sudanese battalions raised 
till in 1898 a maximum of twelve Egyptian and si~ 
Sudanese battalions was reached with a small force of 
~avalry and artillery in addition. Egyptian troops were 
m the nature of conscnpts, but Sudanese units were 
re~rUlted on a different basis, very largely from 
pnsoners or deserters from the Khalifa's armies 
who willingly accept~d service. Both Egyptian and 
Suda?ese were essentIally regular troops drilled to the 
steadiness reqUired to deal with the Khalifa's fanatical 
~asses, and it was not till after the reconquest of the 
Sudan that the need fa; more m?bile and cheaper 
uregular .troo~s, depending on a Simpler mechanism 
of admmlstratlOn, arose. 
Wi~ the e~ception of f?ur of the original Egyptian 

battahons which were entirely officered by Egyptians, 
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the senior officers in all units, Egyptian and Sudanese, 
were British, and all the principal Staff appointments 
were similarly filled. British officers never held a rank 
lower than that of Bimbashi (Major) , and never served 
under Egyptian superiors. In Sudanese battalions the 
great majority of junior officers were Egyptians trained 
at the military school in Cairo, though a certain 
number of Sudanese were promoted from the ranks. 

Following on the reconquest of the Sudan the 
Army was considerably reduced and most of the 
Egyptian units returned to their stations in Egypt, 
leaving the Sudanese to form the bulk of the garrison 
of the former country, especially in outlying districts. 
British and Egyptian officers were drawn from the 
Army to organise and carry on the administration of 
the country till they could gradually be replaced by a 
civilian regime; young Sudanese too were educated to 
replace by degrees Egyptians as junior officers in the 
Sudanese battalions. 

Although its task had now completely changed in 
nature, the " regular " characteristics of the Army 
were retained. The only units added of a somewhat 
different character were an Equatorial battalion re
cruited from the pagan tribes of the south for service 
in that area, an Eastern Arab Corps formed on the 
basis of a unit taken over from the Italians when 
Kassala was handed back to the Sudan by Italy, and 
a Western Arab Corps formed consequent on the 
occupation of Darfur in 1916. 

This latter event removed the last prospect of large
scale military operations in the Sudan and it became 
apparent that in future mobility to enable incipient 
trouble to be nipped in the bud was the attribute 
mainly required in the Army. Some steps had already 
been taken in this direction when the events recorded 
in this chapter provided an opportunity for much 
more drastic reorganisation unhampered by vested in
terests. Not only were all the Egyptian elements of the 
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'\nm withdra\\l1 from the S udan , but the Sudanese 
battalions were also disbanded and an entirely new 
miliur\' organisation called the Sudan Defence Force 
wa, brought into being. owing allegiance only to the 
Gon'mor-General. 

The new force has much more the characteristics 
of a puwcrful military police than of a regular army. 
Its organisation is on an area basis and the troops in 
each area are of the type demanded by the physical 
features of the area and the characteristics of its 
inhabitants. Uniformity has gone by the board, and 
each of the SL'\( areas into which the country is divided 
has its special corps, each differing from the others 
and each consisting of a suitable number of com
panies of varying rypes. The company of from ISO to 
200 men (commanded by a British officer) has, in 
fact, become the tact ical unit whether it is an in
fantry, camel, mule or horse company. The men are in 
most units enlisted as irregulars , that is to say they 
provide their own rations and accommodation though 
their training and equipment is similar to that of 
regulars. The general result of this organisation is a 
highly mobile force which lends itself to the formation 
of detachments required in controlling wide areas and 
to rapid remforcement m the event of trouble. A high 
proportion of machine guns provides the force with 
plenty of fire power when necessary. 

The small British garrison at Khartum gives a 
stable fo~~dation to the military structure and the 
potentlalItles of the Royal Air Force complete it. 

CHAPTER VIII 

THE SHANGHAI DEFENCE FORCE, I927 

THE organisation and despatch of the Shanghai de
fence force is a remarkable illustration of the principle 
that an early display of armed force is the surest way 
to m.inimise the danger of having to exercise force. 

As a consequence of timely action not only were 
lives and property made safe but a real danger of 
military operations on a large scale, of a magnitude 
impossible to forecast, was averted. The very success 
of the measure left little for the troops to do; their 
presence at the critical moment was sufficient to 
accomplish the object for which they were despatched. 
The interest of the incident lies, not in the problems 
presented to the troops, but in those presented to the 
Government and to the authorities controlling the 
Army both at home and locally. The history of the 
development of the crisis, through its various complex 
phases, shows how unexpectedly a comparatively 
minor conflagration may flare up suddenly,necessitat
ing a change of policy and rapid decision; and the 
Army appears in its primary role as a necessary 
complement to diplomacy in the prevention of war. 

The danger which led to the despatch of the force 
arose partly from the events of the civil war in China 
which brought Shanghai into the zone of fighting, 
and partly from a growing hostility to the privileged 
position occupied by Western nations in China, 
especially marked in one of the combatants. In order 
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to understand the situation in China at the time it is 
necessary to recall the origin of both these causes. 

After the fall of the Manchu Dynasty in 1912 the 
attempt to maintain an effective central government 
at Peking soon broke down. By degrees the provincial 
governments fell into the hands of a number of prac
tically independent War Lords, maintaining armies 
which they employed to further their personal ambi
tions and for their own enrichment. The bewildering 
permutations and combinations of the civil war in 
which they engaged need not be followed. It was 
marked by the formation of groups constant! y fl uc
tuating in constitution as defections or accessions 
occurred. 

In the south, however, a local government of a 
different character and with different ideals was 
formed at Canton. As early as 191 r, under the leader
ship of Sun Vat-Sen, Canton became the headquarters 
of a national revolutionary government which aimed 
at establishing a new order of things in China. l'rc
parcu at first to tbrow in its lot with the (;ovcrnmcnt 
at Peking, it soon found tbat t1wre was little common 
ground and resumed its indcpcnucncc. [ts lcad~Ts 
w"re influUlced by We~tern ideas and mallY of them 
had been cd\lcat,·d in A muica or England. They 
dn-amt of China developing as Japan had done into a 
world Power, adaptmg its ancient civilisation to 
mc,d'Tn condition, and ridding itself of all restrictions 
which implied inf(·riorit)" of status. Superimposed Oil 

thl. Chme~c racidl aYl"rsion to fonigners was a deter
mination to secure recognition of equality with other 
nut ions anu abolition of special privikgt"s 'Ind cone<1\
~ions "hieh hau bu:n obtained from China tinder 
pressure of lucce. 
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Racial con:;ciousness was no newthing in China; but 
it" spread cained Impetus from CH,nts and move
ments takinc place in otller parts of the world as the 
result of post-war settlements. Naturally the elements 
in China in closest touch, through their education, 
with "'estern ideas were most affected; and the 
Government at Canton soon showed a tendency to 
giH: practical effect to its ideals. 

Britain, as the Power primarily responsible for 
securing special privileges for foreigners, became the 
target which that Government selected for attack. The 
attack took the fornl of a boycott of British trade and 
disputes in connection with the Anglo-French Con
cession at Canton. These led to much friction with the 
commercial community and British Government 
representatives at Hong Kong. 

Anti-British feeling after the war was intensified by 
the fact that Soviet Russia had established close 
relations with the Cantonese Government. The Soviet 
Goyernment was only too anxious to find a field in 
which the interests of the capitalist Powers could be 
damaged; more especially as that field also provided 
an opportunity for counteracting such influence as the 
remnants of the White Russian Armies might acquire 
in the Far East. Russia therefore not only became a 
source of munitions supply for Canton but it also 
provided a mission charged with the task of organis
ing the Army and resources of the Canton Govern
ment. The mission, in addition to its other tasks, 
naturally did everything in its power to inoculate the 
Chinese with its communist doctrine, and also taught 
the technique of propaganda. The Chinese, being by 
nature a highly individualistic race, did not receive 
communistic doctrines with much enthusiasm, but the 
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Cantonese leaders were not slow to perceive that 
communist propaganda would provide a weapon to 
employ against foreign interests, for these depended 
to a very great extent on docile Chinese labour. 

For a few years the Canton Government took no 
aggressive part in Chinese affairs beyond its efforts to 
undermine the position of the British at Hong Kong. 
Guided by its Russian advisers, however, it steadily 
consolidated its position, bringing neighbouring War 
Lords, with their armies, to heel and establishing a 
definite system of army training. 

By 1926 these measures had produced results and 
the Canton Government found itself in possession of 
an army which, although it possessed no remarkable 
fighting qualities, had at least a measure of discipline 
and unity. It consequently felt itself strong enough to 
extend its sphere of action and to embark on an 
attempt to establish control over the whole of China. 
Advancing north, its armies met with a great measure 
of success, chiefly by the skilful use of money and 
propaganda rather than by fighting. This is usual in 
China, where armies are employed rather to occupy 
territory won by the former means than to inflict 
decisive defeats on their enemies. 

Commanded by Chiang Kai-Shek, the Cantonese 
Army reached the Yangtse at Hankow in September 
19z6. To oppose its further advance, a group of 
northern War Lords had been formed; though, as was 
customary in the civil war, others were sitting on the 
fence ready to take advantage of the opportuniti~ 
which might be opened by the results of the mam 
struggle. The Northern group, held together by 
somewhat indefinite ties, was headed by Chang Tso
lin, the Ruler of Manchuria, who had moved south 
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and established himself at Peking. This group included 
the army of Sun Chuan-fang who controlled the 
provinces astride the lower Yangtse and was in 
consequence directly responsible for the security of 
Shanghai. To the north of Sun, also in the group, 
were the armies of Shantung province under Chang 
Tsung-chang, a leader who had an evil reputation for 
avarice and violence. 

Such was broadly the condition of affairs in China 
in the autumn of 1926, and it was evident that Shang
hai might be exposed to a double danger if the Canton 
Army gained further successes. A nearer approach of 
that army with its anti-foreign doctrines, backed by a 
well-organised propaganda service, would endanger 
the internal security of the Settlement, while colli
sions in the neighbourhood between the Chinese 
armies might lead to an influx of undisciplined 
soldiery. Shanghai had had experience of the latter 
danger in 1924- 25 during the course of conllictg 
between local War Lords. It remains to examine how 
far the Settlement was vulnerable to such risks and 
what measures were taken to meet them. 

Events of l'ecent years have made the conditions 
under which Shanghai has grown and now exists fairly 
familiar; but the facts connected with it, which added 
so greatly to the difficulty of the problems to be dealt 
with, may be bricHy reviewed. 

Although it owed its origin to the enterprise of 
British merchants, at an early stage of its h,story 
Shanghai acquired, to a unique Jegree, an inter
national character. France alone holds a ""I'aratl 
Concession; the rest of the Foreign SettlC11ll'llt is held 
under an international agreement with China and, 
although British intere.qts and influence have retained 
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an acknowledged paramountcy in the Settlement, the 
British Government has no special responsibilities in 
connection with the conduct of its administration or 
with its defence. 

The government and administration are in the 
hands of an international Municipal Council which 
maintains touch with the Governments of the various 
nationals represented, through the Consular Service. 
The Municipal Council provides its own police force, 
which in emergencies has the backing of the Shanghai 
Volunteer Corps. The latter force in 1927 had been 
increased to a strength of approximately 80 officers 
and 1400 other ranks, and indlld~d small bodjes of 
mounted troops, artillery and engineers. Its com
manding officer and adjutant are seconded officers of 
(he British Army lent to the i\Iunicipal Council; an 
arrangement j uSlified hy the predoIllinance of British 
interests. Til,' remaining ofTiccrs arc commissioned 
by the Shanghai i\Tllnicip,,1 COllnei!. The force I' wdl 
trained and highl') cfficirnt, th' local knowledge of 
its pcrsonnd being of special \alllt in dealing with 
intanal distllrhance .. 

Behind the Voluntct'r Corp agalfl, the Couneil is 
ahle to relv with clmlidcncc on a~,i~tallcc pro\'id,>d 
by landing:p3rtic of l1a\~11 r.Jling . and H1?f1n" ~torn 
th<' W3t,hip. of all natioll~ tatlOm·d ttl CIIII1CSC 

waters. tJnd(~r nf,rmal conditions a n.:inforcc!11cnt 
from thi source til." be c t il1l:Jtlll at about I ~oo 
riAcg. 

The to(,\1 fUlce tlHl alallahh' is ad. quat,> to (OPC 
with local di turbann . alld in 1(/24 25, wiJen the 
internal sitllahon \\lIS quiet. il albn prol't d IIfli,icnl 
to sup pI)' 11 ~) t<:ln of COl Jon po, t8 \ tahli lIed to 
plL'vent the mtry into the Settle-ment of a disorgal1l5cd 
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rabble of Chinese soldiers seeking refuge after defeat. 
It was fully appreciated, however, on that occasion 
that the force would have been insufficient to deal 
with a simultaneous threat of internal disorder and of 
incursions from outside. 

A grave disadvantage under which the protective 
organisation labours lies in the constitution of the 
Volunteer force. Apart from its White Russian units 
its members are all connected with business or the 
permanent organisation of the administration of the 
Settlement. The force cannot therefore be kept on 
duty over a prolonged period without serious inter
ruption of the normal life of the community. 

The inadequacy of security measures to meet a 
danger from outside will be the more apparent when 
one examines the nature of the area and of its in
habitants for which the Municipal Council is 
responsible. 

Including, as one must, the French Concession, the 
area stretches for some eleven miles along the left 
bank of the Whangpo River and varies in depth from 
two miles to one quarter of a mile. In addition, owing 
to the growth of the town, both the Municipal Council 
and many individual foreigners have acquired property 
in Chinese territory beyond the Settlement boundary, 
both for residential and business purposes. For 
example, the many shipping and other businesses 
established on the right bank of the river lie outside 
the Settlement, and the residential area, which lies in 
the western portion of the Settlement, has extended 
beyond its boundaries as far as the Hangchow Rail
way. The Cordon line established in 1924 was fixed 
so as to protect the bulk of the outlying property, and 
in consequence the line selected had a length of 
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twenty-one miles, including a section of five miles 
covering the French Concession. 

It may be pointed out here that, although the 
French Con~e~sion is a separate entity and its safety 
the responsIbIlity of the French Government it 
cannot be ignored in measures of protection. The 
actual French garrison is very small , and although it 
can. be rein~orced fairly easily by troops from Indo
China, yet m an emergency the interests of the two 
Settlements are inseparable: the more so as nearly 
80 per cent of the foreign community in the French 
Concession are of British or American nationality. In 
192~ the ~rench Concession actually suffered from 
the mcursIOn of a ra?ble, and ,in consequence per
manent means of closmg the prmcipal entrances into 
it have been constructed. 

. T~e n~ture of the population of Shanghai and its 
dIstnbutIOn present an even greater difficulty than the 
extent of the area it occupies. The International 
Settlement contains roughly one million inhabitants 
of whom only some,36,000 are foreigners. Not only i~ 
the foreIgn populatIOn widely distributed but it does 
n~t arrange its.elf in any r~cognisable national groups, 
eIther for busmess or reSIdential purposes. Further
m.ore, n?t only ~oes the Settl.ement contain many 
gleat Ch.mese busmess undertakmgs but it has become 
a f~v~unte place for Chinese officials and others, who 
legJtlI~ately or otherwise have made their fortunes, to 
se~tlc m. The whole constitutes an extraordinarily 
mIXed community. of great wealth ; a happy-hunting
ground for a mob mtent on loot, and onc in which the 
forces ?f law and order are beset with difficu !ties in 
exer~Ismg p:otective duties. Maintenance of the vital 
servIces of light, communications, sanitation, etc., all 
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operated by Chinese labour, is a grave cause of anxiety 
in case of internal disturbances. Difficult as are the 
problems of administratio~ an~ protectio~ in the 
Settlement itself, they are mfimtely complIcated by 
the contiguity on its southern and northern ~ides 
respectively, of the Chinese city and the Chm~se 
suburb of Chapei, which together hold a populatIOn 
of nearly I i millions. Over these the ~unicipal 
Council has no authority; they are purely Chmese and 
as such a legitimate objective for Chinese armies in 

civil war. 
It is evident that this strange and complicated over-

lapping of interests and responsi.b!lity can w?rk only 
if the relations between the Mumclpal CounCil on the 
one hand and the Chinese authorities on the other arc 
cordial and while each is strong enough to maintain 
order ;ithin its own sphere. Should relations become 
strained, or should the Chinese authorities lose their 
powerof control,it is manifest that the forces normally 
sufficient for the security of the Settlement become 
entirely inadequate. After the experiences of 192 4-:25 
it was in fact estimated that to hold the Cordon lmc 
in order to keep out a rabble, and to retain at t~c same 
time sufficient reserves to deal with internal dISorder, 
would need reinforcement by 4000 rifles; while to 
protect the Settlement against an organised attack 
by Chinese troops a force of at kast 10,000 men 
would be required. , 

That was the view of the military advisers of the 
l\Iunicipal Council when the conditi?l1S in China in 
1926 began to cause anxiety. The cstlmak was com
municated, through the Consular Service, to the 
Governments concerned; but the Municipal CouncIl 
had no authority to suggest how or from what boun;cs 
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reinforcements on this scale could or should be 
provided. Clearly the time factor might be of vital 
Importance, and the Council could neither indicate the 
length of warning that could be given, nor could it in 
any way control the time required to collect reinforce
ments. Here again the international character of the 
Settlement introduced many complications. Assist
ance on. the scale ~uggested could not be provided, as 
on prevIOus occaSIOns, by the warships on the Station 
under arrangements made by the men on the spot' 
Internatio~al interes.ts were threatened and clear!; 
the formatIOn of an International force was an affair 
for the Governments concerned. 

The formation of such a force on indefinite data 
bristled with difficulties. What nations were willing to 
take part? In what proportions should they take part? 
and ?OW far were nations so situated as to be able to 
prOVide contingents with sufficient promptitude? 
Who would undertake the co-ordination of an intelli
g~nce s~stem. comm~ding general confidence to pro
Vide relIable InformatIOn on which the force could be 
brought into being and operate? The simplest plan 
would naturally have been to give one nation a man
date to be prepa~ed. to provide the required force. 
Japa~ ~vas clearly Indicated as the nation, but she was 
unw~llIng to undertake anything which might further 
embitter Chinese feeling towards her and result in a 
b~ycott?f Japanese trade. Apart from this, Japan was 
stilI feelIng sore as the result of interference by the 
Wes~ern. nations with her attempts to establish a 
?omm.atIng position in North Eastern China; a feeling 
mt.enslfi,?d by the sacrifice of the Anglo-Japanese 
alliance In the interests of Anglo-American relations. 

The U.S.A. also was in a position to provide the 
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required force without undue exertion and with 
reasonable promptitude. Her garrisons in Honolulu 
and the Philippines and the disposition of her Pacific 
Fleet provided sources to draw from. But America 
was not interested. Her policy in China has always 
been to take commercial advantage of the oppor
tunities provided by the exertions of others but never 
to commit herself, beyond securing the lIves and 
property of her own nationals. The Governm~~t at 
Washington imposed a severe check on the wIllmg
ness of her local representatives to show.a more help
ful and altruistic attitude, and was satisfied that 10 

case of trouble her nationals could be safely evacuated 
from Shanghai. . 

France could provide reiI]forcements of native 
troops from Indo-China but she was not directly 
concerned in the International Settlement. The pro
tection of her own Concession was a sufficient re
sponsibility. 

British interests were affected more than those of 
other nations but this country was not in a position 
to shoulder r~sponsibility without very special exer
tions. The China Squadron of the Royal Navy could 
produce a strictly limited contingent, .but it m~st at 
all times be in a position to watch our mtercsts III the 
China Seas, notably our sea traffic and mteres~s at 
I-long Kong. For similar reasonS neilher the milItary 
garrisons of Hong Kong (two battalions) nor of Pekmg 
and Tientsin (one battalion) could be s~ared. for 
employment at Shanghai, though o~c battaho~ might 
in an emergency be sent to Shanghai proVided It could 
be replaced from elsewhere. . 

In view of these difficulties no very satisfactory 
answer coulJ be given to the representalions put 
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fon\"ard by the Municipal Council. It was, however 
agreed in somewhat general and indefinite terms tha~ 
should necessity arise Shanghai would be reinforced 
by an international force of 4000 rifles. To this force 
the British Government undertook to contribute one 
battalion and $00 naval ratings subject to the proviso 
that the other Powers interested produced their 
quotas simultaneously. The Government was deter
mined neither to be drawn into isolated action which 
mig~t l~d to a smal~ force, without adequate support, 
gett1J1~ mto difficulties, nor to offer opposition to any 
orgam~ed C!llnes~ Army, as that might be interpreted 
as taking sides m a Chinese quarrel. No definite 
assurance could be obtained, however, from the other 
Powers either as to the strength of their detachments 
or the time it would take to produce them. In the 
~vent of a larger force than 4000 men being required 
It was hoped that Japan would be prepared to come 
forward, but the Japanese Government would give no 
assurance on that point. 

Shanghai had watched the progress of the Can
tonese Army with considerable anxiety. It was realised 
that not only might Sun's army be attacked by the 
Southerners but that the success of the latter was en
co~raging their sympathisers, especially Westernised 
Chi.nese, s~atte~ed throughout China to intrigue 
aga1J1st foreign mterests. There were signs too that 
the spread of communist doctrine and propaganda 
was already affecting the working classes of the 
Chinese population in the Settlement and its neigh
bourhoo~. The arrival of Chiang Kai-shek's army at 
Hankow m September 1926 indicated that the antici
pated danger was approaching. Contact with Sun's 
advanced troops on the Yangtse had been made and 
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the success of the Southerners had been the signal for 
an intense boycott of foreigners, especially British and 
Japanese, in the Yangtse trading centres. The Peking 
Government also showed signs of developing anti
foreign leanings, to conciliate those attracted by the 
nationalist aims of the Cantonese. It was on these 
grounds that the Municipal Council approached the 
representatives of the Powers concerned, with the 
object of having a cut-and-dried scheme in readiness 
should it become necessary to reinforce the local 
contingent. 

For the time being the Yangtse appeared to mark 
the limit of Chiang Kai-shek's northern movement, 
and conditions of stalemate occurred in the neigh
bourhood of Hankow. This, however, far from reliev
ing the danger to Shanghai, led to its development. 
Chiang Kai-shek, checked in his northern progress, 
now turned eastward with the object of crushing Sun 
and securing control over the wealth and revenues of 
Shanghai. Whether Sun, with the assistance. of h!s 
Northern allies, would be strong enough to resist thl.s 
movement could not be definitely forecast, but It 
became iU:perative that the reinforcement ~romised 
to Shanghai should be available at short notice. 

The British Government, by the middle of Decem
ber, had therefore to make up its mind whence the 
battalion required for the promised contingent should 
come. To take a battalion from India would have 
ensured early arrival, but this would have entailed 
extra expense; moreover, India could not have been 
kept short for an indefinite period, and replacement, 
with a consequent disturbance of the normal syste~ 
of reliefs would have been entailed. Consequently It 
was decided to send the Suffolk Regiment from 
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Gibraltar to Hong Kong, where it would be at short 
call . The regiment would not arrive for two months; 
b_llt in the meantime the Indian battalion at Hong 
Kong,. could move to Shanghai in case of urgent 
necessity. The Government adhered to its determina
tion not to be dra"TI into isolated action and no 
British force was to appear at Shanghai till the con
tingents of other Powers were on the way. Moreover, 
it was determined that the role of the reinforcement 
was to guarantee the internal security of the Settle
ment area, and to prevent disorganised bands of 
Chmese soldiery from entering it. On no account was 
a side to be taken in Chinese disputes, and no resist
a~ce was to be offered to an organised Chinese Army. 
l.:nder these arrangements, the Suffolks would arrive 
at H?ng Kong on 3rd February 1927 and, as the 
l\Iunlclpal Gov~rnment had not definitely applied for 
aSSistance, nothing further at the moment could be 
done. The non-committal attitude of the other 
Powers also put the immediate reinforcement of 
Shanghai out of the question. 

During De~ember, moreover, the threat to Shanghai 
sho',;ed no s~gns of .maturin~ rapidly. Chiang Kai
shek s operatIOns agamst Sun s troops were limited to 
the advance of a comparatively weak detachment 
di~ected on Hangchow, a port on the coast about roo 
nul.es south of Shanghai. No large movement by his 
mam armle~ from th~ Hankow area appeared yet to be 
m preparatIOn; and It was estimated that in any case 
It WOUld. take a month for a large army to reach 
Shanghai from that direction. At the time, Shanghai 
was p~rhaps. chiefly alarmed at the prospect of Sun 
rec:elvmg aS~lstance from the Shantung Army, whose 
evil reputatIOn made them an unwelcome addition to 
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the local forces. This step was contemplated by the 
Northern group to strengthen its hold on the lower 
Yangtse and to check Chiang Kai-shek's movement 
eastward. 

On the 5th January, however, an event occurred 
which changed the whole aspect of affairs, and not 
only greatly increased the alarm at Shanghai, but 
necessitated a rapid realignment of the home Govern
ment's policy. 

On that date the British Concession at Hankow 
was overrun by a mob, of which Cantonese soldiery 
undoubtedly formed a considerable part. The small 
detachments landed from the cruiser lying at this 
river port were quite unable to exercise control, ~nd 
it was with great difficulty, and wlth some casualties, 
that the British community was able to take refuge 
on ships. 

The Cantonese authorities undertook to restore 
order and to protect the Concession; but it soon 
became apparent that this was only an excuse for Its 
occupation. The whole episode had in fact been 
arranged deliberately-a new technique . sugges~ed 
perhaps to the nationalist leaders by 0elr RUSSian 
advisers as a means of evicting Bntlsh Illterests, and 
abolishing the position secured by what the Chinese 
termed the "unequal treaties". It was a way to 
present a fait accompli without incurring responsl-
bility for open violation of engagements. . 

The arrival of the fugitives from Hankow stmed 
Shanghai deeply; and it was felt that should a Can
tonesearmy reach Shanghai, the same techlllque nught 
be employed> but with much more serious conse
quences. The foreign interests centred there were 

o 
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immensely f.-TTeater than at Hankow; moreover , the 
numbers of the foreign community and its distribu
tion, mingled as it was with a huge Chinese popula
tion owr a large area, forbade the possibility of 
evacuation without heavy loss of life and enormous 
loss of property. 

As regards Hankow little could be done. The fait 
accompli had to be accepted. It was left to our diplo
matic representatives to find a solution which would 
safeguard our interests there as far as possible under 
the new conditions. The Chen-O'Malley agreement, 
arrived at after a few weeks ' negotiation, confirmed 
the loss of the privileged position of the Concession, 
but secured certain guarantees of security and trading 
rights. T o have insisted on the restoration of the 
Concession would have entailed the use of force on a 
scale which would have amounted to a state of war. 
The state of public opinion, both at home and else
where, was opposed to the use of force, and the results 
obtainable were not considered, in any case, to be 
worth the risks and costs. 

From a purely military point of view the use of 
force on a limited scale at Hankow itself could not be 
justified, and transport by the long line of approach 
up the Yangtse was procurable for a small force only. 
Large w~ vessels could not use the river except 
dunng hIgh water and at many points transport 
vessels would be at the mercy of artillery on the banks, 
as from the water there was no view of the surround
ing country, and warships could give little protection 
to them by fire. Manifestly a force sent to Hankow 
might become isolated and lead to disastrous en
tanglem.ents. The alternative course, of forcing 
restoratIOn of our rights by reprisals on Canton itself 
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implied open war, and at the best would have had a 
disastrous effect on our commercial interests, as well 
as endangering the lives of foreigners scattered 
throughout the country. The fact that the revision of 
treaties which gave foreigners privileged status in 
China had already been agreed to in principle, and 
was merely in abeyance pending the establishment of 
a central government with whom negotiations could 
with confidence be carried on, was a further argument 
in favour of a diplomatic settlement of the Hankow 
affair. This, however, could of course not be accepted 
as a precedent for the unilateral cancellation of 
treaties, nor could a general agreement be reached by 
negotiation with a government w~ich represent:d a 
part only of China. The more Immediate serious 
problem that the Government had th~refore to con
sider was how to prevent a repetitIOn elsewhere, 
especially at Shanghai, of the procedure adopted at 
Hankow. 

At first it was hoped that the Chine~e ~ction at 
Hankow implied such a threat to all foreIgn mterests 
that international action on a larger scale than had 
previously been contemplated would be taken, fO.r the 
protection of Shanghai, and to prove .to the Chmese 
that unilateral cancellation of treaty nghts could not 
be tolerated. Steps were initiated to prepare a con
tingent to take its place in any international force that 
might be organised, though It was hoped that the 
bulk of the force would be furnished by Japan and 
that Japan would provide a commander. . 

It soon became apparent,however, that the <;:hmese 
had to some extent isolated Britain by attackmg h~r 
interests only. Other nations were unwilli~g to CO~l~t 
themselves till a more acute threat to mternatlonal 
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interest arose. Japan, owing to her proximity, could 
affor? to postpone action; moreover, she was appre
hensIve of the boycott being directed against her 
trade, whilst the V .S.A. Government was confident 
that at the worst she would be able to evacuate her 
own nationals in safety, as their numbers were not 
considerable. She .relied too on the strong pro
Amencan sympatlues of the Chinese Nationalist 
Party to guarantee the safety of American mission
aries and others who were in isolated positions. 
Thus, although this policy did not receive much 
support from American citizens in Shanghai, it 
was c1e~r that no assistance on a large scale would 
be received from the V.S.A. in dealing with the 
situation. 

It became increasingly evident that Britain would 
have to pull her own chestnuts out of the fire. As a 
first step , while international action was still looked 
on as a pos.sibility, the Consul-General at Shanghai 
was authorIsed on the 12th January to call direct 
on Hong Kong for the battalion earmarked as the 
British contribu:ion ~o ~he international force of 4000 

men, agreed to m pnnclple though still non-existent. 
Measures to provide further reinforcements from 
England were also taken . 

. On the same date, however, a telegram was re
ceIved from Admiral Tyrwhitt, Commander-in-Chief 
on the China Station, strongly recommending the 
despatch of a division of troops from England; and 
thIS telegram probably had a determining effect on 
the Government 's decision that stronger action was 
necessary. 
. But the decision was not an easy one to arrive at. It 
mvolved isolated instead of international action, and 
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the risk of a single-handed war on a scale difficult to 
limit. It involved also the despatch of a large force 
before a danger had actually matured. Much might 
happen before it could arrive in Chinese waters. If, 
on the one hand, there was a marked amelioration of 
the situation, the despatch of the force might easily be 
represented as an expensive and panic measure; even 
as a somewhat provocative one, if the force were 
landed on Chinese territory, or even in the Inter
national Settlement. To find room for it at Hong 
Kong or Singapore in a position of readiness would 
be very difficult, and the troops could not be kept for 
an indefinite period on board ship. On the other hand, 
hesitation and delay, waiting to see what would 
happen, would incur the danger of a disaster involving 
both lives and property. A force arnvmg too late 
would lose all its value as a protective element and 
could not retrieve the situation. 

No doubt these and other considerations were fully 
weighed by the Government and their advisers in the 
fighting Services before the despatch of what became 
known as the Shanghai Defence Force was ordered 
on the 17th of January. The name in.dicated the 
object of the force, whose purely protective role was 
notified to the League of Nations and the mterested 
Powers in due course. 

The objects of the force may be defined as: 

(a) To secure the safety of the International Settle
ment at Shanghai, denying the entrance .mto It of 
any Chinese force, organised or disorgalllSe?; thus 
providing a place of refuge .where the lives of 
British nationals would be sale. 

(b) To bring home to the Chinese that any further 
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attempts to wrest concessions by force would not 
be tolerated. 

(c) To protect British property so far as it could be 
done without aggressive action or without form
ing detachments which would involve further 
dangers. 

It will be noted that the main departure from the 
policy which up till then had been adopted lay in the 
fact that resistance was to be offered to any Chinese 
force attempting to enter the International Settle
ment, a?d that it was no longer a matter of merely 
preventmg the entrance of disorganised bands and 
maintaining order. 

The strength of the force represented a Division, 
less a considerable amount of its artillery and other 
compo~ents required .to give a Division a wide range 
of mobility and offenSIVe power. Of the three infantry 
brigades in the divisional organisation, one was to be 
supplied from India and the other two were made 
up from troops in England and the Mediterranean 
Stations. Sufficient aircraft for reconnaissance pur
poses and a few armoured cars were added. The 1st 
Cruiser Squadron (which could provide a landing
party of rooo n fles) and a battalion of Marines were 
also ordered to proceed to the China Station. 

The constitution of the force was dictated by the 
nature of the country around Shanghai- flat, inter
sected by creeks and wide ditches with observation 
limite? by villages, trees and by co~plete absence of 
any lugh ground. All these characteristics indicated 
infantry, with its machine guns, as the arm on which 
depen~ence must be placed. The almost complete 
lack of roads beyond the Settlement area emphasised 
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the natural conditions. In addition to their own 
artillery, troops could count to some extent o.n receiv
ing support from ships' guns, though ~he difficulties 
of observation and the fact that ships would be 
operating in a narrow channel, perhaps exposed to 
hostile artillery fire, diminished the amount of 
reliance which could be placed on such support. 

The Defence Ministries and the Board of Trade 
acted promptly on the Government's decision given 
on 17tl1 January. The Indian 20th Brigade embarked 
at Bombay on 27til January, and six .battalions of 
13th and 14th Brigades at South.amptlOn on 28th-
29th, while the s.s. Megantie, carrymg Major-General 
Duncan who had been selected to command the force, 
sailed from England on 25th, and was to 'pick up t~o 
battalions at Malta to complete these bngades. Sail
ings ensured that the first trans POliS from India would 
reach Shanghai by 15th February, and those from 
England by 24th February. . 

This was a very remarkable perfonnance, espeCially 
when one considers the improvised nature of ~he 
force. It was not a case of touching a button which 
would put into operation a prearranged scherr~~ of 
mobilisation. Certain items only of normal mobilIsa
tion plans could be applied. Numbers of special 1Il

structions had to be issued and conferences held to 
work out arrangements and special measures. The 
close touch which had been established between the 
War Office and the Board of Trade as a result of the 
war, and the organisation of the Commit~ee of Im
perial Defence, proved of immense value. [here was 
no serious hitch in procuring and fitting out sUltahle 
ships, and the plans of tile two departments developed 
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concurrent! " The Indian Brigade, with units nor
mall, at war strength, presented fewer difficulties; but 
units at home had to be raised from their low peace 
strength to a special establishment by calling up 
certain categories of the Army Reserve in the regi
ments concerned. Units, which exist in peace on 
paper only, had also to be formed, and transport suit
able to the special conditions for which the force was 
required had to be organised. The Commander and 
Staff of the force had to be specially appointed, and 
these would have no opportunity of seeing their troops 
until arrival. 

Experience gained in the war no doubt contributed 
to the display of rapid and energetic action, but 
organisation must be sound and adaptable to produce 
such results. That there were omissions and mistakes 
in some of t!le arrangements was inevitable. Ships 
were not always stowed so that articles came out at 
the other end in the exact order they were required, 
nor were components always in the same ship. Very 
considerable difficulty was experienced in maintain
ing communication with General Duncan while on 
his voyage owing to various complications that arise 
in the transmission of cipher messages to a merchant 
ship. It is a difficulty not at all easy to get over but . . ' 
one requlrmg attention in any similar circumstances. 

To follow now what was happening in China while 
General Duncan's force was on its voyage. 

We left Shanghai still protected by Sun's armies 
astride the Yangtse some 300 miles from its mouth 
with their left thrown back on the coast coverin~ 
Hangchow, where they were being attacked by a 
detachment of Chiang Kai-shek's armies. Danger to 
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Shanghai threatened from this direction, as Hang
chow was only 100 miles clistant, and little reliance 
could be placed on Sun's power of resistance. Defec
tions from his force might at any time occur, and 
assistance which he might receive from his Shantung 
ally introduced a new risk to Shanghai if fighting took 
place in its immecliate neighbou~hood. ., 

In Shanghai itself, commumstlc and natlOnal.lst 
intrigues were giving rise to internal unrest. A semor 
Chinese employee of a British tramway. company .was 
murdered on 12th January as an opemng move m a 
projected tramway strike, and warning was received 
that a general strike might occur to~ards the end of 
the month about the time of the Chmese New Year. 
So long as Sun's armies held fast there would be no 
need to occupy the Cordon, but the tl1f~at of ~nternal 
trouble indicated the necessity of remforcmg the 
police and volunteers. It was acce~ted that naval 
landing-parties could give all the assIstance that was 
required, but the feeling gr~w ~ha~ the best way to 
avoid trouble was to give an mdlcatlOn that measures 
to meet it were being taken. 

With this object the British Cons~I-General was 
authorised to call for the Indian BattalIon from Hong 
Kong. As on 22nd January news wa~ received that S~n 
had suffered a severe reverse, whIle stnkes were 111 

progress and unrest was growing, the call was made. 
The battalion disembarked on 27th January, subse
quently returning to its station when relieved by the 
Suffolks, who arrived on 7th February. About the 
same period the other powers concerned took steps to 
hold reinforcements in reacliness, though they landed 
no parties and showed no clisposition to share the lead 
taken by Britain. 
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At the beginning of February, with General Dun
can's leading troops now rapidly approaching, the 
situation still remained very obscure as to what should 
be done with them when they arrived. The Chinese 
have no superiors in the art of placing their opponents 
in a false position. With a knowledge of the approach 
of the force the Cantonese might quite possibly 
change their policy. If their attacks were not pressed 
and if Sun's armies held out, there would be no 
appa:ellt reason for landing more troops at Shanghai. 
It might be represented as aggressive action unless 
danger to Shanghai were imminent. The international 
status of the Settlement added other complications. 
The force had been despatched on the initiative of 
the British Government, and not in response to a call 
from the Government of the Settlement. Suitable 
accommodation must be provided for the troops if 
they landed, as they were to provide a garrison, not to 
conduct a campaign. But how was accommodation to 
be found? It could not be expected that an inter
national body would requisition property for an 
uninvited force, and there were no barracks and few 
public sites which, even if the Council were willing, 
could be placed at the disposal of the troops. To place 
the force outside the Settlement area would have 
given rise to acute controversy with the Chinese 
authorities, while the price of property in the Settle
ment area made purchase prohibitive, the value of 
land amounting in some cases to as much as £200,000 

per acre. 
In fact the difficulties which must always arise 

when a force is despatched from a distance before the 
situation is clear, and when its destination lies outside 
the Empire, became very apparent: difliculties which 
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must, however, be faced if the risk of troops arriving 
too late cannot be accepted. 

In appreciating the condition of affairs, it must be 
realised that at this stage the Municipal Council had 
not yet definitely asked for reinforcements-merely 
that an international force of 4000 men should be held 
in readiness. Moreover, martial law had not been de
clared, without which no property could legally be 
requisitioned by the Council. Even the Punjabis from 
Hong Kong (and their relief the Suffolks) represented 
a purely British precaution, and were accommodated 
in privately owned British property; the CounCil was 
in no sense responsible for them. As a temporary 
measure it was possible to land part of General 
Duncan's force at Hong Kong, and even if necessary 
at Wei-hai-wei (still in British occupation); but the 
accommodation at either place was stnctly limited 
and definite decision was postponed till the latest 
possible moment. Final decision as to the destination 
of the transports was eventually lef~ to Admlfal Tyr
whitt the man on the spot responSible for the safety 
of British life and property. A further attack o~ Sun's 
army was anticipated, which if successful.rrught be 
followed by a rapid advance on Shanghai, necessI
tating immediate action. 

Subject to the Admiral's decision, transports were 
to stop at Hong Kong. Troops could not, h?w~ver, be 
kept on board the transports there, as vcnulattOn was 
inadequate in the ships when at anchor; a?d if part 
were sent on to Wei-hai-wei, the difficulties had to 
be considered which would arise in administering and 
supplying the force jf its constituent elements got 
broken up and scattered. . 

On 7th February the transports with the lead1l1g 
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twops of the 20th Indian Brigade arrived at Hong 
Kong. and on the 9th the Admiral decided that they 
should continue their voyage to Shanghai, as he could 
not risk delays which would be involved by dis
embarkation and re-embarkation. The two leading 
battalions consequently disembarked at Shanghai on 
the 14th February. The Central Government at 
Peking protested but were reassured as to the purely 
protecti\'e nature of the force. Chinese governments 
had often accepted without protest the landing of 
nayal parties on Chinese territory for the protection 
of foreign interests; but the landing of soldiers was to 
them associated with punitive action. 

On the 16th February Sun was again defeated, and 
as this appeared to make a crisis imminent, Admiral 
Tyrwhitt decided that the leading brigade from Eng
land should also be brought straight to Shanghai, 
though this involved placing troops on British or 
municipal-owned property outside the actual Settle
ment area. Eventually, however, owing to wet weather 
and the difficulty of providing shelter for troops, only 
General Duncan's Headquarters and two battalions 
acted on this decision, the remainder stopping at 
Hong Kong. 

On the 23rd February it was known that Sun's 
army was in full retreat. Straggling parties soon began 
to dribble into Shanghai, and at the same time a 
general strike was in progress in which 100,000 
Chinese were taking part. On the 25th it was deemed 
advisable for the 20th Indian Brigade to occupy a 
Cordon line as a purely British undertaking. 

A further danger now arose as the assistance pro
mised to Sun by Shantung troops materialised. Up to 
this time these troops had been kept in the neighbour-
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hood of Nanldng, but now they began to arrive at the 
north railway station on the outskirts of the Inter
national Settlement. About this time, too, a Chinese 
gunboat which had gone over t~ the Nationalists 
added to the general alarm by openmg fire: probably a 
gesture to show its sympathies, as no harm was done, 
and what target it was shooting at, was not dl~covered. 

General Duncan on arrival established hiS Head
quat1:ers ashore, having now seven ~attalions at his 
immediate disposal. He found the SituatIOn for .the 
moment quiet, but in any case he had now suffiCient 
force to occupy the Cordon line: and to rende.r Shang
hai secure, though itwill bereahsed It had arm:ed only 
in the nick of time. The main problem :-vhlch first 
confronted him was to find accommodatIOn for ~IS 
men. Fortunately members of the British commuruty 
had shown great foresight and energy 11l s~artmg 
preparations. Shelters were in course of erectIOn on 
the few open spaces available, though ~he muddy 
nature of the ground at the time, due to ram, not only 
caused discomfort but hindered progress of work, 
especially when troops perforce had to occupy half
finished erections. The Administrative Sta~ ha~ 
many difficulties to ,:o.ntend. with, not. only m th~~ 
direction but also in hmng eXlsung butldmgs. N egou 
ations for Chinese property were espeCially difficult, 
partly due to Chinese dilatory methods and partly 
owing to the extraordinary difficulty of tractng the 
real owners. In many cases properties belonged to 
syndicates the members of which were scatt~red over 
China with no accredited local representau:e. Here 
again the assistance of individuals of the British ~om~ 
munity with experience of Chinese methods and oca 
knowledge proved invaluable. Apart from the primary 
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questIOn of accommodation, there was an almost total 
ab ence of recreational and training space, essential if 
prolongld occupation were inyolved. For such reasons 
it became very apparent that no place could be worse 
suited than Shanghai to receive a large influx of 
troops, and this fact soon made consideration of at 
least reducing the size of the force a pertinent ques
tIOn. But that it could not be immediately done was 
proved by events. 

Chiang Rai-shek, though he had driven back the 
remnants of Sun's armies to within fifteen miles of 
Shanghai. now found his further progress blocked in 
that direction, partly due to the arrival of Shantung 
troops, but also to the presence of British troops 
which would deny him his real objective. He therefore 
sought a new way of exploiting his success. Leaving 
his right wing facing the Shantung detachment in 
front of Shanghai, he initiated a fresh movement 
against the rest of the Shantung army at Nanking, 
combining an advance down the Yangtse from Han
kow with a northerly advance of his central army. In 
the face of this threat the Shantung army attempted 
to concentrate again at Nanking, and a hurried with
drawal of the Shanghai detachment took place, leav
ing no Chinese force to cover Shanghai, as Sun's army 
had practically ceased to exist. These events took 
place during the first three weeks of March, and by 
the 22nd of that month Cantonese troops were on the 
outskirts of Shanghai. 

The peak of the crisis had now arrived and it 
remained to be seen what the further action of the 
Nationalists would be. Meanwhile, the nearer they 
approached, the more disturbed conditions became in 
Shanghai. In the Settlement area the presence of 
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foreign troops kept things quiet, and there was little 
disorder beyond some street demonstrations which 
could without much difficulty be controlled. In the 
Chinese city, however, and especially in the Chapei
Paoshan area, strikes were frequent, murders were 
committed and police stations were seized by Nation
alist adherents. 

With no established Chinese authority in a position 
to control the Chinese population of Greater Shang
hai, the Municipal Council at last considered it time 
to declare a state of emergency, mobilise the volun
teers and to apply for the 4ooo-men scheme to be put 
into operation. Whether this decision would have been 
so long delayed but for the assurance of se:urity given 
by British troops is a matter for speculatIo~: In any 
case, security now ceased to be a purely Bntlsh con
cern and became an international responslblhty. 

The Suffolk Regiment in consequence, as was 
originally intended, now came under the control uf 
the O.C. Volunteer force, who was responsible for 
internal security; and representatives of other nation
alities began to take over certain sections of the 
Cordon line which previously had been held entirely 
by British troops. The American contingent st~ll, how
ever, remained on board ship in reserve avatlable to 
protect the lives and property of it~ ~wn natIOnals. 
General Duncan's force remallled dlStlllct and mde
pendent of the international bo~y, .though ready. to 
co-operate with it and also to assist III the protectIOn 
of the French Concession. The French had IIlcreased 
their garrison and remained responsibl~ for the hold
ing of their own perimeter, but a wor~mg agreement 
ensured that British troops shouldfurmsh a reserve for 
the French Concession in which many British resided. 
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The military picture now presented shows the 
Cordon line, in essence an outpost position with 
entrenched and wired posts, denying access to the 
Settlement and to certain areas outside it where 
foreign interests were established. This line was held 
in the main by British troops, except on the front of 
the French Concession and in a small section in the 
Hongkew neighbourhood where from 24th March the 
Japanese contingent of the international force had 
taken over a sector of the line. Within the Cordon 
line the Shanghai Volunteers, reinforced by the 
remainder of the international force, were respon
sible for internal security. Reserves available to repel 
any determined attack on the Cordon line or other 
emergency were in the main furnished by General 
Duncan's force, 

During the retreat of the Chinese Northern forces, 
the troops on the Cordon line were occasionally fired 
on by snipers and had to prevent armed parties enter
ing the Settlement. Though some casualties occurred 
on both sides, no serious fighting took place. Some 
2000 Northerners, however, had to be disarmed 
before being allowed to take refuge in the Settle
mcnt. 

A difficult matter to deal with was the withdrawal 
into safety of isolated Europeans in charge of mis
sionary, hospital and similar establishmcnts situated 
in the thickly populated Chinese territory outside the 
Cordon line. The rescue of onc such party nearly cost 
Gtneral Duncan his chief Staff officer. 

The crisis was not to pass as easily as the prescnce 
of an adequate force at Shanghai appeared to guar
antee. Chiang Kai-shek's movement on Nanking 
developed successfully and the Shantung army, in 
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danger of being surrounded, withdrew northwards, 
abandoning that city in an orderly manner. 

The Nationalists, on the other hand, on entering 
NanJ(ing on the 24th March attacked the British, 
American and Japanese Consulates and committed 
outrages on men and women of the foreign com
munity. The foreign population were forced to seek 
refuge outside the city and had eventually to be 
evacuated under cover of the fire of British and 
American war vessels, not without casualties and with 
great loss of property. As a precaution against further 
outrages of the same nature, a general evacuation of 
foreigners at all points on the upper Yangtse in the 
hands of the Nationalists followed, causing an in
creased influx of refugees into Shanghai. Chiang 
Kai-shek does not appear to have been responsible 
for the outrage at Nanking which was engineered by 
extremists of his party, but naturally reparation was 
demanded from the Nationalist Government, and as 
no satisfactory compliance was ohtained, relatiuns 
became very strained. 

Chiang Kai-shc:k, however, now for the first time 
joined his troops at Shanghai and his appearance "a~ 
marked by an improvement in the situation there. It 
became apparent that he represented the moderate 
clement of his part)', but that he had no control over 
the txt remists whn were plotting against him. 

8ubscqucnt cv(·nts bdong to another chapter in the 
history of China's foreign rdation,. 'fh" Shan.uhai 
dd<.'nce force wa, to playa part in thoSl: events and it 
was long before its strength could he materially 
reduced; a small British garrison has in fact rCfIlained 
at Shanghai since that period. But the original task 
had now been successfully a(·colIlplishcd and Shanghai 

" 
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had bl~n made secure. It had also been proved to 
the Chinese that there were limits beyond which con
cessions could not be regained from foreigners by 
force. For a time, it is true that after the Nanking 
episode affairs in China were in a very critical position; 
but the scene shifted, and so far as Shanghai was 
concerned the crisis had passed. 

A very brief outline of su bsequent events is sufficient 
to indicate why the local position improved, although 
as is generally the case in Chinese affairs, the episode 
was not terminated by a clear-cut, satisfactory settle
ment. 

Chiang Kai-shek and tlle moderate section of his 
party having established themselves on the lower 
Yangtse, the future of Shanghai depended on how far 
they could maintain their position. In April, plots of 
the extremists against Chiang matured, and he was 
deposed from command; splitting the Nationalist 
Party just when it looked like carrying all before it. 
The NOlthern allies, whose position had been 
weakened by the spread of Nationalist sympathies 
among their own following, took advantage of the 
split to regain temporarily much of their lost territory. 
Chiang Kai-shek, however, soon succeeded in getting 
the better of the extremists in his own party, and the 
expulsion from China of the Russian Mission, which 
exercised a dominating influence in the extremist 
section , resulted. Chiang's success transferred the 
centre of gravity of the Nationalists from Hankow to 
Nanking, and the Nanking Government was formed 
in which Chiang, with fluctuating fortune, has since 
played a chief part. In consequence Shanghai was able 
to maintain relations with a single Chinese party and 
has not again been directly affected by the varying 
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fortunes in Chinese civil wars. The Defence Force 
had to be maintained at strength until the internal 
state of China had improved, and it was called on 
from timc to time to furnish detachments to protect 
interests elsewhere in China; but so far as circum
stances permitted, the employment of British troops 
for this purpose was strictly limited, and their gradual 
reduction was initiated as soon as it was clear that 
they no longer required to be maintained at the 
strength dictated by their original object. 

As an object lesson the despatch of the Shanghai 
Defence Force has suffered from the success it 
achieved. Some have said that it was a panic measure; 
others that a much smaller display of force would 
have sufficed. Against such contentions one is com
pelled to argue on what might have happened rather 
than what actually did happen; and it may be difficult 
to convince those who refuse to exercise their imagina
tion that the chief fact in connection with the episode 
was the arrival of the Force in time and in sufficiently 
impressive numbers to achieve its purpose. How often 
in the history of the Empire has the opposite occurred, 
and serious wars developed because action was too 
long delayed, or because an inadequate force was 
sent to deal with a threatening situation in the first 
instance? The difficulty which the Government must 
have had in reaching a decision so long before the 
danger which threatened Shanghai actually material
ised has already been discussed. One can hardly 
doubt that the Cabinet relied greatly on the advice of 
the chiefs of the Staff's sub-Committee, which the 
machinery of the Committee of Imperial Defence 
now automatically makes available. Prompt executIve 
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action which fo llowed the decision was also largely 
due to the close touch established by the Committee 
of Imperial Defence between the Board of Trade and 
other Ministries with the fighting Services. There 
may still be room for improvement in our organisa
tion for the higher direction and conduct of defence 
operations, but a great advance has been made since 
vacillations and delays of all sorts led to the failure of 
the attempt to extricate Gordon from Khartum. 

The purpose of the Force was clearly defined and 
expressed in its name. It had no roving commission 
to protect our interests throughout China, though no 
doubt it was hoped that a firm stand at Shanghai 
would have favourable reactions at less important 
centres. Concentration of effort and strict adherence 
to the object were the guiding principles, and till the 
security of Shanghai was firmly established, no con
siderable part of the Force was diverted to other 
purposes, although the temptation to form detach
ments elsewhere was not wanting when such questions 
as the re-establishment of the position at Hankow or 
reparations for the Nanking outrage were raised. But 
the advance to Baghdad and other events of the Great 
War had shown how easy it is to be drawn into com
mitments of incalculable dimensions when new 
objects are added to a limited undertaking. 

T hat some confusion arose, in the minds of the 
local community, as to the purpose of the Force and 
the extent to which it could be used for the protection 
of private property, is easy to understand. Its object, 
the defence of Shanghai, meant primarily the asser
tion of Treaty rights against a policy threatening their 
ullliateral denunciation. It was also a measure to 
ensure the existence of a place of refuge where the 
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lives of British subjects would be safe. The latter 
purpose carried with it the maintenance of law and 
order within the Settlement area and the protection 
of public property on which the existence of the com
munity depended. The protection of private property 
stood on a different footing. Within the Settlement 
the Army could, without hesitation, be employed to 
support the local authority for its protection, so far as 
troops could be spared for the purpose; but outside 
the Settlement areas no such claim to military protec
tion existed. The establishment of the Cordon line to 
include a residential area lying outside the limits of 
the Treaty Concession was essentially a precaution to 
ensure the safety of the lives of those for whom 
reasonable accommodation within the Settlement 
could not have been found. It was in many ways a 
military necessity and in the interests of the com
munity as a whole, including its Chinese component. 
To have attempted the protection of private property 
outside the Cordon line would have led to dangerous 
dispersion of troops, and would have been consistent 
neither with the military nor political purpose for 
which the Force had been despatched. 

Although the circumstances which led some years 
afterwards to a conflict at Shanghai between Japanese 
and Chinese troops had little in common with those 
which led to the despatch of the Shanghai Defence 
Force, and involved political issues which do not COI1-

cern us here, there are some striking contrasts in the 
military conduct of the two incidents. In consequence 
of the murder of some Japanese and the state of acute 
hostility between thc two races, Japan landed a force, 
mainly seamen and marines, in the Settlement with a 
\iew apparently to establishing guards in Chapei for 
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tht' prottxtwn of a lar.:.:e Japanese community in that 
suburb. Although Chapei lay outside the Settlement 
area lind was occupied hy some Chinese troops, no 
serious 0ppo$ition seems to have been expected. But 
the forte landed was neither large enough to overawe 
reSistanCe nor strong enough to overcome it and in - , 
the hghting that occurred, its advance was checked. 
Success encouraged the Ch inese to bring up more 
troops, and heavy reinforcements were required from 
Japan to conduct operations on a much larger scale 
than was originally contemplated. Those who con
sider that the British Force sent to Shanghai was 
unnecessarily large should note the consequences of 
employing one that is inadequat€. The proximity of 
Japan made prompt reinforcement comparatively 
easy, b~t a similar under-estimate on the part of 
~he BntIsh Government would obviously have had 
Immensely more serious consequences. Not only had 
Japan under-estimated the size of the force originally 
reqUired but she had added to the difficulty of its task 
by introducing a second object. The original landing 
was preceded by, and connected with a demand for . , 
reparatIOns, conveyed in an ultimatum calculated to 
obscW"e the defensive object and to provoke Chinese 
resistance. Moreover , the Chinese Division which first 
opposed the Japanese did not in fact own allegiance 
~o Nan~g but was a detachment of a Canton army 
In oppOSitIOn to it; and it was the terms of the ulti
matum, coupled with the offensive action of Japan 
when .her weak force was checked, which involved the 
Nanktng Government in what might have been 
treated as a local clash. Those who consider that the 
Shanghai Defence Force might have been employed 
to secure reparation for the Hankow and Nanking 
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outrages should consider how easily it might have 
been drawn into undertakings beyond its capacity if 
such additions had been made to its primary task. 

We may well rest content with the fact that the 
Force achieved its object and that it improved rather 
than embittered our relations with the Chinese. Nor 
did it give rise to misunderstandings and friction with 
other foreign Governments, or with their Nationals at 
Shanghai. The latter were more than a little inclined 
to contrast British action favourably with the com
parative inaction of their own Governments , which 
left our predominant position at Shanghai more 
firmly established than ever. The troops themselves 
contributed largely to these results both by the good 
temper and patience .they showed in handling the 
Chinese, and the manner in which they accepted 
circumstances of great discomfort that could not be 
altogether alleviated, in spite of the acti ve and gener
ous assistance of residents in Shanghai. 

There is little to be said as regards the actual 
employment of the troops. Their main duty was to 
hold an outpost line and regulate civilian traffic 
through it. Hostile action in the form of occasional 
sniping was encowltered, and a few attempts by armed 
parties to pass the Cordon also occurred, but were 
stopped without difficulty. Conditions demanded that 
counter action should be reduced to a minimum and 
clear orders were given to that effect. Good sense, 
patience and discipline were the qualities chiefly 
required. The predominating infantry character of 
the Force was fully justified by events. Armoured cars 
proved useful especially in patrolling, where roads 
existed, between the posts on the Cordon line. There 
were no tanks with the Force and in the actual course 
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of event:' they were not lIen'ssar}. nor would they 
have proved a substitute for infantry. If. however. 
(vents had taken 3 more serious turn thev would 
obnou5l\' have added greatly to the capaci ~' of the 
Force to deal with an emergency. Infantry must 
always rel~lain the most suitable arm for dealing with 
~lOtS and tor employment in street fighting, but that 
" no reason why they should be denied the assistance 
which armoured fighting vehicles can give them; and 
it seems unlikely that in tile future any similar force 
would be despatched without a tank component, 
though 1Jl til,s case tilere were doubtless good reasons 
for its omission. 

The Shanghai episode provides a valuable illus
tration of tile functions of the Home Army as a 
central reserve and as a diplomatic agent. We cannot 
afford to treat it merely as a trainina establishment 
and neither its armament nor its ~rganisation fo; 
rapid mobilisation can safely be neglected, however 
much tile possibility of its employment in Europe 
may have sunk into the background. 

The danger of reducing our garrisons at isolated 
foreign stations to such a bare minimum that they 
cease to be of value as a local reserve of force was 
shown too ?y the very limited part the weak garrison 
of Hong I\.ong was able to play. If the crisis had 
developed more rapidly this might have led to serious 
results. 

CHAPTER IX 

PALESTINE, 1929 

IT would be difficult to imagine conditiimli ~ 
likely to bring about communal di8Ol'dl:lre t!hlIn t.hose 
which the attempt to re-establish a naticma1 h01ll6 fur 
the Jews in Palestine provided. 

Economic conditions, distrust of GoYemmet1t im
partiality, racial prejudice, and above an. reUgiou& 
fanaticism , combined to turn the ~ fur the 
Jews which the Arabs had previously felt, into active 
hatred and jealousy. The Jews, on the other band, 
were equally fanatical and not a little diapoBed to pre
sume on their newly acquired status. Oath. top ofall 
this the historical associations of the coudtry provided 
a coincidence of spots holy to the twO tlOmmanities, 
and the calendar provided a cQincid.ence of holy days. 

Under Turkish rule the problem of the cuatody of 
a region round which the history of 80 many forms of 
religion centred had been treated !D II-broad-~d~ 
spirit. The small Jewish communlty and Jewish pil
grims had well-defined if limited privileges. Natur
ally, however. the ownership of pJacca sacred to 
Moslems was vested in their own ~body,~d 
when the Mandatory Power ~ Q)!luol. it 
undertook to maintain the st4M .... . .pte of the 
Jewish influx. It is not surpritiu&; _ ihe Alaba 
watched the fulfilment of tl1is promhMl:;fcl1Oualy. nor 
that the Jews should seek by dq;te.p...~ righ.ta 
not included in tl1eir former pri~"~ 

OZI 
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of events they were not necessary, nor would they 
have proved a substitute for infantry. If, however, 
events had taken a more serious turn they would 
obviously have added greatly to the capacity of the 
Force to deal with an emergency. Infantry must 
always remain the most suitable arm for dealing with 
riots and for employment in street fighting, but that 
is no reason why they should be denied the assistance 
which armoured fighting vehicles can give them; and 
it seems unlikely that in the future any similar force 
would be despatched without a tank component 
tbough in this case there were doubtless good reason~ 
for its omission. 

The Shanghai episode provides a valuable illus
tration of the [unctions of the Home Army as a 
central rcserve and as a diplomatic agent. We cannot 
afford to treat it merely as a training establishment, 
and neither its armament nor its organisation for 
rapid mobilisation can safc-ly be neglected, however 
much tbe possibility of its employment in Europe 
may have sunk into the background. 

The danger of reducing OUi" garrisons at isolakd 
foreign stations to such a bare minimum that thl'Y 
cease to be of value as a local n:scrvc uf force \\'u"s 
shown too ~lY the very limited part the weak gllrrison 
of Hong l~ong was able to rlay. If the criSIS had 
developed mUre rapidly this might have led to serious 
results. 

t 

CHAPTER IX 

PALESTINE, 1929 

IT would he difficult to imagine conditions more 
likely to bring about communal disorders than those 
which the attempt to re-establish a national home for 
the Jews in Palestine provided. 

Economic conditions, distrust of Go,crnm~nt im
partiality, racial prejudice, and abo,"(' all, religious 
fanaticism, combined to turn tile cont~JllJlt for the 
jews which the Arahs had pn:viousl)' felt, into active 
hatred and jealousy. The Jews, on the (lllwr hand, 
,,"crc equally fanati~"l and not a link disposnllo [,r(,
SlIlne on their newly acquired status. ()/1 the top of all 
this the historical associations of thl' (quntr)' pro"i,kd 
a cnllleidl'nee of spots holy 10 the t\\O comlllllnitll'S, 
and the call'nllar provided it coin<:ldl'I1CC oj hoI' days. 

11mkr Turkish ntlt the [If<lhkm IIf the "ustody ,if 
a region rouml which tIll' history of ,-.., l1lan~ fom" Ill" 
T<'ligiOl\ cl'ntrl'll had bn'n treated in a hr(1<lII"nllll,kd 
spint. The ,mall Jewish CO~l"~It1nit, and JI"IH.1t pII. 
grilll" had m:ll-ddincd if IUlI/t,d pnnllg"3. Natur-
al". h.,\\'('\'Cr tht' Ulnl<"r hIll <1/ place aCf<'d t<l 

• t • d I ;,\1" killS \\a \t tcd in ,hlir own rd,",<>us hn y, .flU 

"Io('n the ;'\lnnoatory Power a utn('tl lontrol, it 
lIndutuok to an:unt~1Il the S/il/tH 'I"Q in pllC of Ih 
J wi h an II U 11:. It I not 611rpri 'ng that till' ,\ral 
wUlched Illl' fulfilment of tillS promi , jealoll Iy. nor 
Ih.ll the J,",,"8 hOllld slck fly (kgr cs to a crt n ,hI t 

not included in til( ir formel prj, II. ges . .. ' 
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Our long experience of communal troubles in India 
and elsewhere should have taught us that communal 
rioting will break out with little warning, and to what 
length it ~vill go. We know that the firm and impartial 
mterventlon of force is the sole means of restoring 
peace and of preventmg the spread of disorder. 
\Vh~n we first assumed the mandate the danger was 

recognIsed and a very efficient British police force 
750 strong was.origi?ally provided. It is amazing, 
however , what n sks WIll be accepted under the urge of 
economy, and the deSIre to accelerate the evolution of 
self-government .. The ?riginal police force brought 
about It~ o,,~ dIssolutIOn by the very effectiveness 
Wlth whIch It h ad maintained order. A locally re
crUIted force Wlth the British element reduced to ISO 

officers and N.C.O.'s was substituted. Such a force 
while quite satisfactory to deal with the suppression of 
ordmary cr.lme, was bound to be a source of weakness 
in case of communal disturbances, sinc~ its reliability 
and impartiality would be suspected both by the 
Government and the communities involved even if 
ithad the required numerical strength. Had a' backing 
oj troops been aVaIlable these objections to the change 
m the character of the police would not have mattered 
so much, but all ground troops were withdrawn from 
the country and responsibility for security transferred 
to the Air Ministry. 

Here again all might have been well if the Air 
M:inistry h.ad been provided, as was the case in Iraq, 
WIth suffiCIent ground troops to deal with situations 
which couldnot be met by air action alone. The Royal 
Air Forc~, WIth armoured cars to co-operate,furnished 
an effective and economical force to guarantee the 
country from outside aggression, but air action could 
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not render assistance to the civil power in the task of 
maintaining internal order, and armoured cars also 
had their limitations. Moreover, in the event of an 
Arab outbreak within the frontiers it would be more 
than ever necessary to hold forces in readiness to keep 
a watch on the Bedouin Arabs outside. 

One must conclude that the achievements of the 
Royal Air Force in Iraq had not been thoroughly 
analysed, and that the Gove,mment in its desire for 
economy had formed an over optimistic estimate of 
the potentialities of the new arm without fully con
sidering the difIerence in the security problems of the 
two countries. 

As a result of these conditions not only was there 
a quite exceptional danger of communal trouble but 
the local civil government had been left 111 an excep
tionally weak position to deal with any considerable 
outbreak which might occur. A brief account may be 
given of the actual circumstances i~ which gro~ing 
racial animosity, jealousy and fanatiCIsm combmed, 
with the coincidence of sacred dates and places, to 
bring matters to a head. 

August 14th and 15th were the days on which the 
Jews commemorated the destruction of the T~mple 
(the Tisha Be' Av), and on these days 111 partlc~lar 
they came to its remaining fragment, the Walling 
Wall, to pray. But the Wailing Wall formed part. of 
the main Moslem religious property and the Jewish 
right of assembly there was a privilege subject to very 
strict limitations. Equally significant to the Arabs 
were 16th and 17tb August, as on those days (that IS 
to say,from noon till noon) the birthday of the ~rophet 
was celebrated and Moslem religious ceremomes to~k 
place ill the same neighbourhood. Furthermore, 111 
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IQ2Q. Augnst 16th was a Friday, the principal prayer
day of the Arabs, while Saturday 17th was a Jewish 
Sabbath. This meant that on the 16th l\Ioslem cere
monies began earlier in the day than usual and that on 
the Ifth a number of Jews would come to the Wall. 

The coincidence of dates would have been danger
?US e~ough at any time, but the danger was greatly 
mtenslfied by recent events which had inflamed the 
fanaticism of both parties. The Wall faced a paved 
cui-de-sac which enabled Jewish religious ceremonies 
to be carried on with a decent privacy. The Moslems, 
however, accused the Jews of taking advantage of the 
new regime to evade restrictions previously imposed. 
Consequently they as owners of the property had 
commenced certain alterations to the buildings ad
joilllng the Wall which had the intended effect of 
allo\ving the Jewish meetings to be watched, and 
converted the clIZ-de-sac into a potential thoroughfare. 
The Jews protested loudly against this interference 
\\~th their privacy and the Government intervened to 
induce the Moslems to modify their plans, with the 
result that some modifications were made which 
while meeting the letter of the arrangement with 
G~vernmcnt, avoided its spirit. Neither party was 
satisfied and feeling ran high. 

As a co~sequence of the dispute it was thought that 
the Jews mtended on the occasion of the Tisha Be' 
A~ ~~ make an illegal demonstration of protest at the 
~alhng Wall. Young men from the country were 
ur~ed to attend, and there was talk of their willingness 
to mcur ~artyrdom. Which party was the more pro
voc.ahv~ m these matters is immaterial, the question 
which mterests us is what the Government should 
have done about it. 
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The Government, as we have seen, was in a very 
weak position to maintain order by force, the police 
force, short of British personnel, was of doubtful 
reliability, while behind it was no arm which could be 
employed to assist the civil power. It is probable that 
a man with Lord Plumer's great prestige, force of 
character, tact and willingness to accept responsi
bility would, by sheer personality, have sa~ed the 
situation and imposed his will on both partles. But 
Mr. Luke, who was in charge in the absence on leave 
of Sir John Chancellor, Lord Plumer's successor, 
could not be expected to exercise the sam~ person~l 
influence and was in a most difficult posltlon. HIS 
task was made more difficult by the attitude of the 
local press, which did its utmost to.e.mbitter feeling. 

Mr. Luke did what he could to mltlgate the danger 
of the situation which he fully realised, by calling on 
the responsible'leaders on both sides to exercise their 
authority and by reviewing the police arrangements. 
He also called two District CommissIOners who spoke 
Hebrew to Jerusalem to assist in maintaining order. 

On the 14th these precautions sufficed, and t~ough 
large numbers of Jews assembled and .too~ part m the 
ceremonies, the police were able to mamtam order. and 
to keep the crowds on the move, both at the Wallmg 
Wall and also when, as was customary, a processIOn 
of Jewish youths made the tour of the city walls. 

On the 15th, however, Mr. Luke v.:as presented 
with a more acute problem. The morll1ng had been 
uneventful, but at 11.30 he was informed t!J3t a 
number of Jews had assembled at a school bu~ldmg 
with a view to organising a political demonstratIOn at 
the Government offices and at the Wailing Wall. 

A small detachment of police were sent to the 
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school to interview the leaders and to explain what 
would and what would not be permitted. Instructions 
were given to the effect that there must be no demon
stration at either place, no flags carried, no songs 
sung, and that the men were not to move in any 
military formation. Permission was, however, given 
for a deputation of three to come to interview the 
chief secretary in the afternoon. 

In view of the fact that the hotheads appeared 
determined to invite a clash with the police there 
appeared little prospect of the instructions being 
obeyed, and the problem now took a more definite 
shape. Should or should not access to the Wall be 
forbidden? 

There were three alternatives: 

(a) To refuse permission. 
(b) To grant permission with or wIthout conditions. 
(e) To let events take their course without either 

definitely granting or refusing permission. 

The most cogent reason for not adopting the first 
course wa~ that in the event of a clash with the police 
trouble might spread beyond the power of that in
adequate force to maintain control. There was also 
unwillingness to interfere with attendance at legiti
mate ceremonies. 

The second Course was not followed as it would 
probably have been interpreted as a precedent for 
demonstrations on future occasions. 

The third course was aetHo lly adopted. 
At. 1.30 l'.M. the crowd, tired of waiting fpr a 

defimtc Government pronouncement, moved on to 
the Wall, o.rded)' enough and escorted by a sinall 
body oj police. A fI.g was carried but it waR furled. 
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At the Wall the flag was raised, songs were sung, a 
speech made, and there were shouts designed to 
irritate Moslem sentiment and to assert Jewish claims 
to ownership. In spite of the defiance of instructions 
the police, to avoid interference with religious rights, 
did not intervene and the demonstration took place 
as intended, without actual disorder. 

The orderliness of the demonstration, however, 
tended only further to inflame Moslem feclings, as it 
was attributed to the acquiescence of the Govern
ment in Jewish illegalities. An appeal which had 
been made to the l\Joslem leaders to avoid inter
fer~nce with the Jews during the ceremonies in
creased the fecling that tlwy were being hoodwinked. 
Protests were lodged, a flloslem cOlin tel' demonstra
tion was organised, and on the 16th it took place, 
also at the Wall. 

The .I <"vish dem(ln~tration had bnn l·,]rriecl Ollt hy 
sOllle two or three' hundred men, hut thl J\lo~lt'l1l 
pn'lTs,ioll numhered 0'" r 2000, and to pr~.ll1IHt It 
seC:llU:O el'en 10:'5 possihk, in Ill'W of till' pn!Jl,· fmcC' 
availahle, thllI1 in the fonner casco On the whole tl.,e 
M,)~IcHl dl:rJlfln,lr<lt1on was ordul)" htlt 0 , .. r!;lUl 
al110llot of .}:l1Tl;lgC WlIS done by the riff-rall tn vollve 
otlcnng~ and other objects . .;,acreo to the !t-WA. Two 
flrlhre!' Jew, IIho "CIT .11 the \VillI h;ld to l·ll r .. ftlJ!", 
hilt thert 'I. "" vinknt n)lli~i"Jl. '1'11(' 17th :Iho 
pilSt< d "iLluml uio\Js viokncc, hut fediag' ">Ii 

bcu)mlllg inerea in 'Iy mllaml d on ho\." . rd,", "I"k' 
thl ,/forls of th .. deputy High ('umllll IOIllT III H'
C"'" It.- the parties t n·~d 10 Ifrital ':lthtr tklll to 
p.lufy thl pl"pk, At JertJ$aiun, II ulI:1 , .IafT" ;IfHI 
II, brnn tlit ~Itnaflon h'-lame Ihlt_lt 1l1l1g ami ~11I' 
prl \1 J \t I) pru\OClli\L, JIIagmlpll ' Jlld dhl,)] 11 rig 
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every incident, In the absence of any force it could 
rely on, the Government was thoroughly alarmed, The 
Armoured Car Company stationed in the Trans
Jordan at Amman was moved to Ramleh, twenty
five miles west of Jerusalem, But without the assi;t
anre of other troops armoured cars have definite 
limitations. Their crc",-s cannot effect arrests, and 
except in situations where fire power and extreme 
mobility arc required they are indTcctil(.', lalkin~ the 
adaptahilit) of infantry 10 meet ~Vl"ry turn of c\ rnts, 

The week following the c!t:monstrations was mark~d 
hy anllf} discussions and muttl,)l recrimination, 
Govt'rmnent's well· meant efforts to kct,p t he peace 
'1<'n' interpreted as \I 'aknt's and p,utia"t', Th,' 
polK'" who had n'aH\' hcha\'l'd (;xtr<'f)1l'ly \Idl, also 
<=a1llt' in fllr ahuse All o"er thl ,'ountry tl'ITII','r ron
linu,d to ri,c, and at (he Llld of tli, \Ink vinknt 
rjotin' hrok, "ut round j<fusalttTl, j,'\\; h ".lonil'1l 
\\crt,; .'lliKkcd 1 nHlnit-t \\ Ire COllllnitit d. hUH, \\'("11' 

hurnt 'lilt! prop"tt) \1,1 fr,,,t, d, EYIIIt nlly .. 11 ('(111110) 
h'll! 11/1;111: b en I .. , t: till S,O.S. W3J 8illnallcd IlIld 

tlctarlllllent lIt .ill Ihl<' figl.ring f:krvi" ,\< I< rll h«1 
to th( H: (, 1l{ .... 

I Will ;\Inlta til H<)\,ll Na\ \' till tht, nui" I 811 J/', 

81 (\en! '-s \, 1\ kllois. 1(l 1~lh .. 1110 tilt hJltl, Itll' 
Hmltm", at c l,ntcclI kno18", to I lalf.l, willi the 1;'
nail can If! (J"Urti toll', with her tI<lldant.t tm· r 
II a"drrc, Imd I ,lc"III, Ii ood L) ,ead ' t" t III port an 
mJantry I attaitoo, 

[gyP! ntnt ut·d 11"'0 lnt<&otry Ioatub Ill, one 
lion Iidel (J rnp:lnv Ro I Ll1b'Ul fill an 

armour d car equadr n C>I I UI l.am r (UI r gilTlcnt 
\\ tilcn It. proc of conI er Ion inl an 1If10Qtll d 
OIl unll, but Girl IOT<>n cqu .iron nn1) J ... d)" b~ /I 
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receiyed and the men were practically untrained in 
their new duties). 

How to bring the Egyptian contingent to the scene 
?f danger and distribute it with the least delay possible 
III order to protect the scattered Jewish settlements 
from the threatened pogrom was the initial problem. 
The timing of the movements is therefore worth 
exa;nination. Brigadier W. Dobbie commanding the 
Cairo Bngade received a warning order for the 
despatch of one infantry battalion at IO A.M. on 
the 24th and the Ist South Wales Borderers stationed 
at the citadel was selected. At I I.33 a further order 
~tated .that two platoons were to be despatched 
unmedlately by air to Jerusalem. Let us follow the 
doings of these two platoons first. 

Their strength was fixed at two officers and fifty 
other ranks with three Lewis guns, and lorries for 
them arrived at the citadel at I2 noon. At I P.M. they 
were ~t the ~eliopolis Aerodrome and at I. I 5 they 
were III the air m four Victoria troop carriers. Flying 
was bumpy and the hurried dinner eaten before 
starting had little permanent value. One of the Vic
torias had a forced landing with engine trouble just 
before crossing the Suez Canal, but the other three 
reached Jerusalem safely, landing at the aerodrome 
nme kilometres from the city at 5.10 P.M. Here 
~orries met the men and, after another hasty meal 
III Jerusalem, at 7.30 they started off with police 
guards to ta.ke ov~r the protection of a group of 
Jewish colomes which the Arabs were attacking and 
looting. 

?n arriv~l they found a good deal of promiscuous 
s~lpmg gOlllg on, and during the night one of the 
Villages was attacked twice by Arabs intent on loot, 
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but a few bursts of Lewis gun fire repelled the attack, 
inflicting casualties. Other villages were subjected to 
rifle fire from neighbouring orchards, and at dawn a 
strong patrol was sent out to deal with the snipers. 
Active patrolling during the night also dispersed 
parties of looters, and after the first night the situation 
was in hand and no further looting occurred. Alto
gether these platoons had experienced an active 
twenty-four hours subsequent to the sudden warning 
in Cairo on the 24th, and they continued to form the 
main guarantee of the Jewish colonies round Jeru
salem till relieved on the 27th. The machine whose 
flight had been interrupted reached Jerusalem some 
three hours after the others and its party was held 
in reserve at police headquarters, taking part in a 
number of armoured car patrols. 

The immense value of air transport will be better 
appreciated if it is realised that when the plato~ns 
arrived the small force of police in Jerusalem was III a 
state of exhaustion from continuous duty, and that in 
the Jewish colonies there were groups of defenceless 
inhabitants sheltering in such houses as gave a 
measure of protection- sometimes as many. as . a 
hundred in a building. A handful of troops arnvlllg III 
time saved the situation and were more valuable than 
thousands a day late. 

The rest of the Egyptian contingent had to move 
by train. The South Wales Borderers (less one nfle 
company and three machine gun platoons left at the 
citadel) entrained at Cairo after noon on the 24th, and 
at Kantara one company of the Green H.o.'va.rds and 
one section Royal Engineers from Ismalha jomed ~ 
second train which carried the South Wales Borderers 
transport. The trains were ferried across the canal at 
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Kantara and the leading train reached Ludd (Lydda) 
at 12.15 P.M. on the 25th. 

Here Brigadier Dobbie, who accompanied the 
troops, was confronted with the first of many decisions 
he had to make as regards the distribution of his force. 
At J eru~alem the situation was fully developed and 
very senous; clearly the bulk of his contingent must 
go there in the first instance. At Jaffa and Haifa 
however, it was known that there was acute tensio~ 
and a conflict might break out at any moment. Jaffa 
was especially a danger point owing to the existence 
of the ne~ Je\~ish town of Tel Aviv adjoining it. 

The Bngadler therefore decided to drop C Com
pany South Wales Borderers, less the detachment of 
fifty men already at Jerusalem which it had supplied, 
and from .Ludd .t~e Company was conveyed by train 
to Tel AVlv, arnvmg at 1.30 P .M. Thence it marched 
straigh~ into Jaffa, to find at 2 P.M. the main square 
filled wIth a mob on whom the police and an armoured 
car had already had to fire. 

Mter the crowd had been warned to disperse, an 
advance by the Company, with bayonets on guard, 
cleared the square in one minute; a Moslem pricked 
by a bayonet , as he did not move fast enough, was the 
so!e ~ualty. Then having made touch with the 
DIst~Ict Commissioner, Lieut.-Colonel Petre, who 
was m command, started to relieve posts which had 
bee~ establIshed by Royal Air Force personnel and 
pO.lice as a screen between Tel Aviv and Jaffa, and 
thIS was completed by 6 P.M. Meantime, at about 
5 P.M., reports of rioting and murder on the outskirts 
of T el Aviv was received and a party of about twenty 
men was moved by bus to the scene, where shooting 
by both Jews and Arabs was going on. Debussed, the 
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men advanced and cleared the Arabs with some 
casualties out of the orange groves and houses from 
which they had been firing, while the police forced 
the Jews back into Tel Aviv. An armoured car co
operating with the soldiers pursued the Arabs, who, 
however, found refuge in orange groves. A few caught 
hiding were handed over to the police and there was 
no subsequent trouble in this locality. How many 
casualties among the rioters on either side occurred 
during the day is uncertain, but the night passed 
quietly, curfew, enforced by annoured car and infantry 
patrols, having been established at 6.30. Raids by 
troops and police in the small hours of the night re
sulted in the capture of some arms in Jewish houses. 

So far as the two towns were concerned order was 
now fairly well re-established, but in the exposed 
village colonies no protection could yet be given, 
pending the arrival of H.M.S. Sussex. 

Leaving Jaffa for the moment, let us follow Briga
dier Dobbie and the remainder of the South Wales 
Borderers to Jerusalem, which they reached at 4.3 0 

P.M. on the 25th. There the policewerefound in a state 
of exhaustion and immediate steps to relieve them 
were required. As the South Wales Borderers Bat
talion was, on account of detachments at Cairo and 
Jaffa, reduced to one rifle company and one machine 
gun platoon, the Headquarters wing was organised 
into a rifle platoon, and when the second train arrived 
at 8.15 the section of Royal Engineers were also used 
as infantry. The company of the Green Howards 
which was on this second train could not be employed 
as it was required for another purpose almost as soon 
as it detrained. The situation in Jerusalem, though 
steadied by the arrival of the first troops by air, was 
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still very acute, and outlying Jewish settlements were 
in danger and every available man of the South 
Wales Borderers was needed for active duty. 

Reports received at 10 P.M. described the situation 
at Haifa also to be very critical, and the only troops on 
whom Brigadier Dobbie could lay his hands to send 
to this new scene of trouble was the company of Green 
Howards :vhich had just detrained. Back it had to go 
to the statIOn, and by 1.30 A.M. on the 26th it was on 
its way to Haifa, where it arrived at 7 A.M. There it 
was met ~y the District Commissioner, who reported 
lar~e partIes of Arabs armed with sticks collecting in 
varIOUS parts of the town. An excited crowd outside 
the station, which the police could not control 
indicated the state of affairs. ' 

Leaving one platoon at the station, the company at 
once marched off to clear the town, dropping pickets 
at cross-roads and sending patrols to danger points as 
the crowds were dispersed. By 9.30 A.M. control was 
restored, except in one area which was not finally clear 
till I P.M. At 10.45 a platoon was despatched to Acre 
where trouble threatened, but as it did not mature 
the platoon was at once recalled. A little later another 
platoon was despatched by rail to the point of Mount 
Carmel in consequence of an air report that a party of 
Arabs was ad~ancing from that direction . This proved 
to be a working party of convicts who had escaped 
from control, but with the assistance of mounted 
police they were rounded up as they scattered and 
trIed to hide in the scrub , the whole party, about fifty 
~trong, being captured. During the day various patrols 
m motor transport moved to threatened spots and at 
6 P.M. curfew was established and enforced by motor 
patrols. A quiet night resulted, but further outbreaks 
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occurred next morning in which Arabs and Jews were 
murdered and houses burnt. The troops came in for 
some sniping while they were actively employed 
intervening in the riots and in moving parties of 
Jewish men, women and children to places of safety. 
Nevertheless the situation was now safe, as reinforce
ments had arrived. H.M.S. Barham anchored off the 
port at 7 A.M. and by I I A.M. a strong naval landing
party had relieved the troops. 

Let us pause here to review the general situation. 
The vanguard of the rescue force in the shape of two 
platoons flown from Egypt had checked the enemy 
on the night of the 24th. On the 25th and 26th Briga
dier Dobbie's main guard, consisting of the South 
Wales Borderers and one company of the Green 
Howards, had occupied Jerusalem,Jaffa and Haifa, the 
tactical key points essential to secure pending the 
arrival of the main body. The main body was closing 
up in three columns represented by H.M.S. Susse.\·, 
arriving at Jaffa on the morning of the 26th; H.M.S. 
Barham, due at Haifa on the morning of the 27th; and 
the third from Egypt, consisting of the rest of the 
Green Howards and a company of the King's Regi
ment, due at Jerusalem on the evening of the 26th, 
followed by the Armoured Car Squadron of 12th 
Lancers a day later. A further reserve would be avail
able whell H.M.S. Courageous, with the South 
Staffordshire Regiment on board, arrived from Malta, 
and she was expected early on the 28th at Jaffa. 

Brigadier Dobbie, who on the morning of the 26th 
assumed, by mutual agreement, command of the 
forces of all three Services in Palestine and the polrce, 
had to decide how he would deploy these contingents 
as they arrived. Martial Jaw had not been declared. 
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hut a state of martial law existed de j acto, including the 
essential unity of control which martial law provides. 
Although the key points had been secured, outiyina 
districts were everywhere out of control of the small 
police posts, and all Jewish settlements were in the 
greatest danger, notably in the H ebron and Nablus 
districts and the settlements in the Maritime Plain 
and the Valley of Esdraelon. Brigadier Dobbie was 
faced with three problems in order of urgency. 

(a) The prevention offurther attacks on the Jewish 
colonies. 

(b) The suppression of looting of colonies which 
had been attacked or evacuated. 

(c) The general restoration of order and re-estab
lishment of civil control. 

Clearly great dispersion of force was unavoidable . ' as It .would be necessary to establish posts in many 
outlymg places. At the same time every opportunity 
had to be taken to form reserves ready to move to 
threatened points, and every part of the force had to 
be given a high degree of mobility. The first two 
problems indicated active defence, whereas the third 
~ight. entail offensive action of a punitive nature 
mvolvmg a greater measure of concentration· but its 
solution could be initiated in each district in donjunc
tion ":Ith protective measures as opportunity offered. 

GUIded by these considerations, orders for the 
extension of defensive action to protect the Jewish 
settlements were as follows: 

On 26th-(a) Naval landing-parties from H .M.S. 
Sussex to relieve C Company South Wales 
Borderers at Jaffa and the latter to move to the 
Ludd area. 
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(b) The company of the King's Regiment from 
Cairo to join South Wales Borderers at Jeru
salem. 

(c) South Wales Borderers to despatch a detach-
ment to Hebron. 

On 27th- (d) Green Howards from Cairo, less. the 
company at Haifa, to move to Nablus-Jenm. 

(e) Landing-parties from H.M.S. Barham to ~e
lieve the company of Green Howards at Hmfa 
and latter to move to Mule. 

On 28th- (f) South Staffords, on arrival from Malta 
by H.M.S. Courageous, to relieve C Company 
of South Wales Borderers in Ludd area and the 
latter to rejoin its battalion at Jerusalem. 

It was arranged that the zone for which the naval 
landing parties at Jaffa and Haifa would be resp?n
sible should extend along the coast to about ten 1UIles 
inland. 

Mobility was to be secured by the extensive em
ployment of locally requisitioned motor cars, buses 
and lorries, and by holding special tram~ m readmess. 
In two vital matters the luck of the Empire held good. 
The weather was dry and motor transport was able to 
operate on country tracks, and even across country. 
Also neither Arabs nor Jews made any attempt to , . . 
damage telephone lines, so that interwll:muDl~atlOn 
was good even before the arrival of mlhtary signals 
with wireless equipment. . 

It is not necessary to follow the domgs of the 
various detachments in different parts of the country 
in their rescue and protection work, but as an illustra
tion of the sort of duties entailed we may go back to 
C Company of the South Wales Borderers, whom we 
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left at Jafta on the morning of the ~6th, having re
established order in that town and in its new neigh
hour. Tel "hi\,. 

At 6.15 A.~I. H.:\I.S. Sussex anchored off the port 
and between 7 and 10 A.M. had landed six seamen and 
two marine platoons under the command of Captain 
Raikes, R.N., who at once commenced the relief of 
the South Wales Borderers. By 3 P.M. the relief was 
complete, the boundary of the responsibility of the 
" -avy had been fixed, and motors had been collected 
to moye the soldiers to their new area. The Navy 
took up such duties as finding escorts at the funerals 
of men killed on the previous day, and in general 
preyented any fresh outbreaks. 
. Lieut.-Colonel Petre having organised his company 
m two columns, each one with a Royal Air Force 
armoured car attached, moved off at 3.15 P.M., one 
column to Naaneh Station in the south and the other 
to Kalkita farther north. 

The southern column under Colonel Petre was 
responsible for villages east of Ludd and those ad
joining the southern side of the naval zone while the , 
other watched those to the north of the Navy. With 
Colonel Petre was Mr. Cook, one of the 100 special 
constables who had enrolled themselves and who 
with. :heir knowledge of the local lan~uages and 
condItIOns rendered valuable service. Mr. Cook, in 
addition to his other qualifications, was the manager 
of the garage which had supplied the bulk of the 
motor transport and was therefore in a position to see 
that the drivers gave no trouble. 

The cars of the southern column reached Naaneh 
at 4.45 P.M., and a short time afterwards Colonel 
Petre took a patrol to a village called Katra, reported 
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to be in danger. The report proved to be exaggerated, 
and having established a police post in the village for 
the night the patrol returned. Meanwhile a police 
officer had applied to the company sergeant-major 
left at Naaneh for a party to assist him at another 
village which was seen on fire, and a N.C.O. and five 
men had been sent. 

At 7.30 P.M. two of these men came back to report 
that a large number of Arabs were threatening to loot 
the village (Khulde), so the armoured car and one 
platoon were despatched to deal with the si~uation. 
As this party approached the VIllage heavy firmg was 
heard. The infantry debussed and, headed by the 
armoured car, attacked the Arabs, who dispersed 
with casualties. In the village twenty-nine Jews alive 
and one dead were found in the one house left stand
ing. The young lance-corporal with his thn:e men of 
the first party had established themselves m ~ b~rn 
outside the house and had kept the Arabs off, mfllct
ing many casualties: a good piece of work which 
probably saved the lives ofthe Jews, as although they 
had a fair supply of arms, the house they were 10 

was on fire. The Arabs were taught a sharp lesson, as 
twenty-five were killed and some thirty wounded .. 

Next morning Colonel Petre was confronted wl:h 
a new danger. Reports were received that the Bedoum 
Arabs were on the move; patrols saw many about, and 
an attack on Katra was anticipated. Colonel Petre 
decided in consequence to send a strong column ~o 
Katra that evening which might catch the Arabs. 10 

the act of attacking and give them a lesson, and which 
at any rate would protect the village. As a prehmmary 
he removed the danger of trouble occurring elsewbere 
by evacuating the inhabitants of both the JeWish and 
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Arab villages of Akron, and by warning neighbouring 
people that anyone seen in the empty villages would 
be treated as hostile. It was known that attempts were 
being made to incite the more peaceful Arabs to attack 
the Jewish settlement. During the afternoon the 
column concentrated, and it consisted of the whole 
company reinforced by a platoon of naval ratings and 
two extra armoured cars. 

It was a nice problem to fix the hour of starting. 
If it was fixed too early, warning would be given to 
the Arabs. If too late, much of the route would be 
difficult to traverse in the dark as the going was bad 
and the village might be destroyed before the column 
arrived. Actually the colurrm started at 5.30 P.M., 

arrived at II P.M. and at once occupied a position 
reconnoitred on the occasion of the previous visit to 
the village. The column was sniped at one place on 
the route and while approaching the village, but no 
attack was made although there were many Arabs 
about. One encampment had been passed on the way, 
and though it was believed to belong to a peaceful 
tribe its sheikh was held hostage for the night. 

Next morning it was found that all sign of the 
Bedouins had disappeared and, the country being 
quiet, the column returned and prepared to hand over 
to the South Staffords, who had now arrived to 
relieve them. On the morning of the Z9th the company 
entrained to rejoin the battalion at Jerusalem. The 
activities of C Company had had a very steadying 
effect on the whole of the Ludd district, and the 
movement of a large column at night, although with
out tangible result, produced the moral effect which 
follows when it is shown that the initiative has passed 
11lto the hands of the Government Forces. 
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To return now to the general situation which 
Brigadier Dobbie had. to deal with. The threat of 
Bedouin activity mentIOned above had on the z7th 
made the protection of Gaza an important matter. It 
was reported that 6000 Arabs were advancing towards 
the town from the south-east and there were no 
troops available to protect it. Actually a force of about 
zooo Arabs had gathered, but aeroplanes sent out to 
reconnoitre and turn them back were unable to locate 
them. The best that could be done was .to despatch 
two improvised armoured trains, mount11lg machllle 
guns manned by naval personnel, as a protectIOn 
to the town and if possible to the aer?drome. The 
presence of European women and chIldren 11l the 
town added to the anxiety felt. Fortunately the 
Bedouin advance checked and tended to turn north
east, and on the z8th a political officer was able to get 
in touch with them and induce them to turn back. On 
that day, too, the arrival of a detachment of the South 
Staffords made the situation secure. . . 

About this time however, attempted lllCUrSlOns by 
Trans-Jordan Arabs also beganto give cause for alarm, 
and continued to be a possible source of danger for 
some weeks; especially as it was necessary f~r the 
Trans-Jordan Frontier Force to find. patrols III the 
Jordan Valley and on the Syrian frontIer where there 
was unrest, until the duty could be taken over by 
Brigadier Dobbie's troopS. , 

The arrival of the South Staffords on H.M.~. 
Couraaeous on the 28th completed Brigadier Dohbl~ s 

m~d and the employment of the aircraft carn~r 
com , t Captalfl 
as a troop carrier deserves some commen . 

Brownrig". at 1\lalta received orders at 1.47 A.M. on 
.., . h f I and stores the 24th to raise steam, complete WIt ue , 
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and stand hy to embark one battalion of troops. The 
purely naval part of this programme, including the 
stowage of stores, meant some twenty-four hours' 
work, and it was perhaps fortunate that the decision 
to embark troops was postponed, especially as he had 
no definite information as to what military stores and 
vehicles would be taken in addition to personnel. 
Intimation received that some 77 horses, 5 motor 
lorries and a large amount of fodder would accompany 
the troops was calculated to raise alarm and despond
ency . Fortunately these items did not materialise, and 
the unexpected appearance of 32 limbered wagons 
(or as they were reckoned by the Navy, 64 two
wheeled vehicles) was a sufficiently unpleasant shock 
when the embarkation actually commenced. 

Definite orders for the embarkation of the battalion 
were finally received about midnight 25th-26th. 
Embarkation began at 3-40 A.M. on the 26th, and by 
8.35 A.M. the battalion, at a strength of 734 with its 
64 two-wheeled vehicles, was on board and the ship 
proceeded to sea: a performance which speaks for 
itself. Hangars provided shelter for the men sleeping 
on deck, and the central mess system, a feature of 
modern ships, greatly facilitated arrangements for 
feeding them. Heavy stores were stowed on the flying
off deck without difficulty, though cover could not be 
provided. Officers, needless to say, were well looked 
after and doubled up with their naval opposite num
bers. To a mere soldier it seems surprising enough 
that so many men and stores could be squeezed on 
board, ~ut even more so, that when the ship proceeded 
to sea, It was possible to "fly on" nineteen aircraft of 
three different types in the course of one and a half 
hours, and also, before troops were landed, to fly off 
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six machines urgently required on arrival at Jaffa. 
Disembarkation of the troops commenced at 6 A.M. 

on the 28th , and was completed by 9 A.M., forty-eight 
hours after leaving Malta. 

By the 28th the general ~ituation had become more 
satisfactory, and though isolated attempts at outrage 
had to be dealt with, the greater part of the country 
was under control. In fact, but for the danger of incur
sions across the frontier which demanded a reserve, 
the South Staffords from Malta might not have been 
required. As regards internal security, pacification of 
the Galilee area and the relief of the Trans-Jordan 
Frontier Forcedetachmentson the Syrian frontier and 
in the Jordan Valley were the chief tasks still to be 
carried out. In the south Gaza was safe, but Beersheba 
was in a panic as the Bedouin tribesmen were still 
in the neighbourhood. Confidence was, however, re
stored there, first by the 12th Lancers' armoured cars 
and later by a company of the South Wales Borde~ers. 
The Navy were actively restoring settled conditIOns 
at Jaffa, Haifa, and in all the coastal area. The South 
Staffords not only controlled the Ludd area but con
stituted a reserve. In the Jerusalem area the South 
Wales Borderers and company of the King's had 
already initiated the final phase of.restoration.of ord~r 
by carrying out raids on certa1l1 Villages Imp heated 111 

outrages, and prevented the recurrence ~f outbreaks. 
The Green Howards in the Nablus, Jenm and Afule 
districts had the situation in hand, and on them was 
imposed the task of taking over the. Northern Fron
tier, Galilee and Jordan Valleys, assisted by the 12th 
Lancers. To enable this to be done a naval detach
ment, supplied by H.M.S. Courageous, was moved up 
to look after Nablus. 
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. On the 29th, wJ:ile the Green Howards were carry
mg out the extensIOn northwards, a serious outbreak 
occurred at Safed near the Syrian Frontier which the 
small detachment of the Trans-Jordan Frontier Force 
and police in the town could not suppress. A party of 
Green Howards, however, arrived two hours after the 
outbreak occurred and restored order although not 
before a considerable portion of the t~wn had been 
burnt. The danger of incursions from Syria where 
t?ere was ~uch .excitement among tbe Arab ~opula
tlOn, was llltensdied by events at SaEed, and parties 
actually crossed the frontier. The French authorities 
however! respond~d promptly to requests to co~ 
operate 111 preventmg such movements, and though 
the Green Howards had to deal with small parties 
from across the frontier the danger was effectively 
checked. . 

Bet:neen the 2~th August and 9th of September this 
battalion was actively employed in the Jordan Valley 
and Galilee area, a company of the South Staffords liS 

well as the naval party at Nablus being attached to it 
to enable it to cover its enlarge,d area, 

As s?curity becamc assured thc final stage of 
n:storatlOn of control was initiated. This involved 
tasks of a more offensive nature and took the form of 
~aids on villages, or to capture individual~ implicated 
111 outrages. It was decided that all snch raids should 
be carried out in co-operation with the police, II ho 
~\'ere . res~o!lS,ble for making arrests and for th ... 
IdenlificatJ?n of wanted individuals. The troop' sur
rounded Villages and were authorised to, and did on 
occaSIOns, usc their weapons to preHnt attempts at 
escape or to support the police in case of resi tance. 
A large numbt'r of arrests were made, and the mor.!l 

, 
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effect of demonstrating that the police were once more 
in effective operation was produced. Much loot was 
recovered and valuable evidence, which facilitated 
subsequent investigations, collected. The deterrent 
effect of offensive action at once became evident, and 
with the cessation of fresh outbreaks it soon became 
possible to concentrate troops in their respective areas 
and to relieve the naval detachments. 

On 9th September the detacbment of the Fleet air 
arm and the landing party of Courageous were re
lieved, and by the 13th the contingents from Sussex 
and Barham were withdrawn. Sussex had landed 20 
officers and 297 men, BarhaJll 27 olliccrs and 403 men, 

The assistance pro\idcd hy the nal'al parties had 
heen invaluahle, They had taken ova the situation at 
Jaffa allcillaif3 while it was sull very Cfltical and had 
rc-c,tahJished ordc·r in the whole coastal arl'a, thlls 
liheratin~ troups for the work inland. Heilig ~dJ· 
contilillcd, (jill 't1on~ of slIpply and ad mini tration 
WtTl' proportIonately simplified, It 1l11J~1 Ill' rt'rnt'm , 
Ill.red, hrmcvl'r, that th ... employment of l:.rgc nalal 
d"I;Khments on ~hore is an emergency melt. un· \\ hich 
(Jnnnl he continlled fot a wry tong period . ,\rtJngl'
mc'nls lUI thdr <:arlv relief ~holJld flot h 1,,,1 sighl of. 
'rhi" j paniculariy th ... Glse "hen a hil!hly spec;,)li eo 
IIlllt like an aircraft ("~rriu is ('unc( t Ill'd, 

()n the rdid of th, • a\'y the cOUlltry wa, finally 
di, "led 11110 \ hrLl art a : 

(ti) • "rthern arc" - Gal.kc.lhifa and the Plain oj 
F dnH Ion . T rool : Gil en lI(}w .• rd , t com
pany ~'l\lth Stalfonls and Arnwtlrctl Car 
Squadron 121h l..anlers. 

(hI JatT and _ ·ablu atClI . South ' t;!!ford Ie 

• 
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(c) Jerusalem and Hebron area. South Wales 
Borderers. 

Within these areas troops were concentrated as far as 
possible and all outlying detachments were relieved. 

With the final redistribution of troops Brigadier 
Dobbie's task was accomplished and responsibility 
for defence was re-transferred to the Royal Air Force 
on 12th September. The military force in the country 
was, ho~ever, maintained, and though by degrees 
reduced III strength, two battalions are still stationed 
in Palestine. 

A distinguished general once said, on receiving a 
reward for the part he had played in restoring order, 
that he felt he ought to thank the Government for 
engineering the situation which had given him his 
opportunity. The three fighting Services might simi
larly have claimed that they owed it to the Government 
rather than to the Arabs or Jews that they had such 
an opportunity of demonstrating their utility. 

The lessons of Palestine are more political than mili
tary. Having accepted responsibility for a situation 
bound to give rise to intense communal friction one 
would have expected the Government to have taken 
reasonable precautions to ensure the maintenance 
of order. Clearly the situation required firmness and 
tact III the exercise of control, but firmness without 
ade.quate backing may degenerate into bluff, and tact 
by Itself may be interpreted as weakness. If Mr. Luke 
in the first instance had adopted a firmer attitude and 
had prohibited the demonstration at the Wailing Wall 
he would to a large extent have had to rely on bluff. 
It might have succeeded, but if it had -failed the 
situation might well have developed more quickly and 
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with even greater violence. By relying on tact he at 
least gained time. 

Time being gained, one may feel surprise that the 
opportunity was not taken to summon assistance 
earlier. It has been remarked that when military 
support for the civil power is needed it is generally 
called in too late and sent away too soon. The fact 
that the military adviser of the local Government was 
an officer of the Royal Air Force introduced a com
plication, as he could provide little assistance to the 
police from the resources of his own Service and ~as 
not in direct touch with the sources from which 
ground troops could be provided. This is one of ~he 
disadvantages of having two branches of the fightmg 
Services responsible for land defence, under separate 
authorities. A partial remedy is to unify control in 
each locality by supplementing the Service responsible 
with detachments of the other Service. Thus in Iraq 
a very considerable force of ground troops of onc 
description or another has been at the disposal of 
the Royal Air Force, and the same course has been 
adopted in Palestine since the incident we have been 
discussing. 

In the ad hoc arrangement adopted in Palestine 
to secure un it y of control, cornman d devolved on an 
Army officer. This sudden change in t~e inci?ence ~f 
responsibility at a moment of stress, 1.~volvl.ng as It 
did the supersl'ssion of the officer famlh.ar With local 
conditions by one who was not, must raise doubts as 
to the wisdom of the normal organisation. Presumably 
questions of seniority in rank and the leading part 
which fell to the Army were responsible forthcch~nge, 
but it speaks volumes for the good ~('nse of the officers 
of all three Services that unity of command was 
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3cc('pted by mutual agreement on the spot, before it 
lIS confirmed later by authority in London. Admir

able co-operation between the three Services was 
secured, each Sen'ice carrying out the tasks for which 
it "lIS specially fitted. 

As the disturbances were of a purely communal 
nature, unaccompanied by any attempt to attack 
Government Forces or to interfere with their move
ments, the duties of the troops were essentially those 
of police, although they at times became involved in 
the fighting to an extent which necessitated the use 
of their weapons under conditions approaching those 
of war. 

Brigadier Dobbie was, however, faced with a very 
definite military problem when invasion by trans
frontier Arabs in large number appeared likely to 
occur. Such an invasion would have changed the 
whole character of his task from a police operation to 
one of war. The Royal Air Force, although it could 
break up large bodies of Arabs and on the whole very 
efficiently protect the frontier, could not prevent the 
infiltration of small parties. Had these penetrated in 
considerable numbers and coalesced at any point, a 
serious danger requiring a concentration of ground 
troops to deal with it would have arisen. Actually 
some parties did get through but not in sufficient 
numbers to make change of plans necessary. The 
great dispersion of his force, which Brigadier Dobbie 
had decided to be essential to bring about a rapid 
restoration of order and to save the scattered Jewish 
settlements, would undoubtedly have been a source of 
danger if a considerable invasion had taken place. 
Realising, however , that rapid restoration of order in 
Palestine was the best way to l'emove the incentive 
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that the Arabs outside had to intervene, he refused to 
be diverted from his original plan, although tempta
tion to sacrifice outlying districts in the interests of 
concentration must have been considerable. Main
tenance of the objective once again proved a sound 
principle, to which the principle of concentration had 
for the moment to give way. Qne can easily catalogue 
the principles of war, but to decide which one must 
dominate a given situation is not so simple. 

The rapidity with which the Navy and troops came 
to the rescue is very striking, and again showed the 
value of the chain of garrisons on our overseas lines 
of communication, and the danger we would run if 
they were superseded by air defence, or cut so low as 
to be unable to give each other mutual support. The 
speed with which a comparatively small force was able 
to restore order is also remarkable, but there is a 
danger of over-optimistic deductions being drawn 
from the performance. The very high degree of 
mobility which it was possible to give the troops by 
the employment of motor transport had the effect of 
immensely increasing their ubiquity and compensated 
for lack of numbers. Had the weather been wet or 
had anti-Government action by the rioters interfered 
with movements by rail, a very much larger force 
would have been required to establish control, and a 
considerable percentage of mounted troops would 
have been essential. Could our Mediterranean garri
sons have spared more troops, especially if the situa
tion in Egypt had at the moment been critical? 

It may be suggested that, if rain had interfered 
with motor transport, troop carriers of the Royal Air 
Force would have served to distribute troops as re
quired; but the question of suitable landing grounds, 
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particularly in wet weather, imposes strict limitations 
on their employment. 

In a situation such as developed in Palestine there 
is really no substitute for motor transport. It has not 
only the advantage of speed, and easiness of control, 
but it brings men fresh to the spot where they are 
required with sufficient food to make them self-con
tained for several days. If the outbreak had occurred 
a few months later in wet weather, one can picture 
men toiling exhausted through mud and arriving 
eventually too late. 

Martial law, as we have seen, was not proclaimed 
and the necessity for it was not felt. This is somewhat 
surprising and it is worth while to attempt to analyse 
the reasons why the de Jacto existence of martial law 
proved a satisfactory solution. There appear to be 
several good reasons. A formal proclamation of 
martial law was not necessary because: 

(a) Unity of control had been secured by mutual 
agreement. 

(b) The situation was so urgent that the troops 
could without restriction e~ercise their civic 
right and duty of assisting the police to prevent 
crime. l\Ioreover, necessity for immediate 
action was always apparent, and this covered 
nwasurcs of the nature of martial law. 

(c) Tbe outrages which \\ ere being committed 
werc crimes lInd~r the eivillaw. !-iuch offences 
as spying, and damaging Go\'(~rnment property, 
which ca11 for summary treatment m their 
supprcs, ion, had not occurred. 

On the other hand, formal martiallmv would have 
had the disaclnllltagc of imposing on thl' small mili-
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tary staff the organisation of its administration, the 
issue of proclamations, the setting up of military 
courts, etc. It would have been difficult to find 
personnel for courts, and the courts would have found 
it hard to decide who were the real offenders and how 
far acts of violence were committed in self-defence. 
All the circumstances pointed to the necessity of 
arrests and deliberate investigation rather than sum
mary punishment. The duty of the troops was to 
separate the combatants, and they could leave it to 
the civil power to deal with the rights and wrongs of 
the quarrel in due course. 

Although on occasions the troops had to usc their 
weapons freely" hen intervening, yet the principle of 
using the minimum amount of force necessary was 
adhered to, and string(·nt ordas for ,trict control of 
fire were in force. In el'er) ca~c troops when pu~siblc 
acted in close co-operation with the police, especially 
"hen raids "ere carried out to effect arrests. Troops 
Burrouncled the \'Illagcs and pn-vcntl'd, hy fixe ",bien 
rII:cc"'ary, ".tOted mUI from escaping, hut th~ actlwl 
arrests wefl' carTled out hy Ihe polin', TIll' JI"ti\'~ 
pC'r.onnd 01 the polK,' "ppcars to h~H worked \'ery 
\lcll and their Hriti,h olTin-rs rnailllaincu tit, c111~('St 
l<lIIch with thc ,\rm\'. to \\ hOll! til<' a\'< il1\~lu;]hk 
il 'i lane. Although the <:1\il govuIlmcnl, .lOd 10 
,ome L'ItOll Ihe policl', w'ft· alll) cd "I parliali!} ,IS ~ 
"suit of \\cll.jntl'ntioi1< d dft,ns a\ (oncillation, Ih"", 
appc. r to haH' b, Ln flo (olTlpl.,int5 (If lindo, \crtt)' 

a~iO$I the tr(,op in Bl'ltI! of th~lT lMore drn,hc 
:Jo.:tion,llnd flO hitter f ·ding uro .. from the part Ih,>, 
pIa) d. 

\\'hcfl nfle con ider ho" the oJlietf • lid men or 
the till CL Ben ie( "ttl fll h d iuw 1I If f) ll<.:"l~ 
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situation in unfamiliar surroundings one must admire 
the speed with ~\'hich order was re~tored, A very high 
standard of lfiltlatl\'e. energy and common sense must 
h:1ve pre\'ailed to have produced such uniformly good 
results from small detachments scattered over the 
count!), each acting on its own responsibility. 

CHAPTER X 

PESHAWAR DISTRICT, 1930 

THE conditions which prevailed on the North-West 
Frontier of India in 1930 gave rise to a military 
situation of an unusual character. Normally troops 
stationed in that area may be called on to repel raids 
by the tribesmen from across the border, and to 
conduct punitive operations. Their main duty is the 
protection of the inhabitants living peaceably within 
the border from the wild men, their neighbours on 
the other side. A number of troops occupy certain 
areas across the administrative border, notably 
Waziristan, to achieve the same object by introducing 
more civilised and prosperous conditions into tribal 
territory, 

In 1930, however, the trouble originated within the 
administrative frontier, and though external aggres
sion occurred, it was directed against the Government 
and not against the inhabitants for whose safety the 
Government was responsible, yet who for the time 
being were also hostile to, if not actually in arms 
against it. As a result of these conditions the troops 
were called on simultaneously to deal with three dis
tinct forms of hostile action which at times overlapped, 
and all arose from closely connected causes, 

They were required: 
(r) To aid the civil power in suppressing riots and 

putting down internal subversive movements. 
(2) To repel hostile invaders acting in sympathy 

253 
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with, and receiving assistance from the internal sub
versive movement. 

(3) ~o conduct pu~ely military operations to sup
press, In trans-frontier areas, where control is a 
normal military responsibility, hostile action stirred 
up by the general unrest and by the same subversive 
influence as had caused trouble elsewhere. 

In this chapter the purely military operations re
quired to restore stable conditions in the trans
frontier areas will not be dealt with; and where 
mil!tary oper?tions to repel invasion overlapped with 
police operatIOns to suppress internal unrest, only the 
main incidents will be recorded in any detail. 

The circumstances under which troops wcre called 
out, and acted in aid of the civil power in the initial 
internal disturbances, will be given at somewhat dis
proportionate length, as they present some rather 
remarkable features and were largely the origin of 
subsequent developments. 

It may be noted that although operations of a 
military character, in which the Army and Royal Air 
Force took part on a very considerable scall', were 
conducted almost continuously between the months 
of IVh\y and ::3eptember, comrIetc control was never 
~estcd in the military authority, as would be the case 
In war. The Chief Commissioner of the orth-West 
Frontier province remained in control throu~l1(lut; 
and although theCommander-in-Chief of the northero 
c?mmand naturally acted in close co-operation \\ ith 
lum, and was responsible for thl" actual conduct of 
the operations of the lro0l'~' he did 110t assume 
c.ommand of, nor was hI: responsiole for, Ihl' opera
tions of the Royal Air Force. 

In a sense, therefore, wor cOlluitions at no time 
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prevailed and the Army and Royal Air Force were 
called on separately, though, of course, often in close 
co-operation, to aid the civil power: a curious and 
anomalous state of affairs. 

The origin of the outbreak lay in the Congress 
Swaraj agitation and its alliance with the local repre
sentatives of the Khilafat movement. The latter were 
tinder the influence of the prominent anti-British 
agitator, Ahdul Ghaffar, who was largely responsible 
for 1 he development, from the local Youth and Moslem 
movcm~nt, of a semi-military organisation commonly 
known as the "Red Shirts". The "Red Shirts" 
worked in close co-operation with the local Con~rcss 
agitators in srr('adjn~ disaffection which gained 
gro\Jnd rapidly durinf.( the winter of 19~9-30' Pe~hll
"':It city \\as the centre of the slll)\'cr~l\:c 31;1WllOl\, 
with bral\ch organisations in all the principal to\\)\S 

of till' pro,ince. From these centre every d.lort was 
mad •. to 6prt'ad unrest among the m(~rc 1!(nOrant 
illhallltanls of the towns and KIIlTOllIl<!lIlg 1'111" '~8. 
Local gri('\1Ult'<: "cn' ""ploill'l.i ;J1ll1 COH:rnment 
Jl1~" 11res gro!!SJy n1i 'n'rT':~l'nkd. Am"n~ <llh. TlI the 
Sarcla At t. which 113d r<'(tIltly beln pI! rrl for I h, 
rdorm of marria~c laws ill Jndi .. , "':1 mi.rcl'''' lnlc·t! 
liS 'ill atl,Kk on l\loskm family lifl', in "rdn In 81il up 

fanati,-; m. 
I hlt'"' \Iarch and \pril HlJO th, a .ilari"n,' Pl'\'l-

ally III Pc ha'\;lr it dr, hl'C~l1l~! .inll'll itinl tn "d. ~ 
d<gn that the (i\l1 ll11lhnntl «1111,1 no 1'l11g<:r 
'ulcrall the ... '\i;iuts of it I._,IJ,," Dnd lk ... d,·d "n 
th~ir art I. 'I III proved to he the ~r31 k wl.idt .\ the: 
inlbrnmahl, Hlat f1al ali hI. 

(In zlnd Apnl warrants \;ere i socci {or It. II~' 
of mel\< of til le:rtkrs, and in ln1lliol "'" gt~ I, 
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for 0e arrests to be carried out early the following 
momm~. The deputy Commissioner (IVIr. Metcalfe) 
respon~lble for the local situation, entrusted the 
execut.lOn of the warrants to the police, but, realising 
that disturbances might follow the arrests, arranged 
that the troops of the "City Disturbance Column" 
should be in readiness to intervene at half an hour's 
notice. 

This colu~n, which had been organised, as part of 
the ¥eneral mtemal security scheme, to deal with 
possible trouble in the city, consisted at the time of: 
one squadron (less two troops) Poona Horse; one 
company (le~s t",:,o platoons) 2nd Battalion King's 
Own Yorkshire Light Infantry and one company (less 
two plat?ons) 2/18th Garhwal Rifles (both in lorries); 
one sectlOn Armoured Car Company (4 cars) and 
one motor ambulance. The column was commanded 
by a field officer not commanding a battalion, and 
commanders were changed once a month. 

An imme~iate reserve to the column was provided 
by t.he remamder of the squadron and infantry com
pames concerned, with the addition of another com
plete company from each of the battalions which 
furnished them. 

The police succeeded in carrying out the arrest of 
ten of the. persons required without difficulty early in 
the mormng, but the houses of the other two were 
searched without result and it was not till 8 A.M. that 
news was received that the men were at the Congress 
office. An ?our later a party of fourteen police in two 
motor lornes started for this office. By that time news 
of the firs~ arrests had spread and people had begun 
to gather m the streets. When the police reached the 
office they found the two wanted men addressing a 
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crowd from the verandah. No attempt, however, was 
made to resist arrest, in fact the men came down to 
surrender voluntarily and got into one of the lorries 
without demur. The lorries then drove off, intending 
to take a route which would avoid as far as possible 
passing through the heart of the city. 

I t may be here explained that Peshawar is a walled 
city of 100,000 inhabitants, who incidentally are 
notoriously turbulent and addicted to crimes of 
violence. The city is intersected by a number of main 
streets some thirty to forty feet broad, leading gener
ally to the various city gates, but the side streets are 
narrow lanes running between high buildings. As is 
the case with most walled towns, the city is highly 
congested and both streets and lanes normally are 
crowded. 

x 

The police had entered the town by the Kabuli gate 
which furnishes direct access to the city from the 
cantonment where the military lines and residences 
of officials are situated. The Kabuli gate leads into 
the Kissa Khawani Bazar, a main street some 320 

yards long which is prolonged by a street through the 
heart of the city till, after about 200 yards, a cross
roads leading to the Kacheri gate on the north side of 
the city is reached, in the neighbourhood of the 
Hastings Memorial. From the Memorial to the 
Kacheri gate is only 250 yards and from the Kacheri 
gate to the Kabuli gate a main road skirts the outside 

of the city. . 
The police had intended to take the route passmg 

the Hastings Memorial to the J<.acheri gate and 
thence by the road outside the city leading westwards 
to the jail, which lies on the road between the canton
ment and Kabuli gate. 
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The lorries started but, on the way, were stopped 
several times by the crowd before they reached the 
Hastings Memorial where another crowd was en
countered. Here the two lorries became separated. 
That containing the prisoners was surrounded, had 
its tyres cut and rendered incapable of movement, 
while the other went forward. The small party of 
police were helpless, and in the end had to accept a 
suggestion, made by the prisoners, who were en
deavouring to pacify the crowd, that they should be 
allowed to proceed on foot to the jail escorted by the 
crowd. The prisoners, after being duly garlanded by 
the crowd who were shouting" Long live revolution", 
proceeded, escorted by a procession, to the Kabuli 
gate, to which also the police made their way by the 
road outside the city. 

News of these disturbances, which being accom
panied by violence amounted to rioting, had been 
telephoned to the Superintendent of Police (Mr. 
Fooks) in the cantonment. The police force at his 
disposal consisted of about 390 men, most of whom 
were distributed between the various divisions of the 
city, although there were two parties, each about 60 
strong, in reserve in the cantonment and police lines. 
Mr. Fooks at once decided to call up his reserves and 
informed his subordinates in the city that he would 
communicate his orders from the police station on the 
north side of the Kissa Khawani Bazar at the Kabuli 
gate. The city magistrate, an Indian, was also on duty 
at the station. 

Mr. Fooks before proceeding to the city went to 
discuss the situation with the Deputy Commissioner. 
Reports up till then had been to the effect that the 
crowd had assembled outside the Kabuli gate, that 
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the police station was being stoned and that its gate 
had been closed. 

\Vbile with Mr. Metcalfe, Mr. Fooks received a 
more reassuring message from the city magistrate 
indicating that the crowd was dispersing. It depre
cated calling in military assistance which might only 
cause trouble. In view of the conflicting nature of the 
reports from the city, Mr. Metcalfe quite correctly 
decided to go to see the situation for himself before 
calling for military assistance. Unfortunately, how
ever, he took a step which, largely owing to a series of 
minor misunderstandings, was to have far-reaching 
and disastrous results. In order to provide himself 
with a personal escort which he judged might be 
necessary to enable him to get far enough to see what 
was happening, he called for the section of armoured 
cars from the City Disturbance Column to report at 
his bungalow. It must be clearly understood that 
there was no intention to use the cars to disperse the 
mob or as a reinforcement for the police, though it 
was apparently hoped that their appearance would 
have some moral effect. 

To anyone not intimately acquainted with their 
potentialities and limitations, the speed and armour of 
the cars appeared to make them suitable for the pur
pose for which it had occurred to Mr. Metcalfe to use 
them. He had perhaps not realised that the armoured 
car relies to a very large extent on its mobility. De
prived of its mobility it becomes vulnerable, especially 
when attacked from close quarters. Its machine guns 
cannot fire in all directions at once or on the ground 
immediately around it, and when it is closed up the 
view of its crew is very restricted. If, on the other 
hand, it is opened up, to obtain a better view or to use 
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revolvers to check a close attack, its small crew 
becomes vulnerable for lack of armour protection. 

Loss of mo bility was an almost necessary corollary 
of the employment of the cars in a crowded street. 
To drive vehicles of their weight and size at any 
speed through narrow crowded streets would inevit
ably mean inflicting large numbers of indiscriminate 
casualties of a revolting nature; the limited view of the 
driver intensifying the danger. Mr. Metcalfe also 
probably failed to realise the difficulty of communicat
ing orders from one car to another, which entails cars 
frequently having to act on "follow my leader" 
methods; the more so as at least half the cars were in 
charge of N.C.O.'s who, except in extreme cases of 
self-defence, had no authority to fire without orders 
and were therefore in a difficult position if they lost 
touch.' 

The four cars, organised in two subsections, each 
commanded by an officer, reported as requested at 
M r. Metcalfe's bungalow, and he started for the city 
in his own car followed by the armoured vehicles, with 
a despatch rider on a motor bicycle accompanying 
each subsection. 

When near the jail the party met an officer coming 
from the city who gave a reassuring account of the 
situation. Mr. Metcalfe consequently ordered the 
cars to remain in a compound near by while he him
self with Mr. Fooks, who joined them at this point, 
proceeded towards the city. After they had gone a 
short way, however, these two were n1l:t by a young 
probationary police officer who had been ordered by 
Mr. Fooks to follow and take charge of one of the 

1 King's ReguJation~ have &ince beel) amended and now authQflse> 
N.C.O.'s to opl.:n fire in certajn C3$t3. 

• 
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p:uties of pohce reserves. This officer, who appeared 
to be mther shaken, had reached the Kabuli gate 
alone. and he reported that he had been heavily stoned 
and had come back for assistance as the police reserve 
had been insufficient to cope with the situation. He 
painted what was probably an over-lurid picture, due 
to inexperience and the difficulty he had in getting 
his horse to face an e:l:cited mob, but his story induced 
l\1r. l\Ietcalfe to send back for the armoured cars. 
They in consequence followed to a point about 100 

yards short of the Kabuli gate, where the crowd had 
gathered and appeared to be in a violent mood. 

Mr. Metcalfe now considered three alternatives: 
(r) To do nothing for the moment, but wait for the 

arrival of the troops to deal with rioters, if they did not 
in the meantime disperse of their own accord. The 
troops, who were about two miles away, could hardly 
arrive for an hour or so, though lorries for their con
veyance were available. 

(2) To use the police to disperse the crowd, which 
they were unlikely to accomplish without firing. 

(3) To further reconnoitre the situation, using the 
armoured cars for the double purpose of protection 
and of a display of force which would induce the 
crowd to disperse without bloodshed. 

l\Ir. Metcalfe adopted the last alternative, evidently 
looking on the cars as invulnerable in themselves and 
sufficiently formidable in appearance to impress the 
mob without the risk of inflicting damage on innocent 
spectators. For his own safety in passing through the 
crowd, he consequently got into the leading armoured 
car, but he apparently gave no instructions for the 
other cars to follow him, nor was he aware that they 
would automatically do so if orders to the contrary 
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were not given. He appears to have acted on the spur 
of the moment without consulting Captain King, the 
officer commanding the section. The latter was in a 
difficult position; he had been detached to report to 
Mr. Metcalfe in ignorance of the situation or what 
action was expected of him. Till it became a question 
of using his weapons or of direct collision with the 
mob, he would naturally follow Mr. Metcalfe's move
men(s as an escort. He seems to have failed to grasp 
at once that when he was called on to enter the city, it 
was to embark on a definite military operation-the 
conduct of a reconnaissance in the midst of a hostile 
crowd. He did not in consequence follow the principle 
of ascertaining the situation for himself or assume 
responsibility for the military plan of action. He 
confined himself to ordering the second subsection of 
cars to follow the first, and the two despatch riders on 
no account to enter the city. 

There is considerable conflict of evidence as to the 
details of the events which followed, but the small 
Committee appointed to enquire into the whole 
incident established the salient facts. 

The four cars-named and moving in the following 
order: Bray, Bullicourt, Bethune and Bapaume
passed through the Kabuli gate and came in close 
contact with the crowd, which greeted them with 
brickbats and stones. Either before or as they entered 
the city they closed down, and, to avoid running over 
the people, their speed was kept down to four or five 
miles per hour. An interval of about twenty yards 
between the cars was maintained. "Bray", in which 
were Mr. Metcalfe and Captain King, driving care
fully, succeeded in reaching the end of the street, 
where it turned and came back through the gate, 
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turned again and drew up by the police station. In 
its progress it may, as was claimed by certain wit
nesses, have collided with some of the mob, although 
the occupants were tmaware of it. Unfortunately, 
contrary to his orders and probably not wishing to be 
out of anything that might happen, one of tlle despatch 
riders attempted to follow "Bray" in the interval 
between it and "Bullicourt". It is possible that if 
"Bray" collided with any of the crowd it may have 
still further inflamed the violent temper of the mob, 
but it is more probable iliat the people were already 
in a sufficiently violent mood to take advantage of the 
position of this defenceless man. In any case, it is 
abundantly clear that almost immediately a murderous 
attack was made on him; by one man, at least, with 
an axe and by others with sticks. He was knocked 
down and killed. The driver of "Bullicourt", seeing 
the assault, immediately accelerated to help, pulling 
up, as he judged, just short of where the man was 
down. Two cars behind, seeing "Bullicourt" acceler
ate, accelerated too, and when "Bullicourt" stopped 
"BethlUle" bumped into her and "Bapaume" bumped 
"Bethune". Whetller as a result of these bumps or 
because the driver, who was unable to see the ground 
immediately in front of his car, misjudged the dis
tance, it is certain that "Bullicourt" ran over and 
stopped on the body of the despatch rider. It is also 
certain that when they accelerated these three cars 
knocked down and ran over several members of the 
crowd. The result of these happenings was that the 
three cars stopped close to the police station. The two 
rear cars backed clear, but the steering gear of 
"Bapaume"was damaged and she remained across the 
road while "Bethune" drew up besiue "Bullicourt". 
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This was the situation which Mr. Metcalfe found 
on his return in "Bray"; and he got out at the police 
station, joining the police officers in front of it who 
were attempting to induce the crowd to disperse. 

"Bray" took station behind "Bullicourt", and 
Lieut. Synge, in command of the second subsection, 
getting out of "Bethune" wiili an automatic in his 
hand, was immediately attacked by a man who tried 
to get the pistol and turn it against him. Lieut. Synge 
was with difficulty rescued by Mr. Metcalfe and some 
police and the crowd became increasingly violent, 
attacking the cars with crowbars and axes as well as 
stoning them. The fact that the cars had run down 
some people no doubt added to the violence of the 
mob. 

About this time someone in the crowd produced a 
drum of oil or petrol and with part of it succeeded in 
setting fire to "Bethune", while the remainder was 
poured over tile body of the despatch riucr and set 
alight. When the crew of "Bethune" founu their car 
alight they made a dash for tbe shelter of "Bray", and 
managed to force their way to it, using their revolvers 
quite justifiably in self-protection. 

So far no order to fire had been given, and as Mr. 
Metcalfcaboutthis time had been stunned temporarily 
by a stone, there was some doubt as to who could give 
the order. Eventually Mr. Metcalfe in a half-dazed 
condition appear~ to have given permission to fire, but 
there was great difficulty in communicating the order 
to the men in the cars. Lieul. Synge hau to fight his 
way to "Bray", using his pistol, in order to inform 
Captain King, who in tbe meanwhile, quite correctly, 
in defence of his car, had shot a man who was attempt
ing to clImb on to its roof. When he received the 
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order to fire, Captain King brought his machine gun 
into action and fired two bursts of ten rounds each, 
the cartridges having been intentionally spaced in 
tens when the cars were detailed for employment 
with the City D isturbance Column. 

The effect of opening fire was to clear the street at 
once, which shows that the crowd was even then not 
so violent as to be unconcerned for its own safety, 
and indicates that at an earlier stage before the cars 
entered the city it would probably have dispersed on 
the mere threat of fire. 

When the street cleared Captain King took "Bray" 
some ISO to 200 yards up it, stopping at the first main 
cross- roads. He then came back himself to ask for 
infantry reinforcements , and after half an hour or so 
a police cordon was established in front of the car to 
keep the crowd back. A fire-engine was also produced 
to help to extinguish the burning car, but it had to 
connect with a hydrant near the crowd now collected 
in front of " Bray", and the people, 'seeing what was 
being done, surged forward and rendered it useless. 

It was about IO.45 when Captain King was first 
ordered to fire, and at about that time a message had 
been telephoned from "A" Division police station to 
Brigade Headquarters calling for the remainder of 
the City Disturbance Column , which was accordingly 
ordered to its rendezvous at 10.57. A few minutes 
later, in consequence of a second message, troops were 
directed straight to the Kabuli gate. The first to 
arrive was the detachment of King's Own Yorkshire 
Light Infantry, which reached the gate about 11.40, 
followed after a few minutes by the detachment of 
Poona Horse. At the request of the police the latter 
party moved through the city to the Kacheri gate, 
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where it remained in position. The mob at this time 
were still in a subdued state and the cavalry got 
through the city with no worse greetings than a few 
bricks and revolutionary cries. 

About midday the crowd, encouraged probably by 
the purely defensive attitude of the police and troops, 
began to pluck up courage again and, again at the 
request of the police, the King's Own Yorkshire 
Light Infantry detachment moved up in close sup
port of the police cordon in front of "Bray", one 
platoon immediately behind and two sections pro
tecting either flank of the cordon. At the same time 
more troops were asked for, and two platoons of the 
Garhwalis which had arrived at the Kacheri gate were 
brought by the road outside the city to the Kabuli 
gate. On their arrival about 12.45 they were moved 
up in immediate support of the police cordon on either 
side of the car, replacing the men of the King's Own 
Yorkshire Light Infantry, who then became a third 
line. The replacement was carried out on the sugges
tion of the police, who considered that Indian troops 
would have a less irritating effect on the crowd than 
British. 

By this time, in spite of the efforts of Mr. Ise
monger, the Inspector-General of Police of the 
province, who had now arrived and taktn over con
trol, the crowd had become active. Although Mr. 
Isemonger at great personal risk stood in front of the 
troops and attempted to pacify the people and induce 
them to disperse, the mob pressed forward; stone
throwing became more frequent and a barricade 
began to be formed right against the front of the car, 
composed of packing-cases and carts. Fearing that an 
attempt might be made to burn the car, Captain 
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Gatehouse, who had relieved Captain King, with 1\1r. 
Lemongcr'$ permIssion, droye his car some twenty to 
thirty yards forward to break down the barricade, 
aftenyards retuming to his original station, though he 
had obsen'ed another barricade being constructed 
some roo yards farther up the street. This was still 
merely a defensi"e measure, to give temporary relief 
and unlikely to impress the mob, which soon pressed 
forward again, this time definitely with the idea of 
burning the car. To protect it Mr. Isemonger agreed 
that a cordon of troops should be placed in front. The 
Garhwalis were accordingly ordered to advance and 
push back the crowd. The crowd, however, proved 
much too dense to be moved and the only result was 
to bring the troops into close physical contact with it, 
contrary to principles. As was only to be expected, a 
number of hand-to-hand encounters took place; and 
as contact was too close to allow the troops to use 
rifles or bayonets effectively, they were forced back 
by weight of numbers, suffering casualties from blows 
of lathis, stones, and packing-cases used as missiles. 
In the melee a few shots were fired in self-protection, 
justifiably, the Committee of Enquiry held, but with
out orders. 

Captain Gatehouse and Major Penny, commanding 
the King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry detach
ment, now asked Mr. lsemonger for his instructions 
as to firing and received permission to use a minimum 
amount of fire if the troops were seriously attacked or 
driven back, with the proviso that fire was to be 
avoided if possible. Shortly after this the Garhwali 
line was broken through the centre near "Bray", and 
Captain Gatehouse ordered his machine gun to fire. 
Ten single shots only were fired by it, but a few more 
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rounds were fired from rifles under the orders of two 
N.C.O.'s of the King's Own Yorkshire Light Infantry 
who, although they did not, owing to the noise, hear 
any order to fire, judged that it had been given when 
they heard the machine gun. 

The firing took place about 1.20 and the effect was 
to cause the mob to disperse immediately. The Com
mittee of Enquiry considered that all the firing which 
took place up to this point was amply justified and 
expressed an appreciation of the high standard of 
discipline shown by the troops. The Garhwalis 
especially had been very highly tested. For over an 
hour they had stood up against immensely snperior 
numbers and had been much knocked about. The 
few shots they fired were to save men or rifles from 
falling into the hands of the mob. 

After the dispersal of the mob a definite attempt 
was at last made to carry out counter-measures for 
the restoration of order. Patrols of the King's Own 
Yorkshire Light Infantry advanced up the streets and 
fired some shots at men throwing bricks from the 
tops of houses. Ultimately .stronger par~ies and a 
section of armoured cars carned out orgamsed move
ments to clear the streets, removing a number of 
barricades which were found. 

As a result of the firing which took place during the 
day, in the course of which 30 rounds were fired from 
the machine gun of the" Bray", 73 from nfles and 
27 from revolvers, 30 people were killed and 33 
wounded, 

The city remained quiet during the night and till 
troops were withdrawn from it on the followmg mght. 
The riots, however, proved to be a prelude to a much 
more extensive anti-Government movement of a 
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different order, and it may be well here to discuss 
some of the rather remarkable features of the events 
which have been narrated in detail before outlining 
the course of subsequent events. 

Taken . by themselves. the events of 23rd April 
represent an ordinary case of calling out troops in aid 
of the civil power and not one in which the control 
has been handed over temporarily to the military 
authorities. It is impossible, therefore, to avoid dis
cussing the decisions of civilian officials which affected 
the action of soldiers. This will not be done with any 
desire to criticise individuals but in order to draw 
attention to departures from "principles" which led 
to many of the unfortunate occurrenccs of the day. It 
is fully realised that the civilian officials were in
fluenced by a desire to carry out loyally the spirit of 
the policy of extreme conciliation imposed on them, 
and they shared with the troops the dang<:rs and 
handicaps the policy involved, The whole episode is 
instructive as showing how a comparatively minor 
disturhance may, if not handled firmly from the first, 
grow to something much more serious. 

At a very carly stage, when it attacked the police 
lorry and released the pri~om'fs, the crowd had 
hecome an ul\lawful asscltlbly guilt)' of riotlOg, Hn that 
the Deputy Commissioner would lJaH' heen fully 
justified, if his police force was lIladequute, in culling 
for military assistance to assist him; an organised body 
of troops was in existence to men such a contingency 
and wisely it had been placed at short notict'. Wa' 
I\lr. Metcalfe justitled, however, in ~1~k1l1g tor a p.ir
linllar portion of the force til he placed at hi, dis
posal? The gen,'ral ruk is that the military u\lthtllit" 
is responsible, for the numher~ 'Uld typ~ oj troojl~~ 
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to be sent in aid of the civil power and for the method 
of their employment. But in India there are certain 
modifications of general rules . The civilian authority 
can demand assistance of troops. and the military 
authority is not only bound to comply, but the com
mander is bound to use force when called on to do so 
by the civil officer. The method of employing force 
and the extent to which it is used remain. however. 
the responsibility of the commander. 

Furthermore, in India the civil authority is entitled 
to advise as to the class of troops to be employed, on 
account of his special knowledge of the characteristics 
of the people to be dealt with. Su~h advice wouh.l 
generally turn on the qUl·~lton of whether British 
troops or some ,pecial class of Indian troops W;l, rHost 
suitabk, but advice is not limited to the racial itSP"'C! 

of the situation , Finallil'cision as to the t, P" of trooP" 
to he employed r"ls with th,' military authority, hut 
m prilltlce ci,-il advicl' would g,nclally he takl-n 'r) 
far as it did not conllie! "ith other rnihtary t"<lInrnit
ments. :\lr . l\l, - t(alft'~ n''lll'' t \\(lu"l tlWldnfr apI" ar 
to havl' hum J lIli~:lprhcatjun fathu thlln :1 VIOlat IOn 

of normal fllOLtdull, ,lIld tlw furth. r qm ,i<lf! .ITi l 

wh('lhn thl' mihtary <cummando ~hCl\lld ha ..... lCH,kd 
10 tht" fUjlll. t ,\ithpII! full hnowl«1 'I "j tllt Itllall<ltI 

and till' purr'] • to whi,h III<' c.a would he 1'111 . O.lle 
ml .ht hu,,' npnt< d til(' COfTlIWl ndl'r ~)I II, ' (It) 

III turhann' Lolumn, who \\IL' II 1"111 ,hi<' fr,r the 
mdlwd of l"rnpl ing hi fora. to sat f him If '~JI 
the l point I" fOf( ' partmg \\Ith n d, tadlrn.nl, III 

vrd.-, tllllt he might In tlllet III 6uhordlJl,I1C "dor< 
th, d(tadullcllt pa ,,,I Ollt of III "1f~CI l('lItr"I, nlHl 
in ordu to b,: HI! in that Ii ... ,ar8 " re the lOU t 

SUItable instnll ,ent. 1\ • hOI\c\Cr, the lrOOl13 WCll 
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only standing to in their own lines and not concen
trated, it is possible he knew nothing of Mr. Metcalfe's 
request. The records do not reveal how this request 
was communicated, but it was probably made to 
Brigade Headquarters and by it transmitted as an 
order direct to the Armoured Car Company. The 
material point is that the commander of the column, 
the responsible military officer, had a detachment 
over which he had lost power of control, and had not 
established personal touch with the civilian magistrate 
as regards its use. Responsibility for the method of 
employing the cars, therefore, devolved unexpectedly 
on a subordinate commander who had evidently been 
left very vague as to the nature of his task. 

The eJ.1:ra powers given to magistrates in India, 
if they are not to be abused, increase rather than 
diminish the necessity of chlse touch with the respon
sible military officer. As it was, Mr. Metcalfe seems 
to have exceeded his powers in ordering the cars into 
the city, apparently without consulting Captain King; 
and the latter seems hardly to have realised his 
responsibilities as an officer commanding a detach
ment until he became engaged in the affray. Once the 
use of force became imperatively necessary the mili
tary officers appear to have acted with great coolness 
and discretion, although their task was made more 
difficult by the unwillingness of the civil authorities 
to sanction the use of fire. This hesitation, though 
presumably dictated by the policy prevailing,entailed, 
it can hardly be doubted, greater sacrifice of life in 
the long run. 

The Committee of Enquiry which investigated all 
the events of 20th April discussed at considerable 
length tile employment of armoured cars in dealing 
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with unarmed mobs. The members of the Committee 
were clearly of the opinion that armoured cars should 
not have been employed, nor have formed part of 
the City Disturbance Column at all. Although they 
admitted that in several respects the cars might prove 
useful on occasion, they were more impressed by the 
danger of their misuse. It is difficult to agree with this 
point of view, which indicates a desire to make re
strictive regulations on the basis of an isolated and 
admitted mistake. 

One may agree with the Committee that armoured 
cars should not be used to attempt to disperse a dense 
unarmed crowd, and that the moral effect of the 
appearance of armoured cars is likely to be ov~r
estimated. On the other hand, t!J.ere are uses to wluch 
cars can be put effectively, such as patrolling streets 
to keep them clear once rioters have been ~ispersed, 
which tend to economy of effort and speed III restor
ing control. The lesson one would draw is rather ~hc 
necessity of military and civil officers undcrstandU1g 
both the limit.ations and potentialities of the forces 
at their disposal, and of junior officers .r~ali~ing t.h~ir 
responsibilities when called on by the CIVil authOrities 
to act. Given that measure of knowledge, armoured 
cars would often form a useful adjunct to the military 
force summoned in aid of tbe civil power, and there 
would be little fcar of their being employed on tasks 
for which their characteristics render them unsuitabk. 

Anothrr point of interest to soldiers raised by t~c 
Committee was, how far, after a crowd has been diS
persed by fire, it is legitimate for the troops to con
tinue to use fire against individual members of the 
crowd who continue to employ violence. It w,lI be 
n;membered that patrols of the King's Own YorkslllfC 
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light Infantr! fired at indi\"iduals who continued to 
thruw bricks from house-tops. The two members of 
the" Committee differed on the point, but the Govern
ment of I ndia supported the opinion of the member 
who considered that the troops were justified, as 
firing was not indiscriminate but properly controlled 
and no more than the situation required. The initial 
sanction to use fire to disperse the crowd covered its 
further use to protect the patrol; while brick-throwing 
continued, the crowd had not been effectively dis
persed. This is a useful ruling and clears up a some
what doubtful point. Officers in similar circumstances 
will, however, be wise to be very careful what orders 
they give and to act with circumspection. It is easy to 
bring charges of vindictive reprisals. Arrests if they 
can be effected, as was not practicable in this case, 
are a more satisfactory method than the continued 
use of fire. 

To complete the catalogue of instances in which 
there was a departure from normal practice on this 
unfortunate, if instructive, day, attention may again 
be called to the defensive attitude imposed on the 
troops; to the mistake made in allowing troops to 
come into physical contact with the mob; and to the 
hesitancy in sanctioning the use of fire when it was 
clearly required. 

If one analyses the course of events, one sees that 
troops called in to suppress rioting spent most of their 
time defending themselves, and that fire when used 
was either for individual self-protection or to prevent 
the troops being overwhelmed. In no case, in conse
quence, was the crowd warned that fire would be 
opened and only indirectly had it the effect of dis
persing the mob. There are clear indications that if at 
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an early stage the crowd had failed to disperse after 
clear warning, very few shots would have been needed 
to bring about dispersal. 

To turn now to subsequent events. 
As has beep described, the troops remained in 

occupation of the city during the 24th April and the 
situation was well in hand. The dangers of an over
conciliatory policy and the value of firmness had not, 
however , been yet fully brought home to authority. 
The Chief Commissioner, after an interview with 
some of the leading citizens of Peshawar on the after
noon of the 24th, ordered all troops to be withdrawn 
from the city, and this was done the same night. 

By no stretch of the imagination could this be 
characterised as firm action likely to impress an 
excited people or likely to succeed in checking a 
revolutionary movement. It is not surprising, there
fore, that during the next ten' days Government 
control in the city became practically non-existent 
and the activities of the agitators were redoubled. 
Misrepresentation of the events of the 23rd provided 
fresh material with which to spread the "Red Shirt" 
movement, not only in the city but in all the surround
ing districts; while news of the condition of affairs 
reached the tribes across the frontier by rumour and 
through emissaries of the agitators. It soon became 
apparent that a change of policy was unp.eratlve. 

On the 4th May at dawn troops occup.led, by sur
prise and without firing, all the princ~pal tactical 
points in the city. From that time on, untIl the end of 
August, troops remained in the city in support of the 
police and local control was secured. RlOtmg was 
renewed on only one occasion when the death of a 
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,':oman and her two children was caused by the 
accidental discharge of a rifle. The temper of the 
rioters was at white heat as a result of the incident , 
but in spite of this a few single shots sufficed to 
disperse them. 
T?~ wider consequences of a mistaken policy of 

passIvity were not to be so easily eliminated. The 
mischief had been done. 

Events in Peshawar had stimulated congress activi
ties in Kohat and other towns, and arrests of leaders 
were carried out at various centres during the month 
of May. As, however, the precaution of employing 
troops to support the police when carrying out the 
arrests was taken before, and not after, trouble 
occurred, no serious rioting took place. A more 
formidable development was the general unrest which 
spread rapidly among all the trans-frontier tribes 
from Malakand to South Waziristan. Stories invented 
of atrocities committed by troops and concerning the 
Sar.da .Act worked as. a stimulant, but a widespread 
bebef 111 the approachmg downfall of British rule was 
the basic cause. The tribesmen were assured by agents 
tha~ the local population would assist any lashkar 
which crossed the border, and in confirmation of the 
agents' stories the immunity of Red Shirt activities 
was noted. The tribesmen were also told that Indian 
troops would not fight against them. Fortunately, the 
older men in each tribe were less credulous than the 
young men and the more fanatical mullahs' conse
quently internal disunion in the tribes red~ced the 
extent of the threatened danger. The older men had 
~ore. to lose and had learnt by experience that the 
111aChon of Government was at times deceptive and 
mIght bc followed by an unexpected display of 
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activity. The restraint they were able to exercise was 
not, however, sufficient to prevent outbreaks. 
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From the beginning of May till the end of Augu~t 
troops and the Royal Air Force were actively engaged 
in dealing with aggressive action by the tribesmen, 
which either threatened or actually matured; while at 
the same time troops and police were constantly 
engaged in dealing with the subversive action of 
Congress and Red Shirt bands within the frontier, 
which was closely connected with the tribal unrest, 
both stimulating it and being stimulated by it. The 
aggressive action of the tribesmen developed in four 
main areas. On the Mohmand and neighbouring 
Utman Khel border, lashkars (gatherings of tribes
men) collected ready to invade British territory at the 
first favourable opportunity, and though small parties 
only ever crossed the frontier, and no considerable 
invasion was attempted, the threat existed over a long 
period. 

A more formidable danger matured on the Afridi 
front, as on two occasions the tribesmen crossed the 
frontier in more or less scattered bands but in con
siderable numbers and actually succeeded in reaching 
the outskirts of Peshawar City. 

In the Kurram valley trouble also developed; posts 
held by irregulars were attacked, there was fighting 
between tribes friendly and those hostile to th" 
Government, and there were also attempts of invasion 
by tribesmen from Afghan territory. 

Lastly, in Waziristan certain sections of the tribes 
rose and attacked posts held by irregulars, necessItat
ing the reinforcement of, and co-operative action by, 
the normal regular garrison. 

Other outbreaks which were less serious in character 
T 
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but added to the task of the troops also occurred. 
The chief danger, however, lay in the possibility of 
simultaneous incursions from the Mohmand and 
Afridi areas maturing and combining with a serious 
internal rising. 

The events in Waziristan and the Kurram will not 
be described, as they had much the same character as 
those which occur from time to time in these areas , 
though with decreasing frequency as the districts are 
brought into a more settled condition by military 
occupation. Civil administration in these districts had 
not been established, and except so far as the out
breaks which had to be dealt with synchronised with 
and arose from the same influences as caused unrest 
in British India, intensifying the danger of the situa
tion and the magnitude of the tasks of the troops, they 
are outside the scope of this book. 

The first serious threat developed on the Mohmand 
border where the Haji of Turangzai, a notorious anti
British fanatic and father-in-law of the arrested Red 
Shirt leader, Abdul Ghaffar, began to raise a lashkar, 
which was joined by parties of Mohmands. This 
lashkar, under the leadership of the Haji's son, 
Badshah Gul, assembled at the border by 6th May, 
some 700 strong. Here it halted, the inhabitants on 
the British side undertaking to provide it with food. 
As soon as the warning of the assembly of the Iashkar 
was received, its movements were kept under observa
tion by the Royal Air Force, but no offensive action 
was at first taken against it. It soon became apparent, 
however, that its presence on the frontier was having 
a bad political effect, and loyal sections of the Moh
mands asked that something should be done. 

An ultimatum warmng the Haji to withdraw 
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elicited a defiant reply and in consequence the Royal 
Air Force was ordered to commence bomhing attacks 
on I!th l'I'lay. This marked the beginning of a period 
of operations by the Royal Air Force which continued 
on one part of the frontier or another up till the 
middle of September. 

During these operations it was seldom either politic
ally expedient or justifiable to adopt the usual tactics 
of bombing "iIlages from which the hostile elements 
came. Under the prevailing conditions, the hostile 
bodies were often made up of men drawn from wide 
areas and from villages which contained many opposed 
to their conduct. Air attacks were in consequence 
generally directed against personnel alone, and such 
attacks lose their efficacy once the enemy has learnt to 
avoid loss by scattering, taking cover and moving by 
night. Under such conditions a combination of ground 
and air action becomes necessary to secure results and 
dose co-operation between the Services is essential. 
For these reasons the air attack on the Haji's lashkar 
gave disappointing results, as the Government was 
unwilling to allow ground troops to cross the border. 
Excellent cover was obtainable in caves, and although 
in the search for cover the lashkar spread itself over 
an area of some two by eleven miles, it still remained 
in being, a potential threat encouraging the activities 
of the Red Shirts and general unrest in the Peshawar 
district. In consequence it was necessary to occupy a 
blockade line with irregulars and frontier constabulary, 
supported by two battalions and a battery of regular 
troops in order to prevent infiltration into British 
territory and to check the passage of supplies to the 
lashkar. This purely defensive policy on the ground, 
combined with the limitations imposed on the Royal 
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Air Force, was hardly likely to impress the Haji, so 
long as unrest in other areas gave him hope that his 
opportunity might come. His following tended to 
increase rather than diminish, rising at one time to 
over 2500 men. Moreover, he received encouragement 
from the fact that his neighbours the Utman Rhe!, 
towards the end of May, also produced a lashkar, which 
adopted much the same attitude as the Haji and was 
prepared to co-operate with him. So long as the 
Utman Khellashkar remained in being, the Haji was 
unwilling to lose credit by leaving them in the lurch. 
It was not until sufficient information became avail
able as regards the composition of the Haji's force that 
the Royal Air Force was able to employ its normal 
tactics and bomb villages that were deeply enough im
plicated to justify such action. This form of pressure, 
combined with the failure of action against the 
Government elsewhere, led finally to the dispersal 
of the Haji's following, but it cannot be said tha.t he 
ever suffered an impressive defeat, and he remamed 
a potential source of trouble. . 

Behind the troops holding the Haji in check, a senes 
of combined military and police operations were 
carried out to deal with internal subversive action in 
its various forms of murder, acts of sabotage and 
drilling of Red ShiliS. Towns and villages were sur
rounded and searched and arrests made. In certain 
cases towns were blockaded for some days, till the 
inhabitants adopted a penitent attitude; this, for 
instance was done at Charsadda, a town which was a 
hotbed ~f sedition. In certain cases collisions with 
bodies of Red Shirts occurred, but generally the timely 
use of military assistance allowed the police to take 
effective action. Large numbers of troopS were 
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required, however, and so long as the threat of tribal 
invasion remained there was a recurrence of seditious 
action when eYer the troops were withdrawn. 

The action of the Afridis took a more serious form. 
The attitude of the tribes in the Tirah was from the 
first a source of anxiety to the Government of India. 
In April the Government had intervened to impose a 
settlement of a dispute between the Shiah and Sunni 
sections of the Orakzai tribe, in which the Afridis had 
also been concerned. The Government award had 
favoured those of the Shiah sect, and the decision of 
the Government was unpopular, for the Mridis as well 
as the bulk of the Orakzais followed the Sunni form 
of Moslemism. Although compensation was paid by 
Government to the losers, little of it reached the 
younger and more restless elements in the tribes. The 
ground was in consequence well prepared to receive 
the anti-British propaganda of the Congress agents, in 
which were blended the ideas that the British attitude 
was hostile to Moslemism and that British control in 
India was passing. The younger men, encouraged by 
fanatical mullahs, eagerly listened and were ready to 
rebel against their maliks and take part in any anti
British enterprise. 

During May, however, air reconnaissance revealed 
no large movements in the Tirah, although it was 
known that small lashkars had begun to collect near 
the frontier; and it was not till the end of the month 
that larger bodies were reported assembling in the 
Bazar and Bara valleys. On Ist June air reconnaissance 
observed movement eastward, and during the next 
two days the small bodies coalesced and the lashkar, 
marching openly in large bodies headed by men with 
red flags, could easily be seen from the air moving 
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down the Bara valley towards the Khajuri Plain. No 
ultimatum was issued nor was offensive air action 
taken, as the hostile intentions of the lashkar were still 
uncertain, but frontier defences were strengthened, 
regular troops relieving such posts as were held nor
mally by tribal levies. 

By 4th June the lashkar had reached the caves in 
the hills west of the Khajuri Plain and was now fully 
assembled some 3000 strong about twelve miles south
west of Peshawar and five miles south-west of Bara 
Fort. Up till the evening of that day there was no 
clear indication that hostile action was intended. It 
was given out that the purpose was to talk and to 
ascertain whether sympathy with the alleged suffer
ings of Congress followers was justified by fa~ts. This 
may have been the attitude the more responslbl~ m.en 
wished to take up; but it became clear that the maJonty 
believed that British rule was ended and the Govern
ment forces impotent. The fact that there ha? been no 
interference with their march on the prevIOus days 
confirmed the belief and a favourable moment for a 
jehad appeared to them to have ar~ived. , 

As precautionary measures, durmg .the d~y extra 
troops were drawn into Peshawar,. mcludm~ the 
cavalry brigade which had been.ass.lstmg I~ :he mter
nal security measures in the dlstncts adJolnmg the 
Mohmand border; the constabulary garrison of Bara 
Fort was also reinforced by a company of Gurkhas; 
while to show that the Government was n?t entirely 
impotent, a demonstration by th!rty-two aircraft was 
carried out over the IDtaJun Plam. . d 

The demonstration did not produce. the desuc 
effect, and in the evening military intellIgence estab
lished the hostile intentions of the lashkar and that an 
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attack on Peshawar was proposed. The Chief Com
missioner (not, it will be noted, the military com
mander) directed the Royal Ajr Force immediately 
to commence bombing the lashkar, which had been 
previously \\"3rned that it had rendered itself liable to 
air attack. 

The first flight of bombers left the aerodrome at 
8·35 P,)\., one and a half hours after the receipt of the 
intelligence information, and by midnight five other 
flights had delivered their bombs, the camps of the 
Afrid.is being clearly visible from the air. Bombing 
was then suspended. 

In spite of this action some 1500 men of the more 
daring, elements ~f the lashkar succeeded during the 
rnght ill penetratmg the picket line held by frontier 
constabulary. By davm they were scattered in parties 
of 50 to 200 men in villages south and south-west of 
Peshawar, even penetrating to the gardens on the 
outskirts of the city. 

The attack as planned had provided for an advance 
in two bodies, one north of the Bara road, to attack 
the cantonment and aerodrome, the other south of 
the road, direct against the fort and city. The failure 
of this plan was no doubt due to the confusion caused 
by the bombing, which may also have been the reason 
why the more nervous section of the lashkar never 
started, but awaited for a "success" message from the 

. more adventurous. The parties which had advanced 
received a measure of assistance from some of the cis
frontier villages, in so far that supplies of food were 
forthcoming, telegraph wires were cut and some roads 
blocked. This was, however much less than the 
Afrid.is expected, as they had c~unted on being joined 
by many local recruits and also on such action being 
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taken as would prevent aircraft from leaving the 
ground. To a considerable extent the Afridis' plans 
had miscarried, but from reports received in Pesha
war in the early morning it was evident that a con
siderable operation would be required to evict the 
parties which had crossed the border. 

In addition to the troops posted to meet any attack 
on the cantonment or city during the night, a mobile 
force, consisting approximately of one weak cavalry 
brigade and one infantry brigade (less one battalion), 
with two sections of armoured cars and some artillery, 
had been kept concentrated and available for offen
sive action. The degree to which the hostile parties 
were scattered, and the enclosed nature of the ground 
round the numerous villages, affording plenty of good 
cover, made the task by no means an easy one. It was 
decided that the operati.on should take the form of a 
cavalry drive from Bara towards Peshawar while the 
infantry brigade in two columns worked outwards 
from Peshawar and took up positions to act as stops; 
the right column between the Bara road and the Bara 
River and the left column on the Kohat road. The 
Royal Air Force meanwhile employed two army co
operation and two bombing squadrons during the day 
to attack any enemy personnel seen moving on the 
Khajuri Plain. 

The cavalry brigade commenced its drive at 11.30 

from Bara, moving on each side of the Bara River, 
with a section of armoured cars on the Bara road to 
protect the left flank. The right regi ment s?on en
countered resistance at Sheikh Muhammadl Village 
which held it up; mounted action was impossible and 
walls provided the enemy with cover. Even whe? the 
left regiment came across the river to attack the VIllage 
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from the north, supported by artillery and infantry 
machine guns, the enemy were not dislodged, and the 
troops broke off the action and returned to canton
ment in the evening. Patrols from the two infantry 
columns also encountered enemy parties during the 
day, both sides suffering casualties in indecisive 
skirmishes. The Royal Air Force in the evening 
located some ISO Afridis in a nullah about two miles 
from the aerodrome and by a rapid attack before they 
could disperse, inflicted damage. 

On the whole, however, the Afridis, though brought 
to a standstill, sustained no heavy reverse and their 
parties succceded in withdrawing across the Khajuri 
Plain under cover of darkness, On the 6th the troops 
found the Peshawar district clear of all large en~my 
parties and an ultimatum was delivered to the lashkar, 
still on the border, that the.ir villages would be 
bombed jf they did not immediately disperse. It was, 
however, considered politically inadvisable to give 
effect to this threat and on the 7th bombing of the 
cave area only was carried out, no very vulnerable 
targets being seen. Betwecn the 7th and 1 I th the 
lashkar gradually dispersed, working home in small 
bodies by night. 

The Afridis an: hdievtd to hale lost thirty-three 
men killed during the course of their ;lttempkd 
imasion, but though the n:sults may ha\c heen dis
cour<tging to them it cannot be. claimed that th"y 
received a d"ciaiyc lesson, The IJriti,h attitude was 
essentially defensive and did not includt, any striking 
COlll1t<'r-otTcnsiyc action. 

Then' can he lillie doubt that if political considl·r.l
tions had permitted the Royal Air Force to att.lck the 
lashkar on ils original march in musses to thl' bordn 
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the danger would not have matured. On the other 
hand, it is questionable whether the bombing carried 
out on the night of the 4th June was not premature, 
If the Afridis had advanced in large bodies, as they 
had intended, opportunity of inflicting a decisive 
defeat on them next day by combined ground and air 
action might have been presented. As it was, their 
dispersion in comparatively small bodies made it 
difficult for the troops to concentrate for counter
attack, or for the Royal Air Force and Army to co
operate effectively in dealing with the scattered bands, 

The Afridi withdrawal was followed in tbe middle 
of June by the dispersal of the Utman Khd lashkar, 
due partly to the bombin~ of villages and partly to a 
ground operation directt'd against it. This again was 
follo\\l.:d at the end of the mlUlth by the \I ithdrawal 
of the lJaji's gathering, which had been gradualJ) 
weakened hy the bOl1lhing of the \illagt's of ~omc of 
it. constituents, and was now under no moral ohlig-a
tion to remain in support of th<' Ulman Khd, 

The withdrawal of tl)e thrce Ia,hbrs enahled troop" 
to he unplny.d with incrcas(d \'igour in suppurt of 
the polin' ill rC-<l\tabli, hillg ,oll,tmi in the mOr< .1<' 

mote 1',1Ib of th.- I'eshawar d"lnn "hue Hnl SIIIII. 
Wl'I" till ;tcti,,~; man, \iJl,\·,,~ Wln' /HltT HlOd«1 hy 
nir,ht and arre&lS ma~le. III Ill,s,: ol'CTJtio!1 tfO"l' 
II "Il' HUII'{'d n fat iI po sihl, hy motor tr.1O ,;"rt, l.ul 

the \\nrk in the height of th<.o hot \\ <'at her and If! tou·h 
coUnllj' \\ us \'l'ry cxhJu, ring. D,llring J~II. ' then II 
"me recrud ccncI of Utman I hI I J~ti\ rtl< bur the 

"limbus <'1neemed wne not Ilrl'c. In Ihi nll",{11 
trail -fr"min unfl' t rn aell!' IOrlll \\. chidly «HI-

\\" o' I I I tllP l' tllatlOIl ~as hned to ozirbtafl.mv {IllIte \\ )0 C , 

I dthl.'f !HOr.., in h.md. 
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The Afridis, however, were not done with. During 
July they spent their time in recrimination over the 
failure of the attack on Peshawar, and dissensions 
between the extremists and more temperate elements 
of the tribes became increasingly marked, the more 
moderate men being excluded from many discussions 
at which the firebrands urged a renewal of the attempt 
on Peshawar. As a compromise, in the middle of July 
a deputation of the maliks and elders was sent to 
discuss "terms" with the political agent; but their 
demands, which included the release of political 
prisoners, were quite impossible and only showed 
how strong the influences of propaganda still were. 
The return of the deputation, having achieved no
thing, left the game in the hands of the opposition. 

On 1st August a large Jirga was held by representa
tives of all the sections of the Afridis and several of the 
Orakzai. None of the maliks were present, and the 
young men, having it all their own way, decided that 
a lashkar should be raised immediately for another 
attack on Peshawar. 

By the 4th, 2500 men had assembled and com
menced their movement down the valleys. They had 
learnt by experience how to evade air observation and 
this time they marched in small parties and by night. 
Consequently it was through the intelligence system 
that Peshawar received first information of the move
ment, although during the 5th and 6th air recon
naissance could followit sufficiently to confirm ground 
reports. 

The Afridi plan was to deploy on the border in 
three groups. Moving by the Bazar valley, the left 
group had the Peshawar Jail and the liberation of the 
prisoners as its objective. The centre, emerging on the 
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Khajuri Plain, intended to attack the cantonments and 
aerodrome. The right group, passing round the south 
of the city, aimed at capturing Peshawar Fort from 
the east. It was hoped also that a simultaneous attack 
would be made by the Orakzais on the Kohat district. 
The attack was timed to take place on the night 
6th-7th August. 

Continuous and very complete inforn1ation was 
supplied by the military intelligence system concern
ing the composition and strength of the lashkar, which 
received accessions to its strength as it advanced till 
it numbered about 5000 by the time it arrived within 
striking distance. Due warning was given to the 
Afridis that in case of a hostile movement their 
villages were liable to be bombed, and as soon as the 
movement was known to have started a further warn
ing was given to the villages in the Bara valley th3t 
they would be bombed if they allowed the hostile 
tribesmen to pass. Consequently, bombmg of villages 
which the hostile bodies had reached was commenced 
at noon on the 6th and personnel targets were also 
engaged. On the same day the mobile force. at 
Peshawar was moved into position to meet the c~m1Og 
attack. The 1st Cavalry Brigade, with one secuon of 
armoured cars, was placed to watch the frontier 10 

conjunction with the Frontier Constabul~ry, ap~roxl
mately from Jamrud to Bara Fort incluSive, while. an 
infantry brigade occupied a line about two miles 
south-west of Peshawar covering the road to Bara 

Fort. . 1 I d 
The Afridi advance appears to have been uC aye 

by twenty-four hours, and on the morning of the 7th 

cavalry patrols failed to make contact with any of the 
. d' d however that enemy. Intelligence reports 10 !Cate , , 
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large numbers had arrived on the western edges of 
the Khajuri and Aka Khcl Plains and were lying up 
in the innumerable caves to be found there. The 
necessity of finding cover caused the lashkar to be 
widely dispersed and intercommunication and co
ordinated action consequently difficult. During the 
day air attack on the cave area and on the Bara villages 
was continued, but for political reasons no attempt 
was made to carry the attack to the more distant 
regions from which most of the personnel of the 
lashkar had come. After making their morning recon
naissance the cavalry withdrew during the day to 
cantonments, but moved out in the evening to their 
position of the previous night. The infantry brigade 
continued to occupy its position and an additional 
battalion was moved out to cover the south side of the 
gardens of the Peshawar cantonment, its left extend
ing to the Kohat road. 

Except for air action, which it was hoped would 
deter the enemy from hostile action, a defensive 
attitude was thus still maintained. But air action was 
not to prove a sufficient deterrent and the passive 
defensive measures could not prevent infiltration and 
outflanking movements. 

At nightfall on the 7th the process of infiltration 
began and many groups of Afridis, totalling about 
1000 men, crossed the border some five miles south
east of Bara Fort. One party engaged a constabulary 
post half a mile south of that fort, and another the 
battalion which had been posted on the extreme left 
near the Kohat road. In these collisions the enemy 
had no success, but other parties made progress round 
the left flank of both the cavalry and infantry positions. 

By the morning of the 8th some parties had reached 
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the gardens on the southern outskirts of Peshawar, 
where they remained hidden with the connivance of 
local inhabitants. Cavalry reconnaissance failed to find 
any of the enemy in Khajuri Plain, but patrols located 
a party in a village beyond the left of their line which 
was engaged and driven out with the aid of Royal 
Horse Artillery and air bombing. In the evening the 
cavalry withdrew to cantonments, but the infantry 
brigade was moved forward to a line extending for 
four and a half miles to the south-east of Bara Fort. 
During the night a great deal of shooting went on and 
some pickets were attacked without much result. The 
battalion on the southern side of the city were also 
engaged and inflicted some casualties on their assail
ants. Reports indicated that though some of the more 
faint-hearted of the tribesmen had begun to dribble 
home, yet on the whole fresh accessions were adding 
to the strength of the lashkar on the border, across 
which parties continued to infiltrate. .' 

During the 9th, in order to clear up the sltuatlOn, 
cavalry reconnoitred the villages south of th~ Bura 
River. The 1st Cavalry Brigade, working m co
operation with a line of infantry stops south-west of 
Peshawar, located a small body of the enemy, but the 
ground was difficult and the enemy escaped after 
being shelled out of the nullahs where they had 
been taking cover. Farther east, however, the Poona 
Horse, having been sent to reconnoitre some vlyages 
south-east of Peshawar, came across more fo~mldable 
forces. A sudden attack was made on the reg~mcnt by 
a large body of Afridis who had been hIdden ~n 
nullahs, and the regiment, which was very .weak In 

numbers had some difficulty in extricatmg Itself on 
difficult ~round. The main result of this engagement 
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was to force the hands of the Mridis. Their position 
had been discovered and they probably realised that 
superior forces would soon be concentrated against 
them. The alternatives were to disperse or to embark 
on some impressive action at once. Instinctive reason
ing and the excitement of action led them to adopt the 
latter course, and later in the afternoon they made a 
determined attack on the supply depot situated north
east of the city on the Peshawar-Nowshera road. This 
depot is a large walled enclosure with a perimeter of 
about two miles and its protection was provided by 
a guard of an Indian officer and fifty men of the 
4/Ilth Sikhs. The Afridi attack succeeded in forcing 
an entrance at two places, but the small garrison was 
equal to the occasion. One party of the enemy which 
had forced the eastern gate was checked by the fire 
of one N.C.O. and three men who had taken up 
position on the roof of a building. Another party 
w?ich broke through the northern wall were held up 
With loss by the fire of a Lewis gun brought against 
them. The officer, having telephoned for reinforce
ments, organised a counter-attack with the remainder 
of his men. While the counter-attack was in progress 
two .armoured cars arrived and engaged the enemy 
outSide the enclosure, driving off those at the eastern 
gate. Other cars soon followed and, with the garrison, 
~leared the actual depot area. Then more troops put 
In an ~ppearance, cavalry regiments and infantry (one 
battahon cotnlng from Bara in lorries), and were 
employed to sweep the ground north and south of the 
depot. Seven aeroplanes also attempted to co-operate 
but the proximity of the troops made it too dangerous 
to drop bombs. The enemy, seeing their opportunity 
had gone, made no attempt to continue the fight but 

J 
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fled int~ the thick crops, losing men as they went. The 
enterpnse altogether cost them at least thirty lives and 
the troops, surprisingly, suffered no casualties. 

The attack on the depot coincided with some other 
less determined attempts to enter the city, which, 
however, showed the extent to which the enemy had 
worked round it. A train on its way to Nowshera was 
fired on and the fort was subjected to some sniping, 
though the latter was probably the work of disaffected 
elements in the city. Telegraph lines connecting 
Peshawar with India were cut and train service was 
temporarily suspended. As wireless communication 
was for a time interrupted by atmospherics on onc 
day, Peshawar found itself completely isolated. Still, 
something tangible had been found to hit and a 
counter-offensive blow had been struck which proved 
to the enemy that their plan of campaign had failed. 

On the roth the troops continued counter-otfensi"e 
operations against the scattered parties hiding in 
various places. Dawn reconnaissances failed to find 
any considerable groups, but eventually it became 
known that there wcre still a number in the woods 
and nullahs in the neighbourhood of the city. These 
were shelled and infantry were able to bring fire on 
parties disturbed by the artillery. The enclosed nature 
of the area, however, and standing crops made it a 
game of hide-and-seek favourable to the hiding side. 

That night, although some sniping continued, the 
enemy withdrawal began in ~'3rnest. On the I I th the 
cavalry could find no sign of the enemy in a search 
east and south of the city, hut the inhabitants were 
evidently helping such as'still remained to avoid dis
covery by lighling fires to indicate the movcm~nt of 
troOp5. 
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The return of parties from their fruitless enterprise 
gave rise to dissension in the lashkar and there were 
hard words with those who had failed to follow them. 
Continued bombing of the caves and Bara villages 
added to the general discouragement, though hopes 
of co-operation by the Mohmands for the moment 
checked dispersal. Actually on the 12th the lashkar 
received a reinforcement of IS00 men. This was due 
to the arrival, four days late, of the column which 
under the original plan had intended to work down 
the Bazar valley and attack Peshawar from the north. 

This column seems to have made no attempt to 
carry out its task and on learning the state of affairs 
immediately decided to return next day. A general 
drift homewards then set in. 

By the 1 sth a few scattered parties were stilI re
ported to be in the Peshawar district searching for the 
bodies of their comrades, but the movement as a 
whole finally collapsed. It remained for the maliks in 
the Tirah to reassert their authority, now that their 
position was strengthened by the failure of those who 
had refused to listen to them, and by the fact that their 
own attitude had resulted in their most important 
areas being spared bombing. On the other side of the 
border the Government had to bring home to the local 
inhabitants that the assistance they had rendered to 
the invaders could not be passed over. In order to 
give local officers the requisite powers, martial law was 
declared on the 15th. Steps, which need not be de
tailed but in which troops played a chief part, were 
also taken to bring such economic pressure on the 
Tirah tribesmen as would cause a change of heart. 

The Mridi enterprise, owing to its sensational 
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character, encouraged for the time being the belief 
that the hold of the Government had weakened, but 
its collapse, although unmarked by decisive en
.counters, soon brought about a reaction in the trans
border areas. 
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By the middle of September all danger of a general 
rising of the trans-frontier tribes had passed and 
internal unrest could be dealt with on more normal 
lines. Unrest remained, but it could no longer hope 
for support from outside. 

A remarkable feature of the Mridi incursion was 
the total absence of looting, which gave it a unique 
character. In all previous enterprises of the tribesmen 
across the border loot has been the main objective; 
even when the incentive has been a desire to defy the 
Government of India, defiance has taken the form of 
proving its inability to protect its own subjects. On 
this occasion the object was clearly to combine with 
the subjects for the overthrow of British rule. Re
ligious fanaticism, of course, served as a stimulant. 
The invaders in consequence had the great ad vantage 
of finding themselves in a friendly country, while at 
the same time it was difficult for the Government 
forces to determine how far the local inhabitants 
should be treated as definitely hostile; many of them 
were not and merely failed to understand the toler
ance of the Government towards the disaffected. One 
must admit that the inhabitants were in a difficult 
position; in the absence of Governme.nt protec~i?n, 
being themselves unarmed, they were In no pOSItlOn 
to resist demands of the tribesmen for food and 
shelter, while when fighting occurred they ran a 
considerable danger of being mistaken for the 1Il

vaders. The tribesman when hard pressed could 
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drop his weapons and pose as a simple country
man. 

The defensive attitude of the Government, how
ever politically advisable, must have greatly increased 
the difficulty of the fighting Services in co-ordinating 
their action effectively. The air arm was to a very 
limited ell.'tent only, permitted to engage the targets on 
which it produces the most telling results, and instead 
of bombing villages which might have made the 
tribesmen see reason at an early stage, it was forced 
to engage personnel targets difficult to locate and 
yielding small results. It is not surprising that under 
the conditions air action alone failed to stop the 
forward movement of the tribesmen. That it did 
cause dispersion and considerable dislocation of their 
plans is clear, but this added to rather than reduced 
the difficulties of the ground troops and made less 
effective the assistance which the air could give them 
in locating and fixing the enemy. Once the enemy had 
spread itself in small parties in the closely inhabited 
area, the air could see little and was seldom able to 
use its weapons. From the air the Afridis, unless in 
considerable bodies, were indistinguishable from the 
villagers. It will be noted that when the enemy did 
collect in considerable numbers, he was discovered by 
the action of ground troops; this despite the fact 
that weather and conditions of terrain were most 
unfavourable to vigorous reconnaissance. The ground 
troops gained nothing from the dispersal of the enemy 
into small bands; on the contrary this entailed some of 
the difficult conditions of guerrilla warfare. A large 
proportion of the troops in the area was absorbed in 
furnishing guards for the protection of vulnerable 
points from both internal disturbances and the action 
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of small parties which might evade mobile troops. 
The number of troops which could be spared for 
mobile operations was thus limited and these had to 
be kept sufficiently concentrated to deal with any 
enemy located. To round up even a small party of the 
enemy required practically as many troops as would 
be needed to deal with a party of considerable size. 
The smaller the enemy party, the more mobile it 
became and the more easily could it practise conceal
ment and evasion, while concentrations effected to 
round it up left other parties free from interference. 
Only when he was located in considerable numbers 
could an effective counter-stroke be made on the 
enemy. 

In reviewing the whole episode of the Afridi incur
sion, the danger of a defensive policy when dealing 
with an uncivilised enemy is evident. Subsequent 
trouble can be directly traced to the neglect of the 
opportunity for taking effective air action against the 
Afridis in their first march. That both the Afridi 
enterprises were short-lived was due to dissensions 
among themselves, the absence of the incentive of 
loot and the unfamiliar nature of the terrain when it 
came to fighting, rather than to the action of Govern
ment forces. Troops committed to defensive opera
tions could do little morc than prevent the enemy 
achieving any striking succc.s. Even in this the cle
ment of luck which led to the encounter between tbe 
Poona Ilorse and the principal party of the mcmy II1U it 
be recognised. If this part)' had been ahle to (arry (Jut 
its intention of making a surprise attack under cover 
of darkness it might well have gained a footing in the 
city and ioined hands with the disatTected elements 
there. St;ch au occurrence would not only ha\'c 
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produced 3 very serious loc.11 situation. but news of it 
could hardly have failed to have a far-reaching effect. 
That the danger did not fully materialise is no reason 
for ig-noring the risks of surrendering the initiative to 
the enemy . . 

Retention of control by the Chief Commissioner 
when the "'\'0 fighting Services were engaged in war
like operations established a precedent which it is to 
be hoped will seldom be followed. It was presumably 
due to the close connection between external aggres
sion and internal unrest. As an arrangement for the 
co-ordination of the efforts of the fighting Services it 
had nothing to commend it; certainly it did not pro
duce true unity of control but rather direction of 
operations bya committee of three, of which the chair
man. being a civilian, had to rely on the advice of 
the technical members. Such advice could hardly be 
tendered without bias in the absence of full responsi
bility for decision. 

The system may not have led to serious failure; 
given good-will any system will work up to a certain 
point; but a system depending solely on good-will 
tends to produce ineffective compromises and delay 
in reaching decisions. The desire to avoid friction has 
its dangers when there is divided responsibility. In 
the execution of plans good-will and cordial co
operation cannot be over-valued, but in the formation 
of plans and in arriving at decisions they are a poor 
substitute for responsibility. 

CHAPTER XI 

THE BURMESE REBELLION, 1930-32 

REBELLION is perhaps too dignified a term to be 
applied to the armed disturbances which broke out in 
Burma in December 1930 and continued throughout 
1931 well into 1932. The term implies a definite cause 
of discontent and a definite political objective which 
in this case are difficult to trace. Armed disturbances 
due to some local reasons for discontent or lawless
ness are not uncommon in certain districts in Burma. 
Those we are considering differed not ~uch in 
form as in their widespread nature, scale and un
expectedness, which indicated a directing organisa
tion. 

When they first broke out the origin of the dis
turbances was very obscure, but it has become in
creasingly clear that they originated in a Nationalist 
movement which aimed at getting rid of British 
control by much the same non-violent methods as had 
been adopted by the Congress organisation in India. 
Armed rebellion was probably not contemplated by 
the Nationalist organisation, but certain of its members 
availed themselves of Nationalist propaganda and the 
natural tendencies and superstitions of the Burmese to 
develop armed insurrection under their own leader
ship. With the resulting disorder and loss of Govern
ment authority an opportunity wa~ cre~ted for a 
widespread outbreak of banditry WIth httle or no 
political significance, but rather a malllfestatlOn of the 
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natural instincts of the Burman when released from 
control. The obscure origin of the revolt added to the 
difficulty of determining the scale and nature of the 
measures required to suppress it. 

At no time were the operations of a nature which 
required more than a military police force, and the 
sole reason for calling in the assistance of the Army 
was the numerical insufficiency of the police to deal 
with the number of disturbances which broke out 
simultaneously. 

A larger police force could have nipped the insur
rection in the bud, but as it was not at once checked 
the situation soon passed beyond what could be dealt 
with by the police even with the assistance of the 
troops normally stationed in Burma. Whether it is 
more economical for the civil authority to maintain a 
police force with a considerable margin in excess of 
what is required for controlling criminal activities 
under normal conditions, or whether a minimum 
police force should be maintained for normal circum
stances and reliance be placed on the Army for 
assistance when the abnormal occurs, is an interesting 
problem. To employ the Army entails heavy expendi
ture, and the natural and unavoidable hesitations and 
delays in bringing it into operation may lead to a 
general worsening of the situation and the necessity 
of larger-scale measures. But the normal annual 
budget concerns financial authorities more than the 
possibility of cxpenditure to meet the abnormal, and 
the Army is always there to fall back on. We may 
therefore consider it more probable that the Army 
wtll fr~m time to time be called on to carry out police 
operatIOns than that the police forces of our various 
possessions should be materially increased. This 
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points to the advisability of the maintenance of close 
touch between the police forces and the Army-co
ordination of their intelligence systems and a know
ledge of each other's characteristics and requirements. 
It would appear that the absence of such close co
operation was felt in Burma and it had to be consider
ably developed in the course of operations. 

The necessity of unity of control when the Army is 
called in was again illustrated. When the military 
authority takes control of the situation its action will 
be hampered if the attempt is made to maintain the 
normal civil administration and channels of com
munication while purely military operations are in 
progress. The situation is complicated when, as it 
will be seen was the case in Burma, military assistance 
is gradually invoked and when parts only of the 
country are out of control. In the case of the Moplah 
rebellion the necessity of transferring control from the 
civil to the military authority was much more clearly 
marked, and it soon became apparent in that case that 
the military mllst be endowed with adc~uate powers. 
In Burma martial law was never proclaimed, and the 
consequent difficulties had to be met as far as possi!)le 
by the development of a good mutual understandlllg 
between civil and military officers, JIlyolv\Ilg conccs
sions on both sides. 

In following the course of events it is well to recog
nise that though troops did on occasions carry out 
operations of a definite milttary chardcte[ they to ;1 

considerable extent merely constItuted a temporar) 
expansion of a numerically inadequate poltet force: 
For this reason, presumably, complete control of the 
policy to be pursued in suppressing the rcbelllOn was 
not vested in the milItary authority, and the troops 
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were not given powers in extension of those possessed 
by the military police under ordinances brought into 
force in case of disturbance. 

It will, I think, make it easier to follow the course of 
events, and to realise the problem the Government of 
Burma and the troops had to deal with, if a general 
account of the nature and spread of the rebellion is 
given before the measures taken to suppress it are 
described in any detail. 

An outbreak which gave the signal for the insurrec
tionary movement to start occurred on 22nd Decem
ber I930. It took the form of attacks on villages on the 
borders of the Tharrawaddy and Insein districts by 
riotous mobs. Attacks were continued during the 
night and on the following days, resulting in the 
murder of a forest ranger and several village head
men. On the 23rd a partly armed mob of over 400 

men met and was engaged by a small party of police, 
both sides suffering casualties. A railway station a few 
miles north of Tharrawaddy town was also attacked 
that night by a gang of 70 men and the telegraph 
instruments destroyed. 

Tharrawaddy was a notoriously lawless district, but 
these events, which had been totally unexpected, 
indicated disorder on an exceptional scale, though 
they were not at once recognised as arising from an 
insurrectionary movement. No definite cause of the 
outbreak could be discovered and it was at first attri
buted as much to agitation against a capitation tax 
due to come into effect on Ist January as to Nationalist 
propaganda. In spite of the arrival of reinf?rcements 
of military police and troops, outrages contlnued and 
signs of an organised anti-Government movement 
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were soon discovered in the course of collisions. Many 
of the members of the gangs were found wearing a 
sort of blue uniform, and anti-Government proclama
tions were captured. By the end of December it was 
kno\vn that the leader at the back of the outbreak was 
one Saya San, a member of the Nationalist Party, and 
that he had been making his preparations for some 
months. He had promised the overthrow of Govern
ment control and guaranteed his followers invulner
ability to bullets by a tattooing process, reviving an 
old Burmese superstition. How far Saya San had 
acted with the cognisance of his party was not so 
clear. He had undoubtedly made use of the political 
propaganda of the party and was assisted by some 
disaffected monks, but he did not receive the party's 
open support. Disturbances in T harrawaddy spread 
almost simultaneously to the neighbouring districts 
of Insein, Pyapon and, somewhat later, to Henzada. In 
the initial encounters with the police and troops the 
insurgents, relying on the assurances of invulner
ability, showed considerable boldness and in conse
quence suffered fairly heavy casualties. Except in the 
Tharrawaddy and Insein districts the rising was 
definitely checked, but in these districts the success 
of the Government forces merely led to a change of 
tactics on the part of the rebels. They soon began to 
avoid fighting and took refuge in the forests, from 
which, as opportunities occurred, they raided defence
less villages. 

During the months of January and February con
ditions appeared to be gradually improving, and 
though outbreaks of sporadic nature continued to 
occur they were increasingly in the nature of dacoities 
carried out by small bands of bad characters each 
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with its independent leader or "Boh". Steps which 
had been taken to prevent the spread of the outbreak 
northwards had apparently been successful. There 
were indications, however, that the continued exist
ence of bands which the Government forces had been 
unable to hunt down was encouraging the young men 
and bad characters in other districts to practise 
dacoity unconnected with any political movement. 
During this period, nevertheless, a considerable 
number of the less determined rebels surrendered, 
and on the whole there was reasonable cause for 
optimism. 

As so often happens, the defections from the rebels 
were more than balanced by the knowledge the re
mainder had acquired by experience both as to what 
they could and could not accomplish. L.oot became 
increasingly their objective, but systematIc terror.lsa
tion of the more law-abiding people was explOIted 
both with a view to obtaining information about the 
Government action and to prevent information of 
their own whereabouts being given. 

To demonstrate the powerlessness of the Govern
ment , raids were directed against defenceless Gove~n
ment agents concerned with revenue c~JIectJon 
and other administrative dutIes. ThIs polIcy had 
a large measure of success, and confidenc~ of the 
ability of the Government either to prOVIde pro
tection or to inflict punishment on the law-breakers 

dwindled. . f·1 f 
Government chiefly feared that thIs al ure 0 

fid ld lead to extension of unrest to the 
con ence wou f M the 
more northern districts. In the month 0 ay 
recrudescence of trouble which began to be appa,rcndt 

b ·cr)· marl(cc 311 towards the end of February ccame' 
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showed that the fear was not unfounded. In that 
month law"'~sness spread to the Thayetmyo and 
Prome districts, being particularly acute in the former 
where the situation became completely out of hand: 
I?urin¥ the ~rst fortnight in June in Thayetmyo alone 
Sixty-five villages were raided, headmen's houses 
heing attackl·d and revenue which they had collected 
looted. 

Thayetmyo and Prome from this time onward be
came the most distu.rbed districts, though in many 
others cases of da.cOlty oc~urred. Increased an.xiety 
was fdt that the IllSUrrectlon would extend farther 
north into districts north of Mandalay, and reinforce
ments consisting of troops from India which had now 
been called for were at first mainly employed to 
prevent this occurring. 

June and July may be taken to mark the peak of 
rebel success and the Thayetmyo district as the 
northern limit of its extension on any considerable 
scale. Subsequent to that date the efforts of the 
Government were successful in checking the further 
spread of th.e .reb~llion, and the month oof August 
marked the lllItJatlOn of systematic measures to re
store order and re-establish confidence in the power 
of the ?overnment. Considerable success in restoring 
order. III the more southern districts, Tharrawaddy 
especIally, had already been achieved, but this had 
been mo~e th~n counterbalanced by the deterioration 
of condItIOns III Thayetmyo and Prome. Restoration 
of normal conditions was to take a long time. In round 
numb~rs, it. took six months for the conflagration to 
reach Its heIght and a further nine months to extin
guish it. 

To turn back to the beginning of the insurrection, 
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what were the tasks presented to the Government 
forces? They may, I think, be summarised as; 

(a) The capture or destruction of rebel bands and 
their leaders. 

(b) The protection of administrative agents and 
law-abiding people. 

(c) The prevention of the extension of areas of 
disorder. 

(d) The restoration of confidence in the power of 
the Government. 

If (a) could be successfully accomplished the solu
tion of the other three problems would automatically 
follow. It is also evident that (d) would prove a power
ful factor in accomplishing (a). On the other hand, 
(b) and (c) tended to handicap Government forces in 
accomplishing (a) and to produce dispersion of effort. 
Yet none of the tasks could be neglected and the 
problem was how to deal with them simultaneously 
with the forces available. 

The great extent of the disturbed area and its 
nature added immensely to the difficulties of the 
problem. When the insurrection was at its height 
active lawlessness was occurring in more or less 
intense forms over a tract some z 50 miles from north 
to south and 100 miles from east to west, whilst in 
addition precautionary measures to discourage further 
extension of disorder were required over a much 
wider field. The nature of the country-very wet, in 
the monsoon season almost impassable, extensive 
forests and jungles and ranges of hills-r~duced the 
mobility of Government forces and prOVIded many 
refuges for the rebel bands. Metalled roads were 
practically non-existent, country tracks in most cases 
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were impassable to army transport and country carts 
or pack transport only could be used. 

The forces available to deal with the outbreak were 
also in the first instance very small. Normally the 
Government of Burma relied on: 

(a) The ordinary civil police scattered throughout 
the country. 

(b) A military police force of seven battalions main
tained chiefly to police the mountainous frontier 
regions inhabited by primitive tribes. Two battalions 
only were retained, one at Mandalay and one at 
Rangoon, to assist in maintaining order at those 
centres and as a reserve to reinforce the civil police 
in dealing with serious cases of dacoity. 

(c) The military garrison stationed in two groups, 
in the neighbourhood of Rangoon and Mandalay 
respectively, whose main function was to provide for 
the security of European interests and personnel and 
as a reserve for the maintenance of order at those 
centres. At Rangoon were one British ("The Buffs") 
and one Indian battalion (2/1Sth Punjab Regiment), 
while in the neighbourhood of Mandalay were one 
British battalion (Oxford and Bucks Light Infantry) 
and two battalions of the Burma Rifles (regular 
battalions of the Indian Army but recruited chiefly 
from the hillmen of the frontier districts). As the 
Burma military district had to provide a detachment 
for the convict settlement in the Andaman Islands, 
and as the security of Rangoon and Mandalay could 
not be neglected, by no means the whole military 
force was available to reinforce the military police in 
dealing with disturbances in country districts. 

When the initial disturbances broke out in Tharra
waddy they were, as has been said, looked on purely 

I 
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as a local affair of an unusually serious nature, and the 
immediate action taken was to despatch a force of 
military police (of whom twenty-five were mounted 
infantry) to the scene. The continuation and spread of 
the disturbance almost immediately showed that a 
larger force was necessary and the 2/1Sth Punjabis and 
the Buffs at Rangoon were called on to provide a 
company each, while in addition the 3/20th ~~rma 
Rifles was moved south from Maymyo (the mIlItary 
station near Mandalay). 

These troops, who had all reached the scene by 
28th January, were, as they arrived, sent out in small 
detachments to engage the rebels. On the 30th two 
detachments of the Punjabis had sharp encounters in 
which they inflicted casualties on the rebels, and on 
the 31st a party of the Burma Rifles succeeded in 
capturing the rebel headquarters and killed some of 
the rebel leaders. The police too had some successful 
engagements. 

As a result of these operations the nature of the 
outbreak and the extent to which it had been organised 
was to a large extent revealed, while the rebels had 
learnt that their promised invulnerability could not be 
relied on and henceforth sought to avoid collisions 
with armed forces. The forest areas gave them ample 
opportunities of concealment, and though the Tharra
waddy and Insein districts were combed out few 
bands were located. The troops and police were 
consequently driven to the defensive course of estab
lishing a cordon on the edge of the forest to check the 
sporadic attempts made by the rebels to carry out 
raids. In spite of an increase in the police force, rebel 
activities could not be entirely controlled, but there 
was a certain lull which encouraged hopes that the 

x 
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insurrection was dying out, especially as an outbreak 
in the Pyapon district had been crushed in an en
counter in which the police fought a poorly armed 
mob throughout one day, inflicting heavy casualties. 

By the middle of February the first phase of the 
rebellion may be said to have ended and the Govern
ment measures had met with considerable success. 
Casualties had been inflicted on the rebels, who had 
lost several of their leaders. Isolated outbreaks outside 
the Tharrawaddy district had been sharply suppressed 
and the extension of the outbreak to the north, which 
the Government especially feared, had apparently 
been prevented by the moral effect of detachments 
sent at an early stage to certain points on the railway 
to Prome. Conditions in the Tharrawaddy district 
were, however, not so satisfactory, as the rebels were 
"in being" and frequently active in spite of the police 
cordon. 

Sti~, the conditions were sufficiently improved to 
pernut the return of the Burma Rifles to their own 
station, and the situation was left mainly in the hands 
of the police. 

Loo~ing b.ack one can, I think, recognise that 
deceptIve penod of lull, so often a feature in guerrilla 
warfare, during which, after early reverses, the rebels 
shed some of their less determined supporters, and 
occupy themselves with finding new leaders and 
devising new tactics based on lessons they have learnt. 
The defensive policy adopted by the Government 
forces left the initiative in the hands of the rebels 
and gave ~hem a respite to mature their plans. 
. In the hg~t of after events and on general principles 
It IS lllterestlIlg to speculate whether a more offensive 
policy could have been adopted, using troops to assist 
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the police in maintaining pressure on the rebels. The 
combing of the forest areas had produced little ap
parent result, and it is easy to understand that hunting 
scattered parties might appear a hopeless task and 
waste of effort. At the same time, one must always 
look at things from the enemy's point of view as well 
as one's own. Rebel bands that are constantly hunted, 
even if they successfully evade capture, can have little 
sense of security. They must always have the fear that 
their hiding-places will be betrayed, and to avoid sur
prise they must be continuously informed of the 
movements of Government forces. Generally speak
ing, they will be concerned with ~heir 0',l'n safety and 
have little opportunity of maturlIlg their own plans. 
The moral effect both on them and on the neutral 
sections of the population is consi~e:able. T~e 
neutrals fear they will come under SuspICIOn and will 
be the more ready to assist the Governm~nt With 
information' for the tendency of the neutral IS to seek 
to conciliat: the side which has the initiative. In this 
case there must have been a natural unwillingness for 
the civil authorities to engage troops in apparently 
fruitless operations making heavy dema~ds .on ~hem; 
and one can see that there would be an mcllIl~t~on to 
keep demands on the Army to an absolute mlrum~m 
so long as there was a reasonable chance of the pohce 
force proving sufficient. 

As a matter of principle, however, the danger of 
relaxing efforts too soon, before rebellion is thoroughly 
stamped out, must be recognised. Whether the. defen
sive attitude of the Government was responsible fo~ 
it or not, there was an undoubted rccrudc~ct?~~ ~ 
the rebel activities beginning towards the en 0 < e -
ruary in Tharrawaddy and also, sporadically, In other 
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district-. Some of the outbreaks were probably merely 
due to the instinct of the Burman to resort to dacoity 
\\hen the possibility of doing so successfully is 
demonstrated to him. 

Assist,mee of troops again became necessary in 
Tharrawaddy, and the attempt to shut in the rebels by 
a police cordon was abandoned. Instead, the district 
was diYided into a number of small areas of about 
fifty square miles, each with its own police detach
ment under a British officer. This system was still 
essentially defensive and left the initiative with the 
rebels, although it facilitated rapid counter-offensive 
action when raiders appeared. It did not lend itself, 
however, to combined offensive action on a consider
able seale, and involved dispersion. Up to a point the 
new system was successful, inasmuch that conditions 
in the original disturbed areas improved towards the 
end of April in spite of the fact that the recrudescence 
of the rebellion had been accompanied by the intensi
fication of political anti-Government activities which 
the discontent due to the fall in the price of paddy 
had made more than ever dangerous. In February, to 
combat the propaganda, various political societies 
were declared illegal and the troops in the district 
were reinforced by recalling the 3/20th Rifles from 
l\Iaymyo. 

An improvement of the outlook in April was short
lived and, as has been already recorded, May saw a 
rapid deterioration of the situation and the spread of 
the rebellion northwards into the Thayetmyo district. 
Anxiety lest it should spread still farther north 
became intensified. In consequence it was decided to 
draw on India for reinforcements. At first one bat
talion only was called for, but a few days latcr the 
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12th (Secunderabad) Brigade was also ordered to 
Burma and commenced its move on 27th May, and in 
all six battalions were finally supplied from India. The 
advisability of imposing martial law in the disaffected 
areas was at the same period discussed, but on the 
advice of the G.O.C. Burma District, who did not 
consider he had sufficient troops to make martial law 
effective, especially in the wet season which had set 
in, decision was postponed till after the rains. Ulti
mately it was decided to continue to employ the 
troops merely in aid of the civil power. 

When reinforcements began to arrive in June they 
were employed in part to reinforce the Rangoon area, 
which included the actively disturbed districts. The 
remainder were sent north to prevent a further exten
sion of the rebellion, particularly in the important 
districts north of Mandalay. Two brigade areas were 
formed with a dividing line running east and west 
about half-way between Rangoon and Mandalay. 
Each brigade had eventually five battalions and a 
varying force of police at its disposal, while District 
Headquarters at Maymyo retained two battalions 
under its own orders. Even with the additional force 
now available the nature of the country made the 
rounding-up of the rebels, so long as they were deter
mined, a most difficult task, and during the rainy 
season practically impossible. The experiment. of 
offering an amnesty to all except I.eaders and P~~IC1-
pators in serious outrages was tned, the condltlons 
being that the rebels should retur~ to the~r houses 
and assist the Government WIth InfOrmatIOn. The 
amnesty had some effect, but though it tended to 
reduce the size of rebel bands it rendered the re
mainder more determined and more elusive. 
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lt no" became necessary to frame a definite policy 
fpr the future {'mployment of the troops available. 
Th' civil authorities inclined to demand their dis
persal in a number of permanent posts. In disturbed 
di trict;. th{'s PO$ts would, it was thought, be able to 
provide a measure of protect ion and to counter-attack 
such hands as appeared in their neighbourhood. In 
districts not actively disturbed , the posts by showing 
the flag would, it was hoped, prevent outbreaks. 
During the rainy season , and in certain districts where 
the ditnculty of the country prohibited extensive 
operations, this dispersion of force was probably un
a\·oidable. On the other hand, the employment of 
large numbers merely to show the flag in undisturbed 
districts was dearly a waste of power. Every soldier 
knows, too, that the more permanent posts become, 
the more will be the tendency to divert personnel 
from active employment to routine and maintenance 
duties. Troops, like other people, naturally desire to 
improve the amenities of their surroundings. The 
system was entirely unsuitable to a district where, as 
in Thayetmyo, the conditions had passed completely 
out of civil control and active steps for the restoration 
of order were necessary. 

Military opinion demanded a more aggressive 
policy, entailing the reduction of permanent defensive 
posts to a minimum and formation of mobile forces of 
sufficient size to conduct systematised and co-ordinated 
offensive operations on a definite plan and with a 
definite object . The great extent of the area affected 
and the number of troops available made it impossible 
to apply this policy everywhere. The natural result 
was that both systems, which might be termed the 
"area system" and the " drive system" respectively, 
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were eventually employed. In the less disturbed areas 
where the situation was not entirely out of control of 
the civil power, the area system which was already 
in operation was continued , while the districts of 
Thayetmyo and Prome, where control had been 
entirely lost, became the scene of more extensive 
military operations in the nature of drives. It is pro
posed to follow only the course of these latter opera
tions, but it should be remembered that in other 
districts pressure was maintained on the rebels by 
offensive operations adapted to the particular circum
stances. 

The first step towards initiating a co-ordinated 
offensive was to concentrate a sufficient force for the 
purpose. This was possible in the northern (12th 
Brigade) area. It will be remembered that troops in 
this area had in the first instance been widely dispersed 
in detachments with a view to preventing outbreaks 
in districts which were actually not actively disturbed. 
I t soon became evident to the brigadier that this 
dispersion was a waste of power, as the civil adminis
tration was able to exercise effective control , and that 
a concentration towards his southern boundary would 
achieve the double object of preventing rebel bands 
working north from Thayetmyo to spread disturb
ances, and of providing a force with which to take 
offensive action. 

This new policy was initiated in July and by the 
end of that month the more northern detachments 
had been withdrawn and troops were disposed to
wards the southern boundary of the brigade area, 
forming a barrier against incursions. fro~ ~he south. 

When it became clear that these dIspOSItions would 
give the 12th. Brigade a considerable offensive force it 
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,\:as ~ecided to ~se it to restore order in the Thayetmyo 
district, and brigade boundaries were in consequence 
adjusted so as to place that district in the northern 
area as ~rom 1St August. A~ ~he same time the brigade 
was relIeved of responsibIlIty for districts north of 
Mandalay by Burma District Headquarters, whose 
reserve, consisting of two battalions (one British and 
one Pioneer battalion), was available to support the 
c!vil power. The 12th Brigade still remained respon
Sible for a large area not actively disturbed but where 
disturbanc~ might break out, including the city of 
Mandalay Itself, always a danger spot. In addition it 
now included the Thayetmyo district, most of which 
was completely out of control. 

The task of the brigade was threefold: 

1. T~ maintain satisfactory conditions where they 
eXisted. 

2. To prevent incursions from the disturbed area. 
3· To stamp out the rebellion in Thayctmyo and 

t? restore the confidence of the law-abiding por
hon of the population there in order to induce 
it to co-oprrate by providing information and 
denying sheller to the rebels, 

The first task entailed maintaining a limited num. 
bl~r of d~tachm<'nts of varying strength to deal with 
In11l0[ dlsturhances in support of tlw police. These 
~ktachJllcnts were, however, reduced to a mirumum 
~n nllmb~r and strength as they could he reinforced 
If necessity arose. The second indicated that the 
Thayetmyo district should be dealt with by .In ad
"ance from .nor~h to south, tillpportl'd by -POSI.5 in 
ordl·r. to nl<l1ntam a barrier to prevl'nt rcbd partic~ 
bTl'akmg north through advancing colullllls. Thl 
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third entailed a thorough and continuously maintained 
combing-out of the district by mobile columns. 

The brigadier began by dividing his area into six 
military districts, each with a commandantresponsihle 
for maintaining touch with the civil authority and for 
organising an intelligence service, including recon
naissance, operational and administrative. No military 
action was to be undertaken without the cognisance of 
the civil authorities, and the latter were requested to 
inform the military commandant of projected police 
operations. 

Of the six military districts, five were looked on as 
"undisturbed" and in them the militarY!,'1lrrisonswcrc 
reduced to a minimum. A battalion was 11l'Clssary in 
J\Jandalay military district, hut in two of the "undis
turbed" districts the strength of a company was 
consioered suffici<:nt. In the sixth military district. 
Thavetrnyo West, a mobik striking forcc "I' (I~c 
strength of ahout two hattalions \\as l'oncl'ntr,lInl '11 

addition to six plato()n~ to garri.on Ihrel' p"rrnan,ut 

PO;\;UYdmyo is diyidt·J i~ two hy lh •. lrr.lwadd~. 
The lJSlt'Ti1 h"lf was pracLJc;llh' I)nd"turhc,I :Ind. It 
'''\0 in the w~stern half 1 hat the pro)l,(lf'd off: tI ~ IV( 
opt:ratlOns wnc l\) ulkc piaC(> On" hatfah..,n .n (h,' 
castell hall was a\'"ilJbk to COOP' ratt' [,? pren'lIrm , 
parties t. ClIPing ;n that dirl'ClIon, ~flJ J( cnuld al 0 

rdnforH till' offln i" west <If th" UHr "hell IlLi;'''''' 

ary. . ,. > I l' 
\\' tern Tha) ctmyo w.a it df . gam ~ 1\ I'd~' JIll" 

I 111" tl11ct-
northl rn ,m.! 8011\ h~rn Me I!'3C 1 1'0 I'" b 
i\T natural charactcri tics, thl di\id.ng Inc . 'Img 

d · 'r' tin'" If) l\II11( ," •. the C,' t-tn·w<:S\ rna hom 'L~}l J I II 
'['I.e dry r a flf Burma l."l'lc.nJ far SOHt t 
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road and consequently operations could be Com
mencf,d at an earlier date in the northern than in the 
southern portion of the district ; the latter portion was, 
rnorcO\'er, vcry difficult country broken by hills, 
forest-covered and practically roadless. Operations in 
the area were therefore planned to be conducted in 
two stages. First, to re-establish order in the northern 
half by a deliberate advance from north to south, 
dri\'ing such enemies as were not captured into the 
confined and inhospitable region of the south, thereby 
incidentally reducing the chance of ban ds breaking 
north into undisturbed areas. After the northern half 
of the area had been cleared it was intended to deploy 
troops on new alignment from north to south along 
the western side of the southern area, which would 
then be combed through from west to east, driving 
the enemy towards the Irrawaddy, where patrol boats 
and the garrison of eastern Thayetmyo would be on 
the look-out. Posts on the Mindon road would check 
any tendency to break north. 

In pursuance of this general plan preparations 
began in August for the clearance of the northern half 
of the district. Posts and supply depots were estab
lished at several points on the Mindon road and also 
on the starting-line of the drive, which was on another 
road running roughly east and west about thirty-five 
miles farther north. During the preparatory period 
the garrisons of these posts were ordered to be active 
in restoring order in their immediate vicinity. As a 
result of this latter order one of the most effective 
cou~s of the whole operation was carried out by the 
gamson of Thayetmyo town in this period; a rebel 
stronghold which had existed for many months un
detected within four miles of the town being located 
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and captured. Incidentally this illustrates how defect
ive the service of information had previously been, as 
Government forces had been in occupation of the 
town from the beginning of the rebellion. 

By 10th September all was ready for the mobile 
columns, which were to carry out the work of clearing 
the area, to move to their starting points. Three 
columns had been formed, one stationed at Thayetmyo 
town at the south-east corner of the area, as a reserve 
for u'se according to circumstance, while the other 
two carried out the drive, the axes of their advance 
being provided by two tracks running north and 
south. As these tracks were separated by a line of 
rough hills, making inter-communication difficult, 
the columns worked independently, but each was 
organised for subdivision into small partie~ . As no 
serious fighting was anticipated, and as mobIlity III the 
face of great transport difficulties was the mam con
sideration, the total strength of each column was kept 
as low as possible. The nucleus of the columns con
sisted in one case of two, and in the other of three, 
platoons of Indian infantry to which .were ad~ed 
detachments of Sappers and Miners, SIgnals, Fldd 
Ambulance and Transport. Parties of mounted police 
also were attached. . . 

The object ofthe drive being to imp~ess the mhablt-
ants and to give a sense of insecunty to the law
breakers, it was intended to visit every. vlllag: and 
search it for arms and wanted men. ThIS entailed ~ 
deliberate advance by bounds, with a halt on eae h 
bound to enable each successive tract to be dealt ,::t 
thoroughly Visits as a rule were earned out by ay 

. . 11 learned the troops. 
and the inhabItants genera y we. d 
In certain cases night raids were earned out, an 
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frequently lillage" were re\;sited unexpectedly in 
order to show that the firs t visit was no mere tem
p<lTaTY spasm of Government activity. An essential 
factor in carrying out the plan was the establishment 
f :;upply depots in advance, providing bases which 

g3\-e the troops liberty of movement at the end of each 
bound, freeing them from cumbrous transport. 

The whole operation occupied a month and en
tailed great and continuous activity under trying 
conditions of heat, rain, an d mud. It was however , , 
completely successful in re-establishing peaceful 
conditions and ch'il control. No organised bands of 
rebels were encountered, but large quantities of arms 
chiefly dalzs and spears, were collected and man; 
arrests of bad characters were made. 

After the troops had been given a short period of 
rest the work of clearing the southern and more diffi
cult area was undertaken. In this area there were 
known to be several small rebel bands, although there 
was no definite information as to their location. 
Procedure had to be modified on account of the 
nature of the country, which did not lend itself to a 
definite drive to the extent originally contemplated 
though the basic idea was retained. 

Operations fell into two phases. In the first the task 
was to re-establish control over the more accessible 
and orderly portions of the district in order to shep
herd the bandits into a restricted area and to improve 
the chances of obtaining information of their where
abouts. In the second phase a vigorous hunt for the 
bandits was carried out , together with a continuation 
of the work of the first phase. The general idea of 
forming a barrier to the escape of the rebels to the 
west and the principle of intense mobility were main-
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tained. To carry out this plan two main forces were 
formed: the "Sab Force" , located in the north-west 
portion of the area, consisting of eight platoons, and 
the "Gyo Force", in the south-west, of five platoons. 
A third force of one platoon was stationed in the south
east which could co-operate with the Gyo Force. 
There also remained some five platoons at Thayetmyo 
town and other posts in the north-east. All troops 
having been established at their new starting points, 
zero for the first phase was fixed for 21st October 
and the phase continued for four days. The duratIOn 
of the phase was governed by the number of days ' 
rations which could be earned Without rendenng 
columns cumbersome. 

Operations in the first phase res.ult~d in a number 
of small columns working each m Its own clea~ly 
defined orbit, so that a large tract was dealt WIth 
simultaneously in which practically all Villages were 
visited, arms collected, etc. The effect ~f such ~Imul
taneous action naturally increased the ImpreSSIOn of 
the power and omnipresence of the Government 

forces. . ' 
No rebels were actually met With, but a certam 

amount of information for the second phase was 
gathered as regards their whereabouts, haunts and the 
names of their leaders. The gangs were t~~wn ;0 be 
very small, in some cases only about 1a a ozen 
men, and clearly the business of rou~dmg them ~p 
in the hilly jungle-covered country mtersected b' ~ 

. ld be like looking for the prover la 
ravmes wou I accurate 
needle To surprise and capture them, un cS~d b b 
and p;omptly transmitted information .cou de ~h -

. f the questIOn, an e 
tamed, was almost out o. . as defec-
machinery for obtaining such mformatlOn w 
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tive. Such reports as diq come in were made normally 
to subordinate civil officials who, in the absence of 
martial law , were not under military control and were, 
moreover, attempting to carry on their ordinary civil 
duties. Absorbed in these duties and not realising 
what information the troops really required, or that 
to be of value it must be thoroughly sifted and trans
mitted rapidly, they proved inefficient intermediaries. 
Informants were not thoroughly cross-examined; 
hearsay information was not checked and it reached 
the military authorities by circuitous channels. The 
natural result was that the efforts of the troops were 
often wrongly directed. 

Under these circumstances it is all the more notable 
that the indirect effect of pressure continuously and 
energetically applied did produce results. On the one 
hand, the continued activity of the troops restored the 
confidence of peaceful villagers, who denied supplies, 
and even offered active resistance, to the bandits. 
Constant visits by troops and cross-examination 
became a nuisance, to escape which villagers in their 
own interest began to take an active part in extermin
ating the cause. On the other hand, the life of the 
bandit was not happy. He was constantly on the run 
and in increasing fear of being betrayed. He had fewer 
opportunities of bringing off successful exploits on 
which banditry thrives. An adventurous life loses its 
attractions when it only implies constant insecurity. 

It is easy for troops to become daunted by the lack 
of tangible results to their efforts, and it is all the 
more important that their leaders should realise that 
apparently fruitless exertions are not altogether 
wasted if the plan leaves the enemy no respite. 

Phase two was initiated on 28th October, troops 
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having moved into positions from which the difficult 
central area of Manda, which had so far been left 
untouched, could be thoroughly searched. Part of one 
rebel gang, impressed by the threatened danger, sur
rendered immediately, and their leader, though he 
escaped capture when his hiding-place was searched, 
gave himself up the following day. This man's sur
render was important as, in the early days of the 
rebellion, he had exercised great influence and was 
known as the King in Mindon. The headquarters of 
a second gang was located and attacked, but with the 
exception of one man the party escaped when their 
sentries gave the alarm. This gang was to lead the 
troops a prolonged dance, chiefly as the result of 
inaccurate information whicb diverted them into 
wrong directions. Its leader did not s~rrender to the 
police till 18th December, though IllS followmg by 
then had by degrees dwindled. . 

Other gangs either surrendered or. disappeared 
during tbe progress of phase two, wbl~h lasted .m 
intensive form for a little over a fortll1ght. On ItS 

conclusion, although a certain number of troops were 
still required to support the civil 3lJthorities, control 
had been restored and a fresh concentratlon of troops 
could be carried out to deal with the Prom~ district 
where there had been a recrudesccnce of rebel 
activities and which was transferred t? the northcl:n 
brigade area from 15t November. 1 he trouhle .Ill 

Prome was confined to tbat portion of the. district 
east of tbe Irrawaddy, blJt it had 3~SO ~pread Illtn the 
eastern half of the Thayctmyo district, and btfore 

IJ e could be dealt with the latter trouble had first rom . d t I. 
to be suppressed. Subsequent operatlOlls nee no uC 

followed in detaiL The generalllltcntIOn was to clear 
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the countr:' from north to south, driving such rebels 
as could not be accounted for into the mountainous 
forest regions on its eastern side. It was found im
possible to adhere strictly to this plan, but the prin
ciplt.' of an active offensive to give the rebels no respite 
was follo\\·ed. This, combined witll an offer of an 
amnesty, lead to the break-up of the rebels, and by 
the middle of February conditions had been suffi
ciently restored to the normal to justify the return of 
the I2th Brigade to India. 

Although the 12th Brigade had had the task of 
finally clearing the Prome district, much effective 
work had previously been carried out by detachments 
"'orking under the Rangoon Brigade. Tlus brigade, in 
the earlier phases of the rebellion, was to a less extent 
than the 12th Brigade responsible for operations, and 
constituted rather a source from which troops were 
supplied to assist in carrying out police plans. More
over, from the nUddle of Match till the beginning of 
June, it was without a permanent commander in the 
absence on leave of the brigadier, whose term of 
appointment had expired. 

The new brigadier arrived at a time when the Army 
had begun to playa more leading part. On the whole, 
however, owing to the fact that the Rangoon area lay 
entirely in the wet region of Burma and was, on 
account of forest and hills, especially difficult country, 
there was little scope for co-ordinated operations. 
Improvement in the intelligence service and insistence 
on a high standard of enterprise and activity on the 
part of detachments were the main directions in which 
the influence of the brigade could make itself felt. As 
an example of the type of operations carried out, the 
following may be given. A HBoh" named San Htu 

1 

I 

i 
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had been particularly active in the Prome district and 
had organised three bands named respectively the 
"Tiger", "Rat" and "Lion" armies. His raids had 
been marked by special brutality and he had been 
successful in collecting some 20,000 rupees. After 
several successful encounters detachments of the 
2/5th Mahratta Light Infantry and police located the 
headquarters of the "Tiger" army in a Buddhist 
monastery, and by a difficult night march surrounded 
it on 24th October. Fifteen rebels, including their 
leaders, were killed and sixteen others captured, none 
of the gang escaping. One British officer and three 
Sepoys were wounded in the encounter, which was 
perhaps the sharpest and most decisive in the w~lOle 
rebellion. San Htu himself had been wounded In a 
raid made on his camp in the previous month by a 
party of the same regiment, so that good progress had 
been made towards breaking up the bands before the 
12th Brigade took over the area. 

In other districts too, there were encounters from , . . . 
time to time as rebels became active, but It IS unpos-
sible to give any connected account of the numbe~ of 
nUnor incidents which occurred, and went on rec~mlng 
for months after the reinforcements from IndIa had 
been withdrawn. 

It may be asked what had be~ome of Sa.ya San, the 
original instigator of the rebellion, all thIS time. He 
had come to an untimely end. From Tharrawaddy, 
after the initial outbreak, he had gone to other dIS
tricts in Lower Burma stirring up troubl~. Thence he 
embarked on a new venture and made Ius way north
east into the Shan States of the Eastern border where 
he succeeded in bringing apout a rising; ~ut prompt 
and vigorous action by the police crushed It, and Saya 

y 
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San himself was hunted down and captured in July 
1931. In due course he was hanged, an event which 
contributed largely to re-establishing the prestige of 
the Government. 

During all these operations the essential feature was 
the continuous exercise of pressure of small columns 
endowed with a high degree of mobility. Transport 
sufficient to make columns self-contained for several 
days without making them cumbrous was essential, 
but the absence of good roads made its provision 
difficult. In the lower country during the dry weather 
the country tracks connecting villages could be used 
by bullock-drawn country carts, but no other form of 
wheeled transport could be employed. In more diffi
cult country wheeled transport of any sort was out of 
the question as only footpaths existed. Carriers were 
used to some extent, but the Burman is a thoroughly 
inefficient porter. Elephants proved much the best 
solution as they could maintain the pace of the column, 
and a single elephant carried enough to make a 
platoon self-supporting for five days. 

To assist troops in searching the jungle a certain 
number of small parties of native levies were formed 
and named after packs of hounds. In some instances 
they justified their names and hunted well, but they 
required a good huntsman to control and stimulate 
their energies. The general plan for their utilisation 
was to employ small parties of troops to act as a line 
of beaters in order to flush or discover signs of the 
game. Then the pack would be laid on, with orders to 
pursue without intermission, a task for which troops 
in the dense jungle were less suitable. 

Burma has been described as a continuous military 
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obstacle, and operations there have always tended to 
degenerate into the pursuit of elusive bands of dacoits. 
There has consequently been a temptation to abandon 
pursuit and to adopt a defensive policy involving the 
dispersion of force in small detachments waiting for 
the enemy to appear. Civilian authorities who have 
not been indoctrinated with a belief in the moral effect 
of continuous offensive pressure are especially prone 
to adopt this policy of dispersion. Absence of a well
defined objective and the apparently fruitless waste of 
energy appear to them good arguments against follow
ing an offensive course. That activity co-ordinated on 
a definite plan does produce results, even though they 
are often indirect, has, I hope, been shown. Results 
will, of course, be obtained more quickly if the forces 
available are sufficient to deal with several areas 
simultaneously, but when this is impossible the 
temptation to "hop ahout" in order to suppress the 
trouble where it is at the moment most acute has to 
be resisted, as it is detrimental to systematic action and 
a comprehensive plan. . . . 

Information proved most difficult to obtam 
throughout the operations,partly, no doubt, due to the 
nature of the country and of the enemy, but chiefly 
owing to the extent peaceful inh~bitants were terror
ised hy the dacoits, and the resultlllg loss ~f confidence 
in the power of the Government. The dIfficulty was, 
however, accentuated by the duplication of control. 
Such information as was received came .first ~o the 
civil native subordinates who were not. actmg dlfl·~tly 
under the mjlitary authority responsible for taklflg 
action. They had, naturally, very little idea of .the 
importance of the information or of. what POll1ts 
should be brought out in cross-exanunalion of lll-
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fom1ers. Special agents or spies do not appear to have 
heen employed to any great ~"tent, and there was a 
~enerallack of organisation in the intelligence system. 
It is evident that an intelligence system, to be effec
tive. should operate under the authority which has to 
take action, and this affords a strong argument for the 
establishment of unity of control by the proclamation 
of martial law. 

The original decision not to proclaim martial law is 
understandable when there were few troops available 
and when they were scattered in small detachments 
assisting the police. The civil authorities were pro
vided with special powers and were in charge of the 
general exercise of measures to restore order. It is not 
so easy to understand why, when reinforcements had 
arrived and the conduct of operations devolved to a 
much greater extent on to the Army, martial law was 
not utilised in order to place undivided control on the 
hands of the military commander. Martial law does 
not necessarily imply the suspension of normal civil 
administration. In fact, it is the duty of the military 
authority to aim continually at the Ie-establishment of 
normal conditions as and when it is possible during 
the course of operations. On the other hand, it is of 
great assistance to the military authority to be able to 
employ directly, and to give orders to, the personnel 
of the civil administration. A system which depends 
on co-operation between two separate organisations, 
however loyal such co-operation is, can never be 
entirely satisfactory. 

Military operations were conducted quite as much 
with a view to reassuring the well-disposed inhabitants 
as to capture and destroy the ill-disposed. One might 
have expected that the ordinary procedure of re-
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establishing civil administration as confidence was 
restored would have been followed in order to liberate 
troops for active work. At one period, however, the 
policy of handing over considerable areas en bloc to 
the civil power was adopted, which entailed the reten
tion of troops unnecessarily in pacified areas. Here 
again, dual control has unsatisfactory results, for differ
ences of opinion as to the degree of pacification that 
had been achieved may arise. The apparent departure 
from the principle of unity of control was probably 
due to the essentially police nature of the measures to 
restore order and the absence of serious fighting. 
Although in a sense armed rebellion existed, yet one 
can hardly say that the suppression of it ever entailed 
guerrilla warfare to anything like the same degree as, 
for instance, in the Moplah rebellion. Except in the 
very early phases the rebels never attempted to attack 
the Government forces, but coupled evasion with 
robbery and murder of defenceless Government 
agents and peaceful inhabitants. It is truer to say that 
troops were used to supplement the police force than 
that they acted in aid of or in reinforcement of a police 
force incapable of dealing with resistance, and it was 
merely the widespread nature of the disturbances 
which required a larger force than the civil govern
ment controlled. Perhaps it was hardly realised that 
the Army organisation, with its means of communica
tion and highly developed system of command, was 
capable of working on a larger scale co-ordinated plan 
than a police force. 

The results obtainable by continuous active offen
sive in pursuit of a definite plan, even in the absence 
of clearly defined objectives, have already been 
pointed out. 
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To a very unusual degree the troops were concerned 
with restoring confidence among the peaceful inhabit
ants quite as much by systematically establishing 
contact with them as by destroying the forces of 
disorder. It may be questioned whether this was a 
task for the Army, whose primary business is fighting. 
The answer, of course, is that the Army should neglect 
no method by which it can attain its objective; in this 
case the restoration of normal conditions of law and 
order. To take a narrow view of the Army's duties and 
potentialities not infrequently results in its being 
called on too late and released at too early a stage 
when the civil power is in difficulties. 

It is interesting to note that in the course of the 
operations British as well as Indian troops were used 
in mobile columns, and that they stood the conditions 
as well as the latter and were quite as effective. The 
moral effect on natives of showing British troops was 
vcry good and the men got much useful training. On 
the other hand, British troops were not as well suited 
as Indian [or garrisons of posts where conditions were 
uncomfortable and where boredom was inevitable. 
The British soldier thrives on active employment and 
excitement; and boredom is his worst enemy. 

CHAPTER XII 

CYPRUS, I93 I 

THE disturbances. almost amounting to rebellion, 
which broke out in Cyprus in Octolwl' 1931 gave an 
unexpected shock to the British public. So far aR the 
general puhlic was aware the Cypriots were helieved 
to be reasonably content with the henefits they had 
received by transfer from Turkish to British ruk. 
Knowledge of the fact that for the fifty-odd years 
since th~ date of the transfer an agitation had ~xist~d 
in the hland for Ilnion with Grc{'cc hanlly {'xtcnd('d 
beyond Goycrnment office.~, and in thl'lll the dl'man(1 
was not taken vcry seriously. When the a"ritation 
became of recent y~ars more insi,kllt and hettl'l' 
organised. as it had still no dearly ddillt'd programme 
of acti'JIl. and as the attitude of th"Grnk r;onl'l1l1lcnt 
wa~ quite correct. perhapt< undue liccnc{' wa~ alluw('(l 
to the orator" and wrilers who Kought tf! J\tirlluJatc 
national scntinKtit. Then' wa~ a t('1ll1elJ('Y to (rtat the 
[\giwtinn as a useful ,Ad Y-\,;llw Sen illt; to di"ert 
from opposition to opensi",' (;<JHrnm( nl clw!Il('s 
for the dnclt>pment of the 1. laud a pcopk' Wb'N' 

\'I.nts wCfC SImple. 
[n H)J', IIO\\ClTr. CJrrus h<'l~an 10 k'Cllhc ('/1':('t5 

of world financial depressioll, and extra (,,\;llIon 
lK'l40lC nn:.:ssary us the fall in c{Jmmudity prices had 
reduced the ,idd of import duties. A linal anllllunce
ment tou, th~t the 3CCtlflluJal(d ~urplLJs IfOITi the 
paY\11ents made from Cypru ren-nue towiltili the 

Jl t 
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tribute formerly paid to Turkey would be employed 
for purposes which did not benefit the Island was 
equally unpopular, and these two grievances brought 
agitation to a head. 

As the history and topographical conditions of the 
Island are possibly unfamiliar to most readers, let us 
pause here to examine what historical and ethnological 
basis exists for the agitation and the setting in which 
it developed. 

The racial origin of the true Cypriots is mixed and 
somewhat obscure. They certainly are not sprung 
from the same stock as the inhabitants of Greece, 
although Greek is their language, and they have at 
all times been influenced by Greek culture. A con
siderable number of true Greeks are, however, settled 
in the Island and occupy important positions either 
commercially, especially in the seaports, or among the 
professional classes. Except as part of the Roman and 
Byzantine Empires, no direct political ties have ever 
existed between the Island and Greece, though, of 
course, it figured largely in Greek mythology. In fact 
affinity with Greece rests much more on linguistic and 
religious ties than on any historical or political connec
tion. Few peoples can have experienced greater variety 
offoreign rule, as the Island has fallen under the con
trol of the Powers which successively have exercised 
domination in the Eastern Mediterranean. For a time, 
as a result of the Crusades, independence was achieved, 
though undera foreign dynasty, and theIsland secured 
an important position in what proved to be its golden 
age. Curiously enough England played a part in this 
development, as it was Richard Camr de Lion who, in 
119I, captured Cyprus shortly after it had broken 
adrift from the Byzantine Empire, and handed it 
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over to the Templars. They in turn transferred it to 
Guy de Lusignan, King of Jerusalem, and the Lusig
nan Dynasty governed the Island till it was captured 
by the Venetians in 1489 to provide a convenient base 
in their conflict with the Turks. During the Crusades 
and under the Lusignans the Island prospered greatly. 
It seems to have played the part of the Mount Nelson 
Hotel at Capetown during the South African War; a 
convenient and safe resort for the Crusaders' ladies, 
not too far off for occasional reunions; no doubt the 
ladies were well provided with money and encouraged 
other branches of trade besides those that supplied 
the necessities of their lords. At this period Cyprus 
was wealthy and thickly populated, but under the 
Venetians an epoch of misrule and consequent decad
ence set in, and conditions went from bad to worse 
when, in 1571, it finally fell into the hands of the 
Turks. A new period of prosperity commenced in 

1878 when Britain acquired th~ Island. as a leasehold 
in perpetuity from the Turks III consIderatIOn of an 
annual tribute of £5000 per annum, and a guarantee of 
Turkish Asiatic territory against further Russian en
croachments. When on the outbreak of the war with 
Turkey in J914 it became. ~ British Crown Colooy, 
the conditions of its admllllstratlOn dId not. change 
materially; but the elimination of the POSSlblhty of an 
ultimate rever8ion to Turkey removed an obst~de to 
union with Greece, and our offer to hand the. Island 
over, as an inducement to Greece to render a~slStancc 
to Servia, seemed to bring the proposal :vlth 1U the 
range of practical politics. The success whl~h. Grc~ce 
had achieved in liberating oth"r cornmunltieS WIth 
Greek aflinitics from Turkish mlc and the general 
awakening of national sentiment after the war 6crvcd 
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to ~timuJate the demand. Moreover, events elsewhere 
had shown that political ideals could be attained by 
determined agitation without resort to armed re
bellion. 

The Greek element of the population was largely 
responsible for fostering the agitation , the Church and 
professional classes especially supporting it with 
enthusiasm; furthermore, as the schools were not 
under Goyernment control, they furnished a ready 
means of inoculating with the Greek ideal the younger 
generation who had no experience of Turkish rule. 
Only the Moslem community , which constituted some 
20 per cent of the inhabitants, stood aloof. It will be 
noted that from the nature ofthe movement,having its 
basis on sentiment and not on any serious complaints 
against the Government except so far as it was alien, 
no concessions could be made to counteract it, for 
such as could be made would not have touched the 
root of the agitation. Under these conditions a firm 
and decisive "No" was the only possible answer to 
the agitators which did not entail a complete sur
render. Atthe same time, to avoid bitter feeling, there 
was every reason for showing the utmost considera
tion as well as firmness. Both in dealing with the 
agitation and the disturbances to which it gave rise 
this was a factor of the greatest importance and one 
which added to the difficulties of the situation. 

The machinery of Government was in no way 
designed to cope with an emergency and barely sufficed 
for the administration of the Island under normal 
conditions. It followed the usual Crown Colony 
organisation; at the centre was the Governor, Sir 
Ronald Storrs, with a nominated executive Council to 
assist him, under whose control the commissioners of 
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the six districts into which the Island was divided 
were responsible for all the branches of local adminis
tration. This meagreness of staff resulted in the com
missioners being somewhat overweighted with the 
multiplicity of their duties, and in over-centralisation 
in all matters of policy. A locally recruited force of 
military police was maintained numbering 730 of all 
ranks, of whom about 250 were mounted. Eighty 
prison warders with police training may also be 
counted. Beyond the fact that it was armed and 
received a small amount of military training, the force 
was not in the ordinary sense a military police, and was 
scattered throughout the island in small detachments 
for the suppression of crime, supplementing the work 
of unarmed rural constables. The Government had 
therefore little or no police reserve to fall back on in 
an emergency. Moreover the police, though reason
ably efficient in the exercise of their normal duties, 
could hardly be looked on as entirely reliable. They 
were, it is true, commanded by four British officers 
with Army training but there were no British N.C.O.'s. 
Subordinate officers and the personnel generally were 
recruited in part from the Moslem and in part from 
the Greek-speaking communities and might. be 
expected to be influenced by communal sympathies; 
though in the event their loyalty stood the t~st well, 
and some of the subordinates showed conSiderable 
initiative. The only true reserve of force in the hands 
of the Governor was the infantry company which 
formed the military garrison, but under ordinary con
ditions the garrison was completely out of touch With 
the civil administration. It was perhaps more a sur-

d "Il Il' " vival of the precautionary measures an ag- ymg 
deemed necessary when Cyprus was first taken over 
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than as a ~arrguard under more recent conditions. The 
cOJnr~ny was not evell maintained at full strength, 
as suitable hurrark accommodation did not exist for 
more than 125 men, and its location had no connec
tion "ith local problems. 

In addition to the executive machinery of Govern
ment there also existed a legislative council, in part 
nominated, in part elected. This council, whose func
tions were largely critical, proved a source of weak
ness, as its elected members included some of the most 
prominent agitators, who used their position to en
courage disaffection and to stir up anti-British feeling. 
The most notable feature of the agitation with which 
the Government had to cope was that it sought, not 
for independence or for a greater measure of self
government, but for a transfer to another Power-a 
unique case in the history of the Empire. Possibly the 
size of the Island and its population negatived any 
idea of independence. Its area is only a little greater 
than that of Norfolk and Suffolk combined, and its 
population is some 350,000, of whom about 80 per 
cent are Greek-speaking and belong to the Greek 
Orthodox Church, and 20 per cent Moslem. About 
one-sixth of the population resides in the capital, 
Nicosia, and the five principal coastal towns-Fama
gusta (the chief port), Larnaca, Limassol, Paphos and 
K yrenia-and these were the centres of disaffection. 
The remainder of the population consists chiefly of a 
peasantry distributed in country villages, some of con
siderable size. Nicosia has nearly 20,000 inhabitants 
and is enclosed by the old Venetian fortifications and 
moat. Larnaca and Limassol have each about half that 
number of inhabitants and are considerable com
mercial centres, though as ports they depend on 
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reasonably safe open roadsteads and piers for landing 
from small vessels. Famagusta is a somewhat smaller 
town, but there is a good harbour, and the port has 
been developed of late years to take ships of some size. 
It is the terminus of the light railway which traverses 
the Island from east to west. The actual town is 
enclosed by old fortifications and is the chief centre of 
the Moslem community, but there are considerable 
suburbs whose inhabitants are mainly Greek-speak
ing. Paphos and Kyrenia are smaller towns, chiefly 
important as the headquarters of Bishoprics. 

Factors of military importance in dealing with dis
turbances may be briefly catalogued. Roads have been 
much improved of recent years and there are some 
1000 miles of motorable road in the country. A tele
phone system connected Nicosia with most of the 
principal towns, but it, of course, could be easily 
interrupted, and the only telegraphic connection be
tween the Island and the outside world was by cable 
from Larnaca to Alexandria, as no wireless trans
mitting station existed at the time. Topographically 
the Island divides itself into three well-defined areas: 
a hilly strip along the whole northern coast; a central 
plain, dry and treeless, stretching from the north
western to the eastern coast, called the Mesaoria; and 
a mountainous block occupying the south-west half of 
the Island, rising at its centre ncar Troodos to 6000 

feel. Government Headquarters is at Nicosia, with its 
buildings in the suburban area outside the fortifica
tion. The military garrison is, however, stationed in 
the winter at Polemidhia, some four miles out of 
Limassol, and in summer at the hill station of Troodos 
twenty miles further north. It will be noted that as th~ 
mountain block lies between Nicosia and Limassol the , 
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distance byroad is consequently fifty-four miles, while 
road communications with Troodos are very steep. 

The Church was so much concerned in the Nation
alist movement that it requires special mention. It is 
an independent or autocephalous branch of the Greek 
(Orthodox) Church, with an Archbishop of Nicosia 
and three metropolitans of Kitium (i.e. Larnaca and 
Limassol), Paphos and Kyrenia. The Archbishop, 
though there is no doubt how his sympathies lay, did 
not playa leading part, but the Bishop of Kitium was 
an outstanding political firebrand who, by his violent 
manifestoes and by his action in resigning his seat on 
the legislative council, forced the hands of his col
leagues and brought matters to a head. 

Such, then, is a rough sketch of the general con
ditions under which the problem of restoring the 
authority of the Government by force with very in
adequate means suddenly presented itself. The deci
sion with reference to the Turkish tribute surplus had 
been announced in July 1931, and during the autumn 
it had led to acute agitation and a resolution in favour. 
of a boycott of British goods and non-p~yment ~f 
taxes. As neither of these steps was a practical POSSI
bility, the resolution did little more than produce dis
union among the agitators and a vague call lor a 
policy of action among the extremist.s. , .. 

On 17th October, however, the.Blshop of Kttlum 
submitted a draft manifesto to hiS NatIOnalist col
leagues in the legislative council which denounced the 
British Government and called for proclamatIOn of 
union with Greece. The more cautious leaders Were 
by no means ready to identify t!lcms,:lves with t~~s 
document without further consideratIOn, and theIr 
inclignatiou was great when it was found that the 
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Bishop had already published it and had independently 
resigned his seat on the council, a step which they 
themselves were meditating. His action was publicly 
denounced by his colleagues, and it looked for the 
moment as if illegal action would receive little sup
port. On the 20th the Bishop arrived at Limassol, and 
meetings were held on that and the following day 
to give him an opportunity of explaining his action. 
These meetings produced much Nationalist enthu
siasm, and the Bishop made violent speeches which 
elicited applause but no immediate local outbreak. 
Their effect was indirect, as an exaggerated account 
which conveyed the impression that a policy of im
mediate action had been decided on was telegraphed 
to Nicosia, where the tendency had already been to 
support the action of the Bishop of Kitium. The 
Limassol telegram received at Nicosia in the after
noon produced great excitement; church hells were 
rung to collect the people and shops were shut. Soon 
a crowd of several thousands assembled and was 
addressed by various agitators, including members of 
the legislative council who had previously hesitatcd to 
tender their resignation but now found it expedient 
to do so and to follow the popular outburst. 

Excitement increased, cries of "To Government 
House" were raised and a leading priest stepped for
ward and "declared revolution". A Greek flag which 
was handed to him he kissed, and swore the people to 
defend it. About 6.45 the leaders bearing the flag 
headed a procession which formed and started for 
Government House, moving in a confused, densely 
packed main body preceded by an advanced party of 
youths and surrounded by stragglers. On their ~ay 
numbers of the crowd armed themselves With sticks 

z 
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of various dimengions from the Government timber 
prd, and from tree guards along their route. Move
ment was slow and it was 8 P .1\1. before the main body 
reached Government HOllse. 

:'I1eanwhile Police Headquarters, hearing of the 
occurrence, had at i P.M. despatched eight mounted 
and tweh'e dismounted men , the latter armed with 
batons, ,,-jth orders to prevent the mob entering 
Government House grounds. A patrol of five men 
were also detailed to keep in tOllch with and report 
on the progress of the procession. As might perhaps 
have been anticipated , the party detailed was quite 
insufficient to check the mob. Eight baton men and 
five mounted police met the advance party at the 
outer gate of the grounds, but even before the main 
body of the procession arrived they were driven back 
with sticks and stones, the horses stampeding. 

The crowd now pressed forward to Government 
House itself, at first halting some thirty yards off, but 
gradually the weight behind pushed it right up to the 
entrance steps. The District Commissioner, police 
and other officials standing in the porch, prevented the 
crowd entering the building, and some of the leaders 
struggled through the mob to speak to them. The 
Governor was prepared, if the crowd withdrew to a 
respectful distance, to see one or two of the leaders 
himself, but neither the District Commissioner who 
delivered the message nor the leaders themselves 
could make themselves heard. Cheering and shouting 
was continuous and a certain amount of stone-throw
ing had begun. After about an hour, i.e. about 9.30, 
the leaders, realising that they had no control and 
becoming nervous about the consequences to them
selves of the storm they had raised, sent a message 
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of apology to Sir Ronald Storrs and discreetly dis
appeared. A considerable number of the crowd fol
lowed their example, but the younger and more 
violent elements remained in groups, stoning the 
police as opportunity offered. Further bodies of police 
now began to appear. The first to arrive was a body of 
forty who had been held in reserve but were not 
despatched till about 9 P .M., when it was heard that 
stone-throwing was going on at Government House. 
They came by a devious route, avoiding the crowd, and 
entered Government House from the back while the 
Commissioner and leaders were still attempting to 
speak to the crowd. A coo:pact body of men .Iike th~s 
taking the stone-throwers ill the rear and forcmg theIr 
way through might have produced more e~ect t?an 
this circumspect approach. At any rate theIr. arn~al 
did not relieve the situation, as stone-throwmg m
creased in violence and the Commissioner was forced 
from the porch into the house. On this a copy of the 
Riot Act was sent for and more police were called for. 
This last reinforcement of twenty-two men arrived 
about 10.15 in four cars, and had considerable diffi
culty in reaching the house, which, after be~ng stoned, 
they entered through broken windows. A l:ttle ear her 
the Commissioner had attempted to orgamse a baton 
charge, but as only the original police party of twelve 
carried batons, it took time to collect the men so 
equipped and the party was too small to produce any 
result. Every Greek boy learns to use a slmg (s~ I was 
informed by a Greek interpreter on Galhpoh, who 
produced a sling to throw, ;vithout much success, 
cricket ball grenades into the furkish trenches~. The 
accomplishment adds considerably to the forIDldable 
effect of stone-throwing, and the baton charge could 
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not face it. In addition to stone-throwing, which was 
conducted from a distance by groups keeping under 
cover among trees, attempts were now made to force 
the door with a battering ram. This drew from the 
police inspector a request for permission to fire, but it 
was still thought advisable to use only unarmed men 
to disperse the r ioters, who were by this time mainly 
young students. It is hardly surprising that such 
leniency had only the effect of encouraging the rioters, 
who now proceeded to set on fire the Commissioner's 
car standing in front of the house and the cars used by 
the last police reinforcement. A blaze has an exciting 
effect on the young, and soon burning sticks began to 
be thrown through the broken windows of the house. 
The police inside attempted to guard the windows 
but only became targets for more violent stoning. 
Another baton charge was ordered as a last resort 
before calling on the police to fire, bu t again the charge 
failed to reach any of the rioters. Even then, and in 
spite of further attempts at incendiarism, the order to 
shoot was not given till a bugle was blown and the 
Riot Act read. The effect of the warning was merely 
to draw fresh insults on to the police and fire was at 
last opened, a volley of twelve rounds followed by a 
fe~v scattered shots. Twenty rounds in all were fired, 
with the result that seven men were wounded one of . ' 
whom died later. The effect was immediate, and the 
rioters dispersed pursued by the police, who reported 
the grounds clear by I I P.M. But the use of fire had 
been too long delayed, as the house at this moment 
was found to be on fire and was soon completely 
gutte? ; clearly a very selious event affecting the 
presuge of Government, quite apart from the con
siderable value of the property destroyed. Moreover, 
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a sense of achievement in defiance of Government 
encouraged further display of violence. 

An account of the riot has been given in some 
detail, although troops were not concerned in it, as it 
furnishes such a notable example of the danger of 
delay in dealing firmly with a crowd which has passed 
from the stage of being merely an excited assembly to 
dangerous rioting. Judging from the immediate re
sults produced when fire was eventually ope~ed, one 
may conclude that one or two shots or pOSSibly the 
mere th reat of fire would have sufficed at an earlier 
stage to bring the mob to reason before it had seriously 
committed itself. It is difficult to understand, too, why 
a larger force of police was not sent originally to con
trol the situation, especially when one conSiders the 
difficulty which it might have been anticipated that a 
handful of unarmed men would have in dealing with 
overpowering numbers in darkness. Passiv~ resistance 
against superior numbers is bound to be mterpreted 
as weakness, and the use made of police remforce
ments when they did arrive has already been com
mented on. 

When the rioters dispersed, the occupants .of 
Government House were able to reach the Com mls
siOller's residence without interference and immedi~te 
steps were taken to prevent fu.rther outb.reaks pendmg 
action to re-establish authonty. The floters had re
tired into the town and its enclosed nature afforded 
the police authoriti~s an opportunity ofhol~ing t.hem 
there by posting pickets Oil the few exits till fUI ther 

help should arrive. . ' , 
Breathing-space was thus secure~, but It was eVldtnt 

that the local situation was very senous and that there 
was grave danger of some sort of rising all over the 
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Island quite beyond the capacity of the police to con
trol. Immediate action to obtain reinfo rcements was 
accordingly taken; the company at Troodos was 
summoned to Nicosia at once, a telegram was sent to 
the C.-in-C. of the Mediterranean Fleet asking for a 
cruiser or aircraft carrier to be sent to the Island, and 
the G.O.C. Egypt was also asked for troops. 

The problem to be solved was not easy. It clearly 
divided itself into two parts. First, with the limited 
force available, not exceeding 1000 armed men pend
ing the arrival of reinforcements, to regain sufficient 
control of the situation to ensure the safety of Govern
ment officials and property, to prevent a spread of the 
disturbances and generally to prevent some quarter 
of a million of excitable people from committing 
themselves too deeply. 

The second part of the problem, namely the re
storation of normal conditions by measures which 
would not embitter an already discontented people, 
could be tackled effectively only after reinforcements 
had arrived. It was evident that no organised armed 
rebellion was to be feared. Sabotage and the excesses 
of excited mobs were the chief dangers, although the 
existence of a very large number of sporting weapons 
in the island might become a serious factor if control 
were not promptly re-established. 

The part taken by the local garrison and by the 
reinforcements provided by the three fighting Ser
vices in dealing with the situation will now be de
scribed. 

Captain Freeman, commanding the company of 
Royal Welch Fusiliers at Troodos, the senior military 
officer of the Island, received a telephone message 
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about midnight, 2Ist-zznd October, that disturbances 
had broken out at Nicosia and that his company was 
required there urgently. It was proposed that the 
company should march to Evrykhou, the western 
terminus of the railway, whence a train would take it 
to Nicosia. Captain Freeman realised at once that, as 
the march to Evrykhou was eighteen miles, he would 
be unable to reach Nicosia till midday; moreover, his 
transport, which consisted of only one limbered 
wagon, was insufficient to carry Lewis guns, ammuni
tions, rations, etc. He decided, therefore, to com
mandeer by telephone all cars which could be collected 
from villages within reach and to despatch his ~om
pany by successive platoons as cars were obtame~. 
This decision gave most successful results. ~ap.taID 
Freeman with the leading platoon reached NICOSia at 
7.30 A.M., the second platoon at 8.30, and the remai~
ing two, under his second-in-command, CaptaID 
Hardy, at 10.30; but the four platoons numbered 
ninety-one men only owing to the low strength of the 
company already referred to. The leading ~latoo?- was 
at once employed to strengthen the pohce pickets 
which were holding the mob within the .town a.nd 
were made acquainted with the warmng no.tlces which 
had been posted in the town dunng the night. These 
sanctioned the use of force against any assembly of 
oyer five people which the order had mad~ illegal. 
These notices, of which copies were held I.n sto~k, 
were part of an emergency scheme for deahng Wlth 
disturbances; they also imposed a curfew and pro
hibited the carrying of firearms . The Goyernor, ho:,,
ever, on the following day assumed further special 
powers by introducing, with the consent .of th~ Home 
Government, a defence order-in-counCIl wluch had 
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some years p~eviously been prepared for application 
by proclamatIOn to certain British possessions. This 
order gave powers to military officers tantamount to 
those which might be assumed under martial law but 
did not involve the abdication of control by the Civil 
Power. 

At IO o'clock Captain Freeman attended a confer
ence with the Governor, Police Commandant and 
ch~e~ civilian offic~~ls and was called on to give his 
oplllIOn on the milItary aspects of the situation and 
th~ strength of ~le reinforcements required. He 
pOlllte~ out that his. company was sufficient only to 
deal with the SituatIOn at Nicosia and that he had 
no reserves to meet disturbances which might occur 
elsewhere. He asked for a second company, which the 
?O.C: Egypt had telegraphed could be sent by air 
If reqUlre~, and at once ~et half a platoon on to clearing 
and markmg out a landing-ground. The arrival of the 
remainder of his company enabled him to further 
increase the strength of the pickets over the town 
to employ half a platoon to guard the Governmen~ 
?~?es. and to retain one platoon in reserve. The 
lIUtlatn:e and e?ergy displayed by Captain Freeman 
had eVidently Impressed the Governor and hence
forward he ,,:,as in practical charge of all security 
measures carned out by the police or troops under the 
authonty of the order-in-council. 
. By II o'clo~k the situation at Nicosia was quiet and 
III hand, but III the meantime there were threats of 
trouble ~t the seaport towns. By reducing the strength 
of the pickets two platoons were made available and 
despatched under <?aptain Hardy to Famagusta via 
Larnaca. They arnved at Larnaca just in time to 
ensure that a mass meeting which was being held in 
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the main church dispersed without disorder. Hardy 
remained with one platoon at Larnaca and sent on the 
other to Famagusta, where the precautionary measure 
of placing women and children on to a mail ship had 
been taken, and a small volunteer force of British 
officials had been formed and armed to support the 
police. 

These two towns remained quiet that day, but the 
reduced force at Nicosia had an anxious and trying 
time. Towards evening, especially, the mob from the 
town collected in an excited state in front of the 
picket on the causeway across the moat at the new 
entrance (vide sketch). There was a good deal of 
stone-throwing and no indication that the curfew 
ordered for 6 P.M. would be obeyed. This made it all 
the more difficult to carry out the sound and con
ciliatory policy of allowing well-disposed persons to 
pass the pickets to regain their homes, either. villag~rs 
returning from the town or people from outSide gomg 
to their houses in it. There was evident risk of at
tempts to rush the picket and of the troops retaliat
ing for the stone-throwing by firing without ord~rs. 
Various measures were taken to make the posJtlon 
more secure. The crowd was pushed back by a de
liberate advance with fixed bayonets, and wire knife
rests, which the Commandant of Police had wisely 
prepared previously in case of trouble, were placed to 
block the road. Finally, as the crowd closed up on t~e 
wire and continued stone-throwing, they were agam 
pushed back and a notice was read out ~ Greek, Eng
lish and Turkish, that anyone approachmg the Wire or 
trying to move it would be shot. Stone-throwers who 
were taking advantage of the command afforded by 
the bastions of the old fortifications were dislodged 
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by ~ small patrol which turned their position. A 
LewIs ~ \\'~s al~o placed to support the picket 
~hould It be dnven m. These measures proved effect
l\'e :rnd the J?eople dispersed to bed by 8.30 P.M. 

Dunng all thiS, however, the only reserve available 
was eight men, and as information had been received 
that rei:,forc.ements coming by air from Egypt would 
not a~nve till next day there was no possibility of 
r~hevm~ ~en who had been strenuously employed 
smce mIdmght previous. 

During the day trouble had not been confined to 
N!cosia. At 12.45 P.M. Captain Freeman received a 
wire from Limassol that the town was excited because 
~ood for the troops at Nicosia had been purchased 
m th~ market, and that the lorries to convey these 
suppli~s could not be. loaded up. Subsequently it was 
ascertaJ:,ed that t?e ~Ishop of Kitiumhad been largely 
responsible for stIrrmg up the people to riot. An hour 
later a further message reported that the Commis
sioner's house had been burnt. The only possible 
means of countering this development was to move 
the platoon from Larnaca to Limassol, and as the 
for~er .town had remained quiet, this was done. 
Earlier mformation of the seriousness of the trouble 
at Limassol might have allowed the move to take 
place in time to save the Commissioner's house. As 
It was the house had been left unguarded. 

No .f~rther disturbances occurred, and on thewhole 
the cntlcal day ha~ passed with results very creditable 
to the small force m the Island. Reinforcements were 
now at hand. By great good fortune the Fleet was 
at Suda Bay, Crete, and two cruisers London and 
Shropshire, with the destroyers Acasta 'and Achates, 
,,·ere despatched under Rear-Admiral Henley m 
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response to Sir Ronald Storrs' S.O.S. They arrived 
by 9 A.M. on the 23rd at the Island. and w~re dis
tributed, London to Larnaca, Shropshtre to Llmassol, 
Achates to Famagusta and Acasta to Paphos. Admiral 
Henley readily agreed to provide landing P?rties to 
control the situation at the ports untIl mlhtary re
inforcements arrived to take over the duty. These 
parties numbered 200 men at Limassol, 100 at Lar
naca and 50 each at Famagusta and Paphos. It was 
agreed, however, that the first military reinforcements 
should be so used as to enable a reserve force of troops 
and police to be formed, ready to take active steps to 
meet further disturbances inland and to carry out 
arrests. The Royal Welch platoon at Limassol, having 
been relieved by a landing party, moved at once to 
Paphos to deal with threatened di.sturbances th~re, 
arriving just in time to stop a mob mtent on burnUlg 
the Commissioner's house. 

Good fortune backed by prompt action and close 
co-operation between the Services also expedited the 
despatch of reinforcements f:om E?ypt. The G:O.C. 
British troops in Egypt received Ius first war~Ulg of 
trouble in Cyprus at 8 A.M. on the 22nd. The .Idea of 
despatching first reinforcements by air, breakmg the 
flight at Ramleh (between Jaffa and Jerusa~em), was 
immediately taken up, and it. was aso::ertamed that 
Headquarters Royal Air Force m the ~Jddle E~st had 
seven (subsequently incre~sed to clght) Vlckers
Victoria troop carriers at Cairo which could be madc 
available without delay. Each of these could take 
twenty men with their arms in addition to it,S cre,:. 
Simultaneously one company of the 8th Kmg s RegI
ment was warned to be prepared to proceed by aIr, 
and another company and a machine-gun platoon 
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rc also held in immediate readiness to move by s 
should further reinforcement be required. ,ea 

nother urgent appeal reeeh'ed about noon decided 
tho G O.C. that reinforcements must be despatched 
\\Ith?ut w~tmg for authority from England. Im
mediate deCISion was necessary to enable the aircraft 
to r.t'ach Ramlch in Palestine in daylight, and a halt 
dunng t~le mght at Ramleh was necessary before 
undertakmg th" sea crossing. The machines accord
mgly took off fr?m Cairo about I P.M. and the flight 
was earned out III accordance with plans, except that 
the last plane to take off had to land at Rafa instead 
of Ramleh owing to failing light. Leaving Ramleh at 
7 A.~I. on the 23rd, the company landed at N icosia 
abou.t I I ~.l\1.; the Royal Air Force arranging, in order 
to mlmmlse the nsks of a forced landing on the water, 
that the sea between Cyprus and the mainland should 
be patrolled by the destroyer detailed for duty at 
Fama~sta~ a motor boat from Beyrouth and an 
Impenal Auways flying-boat. 

Before leaving the subject of despatch of reinforce
me.nts It should be noted that the company at Cyprus, 
as It was a detachment found by a battalion at K har
tum, could not be reinforced by its own regiment. The 
G.O.C. ther~fore selected the King's Regiment as a 
sou:ce of remforcement owing to its previous ac
quamtance with the Island, but placed the officer in 
command of the company, although he was senior to 
Captam .Freeman, under the orders of the latter as 
bemg m ~medlate touch with the situation. It is also 
worth notlllg .how much it was a matter of luck that 
the co-op~ratlOn of the Royal Air Force in the trans
port of relllf~rcements could be promptly arranged. 
The Royal All' Force and the Army H eadquarters in 
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Egypt are not placed there with a definite view to co
operation; their strategic purposes are different and 
they are not under a single command. The juxta
position of the two Headquarters was purely a geo
graphical coincidence and It was by good fortune only 
that troop carriers were on the spot and not engaged 
elsewhere nor undergoing overhaul. The very in
timate dependence of the two Se~vices on each other 
is not always sufficiently recogmsed, and fortUlto~s 
happenings like this ar~ apt t? obscure the essential 
limitations of each Service. Without Army troops the 
Royal Air Force could not . have rendered ~aterial 
assistance at Cyprus, and Without the mobt!~ty con
ferred by Royal Air Force assistance, Army relllforc~
ments would have been dangerously delayed. As It 
was the conditions were, by chance, exceptionally 

favourable. . 
The company of the King's (126 strong) arnve~ at 

an opportune moment when arrangements were bemg 
discussed to enable the funeral of the ma.n wh.o had 
died from the results of his wounds received In the 
original riot to be carried out safely, and Without such 
restrictions as might incense the populace. A large 
procession would certainly desire to follow the fune~al, 
and in order to reach the cemetery, which lay outside 
the town, permission to pass the pickets had to be 
given. Once outside the town control o:,"er ~he people 
would be very difficult if they meant mischief. Round 
the Government offices guards neede~ to ~e 
strengthened and men were required to be m a POSI
tion to enforce the order which it was proposed to 

give that one defined route must be followed. Tb
o 

, . . k 1 ad to e 
avoid embittering feeling certain ns s . 1 . h 

. f h b t to mmlmlse t em accepted, as IS 0 ten t e case, u 
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the new arrivals were at once ordered to place two 
platoons in position covering the Government offices 
so posted as to be able to support the picket which 
the procession had to pass, and also to prevent a 
movement on the offices across country from the 
cemetery. As was anticipated , some trouble arose 
which proved the wisdom of these measures and the 
value of the small reserve still kept in hand. About 
5 P.M., when the funeral began to disperse, attempts 
were made to reach the Government offices and a 
platoon from the reserve was brought out. A house on 
the route of the procession, belonging to a police 
officer, had also been broken into, and while it was 
being cleared the procession itself appeared on its 
way back from the cemetery. The situation was tense 
as the procession had to be halted till the house wa~ 
dealt with. Stone-throwing commenced and some 
difficu!ty ~as .experienced in preventing the troops 
returnmg It With fire . Shooting had at all costs to be 
avoided as the procession was on the route it had 
received permission to use, and any serious collision 
would have given a handle for propaganda. The 
t roops finally withdrew a little way to open the route 
and a~ the situation calmed down it was at last possibl~ 
to relieve the men of the Welch Fusiliers who had 
been constantly ?n duty for nearly forty-eight hours 
and were much m need of a night's sleep. 

T he evening of the 23rd marked the end of the 
first phase of the disturbances. There was now suffi
cient fo rce available to make all important centres 
~e?~o~ably secure and to provide a small reserve. The 
mltlatlve bad begun to pass to the Government and 
the most urgent step was to deprive the hostile move
ment of its leaders in order to prevent it spreading 
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and becoming organised. The Bishop of Kitium had 
been particularly active in stirring up disaffection and 
news was received that he intended to go from Limas
sol to Paphos next day. The question at once arose 
whether he should be arrested. It was not an easy 
question to answer. Civilian officials were impressed 
by the likelihood that his arrest would touch religious 
susceptibilities and intensify hostile feeling with 
resulting bloodshed. Military opinion, on the other 
hand, held the arrest of leaders, whether lay or 
clerical, to be essential. The latter view prevailed and 
the Rear-Admiral agreed to carry out the arrest and 
if necessary to reinforce his landing-parties should 
there be untoward consequences. In the early hours 
of the 24th the arrest was carried out successfully by 
anaval party. As there had been indications previously 
that the arrest of the Bishop was expected, a number 
of precautions were taken to prevent serious resist
ance, pickets being established quietly to control the 
area in the neighbourhood of his Palace. The st~eets 
were, however, found empty and no alarm was given 
till the Palace was actually entered. Then a rocket 
was fired from the garden but it was apparently un
observed by the inhabitants, who presu~ably were In 

bed, as was the Bishop himself. Fifty of hiS supporters 
were actually in the Bishop's house, but a party .of 
marines had no difficulty in keeping them qUIet whde 
the police effected the arrest, and the Bishop was then 
taken on board the Shropshire without mClt\cnt. 
Shortly afterwards, however, news of the arrest sprcad, 
and at 5 A.M. bells were rung and a crowd collected 
and attacked with stones a guard of mannc.s left at 
the Palace causing the men to withdraw mto the 
shelter of tile house. A naval officer in command of a 
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neighbouring picket attempted to close the street with 
some police of Ills party, but the police disappeared to 
take cOYer round a corner, leaving only a midshipman 
and two naval ratings to hold the crowd. The police 
soon reappeared, however, opening fire without 
orders and without much consideration for the safety 
of the Navy's representatives. Firina had the effect of 
dispersing the crowd, but the conduct of the police 
shows the somewhat unreliable character of the force 
on which the Government had mainly to rely. To 
some extent these events also justified the fears of the 
civil authorities that the arrest would provoke dis
turbances; but against this must be placed what was 
gained by the removal of a firebrand who could not be 
left free to spread the general conflagration. 

At, Nicosia earlier in the same night five of the 
prmclpalleaders were also captured. Here the action 
of the Go,:ernment seems to have been unexpected, 
and a rapid and well-planned raid into the town 
dePc:nding for its success entirely on surprise, wa~ 
ca~ned. out. Cars were collected quietly and drove in 
pairs Simultaneously to each of the five houses to be 
searched. Each leading car had, besides the driver a 
police guide, with a policeman and soldier to carry ;ut 
the arrest. The second car carried four soldiers to 
guard the arresting party from outside interference 
and in one case the crew of the second car captured 
their man as he attempted to escape from the back 
door. The time occupied by the raid was half an hour 
only from the moment the cars left the police station 
till they reached the rendezvous, where a lorry was 
waItmg to convey the prisoners to Larnaca at which 

, ' 
port It was arranged they should be provided with 
accommodation on H .M.S. London. 
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From the 24th onward the situation in all the main 
towns was fairly safe, though a number of riots 
occurred, some of which led to the firing of a few 
shots, bu t these incidents need not be recorded in 
detail. The shooting inflicted very few casualties and 
in every case dispersed the mob. The Navy continued 
to be responsible for the coast towns and the company 
of the King's Regiment were used chiefly to maintain 
order at Nicosia. 

Captain Freeman was thus able to use his own 
company and part of the police to suppress acts of 
sahotage which began to occur throughout the Island. 
Telegraph lines were frequently cut, the railway torn 
up a certain number of bridges and forest huts 
de~troyed and some attem~ts to hold .up ratio~ lorries 
were made. This necessitated actIOn agamst the 
villages concerned, and a number of arrests w~re 
effected by the police with the support of small parties 
of troops. Later on a section of arm~ured ~ars from 
Egypt arrived to assist, although the.IT services were 
hardly needed. A flight of bombmg aeroplanes, 
equipped for machine-gun action only, also flew to 
the Island, but they were never r~qui:ed to fire, and 
were used only for intercommurucatlO~ and recon
naissance purposes. A continuous narrative of events 
after the first critical period is unnecessary, but a few 
incidents throwing some light on the nature of the 
disturbances and action will be recorded. 

In the earlier phases of the insurrection no attempt 
had been made to employ arms, and throughout 
violence was confined to stone-throwmg agamst 

d d t'o of Government Government forces an estruc I n 
property. Non-combatants, who ~c1uded a n~mber 
of women and children, were not mterfered ~~th. 
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On the :!4th, however. an attempt was made at 
: 'ic.:-ia to ,('nd out lorries into the country to bring 
m yillagers and amlS mto the town-a serious matter 
as there were known to be some 7 0 0 0 auns in th~ 
1 'k~ia district. alone. The attempt was f;ustrated by 
posting extra pIckets. On the same day, as a measure 
of precaution and in view of the possibility of a bitterer 
feelm.g arising. it wa~ tl:ought wiser to collect English 
famthes at houses wltlun the protection of pickets at 
);icosia. 

On that day, too , the Archbishop, having been 
granted an interview with the Governor, stated that 
he could not hold hinlself responsible for the conduct 
of the crowd if prisoners were not released. H.E. 
"isely replied 1 that tlJe responsibility rested entirely 

1 .1 .susp~ct H .E. of ju~tifi~bl~ plagiarism. S ir Ronald was probably 
f~ar With ~e followmg inCIdent, an account of which is given in 
Lnholy ... Uemones of the Holy Land, by B. Samuel , a book which has 
few comphmen,ts to pay til British administration in Palestine. 

Mr. Samuells comparing the regime of Sir Herbert Samuel with 
that of Lord PJwner and says: "Lord Plumer who succeeded Sir 
Herbert Samuel was as radically different a proposition as it was 
huma~l)·.possjble to conceive . ... Lord Plumer cared nothing either 
for ZlOnism. or for Arab Nationalism as such, but was simply a 
soldier I habItuated to the command of men, who conceived it his 
duty to carry out the policy of H .M. Government with as little fuss 
as possible. H.is technique, again. in handling the tinpo! crisis . .. 
over the ques~on of the Jewish regimental flag was adm.irable." Me 
Samue~ explams that a proposal to install in the cruef synagogues 
the re?lmental c?lours of] ewish battalions which had served in the 
Pale~t1.ne campalgn had given rise to an Arab counter agitation and 
contm~es: U A deputation of Effendis waited upon the Field-I\ Iarshal. 
In their most flowery and intensive language they explained what 
an outrage on Arab susceptibilities would be implied if such a 
ceremony were allowed to take place. If it, nevertheless , were to take 
place th~y would not be respons ible for the consequences;" After 
speculatmg on the probable attitude of Sir H. Samuel in the situ3-
tIO~, l\~r . Samuel ~oes on: HThe reaction of the Field-Marshal was 
qUIte dl'ffere?t. With paternal blandness he patted the objectors on 
the back while he benevolently reassured them: 'That's all right-
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on the Government. whose armed forces were exerting 
every effort to restore order. That evening a crowd 
again collected at the new entrance a~~ ston.ed the 

icket there. As during the day the spmt of VIOlence 
had shown signs of increase, this could not be toler
ated and itwas decided the crowds must be dispersed. 
A si~gle round was therefore fired and had the desired 

effect. 
On the 25th the Bishop of K yrenia was turned back 

when he tried to enter Nicosia. and on hiS return to 
his own town collected a meeting which he exhorted 
to take active steps against the Government. Some 
rioting occurred and a Greek ~ag was hoisted on the 
Government building. The BIshop and s~me ot.her 
leaders were, however, arrested the same rught With
out resistance by a platoon sent for from NICOSIa, and 

order was restored. . 
On the 29th Lieut.-Colonel King, commanding 1St 

Bn. the King's Regiment, arnved from Egypt to 
report and advise on the situation. He found that the 
situation on the Island was well in hand and t?at. the 
troops already there were capable. of dealing. "':I~h It as 
long as the Navy continued theIr responsibility for 
maintaining order at the ports. 

The Rear-Admiral had, however, by now begun to 
press for the relief of the Navy from tlJe duty whIch 
he rightly held should fall on it only as an emergency 

. 1 f th onsequences-I'll be 
you're not asked to be responsl~ e or fi e c as placid as it was 
responsible'. After this manif~~at1on of n.n~e~s nd the flag duly 
drastic, the bubble of oppOs1tIOn was pnc e a 

installed." . . d usement of seeing Lord 
Some of us have ~ad. the pnvll~ge an ax; effectively under marc 

Plumer employ a sllrular techruque. mos
U 

th noting though it 
d· . 'fh hn"que 1S we war ' strenuoUS can lUons. e tee 1 1't and charm re· 

is not given to everyone to possess the persona 1 Y 

quired to develop its full value. 
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measure. On the 31St the G.O.C. was consequently 
a,ked to despatch the company standing by in Egypt 
and it arrived by sea on 5th November. Lieut.~ 
Colonel Kmg then took co~mand of troops on the 
Island and relieved the naval detachments the follow
ing day. , . 

This may be said to mark the end of the disturb
ances, although normal conditions had still to be 
completely restored. Among other things there was 
some danger of communal rioting, as the Moslem 
population had, by remaining completely passive, 
aroused Greek resentment. A section of communists 
ha~ ~lso as usual seized the opportunity to show 
activIty. 

From the ?rst appearance of the troops the police 
had worked m close combination with them but the 
time ha~ now come to re-establish civil a~thority. 
The polIce could not permanently rely on military 
assis.tance, a~d it was very necessary that they should 
regam pres~lge and confidence before military sup
port v:as wI~hdrawn. It had been sufficiently proved 
to the mhabltants that such assistance would be forth
coming in emergencies. Colonel King therefore as 
conditio?.5 becam~ more settled, by degrees con~en
t~ated hIS tl:OOpS mto centres from which they could 
gIve the police support if necessary but as a matter of 
policy encouraged the latter to ~dertake the com
pletion of th.e task of ~arrying out arrests and calling 
to account villages which had been concerned in acts 
of sabotage. 

To bring t~e !nhabitants of the towns to a proper 
sense of submISSIOn, the curfew order was maintained 
and ~trictly enforced when it was perhaps no longer 
reqUIred as a safety precaution. Not only had the 

"II 
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inhabitants to remain indoors during curfew hours, 
but showing of lights and the making of noise and 
music were prohibited. The resulting boredom had 
a strong influence in promoting a desire for return 
to a peaceful life, and established the .authority of 
the Government without resort to an mconveruent 
number of prosecutions. 

By the end of the year the ~rrison v:as reduced to 
its normal size, with the exceptIOn that It was deCIded 
that the company composing it should in future be 
maintained at full strength. 

Was the Government attitude of toleration and 
leniency towards the agitation for union w.ith Gr~ece 
quite fair to the people of Cyprus? Clea.rer mdlcatI?ns 
that such aspirations lay outSIde the regIOn of practIcal 
politics might have saved mu~h trou~le. There w~s 
certainly no intention of adoptmg ~re~ldent Kruger s 
theory that the time to hit the tortOIse I~ when he P:lts 
his head out, a policy which is sometimes tempt~g 
but always dangerous. When, however, trouble dId 
arise, there was no possible alternative to firm ac:ion 
for the restoration of order and the quick re-estabhsh
ment of Government authority. Yet the very nature 
of the agitation demanded to a special degree that 
nothing should be done which would leave a sense of 
bitterness. Fortunately the outbreak retamed thr~ugh
out much of its intended character of a non-v~olent 
movement that is to say, although there was VIOlent 
rioting, th~re was no resort to terrorism nor any 
serious attempts to organise armed rebelhon, so 
extreme measures were not called for. 

The problem presented to the Gover~ment after 
H as 111 thc first 

the attack on Government ouse w 
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instance to prevent the people committing themselves 
m,ore deeply, and this entailed defensive measures 
WIth consequent dispersion of force. The defensive 
measures taken were, however, by no means passive 
but conducted so as to exercise control. Although 
great for?~arance was shown by the troops, there was 
no repetitIOn of the hesitancy which had such dis
astrous res~lts when Government House was burnt, 

Equally Important to the defensive measures was 
counter-offensive action required to re-establish 
Government authority, and to strike at the hostile 
organisa~ion before it became more fulIy developed, 
Such actIon could not be initiated tiII reinforcements 
arrived, but it should be noted how quickly it was 
undertaken when the necessary force became avail
able .. The temptation to employ reinforccments to 
mU,ltlply and strengthen defensive detachments was 
resIsted, and the correct course of forming a central 
reserve to un?ertake o~ens,ive action was immediately 
followed. Oflenslve actIOn Introduced a third factor in 
the, problem. How should it be conducted so as to 
achIeve reSUlts, without giving rise to a lasting feeling 
of bItterness? fwo factors added to the difficulty of 
the problem. The heads of the Nation'll Church were 
among the most important leaders of the movement 
~nd actio~ against them entailed the danger of arous
mg relIgIOus, fanaticism; drastk punitiYl~ measures 
would also sur popular sympathy in Grecce, and thi" 
had to be ayoidcd, Correct as was tbe attitude of 
lhc Greek Government, the press of the opposition 
showed ,an eagerness to exploit the situation for its 
OWll pohttcal advantage, publishing absurd and lIll

lo~nded l:harges of excesses by British troops. This 
Il1I!:ht ea"nl) hav\! inspired attempts to render aetn c 
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assistance to the Cypriots in spite of the measures 
taken by the Government to prevent such develop-

ment, 
As the people made no use of firearms it was a 

comparatively easy matter for the troops to maintain 
the principle of the minimum use of force, though it 
is worth noting how immediately effective was the 
result of the very few rounds that were fired to dis
perse dangerous rioters. :0 arrest promin~r:t digni
taries of the Church entatled a difficult decIsIOn, and 
it is not surprising that civilian officials tended to be 
opposed to the course. ,It was a m~tter ~f policy on 
which the military advlser was Justified m glvmg an 
opinion, lIe was entitled to point oul that if hostile 
leaders were left frec to spreau anll perfect the organisa
tion of the revolt, the situation might pass entire!y 
beyond the power of his limited forces to co_nttol It. 

lIe could also state whether his force was sufhCll:n~ to 
effect arrests and to dral with local attempts at rC"lst
ance or rioting which might occur, . 

This que,-tion of the arrest of lcadas "hen revolt I~ 
not 111 arms i~ alway" difficult, \luch dtpends 011 Ihnf 
per~onaJity. If they exercise real control IIvrr thur 
peopl' anu thdr 1I1fiuenct; tendti to prevent tXl.l'S",S, 

it may ~omct1mcH hI' advisahk lint to, atternpt In 
remove them but to tn:at thelIl us re pon, Iblc per <>r19 
\lpCn to conyiui{>ll hy facts. and of ~;Ihl" ill IIq~oll,~t~ 
ing a ~dtkmlilt 01 uny gcnUlJlC 'n~\af\n th.lt u!;! 
~ ist. :\lorc <.:omlllonh>, whcn thn' form th~' ll~l\lng 
power ot 1 he 1113chinery' of rt mit. th"ir drrmTWtlflll at 
the ~artil'lIt possihle mum, n( and he fure' \ ht' rnadUfll'r) 

. '.1 . , I' I I aJ Ihe pl\IPl'f 
h In tull "".rklll!; (lruer IS 1I1( Ic;t l{ 

. I I J t • 10 Idu 1\1 and tu CO\1rse. DeJa\ gl\' t 1(' ta as Hne ' 
. . II l' tel n'lIIf",:tllJl1 1111 

o· 'lllllpC TllIJrc j II )' tllUT or • 'w 
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neycr spring into existence full' ' ,eH, 

grow or diminish but neve ) ?rgam.sed and It may 
. . . . r remaIll statlOna H' 

non and timidity in deall' . h . ry, eSlta-

d
r' , ng Wit It must 

an laclhtate growth and 'f I d encourage . . . ,I ea ers are t d 
Immune It IS apt to be interp t d . reate as 

No point stands out re e as a sign of timidity. 
than th~ good results ~~:~n~~arly III th.is epis?de 
resumptJon of the . 'tJ" by the Immediate . ml alive when :_C 
arm'ed. The rebels rellUorcements were struck bef h . 
that the initiative had d fore t ey realIsed 

gr~atly facilitated the cag:::: of ;~::r ~~:: and this 
pnse. If the alternative of d ' . ers by sur
adding to the numb d Ispersmg troops and 
tachments had bee erfan

ll 
strength of defensive de-n 0 owed th .... 

have remained with th b I' e Imtlatlve would 
arm themselves would ehre ebs and the temptation to 

The .. ave een great. 
narrative given is not ffi' 

do justice to the services rend;~ed ~ently complete ~o 
the Palestine outbreak I din Y.the Navy. As m 
able in maintal'run' ,ani g-partles were invalu-

g contro over th . 
towns and liberating tr f e Ill~portant coastal 
incidents in which theoo~:ar w.ork 1~land. Various 
effectively as Army t y h t With notmg quite as 
The strength of nava~o~~s ~ve not been touched on. 
sufficient to meet : ac ments was no more than 

req lIlrements d' . 
thought which prom ted I ,an It wa~ a wise 
when asked to send p t Ie Commander-Ill-Chief 
two destroyers. T~ene crUIser, .to des~atch two, and 
arrived brU;gs out the speed '~Ith. which the ships 
looked in comparing Pt~nt, which IS sometimes over
ments can be conve d ~ pa~e at which reinforce
passages are uninte;: t ~ alrhor water, that ships' 
aircraft as a rule c pew ereas troop-carrying 

, , annot proceed d . 
darkness unless fully organised I d' unng hours of an mg-grounds are 
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available and suitably spaced in respect to refuelling 
necessities. Obviously the fullest effect is produced 
by exploiting the potentialities of all three :;lervices 
working in close co-operation, as we have seen them 
both here and in the Palestine affair. Army officers 
and the civil authority should remember, however, 
that ships cannot provide large landing-parties and 
still remain capable of carrying out purely naval 
duties. Landing-parties must be treated as an emer
gency measure and they should be relieved by troops 
at the earliest opportunity. If, for example, it had 
become necessary to guard against attempts to run 
arms or filibusters it might well have become neces
sary to re-embark naval personnel at short notice. 

There are few other points that require comment. 
Clearly there was no necessity to proclaim martial law 
as the order-in-council provided all the special powers 
required. In any case the military staff was much too 
small to assume complete control and to enforce 
martial law in its fullest sense. In checking acts of 
sabotage, and tracing those responsible for them, 
measures dictated by necessity rather than authorised 
by the order-in-council had to be taken in the early 
days of regaining control; rough-and-ready methods 
which almost fell under the heading of the de faCiO 
exercise of martial law. The moment necessity for 
such methods passed, they were abandoned and 
normal civil procedure was resumed. At no time did 
the methods entail severe punishment of a lasting 
character, and they were designcd to produce prompt 
obedience to orders and the surrender of the guilty. In 
every insurrectionary movement the danger of making 
martyrs must be faced. This can be minimised by 
firmness and tact. The manner in which the arrange-
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mcnts for the funeral of the man kilkd in the GO\'crn
ment Hou:e riots wue carried out deserves study as 
an e-.;ample of the extent to which consideration for 
the susceptibilities of the peopl<- can be shown, of the 
safety precautions necessary and of firm action in 
maintaining control 

,Altogether the fighting Services emerged with much 
credit from the Cyprus episode. Their mobility and 
power of mutual co-operation was strikingly illus
trated. :\ Iishandling of an undoubtedly critical situa
tion would have entailed many serious complications, 
but a high standard of firmness, promptitude, initia
tive and a well-balanced appreciation of political 
considerations were displayed by junior officers who 
found themselyes in a responsible position, The 
troops showed their accustomed good discipline and 
patience under provocation, and great credit is due to 
the N.C.O.'s who, owing to the shortage of officers, 
had tasks imposed on them requiring a high standard 
of leadership and intelligence. 

CHAPTER XIII 

PALESTINE, 1936 

h t the outbreak of violence in 
WE have . seen t a ou h it arose from conditions 
Palestme m 1929, alth

d 
g definitely communal 

bl' h d by the man ate, was , 
esta IS e h f ' I and religious am-
m character-a clas 0 racla 

mosities, f Forces brought in to :e-
The Commander 0, free hand in dealmg 

establish ~rder, was give: a rtial law was not pro
with the SituatIOn, thoug rna d little opposition 
claimed, The tr~ops en?ountertethel'r task nor was 

. ' d carrymg ou ' from either Sl em, f 'th the machinery of 
any attempt made to mter ere WI 

Government, the other hand, was the 
The outbreak of 1936~ o~, tion Originating m 

climax of an. a?ute .P~{~:t ~:~:ce developed into a 
communal notmg, It th A b leaders to bring 
determined attempt by d e ~overl1lnent by non
pressure on to the Mafn at07r a general strike, by 
co-operation in the onn t agents and on the 

, k n Governmen I terronst attac so, g with the loya ty 
Jewish community, by tampenn nt service by acts 
of Arab personnel in Govern me d other ~roperty, 

, t Government an 
of sabotage agams h t'on of armed bands, re-

, I by t e ac I I' and, increasmg y, , 'territory, against po Ice 
cruitedlargelymnelghbounng t' n duties, Violent 

'ng out protee 10 , di 
and troOps carryl. f b ame eventually m s-

olitical pressure III act e~ 
P, 'h bl from open rebelhon. tmgulS a e 367 
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G In dealing with the situation the M d eH, 

overnment, by general consent b an atory 
:ll prece~ent., Instead of using the' po~~:ea~;ay,~rom 
~::s a:~~h~~tPosal tho suppress disorder, it e:~lo~~ 

, muc success to ' 
machinery and the J 'h ' protect Its own , eWls commulllty Ad ' 
poltcy of conciliation it allowed th '. ,optmg a 
leaders almost complete' ,e p,rmclpal Arab 
every 0 ortunit Immulllty, which gave them 
by inti~dation Ya~~ pe~ect t~elr organisation and, 
adherents from the e ort~lOn, to secure fresh 
Arab community T:~re mo ,erate elements of the 
a particularly di~astr~~~:;lllty, of the agit,ators had 
loyalty of the Arab e,ct m undermmmg the 

The ' personnel III Government Service 
unalllmous report of th P , 

, makes it abundanti clea e, eel Commission 
sidered the G y r that Its members con-

overnment pol' ' 
that it had fa'l d" ICY was mistaken and 

I e III Its pri d 
the forces at its dis I' mary u~y to employ all 
violence. Neglect of~~a III suppresslllg outbreaks of 
cause conciliation to b~\;~~:ry duty ,~as bound to 
ness and to intensify d' ff ,on as a Sign of weak
Com . , . Isa ectlOn, The report of the 

mission confines itself h ' , 
economic histor to t e pohtlcal and 
Palestine and t y and aspects of the situation in 
political organi~a~~~o~m~ndations as regards future 
refrains from co 0 ~ e country, but deliberatelv 
situation in its I:~entmg on the handling of the 
contain a very I I ary aspects, It does, however, 

c ear recommcndat' h ' 
event of further d' d h IOn tat, U1 the 

G 
Isor er t e armed f f 

OVerllll'lent should b ' d orces () the 
martial law should b ~ use tdo full capacity and that 

In vI'e f h' e Impose Without hesitation. 
w 0 t IS recomm d' t' " this cha t ' en a Ion It IS proposed in 
p er to show m general terms how armed 
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forces were employed, what restrictions were placed 
on their actions, and the extent to which it was 
necessary to reinforce them during the time a pro
tective policy was in force-that is to say up to the 
time when the Home Government, by the despatch 
of General Dill with a strong force from England, 
showed its determination to restore order sufficiently 
to enable the Peel Commission to conduct its enquiry, 

In justice to the Mandatory Government let us 
be clear on one point-the outbreak did not occur as 
a fully organised revolt demanding immediate strong 
repressive action. On the other hand, the inflamed 
state of the country was well known, and a quickly 
suppressed outbreak in 1933 had given a warning 
that Arab grievances and agitation might take a 
violent form against the Government. The factors 
which created a dangerous situation arc fully 
described in the Peel Commissions report. On the 
one hand there was the runbition to achieve national 
independence which had gained in strength owing 
to the new status won by Iraq. Egypt and Syria
an ambition cultivated especially hy the younger and 
better educated Arabs, On the other hand there was 
the very real fear that the JewS would in l\ few years 
dominate the country. The Jewish National Home, 
originally a concession to Zionist sentiment, had, 
until 19

2
9, shown little signs of creating serious 

economic difficulties. It had been disliked by the 
politically minded Arabs chiefly as a reason for the 
continuance of the Mandate and an obstacle to the 
achievement of independence of a Pakstine Arab 
State, But, since the establishment in 1933 of the 
Nazi regime in Germany, it h'ld hecome a refuge for 
persecuted Jews, many of great attainments and 
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command of capital. Its expansion and CR. 

exceeded all expectations d prospenty 
as to the absorptiye capa anu f

Pset 
all calculations 

d 
city 0 the cou t . f . 

evelopment afforded a . n ry, or Its 
other than agricultural ;1openmg for Jewish labour 
munity pro~pered th' l°:-eover, as the Jewish com-

, e c alms of Jewish . 
grew to rights of settlem t extremists 
but also in Trans-J orda~n , not only over all Palestine 

Contributory factors ~timulatin .. 
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The failure of Br't . , ~ay onahst sentiments. 
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ness, and Italian preted as a Sign of weak
that Britain was a ~;~~~gtnda .encouraged the idea 
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th erclse ler authorit th H 

at Britain would yield t y ere. opes 
ground. Arab f 0 pressure therefore gained 

ears, moreover ' . 
suspicion that Jewish J" ' I '. ~ ere mcreased by the 
prevent the A b po thca mfluence would always 
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was certainly true that th G b air earmg; and it 
n.o. satisfying concession~ t~~~n~en~ cou~d propose 
cltmg Jewish oppo'f T ~ la s Without ex
in the Mandate ~I ~?n. hat difficulty was inherent 
the chances of' c a ' I~g. account of all these factors 

onci taUon pro . small indeed and vlllg successful were 
, must have bec when the moder t . orne even smaller 

b
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su Jected to intimidation b ~ ra s were 
be claimed that' y extremists. It cannot 
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should however ha n er ymg causes of unrest. It 

, , ve prevented the 't . 
getting completely 0 t f h d' Sl uatlOn from 
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' u 0 an IfappJ"dbf 

su verslve action could b h Ie e ore e t oroughly organised, and 
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before guerrilla leaders and terrorists of all sorts had 
learnt what they could accomplish. Arrest of the 
leaders of disaffection, relentless pursuit of Arab 
bands and action against those who gave them shelter 
or informatioI)., were all normal measures which were 
not employed, with the result that the moderate 
section of the population, which might have been 
influenced by conciliation, found that it was safer 
to obey the rebels than the Government even when 
they themselves were not excited and drawn into 
active participation in rebellion. 

That the task of the Mandatory Government was 
extraordinarily difficult and unenviable may be ad
mitted, but certainly by surrendering the initiative it 
gave its agents little scope to render assistance. 

The spark that set the inflammable material alight 
was murder and counter-murder committed by the 
two conflicting races. As a result, on I9th April 
rioting broke out at Jaffa and continued with in
creasing violence the following day. police were 
heavily engaged and had to fire. Troops were moved 
to their support but were not used. In other towns 
also trouble threatened, necessitating precautionary 
troop moves. That was the beginning of the trouble, 
dealt with by the Government on a normal, pre
arranged plan. The Arab leaders, however, decided 
to turn the outbreak to account, making it an excuse 
for bringing pressure on the Government. A general 
strike was ordered for the 21St to be continued till 
demands were met. Those demands, which had been 
frequently presented, included cessation of Jewish 
immigration, prohibition of sale of land to the Jews 
and a measure of self-government, to be a step to 
the establishment of an independent Palestine Arab 
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L tate. The moderllte seetion .It fir~t proposed that 
the stnke should be for a limited nc:riod and be . 
th

. t· In 
e nature ot a gesture; but they were almost at once 

forced to accept the lead of the extremists and, the 
v~nous :ectlons of the Arabs having reconciled their 
differences, open conflict with the Government 
began. At first ~e strike was confined to the larger 
towns accompamed by incendiarism and demonstra
ti~ns against Government offices, but the Arab 
Higher Committee, led by the Mufti of Jerusalem 
d:spatched agitators to tour the northern area and 
sUr the country districts into action. As a result 
attacks on Jewish settlements and their property wer~ 
frequent, roads became unsafe for either civilian or 
Government traffic and acts of sabotage on railway 
and t~lel?hone systems multiplied. 
. It IS Impracticable t~ describe or catalogue the 
mnumerable manifestatIOns of violence which oc
curred in the months f?llowing the outbreak. During 
the first few days,. while they were mainly confined 
t? th: tow~s, pohce and military could keep the 
SituatIOn fatrly ill hand; but as they spread over the 
country the task of the armed forces became in
cr~a~ingly impossible, especially as the High Com
rrussl~n~r adht;red firmly to his policy of conciliation, 
negotiating Wlth the Arab leaders, and would not 
sanctIOn repressive measures. 
~ith th: failure to restore order promptly sub

versive actIOn not unnaturally grew bolder and better 
orgamsed. Aru:ed bands of guerrillas appeared, of 
no great fightmg value, but capable of mischief. 
These, however, grew in number and size; and before 
the peak of the revolt,. towards the end of August, 
they became more forrmdable as they were reinforced 
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by sympathisers from Syr.ia and Iraq. l!nder the 
direction of Fawzi ed Dm el KauwakJI-an ex
Turkish officer who had served as an officer with the 
French in Syria and subsequently against. them as 
a guerrilla leader before joining the Iraqi Army-. 
they acquired more tactical sense and trammg. Fawzi 
of course had resigned from the Iraqi Army but 
was not without a following in that country. 

What concern us chiefly, however, are the measures 
taken by the local Government to combat the revolt. 
When the outbreak started, the armed forces at the 
disposal of the local Government in Palestine and 
the Trans-Jordan consisted of (a) the pollce Force 
approximately 2600 strong including about. 7

00 

British all ranks. The Palestinian elements, rellable 
enough in ordinary times,. were liable to become 
affected by racial sympatlues and propagand.a par
ticularly as regards collecting and commU1llCatmg 
information. Behind the pohce were (b) the rruhtary 

. of two battalions' one at Haifa with a small 
garnson . J 1 
detachment at Nablus, and the other at erusa em 
with a company detached to theJaffa neighbourhood. 
(c) The R.A.F. contingent consisted of 2 S~uadro~s, 
less 2 Flights located in Egypt for admllllstratlve 
convenience, and one company armoured cars. In 
addition there was (d) the Trans-Jordan Fro~t:er 
Force, about 900 strong, local troOps ",:ith 30

. Bntlsh 
officers and warrant officers. As Immed.tate reinforce
ment there was also at Haifa the 3rd Cru;ser Squ~dron, 
which could be relied to provide assistance 111 one 
form or other in an emergency.. . 

These forces wer~ sufficient to. give adequate ~Id 
to the civil power m dealmg With nots, ,:ffect ng 
arrests, enforcing curfew orders and guarding vul-

2" 
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nerable points ill the large towns; but so soon as it 
became necessary to ensure a measure of safety on 
roads and ~llways ~nd to give reasonable protection 
to the J eV.'lsh colomes they were clearly insufficient 
and became increasingly so, as a record of the arriv~ 
of reinforcements will show. It was fortunate that 
the recent strengthening of Mediterranean garrisons 
made reinforcement on a considerable scale possible. 
~s, however, reinforcements were not despatched 
slmultaneously, with a view to initiating an active 
polic~, ~eir ~rriv~l piecemeal to meet a steadily 
detenoratlllg sltuatlOn had little moral effect. 

From Egypt came: 

One battalion and one company 
Light Tanks .. 

One battalion, one Field Company 
R.E. and two flights of Bombers. 

One battalion and the R.A.F. Lift-
ing Company . . . 

H . Q . 15th Infantry Brigade, three 
battalions and I Field Company 
R.E. . . 

8th Hussars, 1 flight Bombers 
lIth Hussars 

And from Malta: 

Two battalions 
One battalion 

loth May 

22nd May 

2nd June 

8th June 
28th June 
15th July 

18th July 
30th August 

In all the garrison was raised to elcvp.n battalions, 
two cavalry regiments, and an R.H.A. battery which 
manned armoured railway trolleys. 

Ancillary units were also of course brought in as 
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required (notably signal detachments); and another 
R.A.F. armoured car company came from Iraq in 

June. ..' . 
This naturally led to alteratiOns m orgamsatiOn. 

At an early stage the country, with the exception.of 
the Jordan valley which the Tran.s-Jordan Fr?~tler 
Force looked after, was divided mto four military 
areas, with a fifth, including the desert country towards 
the Sinai Frontier, for which the R.A.F. was respon
sible till it was taken over by 8th Hussars. 

As the number of troops increased at first two and 
ultimately three brigade areas were for~ed! but. the 
general principle adopted was. subdiVIsiOn l~to 
battalion areas, implying disp.ersiOn ~or protection 
with no definite plan for repressiOn of disorder. Head
quarters retained in reserve one battalion o~y and 
one allotted to L.O.C. duties on the. rmlw~ys. 
Protection rather than vigorous represSiOn, bemg 
the key-n~te of the Government's policy, was all the 
more difficult to provide owing to the number and 
varied nature of vulnerable targets the enemy could 
attack. The broken nature of much of .the country, 
and the alignment of main roads, which trav~:s.cd 
hilly districts afforded in particular great facilltics 

for ambushes. . ' 
The nearest approach to initiative m r~presslve 

action taken by the Government const.sted ?f: 
(a) Village searches conducted by the pollce, With 
troops in support. Their object ~,'as to discover arms 
and ammunition; hut to a certain degree they had .a 
punitive character when combined with the dem~h
tion of houses of known offenders or froIll which 
shots were fired. Systematic searches were, however, 
abandoned when restrictions were placed on the use 
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of troops, owing to the excuse it afforded for pro
pagandist charges against them of misconduct. With
out the assistance of troops searches by unreliable 
native police were useless. (b) On one occasion a large
scale drive was organised in order to round up rebel 
bands, but the bag was small as restrictions were im
posed because the rebels could easily conceal their 
identity, and there was a risk of innocent individuals 
being killed. The drive, however, evidently had moral 
effect as the area where it took place became quiet 
thereafter. (c) The Jaffa operation, which included:
a period of intensive fire, answering persistent sniping; 
clearing the town of filth and debris with enforced 
labour of all sections of the inhabitants; and, finally, 
forming by demolition two thoroughfares through the 
rabbit-warren of the old native quarter into which 
troops and police had been unable to penetrate 
effectively without undue risk of casualties. This 
operation greatly improved the situation in Jaffa. 

With these exceptions the protective policy of the 
Government left the initiative entirely in the hands 
of the rebels; and the troops could only inflict sub
stantial losses on them by immediate counter-attack 
against parties actually engaged in outrages. Plans to 
make such counter-attacks effective were increasingly 
systematised but, although tllere was much admirable 
co-ordination of the action of the troops and air 
forces, they could not be carried into effect till the 
enemy had taken the initiative. Opportunities oc
curred chiefly when attacks were made on convoys. 
Normally convoys were protected by an armoured 
car leading with anotl1er at the tail of tlle column, 
which included a small infantry party, ready to quit 
its truck the moment the vehicles were brought to a 
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standstill by obstructions or on other occasions for 
coming into action. Where mortars or naval pom
poms were available they were at times added to 
the escort and their fire was most effective. It was 
useless, however, for the escort to pursue a more 
lightly equipped enemy over rough and unfamiliar 
ground. An essential element in the column was 
therefore a wireless detachment which could summon 
aircraft and a striking force of motorised infantry 
from appropriate centres. Aircraft were at all times 
standing by ready to co-operate in specific areas, 
although Witll drastic restrictions-for instance, no 
bombing was allowed within 500 yards of a dwelling 
or village and no bombs heavier than 25 lb. might 
be used without special and prior permission. Apart 
from the casualties it inflicted, air action had the 
even more important effect of pinning the bands to 
the ground, seeking cover from bombs and machine
gun fire. This enabled the striking force of infantry, 
when it arrived, to halt their vehicles at a suitable 
distance from the scene of the ambush, and then work 
round on the line of retreat of the enemy, whose 
position the aircraft indicated. The co-operati~n of 
air action and troops in tilis way not only mfhcted 
casualties but enabled the troops to capture wounded 
rebels, arms and ammunition. 

The troops in their turn assisted the air arm, 
indicating by signals tilC location of parties of the 
enemy they drove out of cover. They worked as 
lightly equipped as possible; Lewis guns were d,s
carded and machine guns were rarely moved away 
from the roads; they were of little value unless ready 
to open fire immediately when the enemy broke 
cover to escape mortaT bombs. Troops depended 
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chiefly on rifle fire and rifle grenades. Mortars were, 
when available, invaluable in bolting rebels from 
good cover, and they could be moved considerable 
distances if reliefs for carrying parties could be 
provided or when improvised donkey transport was 
used. Donkeys were easily transported by lorry, 
rather enjoying their rides. They had the disadvan
tage, however, of being somewhat slower than infantry 
when moving over rough ground. Incidentally the 
advisability of having men trained in pack transport, 
even in these days of motorisation, was apparent. 

Other forms of reprisal action were of course 
employed, such as booby traps to catch saboteurs; 
these, however, had more effect as deterrents than 
as a means of causing losses. Sniping of camps, etc., 
was a constant form of annoyance and not very easy 
to deal with. Attempts to ambush snipers or to dis
lodge them by small fighting patrols were tried 
without much success, and bursts of mortar or 
machine-gun fire were as a rule the most effective 
answer. Reply with rifle firc was worse than usele~s, 
producing the maximum of disturbance and likely 
to cause more satisfaction than loss to the sniper 
secure behind shelter. Two 3'7" huwitzcrs, lent b)' 
the Navy, till they could be replaced by a serlton 
R.l I.A., put a stop to the nuisance at Nahlus. 

It can hardly he claimed that a policy based on 
protection, even when accompani"d by active cuunter
attack, was successful in achieving its object, and 
not until there were suftidl'nt troops in the coulltry 
to enabk the main roads to be picketed at their mOit 
vulnerable points could cOIl"oys mOH' with rl'a~OIl
ahle safl'ty. A purely dcfellsiw policy had, mon'mLT, 
obvious objections. It encouraged the rehc:ls and 
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enabled them to improve their organisation and 
methods. It certainly reacted on the morale of the 
Palestine Police, and it is hardly surprising that a 
considerable section, under the influence of the 
propaganda of their compatriot~, became disloyal. 
Nor was it surprising that certam JeWish hotheads 
attempted to take the law into their own hands, 
though in 1936 such attempts were still few and 

isolated. 
The work done by the essentially fighting troops 

in dealing with rebel activities has been indicated, 
but the tasks of the engineer and signal services were 
equally important. At an early stage the engi~~ers 
were ordered to be prepared to run the r<\llway 
system; and acquired experience in its working by 
double-banking native personnel under the pre.te. t 

of providing protection. In this they receIved 
valuable 'l~sjstance from nayal personnel. Cons('
quently ,,11<:n, as had been c>,p~ctcd, the strike for;] 
short period affected tlle rai",:!y staff, $cI'VICC WJlI 

maintained with little 1J\krruptlon and thl' [Den ~o{)n 
n.:turJll'd to dtlt \'. On tht' ('I)gin<:<'fll fell also the t'l"ks 
of repairing sa\;otagl damage to railway and lVatl'r 
supplies; sc.1ft·h for mine, dl·., a9 wdl "~ dnnoltllon 
work nt th~ir own. The Jidf~ uClllolthun ,dtrnw , 
I'arrild thfllll1:h with gTe.lt tllOrotlghnt and rJpI,l!ty, 
\\'~S ~ Ilotahk c ampll' of wcJl'l'r"lmrcd p1311. 
Numcwll~ lkmoiJtlOJ1 of hou~ from winch 11 ... ll· 
hold IKCII hooting' wcrc 31 C) saJl(tJl}n~d ~nd l'3rr~l'd 
"tit \\ith :t minimum .lama·e to nCI hlWlIrlllg 

rrop rty. I 
It hould he mcnti.,ooo that artillery I' r olin' , '~·C[!. 

"1!IP},») cd \0 nit in the pr~'tcctj"n 01 nllh\~v8. f hcy 
rn.lllJ1£J IIghtl) ,mnoorcd r Old (a • II "until! I, \\IS 
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m and fitted with fl~nged "heels; and in these they 
p trolled the hne by mght and piloted trains by day. 
Thl> \\'J.' per hap, the most unpleasant duty that f~ll 
on troops during the rebellion; for not only were the 
men almost dailv in action, but they had- also con
stanth ~o tace ner .. e-racking, hidden dangers. The 
manner m whIch the duty was performed contributed 
largely to keeping essential railway communications 
open during 1936. 

The Signal. Service, both R.A.F. and Army, 
rmdered consplc~ous service, not only in providing 
'nreless communIcation I as mentioned above but also 
in working and constantly repairing the permanent 
telephone and telegraph systems. Communications 
so easily tapped by untrustworthy native personnel 
or damaged by sabotage could, however, not be relied 
for urgent or secret messages. 
T~ describe all the activities of the fighting 

Ser\'lces or the methods adopted to solve their 
,arious problems is beyond the scope of this chapter. 
The wor~ done by the Royal Navy deserves, how
eyer, specIal mention. Its mere presence was probably 
the reason why the port of Haifa remained com
parati,'e!y unaffected by the strike and continued 
to serve both military needs and the economic life 
of the country. Intimidation and agitation at one 
moment threatened to produce results, but a strong 
naval 1andmg party took charge of the town and 
s~bversive action cO,llapsed in a very few days. The 

avy appears to enJoy so thoroughly and to derive 
so much amusement from duties outside its normal 

, Owint: to the ab~ormal distribution of troops for which service 
types of .. nreless eqUipment were not designed, special sets had, for 
some purposes, to be supplied. 
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routine that it seems to disarm hostility, quite apart 
from the fact that a display of hostility would entail 
unpleasant consequences. . 

When the original outbreak occurred at Jaffa ships 
moved to the port, and landing parties were ready 
if required. As disorder spread, the ~avy ~r.epared 
and manned armoured trains and, m addItIOn, as 
above recorded, detailed personnel in readiness to 
assist in the maintenance of normal railway services. 
For road protection searchlight lorries and lorries 
armed with naval pompoms were prepared and 
manned and, as has also been recorded, naval 3'7" 
howitzers were lent for the defence of Nablus. A 
more normal naval service was a continuous coast 
patrol to check suspected smuggling of ar~s by 
native boats. Many searches were made but WIthout 
result though probably with deterrent effect, especI
ally ~hen the Navy also took over the patrolling .of 
Customs enclosures at Haifa. It was, however, easIer 
to smuggle arms by land route than by sea. 

What conclusions and lessons can we draw from 
this phase of the insistent. ~a~esti~e problem? 
Primarily that a policy of concIlIatIOn 10 ~he face of 
open defiance is seldom understood, and IS taken as 
a sign of weakness. The fact .that the Arab lead~rs, 
notorious agitators, I and a VIrulent press-the 10-

stigators of rebellion-were not suppressed naturally 

I The l\lufti for a long period enjoyed immunity and w~ the 
channel for negotiations with the ~rnbs. \Vhen at last m 193~ aC~lOn 
against the Arab Higher Committee was ta.ken h~ ea~pcd ~~ 
Syria where he continued to direct subversive action, 1n ~ f~ 
'h'd~ eventually made him unacceptable as a negotiator. 'ar,ler 
WI, ,. , . h h "'llt'd the un tor.teps to slIpprc!'9 hiS aCtiVities mig t ave pre\ l ~. f 
• 'h· tm nt With that 0 tunate result, It is interestmg to compare 15 trea e 
the Cyprus Bishop (vide p. 363)· 
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confirmed .the impression. Nor were the possibly 
well-1l1tentlOned attempts of neighbouring Arab 
rulers to mediate, helpful. The Emir Abdullah of 
Trans-Jordan no doubt had a locus standi and exercised 
a restraining influence on the more moderate section 
of opinion and on his own people, but the interest 
displayed by other Arab States served only to 
encourage the rebels as a sign of the widespread 
Arab sympathy with their cause. The Government 
could not delegate its responsibility for restoring 
order. 

When finally in September the Home Government 
decided that order must be restored to enable the 
Royal Commission, which had been appointed in 
June, to get to work, and despatched the 1st Division 
from England, it was probably quite as much the 
fact ~hat General Dill was empowered to proclaim 
martial law, and the indication this afforded of the 
Government's changed attitude, as the actual over
powering display of force that produced an almost 
instantaneous effect. The effect, however, could not 
be permanent while the political and racial causes of 
unrest created an unsolved problem. Fresh outbreaks 
were. all the more likely owing to the experience 
acqUIred by the rebels and the opportunity afforded 
to them of perfecting subversive organisations. 

Till some means of satisfying Arab and Zionist 
aspirations is found it is to be feared that Palestine 
will remain a training-ground for our fighting 
Senrices in their police duties. The Peel Commission 
stron!\ly recommended that, should an acceptable 
solutIOn of the political questions not be found and 
further outbreaks occur, thev must be dealt with 
firmly and by martial law methods. The inadequacy 
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of normal legal procedure and of civil courts to deal 
quickly and decisively with organised outbreaks of 
crime, especially when courts are composed partially 
of personnel with racial sympathies, is an outstand
ing point made in the report. 

The Government, as we have seen, employed the 
forces at its disposal mainly on protective duti~s, 
though all experience tells that prompt offensive 
action is necessary to restore order. . 

What offensive action might have been taken with 
the forces available? Arrest of hostile leaders by the 
police, with troops at hand to deal with any COll
sequent outbreak. Search fO.r and. arrest of authors 
of terrorist crime by the police, with troops to form 
cordons during searches. Attack and unrelentl.ng 
pursuit of knO'.~n part~es of rebels by troops,. with 
police co-operatlllg malllly for lIltelhgence dUtICS, to 
idcntify wanted men and to ca~ry out sear~hes under 
military protectIOn. Prompt tnal and pUlllshmc?t of 
lawbreakers by special courts. No doubt a consider
able number of troops would have been requi~ed for 
protective duties, but the more actively oficnsl."c 
measures are carricd out the fewer troops need be dis
sipated in a defensive role. ~nd~r the policy pursued, 
the number required to provide lDadequate protectiOn 
gavc a striking exampk of waste of power. 

The lessons to be learnt from the outbreak afl'.cct 
perhaps the Governmmt rath~r t11311 the fightlllg 
Scniccs. The latter had it again proved to them h?w 
difficult it is to make a purely protective pohcy 
effective. What thl'Y learnt were "hicHy tactIc~1 
lessons as regards the 1.L~C, limitationg ~nd potentlal!
ti~s of new weapons and equipment In the ~lass (,f 
operauons and cif(:um~taIlcCS dealt WIth, partIcwarly 
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m the protection of com'oys, Ina country where 
coye~ of a\l. sorts was ~bta~able the searching effect 
of lugh trajectory proJectiles, grenades and mortar 
hombs was invaluable, whereas the volume of fire 
which can be deVeloped by automatics could seldom 
be ~Ised with effect, Mobility conferred by motor 
... -ehlcles on roads and by light equipment, was essen
tial .to ~uccessful counter-attack. That the bayonet 
retams Its moral effect when resistance is not of 
a formidable nature was on numerous occasions 
p~~ved. Tanks, though useful when ground con
dItions were reasonably favourable, and especially 
m support of police searches in small villages had 
few opportunities in the very rough areas ~here 
ambushes generally occurred. On roads armoured 
cars supplied an essential part of the escort to 
convoys. 

Perhaps the main lessons for the fighting Services 
was the value of co-operation and an intimate 
~owled~e of each. other's limitations and potentiali
ties. .Wlth exper~ence co-operation became very 
e~ectlve, but prevIOus training in co-operation might 
WI~ advantage be further developed. In country 
whIch . aff~rds so mu0 co:,er and with an enemy 
operating m small bodies, aIr reconnaissance reveals 
lIttle unless, and sometimes even when, conducted 
at altitudes as low as 500 feet-and low-flying recon
nals~ance may prove prohibitively expensive when 
the mformatlOn obtainable is not of vital importance. 
Air patrollmg of roads had a certain deterrent effect 
but proved an uneconomical use of air power better 
reserv.ed for counter-o~~nsive action, especially as 
bombmg ~n mere SuspICIOn was not permitted. The 
effect of aIr bombing as a means of preventing the 
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enemy escaping from ground troops by forcing him 
to take cover is evidently a lesson of importance. 
Troops must, however, resist a tendenc~ to rely to.o 
much on air action. Vigorous attack gIVes the air 
opportunities. . 

The episode as a whole at least furrushed valuab_le 
training and reflected credit on ~he armed forces m 
spite of the handicaps under which they worked. It 
confirmed what all experience has shown, that a 
subversive action, if not vigorously suppressed at 
the outset becomes increasingly difficult to deal 
with as leaders of capacity emerge and their followers 
acquire training and confidence. In this case the 
fact that bands whose existence and bases of opera
tion were known, were not hunted down so long ~s 
they remained quiescent gave the rebels opportum
ties to train, to prepare their pla?s an.d to ch~ose 
their own moment to strike. In dealIng WIth guernllas 
no doubt a large measure of dispersion is necessary 
and vulnerable points must be protected, .but unless 
reserves are maintained for offenSive actIOn .and to 
take the initiative in hunting down and makmg tl:e 
life of rebels insecure, not only Will the latt.er remam 
formidable but they will to an ever-mcreasmg. extent 

d 'nate and receive assistance from the sectIOns of 
om1 .... bl! 

the opulation not actively partlc1patmg m re e IOn. 
Jorcover, the rebels had virtual hostages m the 

scattered and almost unarmed Jews, by the attack 

hom pressure could be brought to bear on the 
on W . f '1' 
Government. The native police and their ~~~ le~, 
. d aU Arabs friendly to the Government,. S1ml a.r y 
a~esented immense possibilities for terronst actIOn 
~vhich could only be repressed by the sternest 

measures. 
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Subsequent events have shown how difficult it . 
d h d

· . m 
un er suc con ItlOns to suppress terrorism once 
~t has become organised. And in dealing with terror
Ism, troops unfamiliar with the country and its 
languages cannot prove a ~ubstitute for police, 
though they may greatly assist tllem. Martial law 
however, if applied, affords unity of control ove; 
troops, pollce and courts of summary jurisdiction. 

No. one can foresee an end to the trouble in 
Palestme or suggest "vith confidence a solution of 
the problem. It is, however, I think, clear that the 
~Ist~es ~ade in 1936 were responsible for the 
m~enslficatlOn of its inherent difficulties-they were 
m~stakes which arose from a deliberate decision to 
reject tile lessons of all previous experience. 

APPENDIX 

The first phase of the revolt of the Arabs against 
th.e Mandat?ry Power may be said to have closed 
With the arnval of General Dill and the 1St Division 
from EI?gland. The object of this Appendix is merely 
tO

b 
remmd readers of the course of subsequent 

p ases. 
On 1$~h September 1936 the W.O. took over re

sponslblhty for military operations in Palestine from 
the Air 1\111115try, and under an order in Council of 
25th Scpt~mber GCI?eral Dill was empowered to im
pose marhal.law: With the arrival of the 1st Division 
he had at Ius disposal the infantry strength of two 
diVISIOns, tw~ cavalry regiments, some tanks and a 
number of R.E. and signal units. This of course 
r~~resented overpowering. strength; and the pass i
blhty that martial law Hught be proclaimed added 
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to its moral effect. Actually martial law, establishing 
unity of control and requiring an act of indemnity 
to legalise its operation, was never applied. Military 
courts were, however, set up in November 1937 to 
try certain classes of offences and with power to 
inflict the death penalty, subject to the confirmation 
of the G.O.C. against whose decision there was no 
appeal. Other specific forms of military action were 
also sanctioned by emergency legislation. Control of 
the police was not, however, delegated to the G.O.C. 
until 1938. 

The immediate effect of General Dill's mission 
was to end the general strike. It was called off on the 
12th October, before the last of the troops had 
arrived from England, ostensibly on the advice of 
the Arab Kings. Probably the powers and force 
General Dill could bring into play, and perhaps also 
tile approaching harvest of the citrus crop, were 
stronger influences. Witll me end of the strike tbe 
normal life of me country was resumed; and although 
active operations were initiated, their chief effect was 
to accelerate the dispersal of the rebel bands or their 
escape over the frontier. The Higb Commissioner 
showed no inclination to push the rebels hard and 
the country was not disarmed. In fact, RO far as the 
active rcbcis were concerned an armistice rather than 
an imposed peace eventuated .. 

The situation established did, howcvtr, enable the 
Royal Commission to carry out its ~nquiric. in the 
countl'V. It arrived on l!tll Novemher and lett on 
5th JailUary 1937. The Jewish case wa~ prcsenttd 
with great ah.hty and lhorough~c.<s, but the Arahs 
at /irst boycotted the Cflm'l11SSIOI1, on the ground 
that JeWish immigration had !Jut, as the), d('llIanded. 
been stoPred. although tht! quota had beell wt down 
to an extent which the Jews intcrp ... :kd as a CClII

cession to yiolenet:. Eyentllally the ,\rahs, on the 
advice of the nl:ighbouring rulers, pn!>tllted their 
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e, b3~ed on tht' .:\Iacl\Iahon letters, and reiterated 
their demands 

Comyarati"ely calm conditions, marred by oc
':3siona outrages, continued to prevail during the 
first half of 1937 and a number of the troops were 
~ent back to their normal stations. On 7th July the 
report of the Peel Commission was released. The 
recommendation it put forward for the partition of 
~alestine. was accepted by the ~ritish Government 
10 pnnc!plc; but 1t satIsfied neither the Jews nor 
Arabs. The Jews eventually agreed reluctantly that 
it might form the basis of a settlement; but the Arabs 
would ha"e none of it, and a renewed outbreak by the 
latter was expected. It did not, however, at once 
occur. To certain Arab centres and to the Emir of 
T ran~-Jordan partition presented some attractions; 
and ume was ~equired by the Arab leaders to organise 
actIve oppOSitIOn to the scheme, The consent of the 
League of Nations had also to be obtained to the 
revision of the terms of the Mandate. This was in 
due course given, subject to certain criticisms which 
necessitated further examination of the scheme ten
tatively put forward by the Commission. But the 
fact. that the plan was accepted in principle only, and 
subject to further review, constituted a direct incite
ment to the Arabs to prove the scheme unworkable. 
The Mufti of Jerusalem led the opposition, calling on 
the Arab Kings to support him, and on 8th September 
he su~moned an Arab Congress to proclaim a policy 
of. r7slstance. He himself kept to his house, which 
adJollled theAI AqsaMosque-a convenient sanctuary 
from arrest. 

On 26th September Mr. Andrews, the District 
Commissioner of Galilee, who had been particularly 
actIve, was murdered. The Government then at last 
decided that the activities of the Arab leaders could 
no longer be tolerated, and warrants for the arrest of 
eight were issued. Six were actually arrested and 
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deported. The Higher and National Committees 
were also declared illegal bodies. The Mufti himself, 
however, took refuge in the Haram es Sherif, from 
which he escaped into Syria on 15th October 1937. 
From there he continued to direct events. 

On 12th September Sir John Dill left Palestine to 
assume command at Aldershot and was succeeded 
by General Wavell. He in turn on appointment to 
the Southern Command was replaced in April 1938 
by General Haining. These changes in command 
were not, however, due to changes in military policy. 

In the last quarter of 1937 outrages of all sorts 
increased in frequency-sabotage, murders of Jews 
and destruction of their property, and also murders 
of Arabs who were either in Government employ or 
suspected of giving information. Rebel bands re
appeared in the north, where revolt was most active. 
In reply military courts were established in N ovem
bel'; and within a few days a leading outlaw appeared 
before one and suffered the death penalty. Troops 
and police undertook active operations, particularly 
in the north; occupying villages to deny them to the 
bands which were kept on the move by mounted 
detachments of the Trans-Jordan Frontier Force, 
infantry columns and police. By the end of the year 
these measures cleared the north of bands who took 
refuge across the Syrian borders. No heavy losses 
were however inflicted on them as they used rear
guard tactics t~ check the comparatively small parties 
engaged in pursuit. 

On 5th January 1938 the British. Government 
announced the appointment of a techOlcal Corru:rus-
sion under Sir John Woodhead to examine thevanous 
factors affecting the p~rtition proposal .it,! view of 
the criticisms questiomng the practIcablhty ?f .the 
dividing line suggested by the Peel ComrmSSlOn. 
This further postponement of the announcement of 
a clearly defined policy for probably another year, 

20 
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though in the circumstances unavoidable, caused 
general dissatisfaction, 

Rebel bands reappeared in the north, stronger and 
more ready to engage troops, By employing larger 
columns which-made mobile by M,T, and lorry
carried donkeys-worked in co-operation with each 
other and with the Air Force, the bands were on several 
occasions brought to action and roughly handled; 
Sheikh Attieh, one of their principal leaders, being 
killed on 4th March. These successful operations 
again cleared northern Palestine; but, after a short 
interlude, the rebels in April initiated new tactics, 
employing smaller and more elusive gangs on acts 
of sabotage and terrorism of the moderate Arabs , 
To defeat these activities villages in Galilee and 
Samaria were occupied in May and new roads opened 
by enforced labour of villagers, At the same time the 
construction of a barbed-wirefence along the northern 
frontier was started to prevent bands using Syria 
as a base or a sanctuary. The fencc did not prove 
altogether a success, as it was often destroyed as soon 
as erected, by villagers whose ordimlry traffic needs 
it in many places interrupted, Moreover, it absorbed 
a large number of police for its protection, thus re
ducing the number available for ofl'ensive operations. 

In the regions occupied, conditions, howe"er, 
improved during the summer and large gangs cca~ed 
to operate, But on tbc other hand sabotagt: on roads 
and railways increased over a wide area and was 
carried out with greater skill. In A\l~\lst milch 
damage was done tl) Jewish farms by \illagcrs co
operating \\'ith ga n!,"S , Jewish rcprisal~, which had 
become fairly common in the lattn half of 1937, 
increased in frequency ant! ferocity, Conuition~ ill 
fact went from bad to worse and the rl'\ olt. more 
and mOre, tonk the form of a campaign of ruthless 
terrorism in which all dements of the ,ommunity 
were the victims; the \\ orst sufferers being • \rahs 
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suspected of giving informa~io~ or of rendering 
assIstance to the Government m lts task of restoring 
?rder. ,In the early: autumn, from his headquarters 
III Syna, , the Muft! called for increased activity; in 
order to rrnpress the technical conunission with the 
fierceness of opposition to partition, amI also to take 
advantage of the assistance which could he obtained 
from the villagers during the slack farming season 
and before the orange crop caused a demand for their 
labour. The situation became so bad that large 
reinforcements of troops were evidcntly needed to 
deal simultaneously with the whole arca, Eventuallv 
the military force in the country was raised to a total 
of some ;w,ooo men, org;Ulised in two uivisions, and 
the G,O,C, was also, at last, given Jired control of 
tbe police force. Before the arrival of reinforcement;; 
c('rtain arcas and towns had passed completely out 
of control. The rehds established a form of gOV(' I'Il

ment setting up their own courls; lIlaking t hl' 
wl'aring of Arab h,'ad-Jrc,,, compulsory, and, in 
gen(f'al. takl!1L! sIt P" to Impr,'" th,' cOllntry \\1th 
t1Kir pOWl'r. ,l<'ridlO and mher towns W~lt III the 
hnllds IIf the rehds for ollie mnnth~, and (" 'UI til'; 
old nt\- of Jnllsalcm \\'. ~ 0,,,upl('(1 h) thl'lJl jor ,I 
$hort '[mc, 

W 11I.:n Jdc,\W1tt: G()V('TIlJl1('I1\ forn', hc(';mte al',lll
ahl" in the btl! autumn, H t"rali'JIl of order made 
~tcadr progrl' • rri oU('n< and anllM \\ ('f( captured 
in "round-ups" of \'jlb ,,'" lind th,' lJ"i'l"If\' 01 Jf.11Igs 
was c1l1'cked hy 111<' IIrtS to prel ent thclr Ill"" m('llt 
hy molor transport. Th 1~llroplaH cd is alld tl" 
outhreak of ruthl 3nti·~'kmjtj 111 iu GnHl.ltl\' 

It nJ,d, huy. \cr. til Cmbltl~r II" 8ltllallo" ,,11 
further. It protilJnd a Ir Ir fluthll I (1J fOf(i~'l1 
prop.lt.:anda :IIIU 3\\,lk n('d fear of ,. f('IlC\H dIller, ( 
ira Je\\1 h Imm; rall'JrJ, 

CI"sdy follO\ IIlg tlt( C CH'n (lime tit i lie "f 
the Woodllwd Report. wluch nol nul) /'''Hl(1 the 
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Peel Commission proposal unworkable but also failed 
to agree to any alternative plan of partition. This 
result had for some time been expected and the 
GO\'ernment had little hesitation in finally rejecting 
partition as a possible solution of the Palestine 
question. Thus the Government were, after delays 
,,·hich had become intolerable, still left without a 
future policy-repression of disorder by force had 
of course to' go on, but that was not a constructive 
policy. Having failed to find a solution themselves, 
the Government now proposed to hold a Round 
Table Conference, to which not only Jews and Arabs 
of Palestine would be invited but also the rulers of 
neighbouring Arab States whose interest in and 
support of the Arab cause could not be ignored. The 
summoning of a Conference implies the hope that 
Jews and Arabs, shocked by the campaign of terror
ism and by the deterioration of Palestine economic 
conditions, may at last agree to work together. On 
the face of it conditions are not favourable for the 
Conference. The persecution of the Jews has made 
the demand for a place of refuge more insistent than 
ever; and Arab fears that they will be swamped by 
the influx are proportionately stronger and more 
justified. Moreover, on account of the part played 
by the Mufti in directing the terrorist campaign, the 
British Government is not prepared to admit him to 
the Conference, in spite of the fact that he is still the 
most influential leader of the Palestine Arabs. To 
make authoritative Arab representation the more 
improbable, the old feud between the Husseini and 
Nashashibi families broke out again in 1938. The 
latter, while insisting on the Arab claims, have 
opposed the Mufti's policy of violence, and hope to 
obtain concessions by constitutional means and by 
the support of the Arab Kings. As a consequence 
they have suffered heavily both in life and property 
from the Mufti's vengeance. 
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The Government has announced that if the Round 
Table Co~erence proves aborti~e it will lay down 
Its own poltcy; but what that poltcy would be is not 
revealed, although the demand for a definite policy 
has grown almost as strong as the demand for con
cessions to the respective claims of Jews and Arabs. 
Meanwhile the G.O.C. in Palestine and his troops 
carry on the task of restoring some sort of order. 
The successes they have achieved have, undoubtedly, 
done much to strengthen the hands of the moderate 
section of the Arabs and to ameliorate the situation 
generally at the close of I938. Outbreaks of terrorism 
still persist, chiefly directed against the Mufti's Arab 
opponents. Without a widely distributed and reliable 
force of native police as a source of intelligence, 
terrorism is obviously very difficult to suppress. 



CHAPTER XIV 

WAZIRISTAN, 1937 

WAZIRISTAN has in the past been the scene of 
numerous small wars; some to deal with tribal 
recalcitrance, others minor punitive operations, 
generally undertaken in consequence of raids across 
the. a~rr:inistrative frontier. Since the policy of 
maintaining a permanent garrison in the area, and 
of con~tructing roads through it, has been adopted, 
operatlOns, whatever their scale, have acquired 
essentially a policing character. For although the 
administrative frontier has not been extended to 
include Waziristan, we exercise a more direct measure 
of control than formerly with machinery for main
taining order in normal times, the Army and Air 
Force giving assistance only on special occasions. 

Broadly speaking, political control is exercised 
through the tribal headmen, paid, in addition to 
other allowances, to maintain irregular forces of 
their own for which arms are supplied by us. These 
"Khassadars" are responsible for the safety of the 
roads and for keeping the turbulent elements of the 
tribes in order. But the political Resident has also 
under his own authority a force of native levies 
commanded by British officers-the Tochi and 
South Waziristan Scouts recruited from border 
tribes-who to all intents and purposes are a military 
police. 

The Waziristan military district includes the 
394 
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Wana, Bannu and Razmak Brigades, though normally 
only the Razmak Brigade and the Wana Brigade 
(less one battalion) are stationed in Waziristan itself, 
i.e. across the administrative frontier. 

Up till 1937 this new "forward" policy had proved 
an undoubted success. The presence of a permanent 
garrison, expenditure on road construction, "Rhas
sadar" and other allowances made to headmen, all 
brought money into a poor country; though possibly 
it did not always reach in full measure those who 
earned it. Tribal headmen, however, appreciated the 
advantages of the new conditions and the resources 
of civilisation, such as motor cars, which were now 
within their reach. The Khassadars generally carried 
out their duties satisfactorily and the scouts were 
efficient and well disciplined. Even the less accessible 
and more turbulent parts of the country could be 
brought to reason by air demonstrations, air block
ades and, occasionally, by actual bombing after due 
warning. Movement of troops through the country 
had also its moral effect, and marches were occasion
ally undertaken to establish right of way. It must be 
understood, however, that the district was normally 
under political, not military, control and that, with 
the exception of small areas in the neigh bourhood 
of military stations, the country was not administered 
in the ordinary sense; tribal organisations being re
sponsible for maintenance of order on the principle 
of indirect rule. How far this system was calculated 
to work in case of determined and widespn:ad dis
order was still somewhat doubtful; it was a qUebtion 
how far air action, applied with restrictions imposed 
for humanitarian and political rcasOlls, would suc
ceed in nipping sig11S of disaffection in the bud. 1t 
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aLa depended greatly on the extent to which headmen 
would he willmg Ilnd ahle to exercise their authority, 
under the double influence of f<'ar of the long arm 
of the CO\'ernmcnt and appreciation of the benefits 
of a peaceful life . 

The system was tested in I937 and undoubtedly 
certain weakm'sses in it were revealed. The headmen, 
though in most cases ,,,-i.lling to check the spread 
of disaffection, had insufficient authority to bring 
individual lawbreakers to account. The Khassadars 
proYed unreliable in many instances, either from fear 
or from sympathy with the hostile element. The 
moral effect of the air threat was insufficient to keep 
the turbulent areas quiet and the full effect of air 
action could not be developed; for warning of 
bombing was always given, since surprise attack 
would endanger women and children. The semi
military control exercised by the political department 
gave rise to duplication of authority when troops 
were called in, and in the end had to be replaced by 
purely military control. Roads constructed to permit 
of the maintenance of the military garrison still left 
much of the country inaccessible for motor transport 
and they absorbed large 'numbers of piquetting 
troops when Khassadars became unreliable. As 
sufficient troops were not always available for 
piquets, nonna! road traffic had to be suspended and 
air transport substituted for considerable periods. 
Finally, the fact that Waziristan borders Mghan 
territory presented a difficult problem. Mghan 
sympathisers were free to cross the frontier to rein
force the hostile elements. To close the frontier 
without the active assistance of the Mghan Govern
ment was impracticable and the Mghan Government 
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could not co-operate without incurring the risk of 
unrest in its own territory. For the same reason anns 
could flow into Waziristan, making any attempt to 
carry out a disarmament policy useless; apart from 
the immense difficulty of carrying out such a policy, 
in face of the general hostility it would have aroused 
in a people whose cherished tradition is to carry 
anns. Furthermore, a narrow strip of territory ad
joining the frontier was a convenient refuge for male
factors evading Government pursuit. If followed by 
ground troops they could slip over the border; and 
from air action they were safe, as British aircraft 
normally do not fly within three miles of the Durand 
line. 

Numerous as these sources of weakness are, it by 
no means follows that the forward policy has been a 
mistake. It gave a period of unusual tranquillity at a 
time when other sections of the N.W. Frontier were 
in a state of unrest. But it must take time and a fuller 
appreciation of settled conditions to wean turbulent 
tribes from their traditions. A remarkable feature in 
the events of I937 was that none of the principal 
tribes of Waziristan opposed the Government as 
communities. Their headmen were, avowedly at 
least, loyal; and resistance to Government was 
offered as a rule by gangs of various sizes composed 
of young hotheads or fanatics drawn from several 
tribes, and often strongly reinforced by sympathisers 
from Afghanistan. In many instances the headmen 
made genuine efforts to exert their influence for 
peace, but t~e inhabitants of .Waz~ristan are strongly 
individuahstlc and democratIc, WIth the result that 
they by no means accept the authority of the headmen 
as a matter of course. Perhaps the strengthening of 
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the headmen's position may prove the best guarantee 
of more settled conditions, and the fact that an 
increase in the number of scouts has been authorised 
will enable them to be given support without the 
more drastic and possibly more irritating measure of 
calling on regular Indian troops. New roads con
structed into formerly inaccessible areas during the 
progress of operations and the fact that air transport 
now makes the temporary blocking of roads a less 
serious matter, will no doubt help to convince the 
tribesman that a new era to which he must accustom 
himself has come. The scale of the military operations 
undertaken to restore order should also prove to him 
that the patience of the Government of India is not 
inexhaustible nor its power weakened. Still, from 
the nature of the people and the country a certain 
amount of lawlessness is likely for many years to be 
endemic. It must be realised, however, that main
tenance of order by punitive action alone does not 
provide a solution. A firm hand undoubtedly is the 
first essential, but little real progress can be made till 
the economic condition of the country is improved 
and the authority of the headmen fully established. 
Road construction enables the firm hand to be 
applied more extensively and more rapidly, but its 
military purpose should not obscure its equally 
important economic functions. Penalties may be 
inflicted on headmen for failure to exercise their 
authority, but their authority is strengthened if they 
can point to the benefits conferred by peaceful and 
prosperous conditions where roads have penetrated. 

Before turning to the events of 1937 it may be well 
to grasp the main tribal distribution in Waziristan. 
The western and northern areas are held by Wazirs 
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in two main sections, the Ahmadzai in the south-west 
where the military station of Wana is situated, and 
the Utmanzai to the north-west. To the south-east 
are the Bhittanis, part within the administrative 
border of India and part in the comparatively low
lying region of Waziristan adjoining the eastern 
escarp of the Waziristan highlands. CentralIy situated 
are the Mahsuds whose attitude is of special import
ance, as within their territory lies Razmak, the chief 
military station, and the main roads radiating from 
it. These main tribes are divided into numerous 
subsections. Those which wiII concern us most are 
the two subsections of the Utmanzai-the Tori 
Khel, adjoining the northern border of the Mahsud 
country, and the Madda Khel north of the Tori 
Khel and extending to the Afghan frontier in the 
upper reaches of the Tochi River valley. The 
security of the main road from Bannu to Razmak 
before it reaches Mahsud territory depends on the 
attitude of these two sub-tribes. 

In 1936 the situation in Waziristan was fairly 
quiet, though a certain amount of fanatical feeling 
bad been stirred up in consequence of the demand for 
the return of a Hindu girl who had been abducted 
ami converted to Islam. This was represented as 
interference with Moslem religion and marriage 
customs, and afforded an excuse for fanatical preach
ing, especially by the notorious Fakir of Ipi who was 
established in the Tori Rhe! country, harboured by 
the Maddi Khcl a subsection of that tribe. In "iew 
of this unrest on 25th and 26th NOH:mber a demon
stration march of normal character was undertakcn 
by nyo colunms advancing into the Khaisora yaUey 
from Damdil and Mirali, points on the 13annu-
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Razmak road. Unexpectedly the columns met with 
considerable resistance from a Lashkar. led by the 
Fakir of Ipi, composed mainly of young men of the 
Tori Khel with some Mahsud elements from the 
Shaktu valley. The tribesmen were roughly handled 
but the columns had some 130 casualties killed and 
wounded. As a result of this first clash the Govern
ment of India decided to vest political, military and 
air control in the G.O.C.-in-C., Northern Comnland, 
and to organise a punitive force composed of part of 
the troops of thc Waziristan District reinforced by 
the 2nd Brigade (1st Indian Division). A road was 
to be made from Mirali into the Khaisora valley 
where the expedition would remain as long as 
necessary to secure the completion of thc roa~ and 
payment of fines. These terms were commUllJcatcd 
to a Tori Khel Jirga. Benycen 7th and 18th December 
road construction made good progress and the 
expedition entered the valley wi~hout seriolls opposi
tion, establishing itself at Kll3lsora camp. On 21St 
December a portion of the column, supported hy the 
2nd Brigade went through the Khalsora valley to 
Damdil with only slight opposition, but the 2nd 
Brig"Jde while withdr3;l'ing. to !{hai.s~J'a camp \~as 
closely followed up. 1 he fakIr S onglnal followJOg 
had by then been reduced by the return of certaIn of 
UIC lHadda Khd and the Shaktu J\lahsuds to thur 
own territory; but. on the other hand, he had \",en 
joined by Afghans and mi,celJall{,ous 'ldhcrtnlli from 
Waziri,wn as IllS propaganda hecame wlCk-pre.ld. 

On the whole the situation ~howcd .igns uf 
returning to normal and em Ibt Fd)nJary pohtica! 
control r~vcrted to the civil aut/lonta' . nut on ()th 
Fc:hruary Captain Keogh was murdered by a fanatic 
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under the eyes of certain Mahsud Khassadars and, 
on the following day, Lieut. Beatty by eight of the 
l\Iadda Khel. Fanaticism was at the bottom of both 
murders, but in the latter case loot was the main 
incentive. After these murders conditions rapidly 
deteriorated. Uncertainty as to the action that the 
Government of India might take to exact retribution 
accounted for much of the general unrest. Would the 
penalties be heavy, or was it true that the political 
changes in India were, as propagandists asserted, a 
sign that the British Raj was weakening and that it 
could be defied with impunity? The Maliks and 
elders counselled caution, but the younger men re
sented their advice and were ready to put the issue 
to proof. The Government was not slow to show its 
hand. The remaining two brigades of the 1st Indian 
Division moved to Waziristan, the third being already 
there. Jirgas of all the tribes were summoned, and a 
fine of about £5000 exacted from the Mahsuds for 
the Keogh murder had a steadying effect on that 
tribe and on southern Waziristan generally, although 
the murderer was not surrendered. 

On the other hand, in the north the Madda Khel 
claimed the right to deal with the Beatty murderers 
themselves, though eventually three of the least 
important were handed over. Air action against the 
village sheltering the other five was therefore taken. 

The Tori Khel Jirga, when called on to expel the 
Fakir of Ipi from their territory, and threatened with 
the loss of allowances and contracts, pleaded religious 
scruples and inability to deal with him as he had a 
numerous following and the support of the Maddi 
Khel subsection. The threat of air action against 
Arsal Kot, where the Fakir had his headquarters, led 
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to the temporary dispersal of his following; but, as 
the Maliks asked for time to bring pressure on 
recalcitrant elements, the threat was not put into 
execution. 

So far the Government, though it had taken 
military precautions, had confined itself to political 
action. Evidently this was not sufficient as unrest 
continued to spread. Khassadars deserted and cases 
of looting, sabotage and kidnapping of Hindus 
occurred. Towards the end of March a deputation 
from the Utmanzai Jirga was permitted to visit the 
Fakir of Ipi in order to persuade him to restrain his 
followers. They elicited a promise from the Fakir 
that his personal following would take no hostile 
action, but he disclaimed responsibility for his 
adherents elsewhere. That this undertaking was 
worthless was proved on the 29th March, four days 
after it was given. Troops carrying out protection 
duty to cover the passage of convoys to and from 
Razmak on the main Bannu-Razmak road were 
ambushed and heavily attacked in the neighbour
hood of their camp at Damdil. The whole of the 
1St Infantry Brigade, composed of one British and 
three Gurkha battalions, was involved. The attack 
first developed against I/6th Gurkhas, moving in 
the Razmak direction, strung out over two miles
searching broken ground north of the road, pre
sumably to dislodge possibk ~nipcrs rather than in 
expectation of attack-its advanced guard, composed 
of two platoons and a machine-gun section, out flf 
sight of the remainder of the battalion. Fire \Vas 
opened along the whole length of the battalion and 
the advanced guard was immcdia tel y in difficulties; 
for its M.G. section, having come into action Oil 
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the north side of the road to engage an enemy to the 
south, was at once surprised by heavy fire from the 
north, The gun detachments were shot down and 
the whole advanced guard suffered severely, Only 
the timely arrival of a section of armoured cars from 
Dosali saved the l\I,G. equipment from being carried 
off by the enemy. A heavy action went on all day in 
which the whole brigade took part, not completing 
withdrawal to camp until 7.45. Some difficulty was 
encountered in disengaging, but the withdrawal, 
covered by mountain guns, was not followed up by 
the tribesmen; probably owing to the heavy casualties 
inflicted on them, which amounted to over 90 killed 
and 60 severely wounded. Our own losses were 
34 killed, 44 wounded, The troops gave a good 
account of themselves, but the boldness of the tribes
men's action in attacking such a large body of troops 
in the neighbourhood of the main road, and the 
treacherous nature of the attack while negotiations 
were in progress, were indications of the serious 
nature of the situation. The Lashkar which carried 
out the attack was composed of elements from many 
tribal sections, and the losses it suffered had little 
permanent effect, as no immediate punitive action 
followed. On the contrary, exaggerated accounts of 
its achievement spread and the Fakir's following 
grew in numbers. Further attempts to bring pressure 
on him by persuasion, air blockade and the suspension 
of the Tori Khel allowances, failed in their object. 
In northern Waziristan, troops had to take over road 
protection as all Khassadars had either deserted or 
been dismissed, and for the time being the initiative 
rested with the tribesmen, 

Unrest spread to southern Waziristan, but as the 
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attitude of the Maliks remained satisfactory, the 
Khassadars returned to their duties, Confidence in 
them was, however, misplaced, and the misfortune 
which ?n 9th April befell a convoy proceeding from 
Manzal to Wana resulted from the desertion of the 
K~assadar posts in the Shahur Tangi. Security in 
thiS defile depends on the high ground being held 
where the road runs along a cliff-like face, Though 
the desertion of the Khassadars was unexpected, 
the attack on the convoy was not entirely without 
warning, for suspicious characters had been observed 
by a previous convoy. The military authorities had 
in consequence decided to suspend traffic which had 
till then been working with normal escorts, The 
political authorities held, however, that traffic might 
be continued without undue danger, and the ban 
was therefore raised, though the strength of the 
escort was slightly increased. The convoy consisted 
of 45 lorries and a few private motors, carrying 
supplies and some officers and men proceeding to 
Wana on return from leave. Its escort included 4 
armoured cars-one leading, one in rear and two 
spaced in the column-about 60 infantry with three 
L.M,G.s, and a detachment of 14 Sappers and 
Miners, all in lorries. The whole column was under 
command of a British officer with an Indian officer 
in charge of the infantry party. As additional pre
caution, patrols of scouts had been sent out both 
from J andola and Sarekwai to search areas some 
distance nortll of the road, and one plane was 
carrying out continuous observation of tlle convoy's 
movements. 

When its head had, at 7.45 A,M., almost reached 
the further (western) end of the defile, fire was 

2D 
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opened on the column throughout its length, being 
particularly heavy on the leading half. Some of the 
lorry drivers were at once hit and their lorries, 
swinging across the road, blocked the whole column 
except the leading armoured car and the first three 
lorries, which pushed on till clear of the defile; the 
A.C. returning when it had seen them safely through. 
The infantry escort debussed quickly, though it had 
suffered heavily. They could do little but return the 
fire, taking such cover as could be found. Their Indian 
officer, however, managed to establish a piquet from 
which fire was effective and succeeded in holding it 
throughout the day. The three armoured cars in the 
centre and rear of the column were immobiliscd but 
their fire prevented the convoy from being rushed. 
Only at a few places could vehicles turn, and efforts 
to get the road clear resulted in further casualties as 
the enemy maintaineo intense, accurate sniping. lIis 
numbers increased from under one hundred to two 
or three times that ~trength as thc day went on. 

To hold on till help came was all that cuuld be 
done, ano as news of the attack soon spread, help \\ as 
rushed to the spot; from Manzai and J andola to the 
eastern, and from Wana and Sarekwai to the we~tcrn 
end of the defile. The 1\lanzai dctadunent, about 
1:\",0 companies in lorries and a section of light tanks, 
arrived on the scene by 10.30 A.M" hut its attempt 
to sei~<.' the heights north of tilt' defile \\ as hdd up, 
and it had to withdraw as night appro:lched, kJying 
at the eastern end of the defile n piquet of ~couts, 
who arrived during Ihe day frnm Sararogha. 

At the western end of the defile the dct.lChmwts 
from Sarekwai and VI' ana wefe more sucn'~shtl, hut 
tlley wefe too latc tu join hands with the 'Manz;li 
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troops. The Sarekwai detachment arrived about 
noon; it included one section armoured cars, one 
mounted and four infantry platoons of scouts, to
gether with a party of Khassadars collected by 
Mr. Lowis-Assistant Political Agent. This party 
managed to recapture the Khassadar piquet post at 
the entrance of the defile, driving off enemy counter
attack and weakening his position in the Tangi. With 
the help of armoured cars, some 15 to 20 lorries of 
the convoy were then passed out and sent safely to 
Sarckwai. At 4.30 three more platoons of seouL, 
arrived in lorries from Wana and succeeded in 
capturing, after considcrahle opposition. adumioatlng 
pOint north 01 the defile, \\hich they hrld all nigllllll 
spite of their British officers heiJI!! \\ountled. 

At du~k and throughoul til<' night lh~ tribe rn~n 
made .lItempll to do~~ on the OJl\ or but only 
SULceeded in reaching a fl.", lorrie, ddilau"d from 
the tirt' of tilt· armflllrl'd l'an. jll th ... II1ltldl" flf lli(' 
t'OllImn and from that of th .. rtJn~ins ,,' til(' iJlr,mlry 
C!.t(lI't in ';tn";ll lon tnldtd f1I ~r thurI. J)uring th~ 
lIi~ltl p;1trol of 6C(11I1 man:!'r d Il) "vaClWI< SOfl}(' of 
the wound"d. 

In tit, morning tltt en HI\' h~d ,It II''' :tr< cJ and 
tit" (om'o . \I. ( Ir; • !t·d. Cru Halli" I,ad unf',nu,,
;ltdy h,en 11(:\\), including 7 JJnu,h (Jlh'CI kIlled 
,lid 5 "ouml"l. Bnl; h olhn mn ~, '). kill«\ lid I 

\\'olJm\,d. Imllan (indlJdJll' 6,'''lIts alld <nill.lIul), 
2i kIlled, H wound. d (.l I fllil,ln "ffi, r ), Th 
1r<lOp had fought \\ Ith 'r('at ,,1I9nll lonU had 111-
fill1{'d (011 "Icrahl. I ;r: nn till tnb 111<11 alth""gh 
tht' latter Ita I all th ud\'3hla,,; of co\ r. i\)rHC

OHr, thl . had I .. n prC\ (flied from IieClJrinJ( 10(,(. 
II \8 inl rclllw to lOmp;rr 'hi tnlld~"1 "Ith the 
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many attacks on convoys made in Palestine, always 
remembering the great superiority of the Pathan over 
the Palestine Arab as a fighting man. Organisation 
of the convoys was in each case much the same; with 
the important exception that in Palestine wireless 
communication was provided and that in some cases 
a mortar detachment was added to the escort. An 
essential difference, however, lay in the fact that in 
Palestine, as there were seldom sufficient troops avail
able to piquet danger points, the risk of attack had to 
be accepted. Reliance had therefore to be placed on 
prompt counter-attack by rescue parties; and as a 
result of numerous experiences a system was evolved 
by which air and ground troops were held in readiness 
to respond at once to a wireless summons on a pre
concerted plan. In Waziristan, on the other hand, 
deterrents to attack were relied on-the strength of 
the escort and the Khassadar posts, presumed to be 
occupied. No prearranged plan appears to have 
existed for rendering immediate assistance should the 
deterrents fail or prove insufficient. The scout patrols 
sent out north of the road and the single aeroplane 
which watched the progress of the column were 
merely additional precautions of a deterrent nature. 
Although, in the event, rescue parties were organised 
with commendable promptitude their action was less 
immediate and less fully co-ordinated than would 
have been the case under the Palestine system. 

How far the lessons of Palestine are applicable to 
Waziristan conditions must be for local decision, 
but it is evident that road protection will always 
present a problem whenever there is serious unrest 
in either country. Piqueting danger points with reli
able troops is the most effective solution, but as it 
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absorbs numbers and reduces the forces available 
for offensive action, there are obvious limitations to 
the protection which can thus be given. Extensive 
employment of wireless to summon assistance, co
ordination of mortar fire with air action, the substitu
tion of light tanks, easier to manceuvre, for armoured 
cars, and protected lorries for infantry escorts, might 
give convoys a greater measure of self-protection and 
economise the use of piquets. 

Negotiations with the Fakir of Ipi having proved 
futile, military action on a considerable scale became 
inevitable, and on 23rd April 1937 political control 
of Waziristan passed once again to the G.O.C.-in-C. 
Northern Command. Operations were at once started 
which had, definitely, a small war character, inas
much that there were no limitations on the use of 
force and because their ultimate object was, by 
covering new road construction, to make an area, 
previously inaccessible, susceptible to control. Their 
immediate object, the elimination of the Fakir and 
his following was, however, strictly a police duty. 
It will suffice to describe the operations in broad 
outline to indicate their naturc. 

As a prcliminary operation to clear the area be
tween the Tochi and Khaisora rivers the 20d 
Infantry Brigade 00 the 23rd April, advanced astride 
the new road from Mirali to Khaisora camp. On the 
27th the brigade moved up the Khaisora valley, 
establishing a perimeter camp at niche Ka~hkai, the 
1St Infantry Brigade co-operating from Dallldil by 
occupying the high ground at the head of the valley. 
On the night of 27/:;!8th the enemy made a determined 
attempt to msh the 2nd Brigade's camp and its 
piquets. All attacks were repulsed, thougb tllCY got 
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to witlun fifty yards of the perimeter and, using Mills 
grenades, inflicted 9 casualties on a piquet. This 
was a notable incident as not since 1895 had tribes
men attempted to rush a camp. On the 29th April 
the 2nd Brigade, haying covered its intention by a 
feint north of the valley, moved some miles south
west and the tribesmen, crossing to oppose it, 
suffered heavily from aircraft and artillery fire. After 
this successful encounter the 2nd Brigade, and the 
scouts' post at Khaisora camp, withdrew from 
Khaisora valley to Mirali, having achieved its object 
of diverting attention from the main road where posts 
were being replenished with supplies, preparatory to 
the main advance from Dosali towards the Fakir's 
H.Q. at Arsal Kot. Although the Fakir's adherents 
had been roughly handled, their numbers continued 
to increase to a total of about 3000, and the Fakir 
rums elf encouraged the belief that he could success
fully resist any attempt to get through the difficult 
country where he was established, never previously 
penetrated by Government troops. 

Leaving the 2nd Brigade at Mirali, ready to inter
vene at a later period, the main operation began on 
8th l\'Iay. It was to be a deliberate advance, in bounds, 
to cover road constmction into and through the Sham 
Plain plateau. The first move was a short one by the 
1St Brigade to cover track construction to Dosali 
village and it encountered considerable opposition 
in scrub-covered ground, as well as sniping. 

T he next step was more critical as the main 
approach to the Sham Plain, six miles distant, lay 
through a narrow, rough and scrub-covered gorge 
in which the enemy was determined to make a stand. 
To outflank resistance and open trus route to the 
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1st Brigade and subsequent road construction, the 
Bannu Brigade was given the task of advancing on 
the night II /12th May by a narrow, difficult and 
unreconnoitred track over high ground north of the 
ravine. Animals with this column were reduced to 
the low figure of 700, each animal being led separ
ately, and every precaution was taken to secure 
surprise. Eight platoons of scouts wearing grass 
sandals moved one hour in front of the main column, 
with wruch were two batteries of mountain artillery. 
The whole column had to move in single file and took 
four hours to pass a point. In places the track which 
the tribesmen had deemed impassable for troops 
proved almost to be so, several mules falling down 
the Khud. So successfully was the surprise effected, 
however, that no opposition was encountered till, in 
the early morning, the scouts were approaching open 
ground. Resistance, however, was overcome with the 
assistance of bombs and macrune guns from the air, 
and the whole brigade by 8 A.M. was in possession 
of the high ground overlooking the Sham Plain. 
Outmanceuvred, the tribesmen retired from the 
ravine position, exposing themselves in places to air 
attack. The 1st Brigade in consequence, when it 
advanced into the ravine at 6 A.M. on the 12th, 
encountered few of the enemy and both brigades 
established their camps on the plain during the day. 
The Banllu Brigade, having only the two days' 
rations carried by the men, now depended for 
immediate requirements on supplies dropped from 
the air. Air transport in this as on a number of other 
occasions proved of the utmost value and eliminated 
many sources of anxiety. In this case, without the 
possibilities it presented, it is questionable whether 
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the bold manceuvre of the Bannu Brigade could have 
been risked. 

A track which mechanical transport could use 
having been completed to the Sham Plain by the 
14th, the next bound was made on the 18th to 
within four and a half miles of Arsal Kot. Resist
ance was offered but the Fakir's Lashkar had 
dwindled greatly. Again a halt was made while an 
M.T. track was carried forward. Here, at Ghariom 
camp, the two brigades concentrated prepared to 
retain their position till well- made motor roads 
had been constructed through this previously in
accessible area, to link up with the Jandola-Razmak 
road .• 

Although information was received that the Fakir 
had abandoned Arsal Kot and moved some eighteen 
miles further cast, encounters with his following still 
occurred. The final phase of the operations was 
tberdore carried out. On 27th May the Bannu and 
1st Infantry Brigade advanced towards Arsal I' ot, 
whilc the 2nd Brigade, cntering the Khaisora ,·alley 
again, converged by a night march on Arsal Kot from 
the north. The two forces joined hanus on 28th, but 
the hope that the tribesmm would concentrate for 
r~sistancc ami be given a heavy blow was di~
~1)1)1ointed, opposition being of a harassing charactt'T 
only. The three brigades were now 1U the Sham area 
and yarious encountufs with small grou ps of the 
enemy still took place. The Fakir, however, rcm~jncd 
elusive; and even a successful surpn:;c on the night 
of Junt' ZO/2 Tst, of a village where he wa~ reported 
to he, drew h1.111k as far as he was concnncd. though 
it resulted in the release of two HUlou pm;oncro. 

Early in JUlle a general reorganisation of the troops 
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engaged took place; with the object of liberating 
forces for minor punitive action in other parts of the 
country, while leaving sufficient troops in the Sham 
area to cover the completion of the new roads. We 
need not follow in detail the subsequent operations 
during the year. They resulted in the reopening of 
normal traffic on the main roads to Razmak and 
Wana, though this absorbed considerable numbers 
of troops on protective duties. The Fakir with 
diminished prestige was forced by air and ground 
action to move from one point to another tIll he 
finally took refuge from air action in the neighbour
hood of the Afghan frontier. 

One of the main ohjt~ts a! this stage Wilti to Imprl'5M 

on the l\lahsuus the ddcrmination uf the Gon·rn
Illl'llt to restore onltr. The lIihc as a whole, und,r 
the inJlucnce of til,·ir lcadL'rs, ball not givl'fl trouhle 
but some of thdr i\lulJahti and" I-:uod tHan), "f tl",ir 
young men had supported tilt" Fukir. A L.~Bhkar 
unJd a notoriou hostik Sher Ali, gathnr'l on the 
ndl:hbollrhood of the \V~'r"l r""d, Inl . bfOhn up 
tov.·'lrds the l·nd "I J u n~ by a ,mni>ltIcd c roilS
eountn· tnU' efllt lit of two hrig .. dl$. :-ihn .\Ii ,,
m'lI11«i at lilll«' hut III fAbhk.lr lIfkret! l11.I\i!y PIllI, 
I" rhap.s mort IlIljwrtll1ll. the ';"apa It)' of lIlt GOI ern
Tll('m troup. tll J1I!llHlIIHC HI ('ountr)' "hue Ih, 
Irih< me11 d ·I!wd th,'/[1 h·c"!! lkifc produced <In 
impr trill. TillS dl po d ,,[ It I. I of th~ T'rill~/p31 
I~ hkars, though minOT acll1Jn Cf>IIllllllC<./ 1(, L1kc 

plao:". By (ktohcr, I",wenr, a'~ ~1)t tnh;!! Jlrg; •. had 
D«Cptrt! GO\(!Il1n nt terms. r he 11< W toad ''If< 
\\..Jlon their \, a)' to \ omplctlon and tten new pia 0<)0. 

of outs \\(.."1" hdng r'HliCd. 'I he vnthdr31ul "I Ihe 
grc I~r part of th< J8t f)jH5IOI1 oould therefor he 
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contemplated. Before final withdrawal, however, it 
"'as giyen the task of covering the construction of a 
new road into Bhitanni territory and of imposing 
penalties on that tribe which during the period of 
acute unrest had been responsible for a number of 
raids oyer the administrative frontier. These tasks 
were carried out without much difficulty, as the 
Bhitannis, receiving no support from the Mahsuds, 
offered little opposition, and troops engaged with
drew early in December. 

On 15th December conditions in Waziristan 
having returned to their more or less normal state , 
conunand and political control passed to the G.O.C. 
~'aziristan ?istrict, and all extra troops except one 
mfantry bngade (left in the Mirali-Damdil area) 
were, by the end of January 1938, withdrawn from 
Waziristan. 

On the whole the experiences of the year showed 
that the policy of the military occupation of the 
country and the construction of roads had prevented 
the rising of any of the tribes en bloc. It is evident, 
however, that till the authority of the headmen is 
more firmly established, trouble from the more 
turbulent and fanatical members of the tribes must 
?e expected. The question arises whether, in support
mg the headmen or dealing with them, control 
should be vested in military or political authority. 
Support so often takes the form of military action 
that the arguments in favour of continuous military 
control carry weight, especially as it would establish 
greater unity of policy. Political assistants would of 
course still be necessary in giving effect to the prin
ciple of indirect rule. The difference of opinion which 
led to the Shahur Tangi incident shows the danger 
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of divided responsibility. Under the present system 
there is, too, the inherent difficulty of deciding when 
to impose military, and when to revert to civil, 
control. In February 1937 one suspects that reversion 
to civil control was premature, and that thereafter 
there was undue delay in reimposing military control 
when political action, combined with military passive 
defence measures, was manifestly producing little 
impression on a deteriorating situation. When mili
tary initiative and offensive action were sanctioned 
results were obtained, though perhaps less decisive 
and at a greater cost than if they had been sanctioned 
earlier. 

As regards the actual operations the value of close 
ground and air co-operation was evident. On the 
other hand, air action alone, valuable though it is in 
crushing the beginnings of disaffection in normal 
times, is clearly ineffective from the restrictions 
imposed on it when dealing with elements which have 
cut loose from tribal control. Armoured vehicles and 
motor transport have obviously done much to in
crease the ubiquity and capacity for manceuvrc of 
ground troops. On the other hand, armoured vehicles 
alone cannot be relied to guarantee tll" security of 
road traffic. Light tanks when ground permitted 
proved useful for outRanking movements to protect 
Banks, for covering withdrawals and for clearing 
villages; presumably they will eventually replace 
armoured cars. As mortars were not 3vailahle, there 
was no opportunity of proving whether they wouhl 
be as valuable on the N.W. Frontier as they have 
been in Palestine, especially for convoy escorts. It is 
not suggested that they are a suhstitute for mountain 
guns but, as a means of adding high trajectory 
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searching fire to the flat trajectory of rifles and 
automatic weapons, they have obvious merits. 

~ative levies when well disciplined and led by 
Bnhsh officers, as are the scouts, from their famili
arity with the terrain and mobility, have proved their 
value, and can undertake tasks for which down
country Indian troops have not such physical apti
tude. A strong backing of regular troops is, however, 
obviously necessary; if only because a force recruited 
from the border tribes can never be entirely reliable 
when the country is in a state of turmoil. Certainly 
in such conditions Khassadars have shown that they 
cannot be trusted. 

Although tribal risings in Waziristan may have 
become less probable now that aircraft and troops 
can generally nip disaffection in the bud, yet it is 
certain that a turbulent element will always exist. 
One must face the fact that it may prove more 
difficult to round up Lashkars drawn from the 
firebrands of a number of districts than to bring 
about the submission of one raised on a tribal basis. 
In the former case there is a Jack of definite ohjcctiVl's, 
In the latter, air action may bring about sub~lission 
or if it fails, ground troops can capture and hold 0; 
deBt.roy tribal strongholds. In the one instance 
ehlSlve leaders have to be dealt with, while in the 
other the he,ldm n may be brought to realise thtir 
responsibIlities. Many of the prohlc'llls of \Yaziristan, 
military and political, have still to he ull<llysed and 
diW'Rted. Time must he allowed for the wo'rkinr;:s of 
the advanced policy to tuke effect and to be brought 
to its full development. Meanwhile it is certain that 
a purely dcfcnsivc policy is dangerous and liable 
to be misunderstood, and troops must be prepared 
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to hit hard offensive strokes. The fact that night 
operations can be employed successfully against the 
tribesmen has been shown, but their success depends 
on secrecy and mobility. Formerly night operations 
did not find favour, perhaps owing to the difficulty 
of securing secrecy when great numbers of transport 
animals with their attendants were required for 
every movement, and perhaps also because a healthy 
respect for the tribesman's qualities as a night fighter 
had been cngendered. These qualities havc heen 
exercised with caution since the appearance of the 
M.G. and magazine rifle, but they mighl again CO[ll(

into evidence if the tribesmen had an inkling that 
night maoa;uvrcs against them were on foot. Safety 
as well as success may therefor.: dcptnd on secrecy. 
The attack on the Biche Kashkai camp indicated 
that the rni;l:cd Lashkar of h(,I-Ilt':1Js lIlay prove 
holder :md have even more dlicknl kadl'fll than a 
purdy tribal La~hbr. 

On the whole \H' may <ondude that, though 
'vV;l7.irist;1n in th, future may I'rlscnt problem. of" 
military p"lil'l' ratlta lh:Jn a 8111;111 w.lr (h'lf<lc!a, 
they WJIl dUllJl1d quite as high a 81.lJl.!""d of rnilit'lry 
dlif'imcy and do Ollt malL/;,llIy modify th, I.. nns 
deri\'\ d from Irlall \\ ar <.;xpn;, no' 1111 the trrm!;' T. 

/\,bpt.ltion nf modl I'll l'luiprn"ll! to the 1< ons of! he 
p:t~t rathtr than rcnJI~lti,,"ary chan·', of mnh"d . 
8\lCh UB rdi.mce OIl Ulf :Kllon Ion 11 ' 'I 11 dl 
as the keY-I1u! - "I (IHurl lllliital . I'0li~.\. 

f1lf I '0 
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